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Abstract: This report explains the accident involving an EMB-120RT, operated by
COMAIR Airlines, Inc., as flight 3272, that crashed during a rapid descent after an
uncommanded roll excursion near Monroe, Michigan, on January 9, 1997. Safety
issues in the report focused on procedures for the use of ice protection systems,
airspeed and flap configuration information, stall warning/protection system capabilities,
operation of the autopilot in icing conditions, aircraft icing certification requirements, and
icing-related research.
Safety recommendations concerning these issues were
addressed to the Federal Aviation Administration and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
About 1554 eastern standard time, on January 9, 1997, an Empresa Brasileira de
Aeronautica, S/A EMB-120RT, N265CA, operated by COMAIR Airlines, Inc., as flight 3272,
crashed during a rapid descent after an uncommanded roll excursion near Monroe, Michigan.
Flight 3272 was being operated under the provisions of Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations Part
135 as a scheduled, domestic passenger flight from the Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International
Airport, Covington, Kentucky, to the Detroit Metropolitan/Wayne County Airport, Detroit,
Michigan. The flight departed Covington, Kentucky, about 1508, with 2 flightcrew members, 1
flight attendant, and 26 passengers on board. There were no survivors. The airplane was destroyed
by ground impact forces and a postaccident fire. Instrument meteorological conditions prevailed at
the time of the accident, and flight 3272 was operating on an instrument flight rules flight plan.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable cause of this
accident was the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) failure to establish adequate aircraft
certification standards for flight in icing conditions, the FAA’s failure to ensure that a Centro
Tecnico Aeroespacial/FAA-approved procedure for the accident airplane’s deice system operation
was implemented by U.S.-based air carriers, and the FAA’s failure to require the establishment of
adequate minimum airspeeds for icing conditions, which led to the loss of control when the airplane
accumulated a thin, rough accretion of ice on its lifting surfaces.
Contributing to the accident were the flightcrew’s decision to operate in icing
conditions near the lower margin of the operating airspeed envelope (with flaps retracted) and
Comair’s failure to establish and adequately disseminate unambiguous minimum airspeed values
for flap configurations and for flight in icing conditions.
The safety issues in this report focused on procedures for the use of ice protection
systems, airspeed and flap configuration information, stall warning/protection system capabilities,
operation of the autopilot in icing conditions, aircraft icing certification requirements, and icingrelated research.
Safety recommendations concerning these issues were addressed to the FAA and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Also, as a result of this accident, on May 21,
1997, the Safety Board issued four safety recommendations to the FAA regarding EMB-120
minimum airspeed information, ice protection system operational procedures, and ice
detection/warning systems.
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AAI-1
AC
AC
ACO
AD
ADC
ADS
AEG
AFM
agl
AHRS
AIM
AIRMET
ALPA
AOA
AOM
APM
APOI
ARAC
ARTCC
ASA
ASR
ASRS
ATC
ATCS
ATCT
ATIS
ATP
ATR
BAA
CAA
CAB
CAM
CAMI
CCP
CDL

Office of the Director, Aviation Accident Investigations, Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA)
advisory circular; provides nonregulatory guidance to certificate holders for a means
(but not necessarily the only means) to comply with FAA Regulations
alternating current
FAA aircraft certification office
airworthiness directive; FAA regulatory requirement for immediate mandatory
inspection and/or modification
air data computer
air data sensor
FAA aircraft evaluation group
airplane flight manual
above ground level
attitude and heading reference system
Aeronautical Information Manual; a primary FAA publication that instructs airmen
about operating in the U.S. National Airspace System
airmen’s meteorological information; such advisories to flightcrews include, but are
not limited to, moderate icing and turbulence
Air Line Pilots Association
angle-of-attack
airplane operations manual
aircrew program manager
FAA assistant principal operations inspector
aviation rulemaking advisory committee
air route traffic control center
Atlantic Southeast Airlines
airport surveillance radar
NASA’s aviation safety reporting system
air traffic control
air traffic control specialist
air traffic control tower
automatic terminal information service
airline transport pilot
Avions de Transport Regional
Bilateral Airworthiness Agreement
United Kingdom’s Civil Aviation Authority
Civil Aeronautics Board (predecessor to the FAA)
cockpit area microphone
FAA’s Civil Aeromedical Institute
control column position
configuration deviation list
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CFIT
CFM
CFR
CG
CRM
CTA
CVG
CVR
CWA
CWP
CWSU
DC
DER
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DO
DTW
EAD
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FAA
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FOQA
FPL
FSB
FSDO
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IOE
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LOE
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LWD

controlled flight into terrain
company flight manual
Code of Federal Regulations
center of gravity
crew resource management
Centro Tecnico Aeroespacial of Brazil
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Airport
cockpit voice recorder
center weather advisory
control wheel position
center weather service unit
direct current
designated engineering representative
French Directorate General for Civil Aviation
director of operations
Detroit Metropolitan/Wayne County Airport
emergency airworthiness directive
electronic attitude director indicator indicating pitch and roll
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Regulations
flight data recorder
flight level
flight manual review board
flight operations quality assurance
full performance level
flight standards bulletin
FAA flight standards district office
flight standards manual
one G is equivalent to the acceleration caused by the Earth’s gravity (32.174 feet per
second2)
General Accounting Office
geostationary operational environmental satellite
ground proximity warning system
FAA handbook bulletin for airworthiness
instrument flight rules
instrument landing system
initial operating experience
icing research tunnel
knots indicated airspeed
line-oriented exercises
low pressure compressor
liquid water content; the FAA defines LWC as the total mass of water in all the
liquid cloud droplets within a unit volume of cloud; LWC and supercooled liquid
water (SLW) refer to the amount of liquid water in a certain volume of air
left wing down
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MED
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Motif-IRAS
msl
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NASA
NASIP
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National Aeronautics and Space Administration (formerly NACA)
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National Center for Atmospheric Research
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
a computer code used by NASA in its icing tests
notice of proposed rulemaking
National Resource Specialist
National Track Analysis Program
Northwest Airlines
National Weather Service
outside air temperature
operational bulletin
public address system
FAA principal avionics inspector
pilot flying
pilot report
pilot not flying
FAA principal operations inspector
Pratt & Whitney Canada
right wing down
static air temperature (synonymous with OAT)
service bulletin supplied by manufacturer
service difficulty report
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are not limited to, severe and extreme turbulence and severe icing
supercooled large droplet
supercooled liquid water
serial number
stall protection system
supplemental type certificate
total air temperature
type certificate
traffic alert and collision avoidance system
technical note
terminal radar approach control
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WSR

visual flight rules
maximum landing gear operating speed/maximum gear extended speed
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weather surveillance radar
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NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20594
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT
IN-FLIGHT ICING ENCOUNTER AND
UNCONTROLLED COLLISION WITH TERRAIN
COMAIR FLIGHT 3272, EMBRAER EMB-120RT, N265CA
MONROE, MICHIGAN
JANUARY 9, 1997
1. FACTUAL INFORMATION
1.1

History of Flight

About 1554 eastern standard time,1 on January 9, 1997, an Empresa Brasileira de
Aeronautica, S/A (Embraer) EMB-120RT, N265CA, operated by COMAIR Airlines, Inc.,2 as
flight 3272, crashed during a rapid descent after an uncommanded roll excursion near Monroe,
Michigan. Comair flight 3272 was being operated under the provisions of Title 14 Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 135 as a scheduled, domestic passenger flight from the
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Airport (CVG), Covington, Kentucky, to Detroit
Metropolitan/Wayne County Airport (DTW), Detroit, Michigan. The flight departed CVG about
1508, with 2 flightcrew members, 1 flight attendant, and 26 passengers on board. There were no
survivors. The airplane was destroyed by ground impact forces and a postaccident fire.
Instrument meteorological conditions prevailed at the time of the accident, and flight 3272 was
operating on an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan.
The pilots reported for duty at 0940 in Covington, on January 9, 1997, to begin a
scheduled 3-day trip sequence. They completed the first two flight segments of the first day’s
schedule—CVG to Dayton, Ohio, and return to CVG—without incident. After they returned to
CVG (about 1241), the pilots were scheduled to change airplanes (to the accident airplane). At
1427, the accident airplane arrived at CVG from Asheville, North Carolina; the airplane was
scheduled to depart CVG at 1430, as Comair flight 3272, but actually departed the gate at 1451.
According to company personnel, the delay occurred because the airplane arrived late from
Asheville and required servicing. An additional delay was encountered because the weather
conditions (light snow) necessitated airframe deicing before takeoff. The pilots of flight 3272
taxied the airplane from the gate to the designated deicing area, where, at 1457, the airplane was
deiced with Type 1 deicing fluid.3 Air traffic control (ATC) records indicate that flight 3272
became airborne about 1509.
Review of ATC and cockpit voice recorder (CVR) transcripts from the accident
flight indicated that the captain was performing the radio communications and other pilot-notflying (PNF) duties, while the first officer was performing the pilot flying (PF) duties during the
1

Unless otherwise indicated, all times are eastern standard time, based on a 24-hour clock.
For the remainder of this report, COMAIR Airlines, Inc., will be identified as Comair.
3
Type 1 deicing fluid is ethylene glycol and was applied in a 50/50 mixture with heated water.
2

2

flight from CVG to DTW. The IFR flight plan indicated that flight 3272’s final cruise altitude
would have been flight level (FL) 190;4 however, the pilots requested and received clearance to
climb to FL 210 to avoid turbulence at the lower altitude. At 1526:59, the CVR recorded the
Indianapolis Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC) controller asking the pilots if there were
“any improvements…with the climb there?” At 1527:03, the CVR recorded the captain
responding, “affirmative…it’s…smooth here at two one oh [we were] getting…occasional light
chop at one nine oh…we were right at the tops [of the clouds].” At 1531, the pilots were
instructed to contact Cleveland ARTCC; the pilots acknowledged and complied with the
instructions.
At 1538, the CVR recorded the captain advising the flight attendant that the flight
from CVG to DTW would take “only forty minutes today.” At 1539, the CVR recorded the air
traffic controller stating, “[Comair 3272] continue descent to one one thousand, then fly heading
of…zero three zero to rejoin the MIZAR [intersection] arrival [to] Detroit.” About 1 minute
later, the pilots obtained Detroit’s automatic terminal information service (ATIS) information
“hotel,” which indicated visibility of 1 mile in light snow and included the remarks, “braking
action advisories in effect” and “local [ground] de-ice procedure in effect.”
At 1542, the CVR recorded the Cleveland ARTCC controller advising flight 3272
to contact Detroit terminal radar approach control (TRACON). The captain acknowledged the
instructions and (at 1543) contacted Detroit TRACON, advising the approach controller that
flight 3272 was at 11,000 feet mean sea level (msl). According to the ATC transcript, Detroit
TRACON responded with instructions to depart MIZAR intersection on a 050o heading, “vector
to [the instrument landing system] ILS runway three right final approach course, braking action
report poor by a DC niner.”
According to the ATC transcript, at 1544, Detroit TRACON requested flight 3272
to reduce airspeed to 190 knots. The ATC transcript indicated that about 14 seconds after
Detroit TRACON instructed flight 3272 to reduce its airspeed to 190 knots, the crew of America
West flight 50 (call sign Cactus 50) contacted the TRACON feeder controller (who was now
working both airplanes), advising that the airplane was level at 12,000 feet msl. During
postaccident interviews, the Detroit TRACON feeder controller told Safety Board personnel that
although Comair flight 3272 appeared on his radar display and frequency before Cactus 50, he
decided that Cactus 50, an Airbus A320, would precede Comair 3272 on the approach to runway
3R because Cactus 50 was faster and had a more direct path to the inbound radar fix. (Additional
information regarding the separation between the two airplanes is included in section 1.18.6.)
At 1545, Detroit TRACON cleared flight 3272 to descend and maintain an
altitude of 7,000 feet msl; the pilots of flight 3272 subsequently acknowledged the airspeed
reduction (190 knots) and the clearance to descend to 7,000 feet msl. Seconds later, the CVR
recorded the first officer stating, “Seven [thousand]’s verified, there’s MIZAR, and we’re turning

4

Altitudes below 18,000 feet msl are presented in altitude above msl and are corrected for
variations from standard sea level pressure. Altitudes above 18,000 feet msl are expressed as FLs, and are based on
an altimeter setting of 29.92 inches of mercury. Therefore, FL 190 = 19,000 feet pressure altitude.

3

[to] zero five zero.” At 1546, Detroit TRACON instructed the pilots to turn left to a heading of
030o, with the remark, “vectors for spacing.”
At 1547, Comair flight 3272 was instructed to turn right to a heading of 055o,
which the pilots acknowledged. Then, as the airplane descended through about 8,600 feet, the
first officer called for the descent checklist.5 The descent checklist included an ice protection
prompt (to be accomplished before the airplane entered icing conditions),6 to which the first
officer responded “windshield, props, standard seven.”7 According to the CVR, the pilots
completed the eight items listed on the descent checklist at 1548:12. Two seconds later, the first
officer began the approach briefing. Although neither pilot specifically called for the approach
checklist, the approach briefing is the first item on the approach checklist. The approach briefing
was interrupted at 1548:47 by the approach controller, who issued instructions to turn right to a
heading of 070o. About 1549:35, the CVR recorded the first officer completing the
approach/missed approach briefing with the query, “Questions? Comments?” The captain
responded, “No questions” and continued to the next approach checklist item, advising the first
officer, “twenty-one, fourteen, and forty-three are your [airspeed] bugs.”8 At 1549:43, the CVR
recorded the first officer’s response, “twenty-one, fourteen, forty-three…set.” The pilots
satisfactorily accomplished the autofeather and navigation radios checklist items at 1549:53 and
had the following items remaining to complete the approach checklist:
•
•

flight attendants—notified
flaps—15/15/checked.9

According to ATC and CVR information, at 1549:54, Detroit TRACON
instructed the pilots to turn right to a heading of 140o and to reduce airspeed to 170 knots. At
1549:59, the captain acknowledged the instructions. At 1550:15, the CVR recorded the captain’s
attempt to contact Comair operations personnel at DTW to coordinate arrival information;
operations personnel did not respond promptly to the radio call, and, at 1550:28, the CVR
recorded the captain stating to the first officer, “Nobody likes to answer me, I’m back.” At that
5

Company policy dictates that flightcrews accomplish the descent checklist before the airplane
descends below 10,000 feet msl and the approach checklist before the airplane is within 30 nautical miles (nm) of
the destination airport.
6
Comair’s EMB-120 flight standards manual (FSM) states that “icing conditions exist when the
OAT [outside air temperature] is +5o or below and visible moisture in any form is present (such as clouds, rain,
snow, sleet, ice crystals, or fog with visibility of one mile or less).”
7
According to postaccident interviews with Comair pilots, the term “standard seven” refers to
switches for the following anti-ice system items: angle-of-attack (AOA) sensors (left and right sides of the fuselage),
sideslip sensor (top center of the fuselage, aft of the windscreen), total air temperature (TAT) sensor, and the
pitot/static system (left, right, and auxiliary). These items, with the windshield and propeller systems, comprise the
airplane’s anti-ice system. The CVR did not record any flightcrew discussion of ice accumulation or leading edge
deicing boot activation during the airplane’s approach to the Detroit area. For additional ice protection system
information, see section 1.6.3.4.
8
These airspeed settings refer to the airplane’s approach reference airspeed, takeoff safety
airspeed, and final segment airspeeds (based on airplane performance data), respectively.
9
According to several Comair EMB-120 pilots interviewed after the accident, the last two
approach checklist items would typically be accomplished later during the approach when the airplane was closer to
its destination airport. CVR and FDR information and physical evidence indicated that the flaps were in the
retracted position when the accident occurred.
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time, ATC advised the pilots to contact the Detroit TRACON final approach controller on a
different frequency; the pilots acknowledged and complied with the instructions.
According to ATC transcripts, at 1550:48, the final approach controller instructed
the pilots to reduce their airspeed to 170 knots and to descend to 6,000 feet msl. At 1551:27, the
CVR recorded Comair operations personnel on the radio stating, “thirty-two seventy-two, are
you calling Detroit?” The captain responded, advising that they were in range, would be at the
gate in less than 10 minutes, and would need to be fueled. During the next 30 seconds,
operations personnel gave the captain arrival gate information and outgoing passenger and fuel
load information. At 1552:07, the CVR recorded the captain stating to the first officer “[it] took
‘em a while but they came back to me.” The first officer responded that there had been no
changes while the captain was talking to company operations.
At 1552:13, the final approach controller cleared the pilots to descend to 4,000
feet msl. The pilots acknowledged and complied with the clearance. Beginning at 1553:03, the
CVR recorded ATC’s discussions with Cactus 50 regarding windshear, tailwinds aloft, and pilot
reports of “slick runways and low visibilities.” At 1553:25, the CVR recorded the final approach
controller instructing the pilots of flight 3272 to turn to a heading of 180o and reduce airspeed to
150 knots. The captain acknowledged the clearance at 1553:29, stating, “heading one eight
zero…speed one five zero.…” At 1553:42, the final approach controller restated flight 3272’s
instruction to reduce airspeed to 150 knots, and the captain again acknowledged the instructions.
During the next 7 seconds, the pilots engaged in a brief dialogue, which included comments
about the controller’s short-term memory and the repeated instructions.
At 1553:59, the final approach controller stated, “[Comair 3272] now turn left [to
a] heading [of 090o]…plan a vector across the localizer.”10 The captain acknowledged the
heading change, and review of the FDR data (control wheel position [CWP], roll attitude, and
magnetic heading) indicated that the airplane began a left turn about 1554:05. FDR data
revealed that at 1554:08, the airplane was in a shallow but steepening left bank at 4,000 feet msl;
the data further showed that the autopilot mode changed from “Altitude Pre Select (Arm)” to
“Altitude Hold” mode. At 1554:10, at an airspeed of 156 knots, the airplane’s roll attitude had
steepened to about 23o of left bank, and the CWP began to move back to the right; however, the
airplane’s left roll attitude continued to steepen.
Beginning at 1554:15.9, the CVR recorded the “sound of several ‘whirring’
noises, similar to that of the elevator trim servo.” FDR data indicated that the engine power
began to increase from flight idle about the same time. At 1554:17, the FDR began to record
split engine torque values, with higher torque values recorded for the right engine than the left,
which continued until the autopilot disengaged. Beginning at 1554:17.1, the CVR recorded a
“significant reduction in background ambient noise.” The FDR data indicated that at this time,
the airplane’s left bank continued to steepen, while the CWP was moving farther to the right.

10

The final approach controller told investigators that he believed it might be necessary to vector
Comair flight 3272 across the localizer to ensure adequate separation between Comair flight 3272 and the airplane
preceding flight 3272 on the approach, Cactus 50.
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At 1554:20.8, the CVR recorded the captain stating, “Looks like your low speed
indicator,” and, at 1554:20.9, the first officer made an unintelligible comment. The FDR
information indicated that at 1554:23.6, the engine torque began to increase again; about
1554:23.6, the CVR recorded the captain stating, “power.” FDR data indicated that at
1554:24.1, the airplane was at an airspeed of 146 knots and a left bank angle that was steepening
beyond 45o and that the autopilot disconnected. The CVR transcript indicated that about that
time a sound similar to the stickshaker started. At 1554:24.1, the CVR recorded the first officer
stating, “thanks;” simultaneously, it recorded the sound of three chimes and the “autopilot” aural
warning. FDR data indicated that in the less than 2 seconds after the autopilot disconnected
(1554:24.125 to 1554:25.9), the following changes occurred:
11

•
•
•

the airplane’s CWP moved from about 18o right to about 19o left,
the roll attitude increased from about 45o left bank to about 140o left bank, and
the pitch attitude decreased from nearly 2o nose up to about 17o nose down.

At 1554:25.9, the sound of the stickshaker stopped. At 1554:26.1, the CVR
recorded the first officer and the captain stating, “Oh” and “Oh [expletive],” respectively.
According to FDR data, the airplane’s left roll attitude was increasing to more than 140o, and the
pitch attitude was decreasing to nearly 50o nose down by 1554:29. According to the CVR
transcript, about 1554:29.1, the ground proximity warning system (GPWS) “bank angle” aural
warning annunciated,12 followed by three chimes and the autopilot aural warning; these warnings
annunciated repeatedly as the airplane descended to the ground.13 At 1554:31, a sound similar to
the stickshaker started and continued to the end of the tape. The CVR recorded nonpertinent
exclamations on the captain’s channel at 1554:37.1 and 1554:39.1; the CVR recording ended at
1554:40.
The airplane struck the ground in a steep nose-down attitude in a level field in a
rural area about 19 nm southwest of DTW. A postimpact fire ensued. The accident occurred
during the hours of daylight at 41o 57’ 48” north latitude and 83o 33’ 08” west longitude.

11

The low speed indicator referenced by the captain is the fast/slow indicator system, which
consists of diamond-shaped indicators located on the left side of the electronic attitude director indicator (EADI).
The fast/slow indicator is an angle-of-attack-based indicator that indicates deviations from the optimum approach
speeds; up = fast, down = slow, and center = 1.3 Vs. The fast/slow indicator is certificated for the flaps zero
configuration.
12
According to the GPWS manufacturer (Allied Signal Commercial Avionics Systems), the
GPWS “bank angle” aural warning is activated when the airplane exceeds 50o of bank angle at altitudes above 210
feet above ground level (agl); the message “bank angle” is repeated every 3 seconds while the bank angle
exceedence exists. (When the airplane is maneuvering between the ground and 210 feet agl, the “bank angle” aural
warning is activated by smaller bank angles; for example, a bank angle of 30o close to the ground will generate an
aural warning.)
13
The CVR recorded the three chimes and the autopilot aural warning again at 1554:34.3,
followed by the GPWS bank angle aural warning at 1554:35.3. Then, at 1554:38.2, the three chimes and the
autopilot aural warning sounded again.
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1.2

1.3

Injuries to Persons
Injuries

Flightcrew

Cabincrew

Passengers

Other

Total

Fatal
Serious
Minor
None
Total

2
0
0
0
2

1
0
0
0
1

26
0
0
0
26

0
0
0
0
0

29
0
0
0
29

Damage to Airplane

The airplane was destroyed by ground impact forces and a postaccident fire. The
value of the airplane was estimated by Comair to be about $7 million.
1.4

Other Damage

The airplane struck the ground in an open level field in a rural area, adjacent to a
church campground and ball park.
1.5

Personnel Information

1.5.1

Comair"(NKIJV"5494"Captain

At the time of the accident, the captain, age 42, held an airline transport pilot
(ATP) certificate with airplane multiengine land and instrument ratings, a commercial pilot
certificate with airplane single-engine land and rotorcraft/helicopter privileges, and type ratings
in the Canadair Regional Jet (CL-65), the EMB-120, the Fairchild SA-227, and the Boeing
Vertol Company 234 (BV-234) helicopter. The captain’s most recent first-class medical
certificate was issued on August 8, 1996, with no restrictions or limitations.
The captain was hired by Comair on February 5, 1990, as a first officer in the
EMB-120. In December 1990, he transitioned from EMB-120 first officer to an SA-227 first
officer; he upgraded to an SA-227 captain in August 1991, and in January 1992, he became an
SA-227 flight instructor/check airman. In late 1993, the captain became involved in Comair’s
preparation for its acquisition of the CL-65. Between March 30 and June 16, 1994, the captain
was assigned the following duties at Comair (in order): CL-65 captain, CL-65 flight instructor
(simulator), CL-65 check airman (simulator), CL-65 flight instructor (airplane), and CL-65 check
airman (airplane).
The captain performed duties as a CL-65 flight instructor and check airman until
December 1995, when he returned to flight line pilot status; he received an EMB-120 type rating
on December 12, 1995, completed his initial operating experience in the EMB-120 on January
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18, 1996, and completed his most recent line check on March 31, 1996.14 The captain’s most
recent recurrent training, which included crew resource management (CRM) and unusual attitude
training, was completed on September 4, 1996, in the EMB-120. He subsequently completed a
proficiency check in the EMB-120 on September 12, 1996. According to company records, at
the time of the accident, the captain had accumulated 5,329 total flight hours, including about
1,097 hours as pilot-in-command in the EMB-120.
The captain was off duty the 2 days before the accident. During postaccident
interviews, the captain’s wife told Safety Board investigators that during the off-duty days the
captain worked on a computer program, ran errands during the day, and got 8 to 9 hours of sleep
each night. She reported that the captain watched a movie the evening before the accident and
went to bed about 2300; he arose about 0500 on the day of the accident and left the house about
2 hours before his scheduled report time of 0940.
During postaccident interviews, Comair’s director of operations (DO) described
the captain as “an absolute genius in mathematics…very detail oriented, professional, and
serious about his job.” According to the DO, the captain’s goal with the airline was to direct the
performance engineering department when the company grew to the point at which it could
support such a department. Therefore, the captain accomplished airplane performance work for
the company; the DO stated that the captain automated the CL-65 weight and balance programs
and wrote the performance section of the CL-65 manuals. The DO stated that when he spoke
with the captain on the day of the accident, the captain indicated that he planned to transition
from the EMB-120 to the CL-65 in February 1997 (when his seniority position permitted him to
make that transition). According to the DO and other witnesses who saw the captain on the day
of the accident, he appeared well rested, healthy, and in good spirits before the accident flight.
Other postaccident interviews with Comair personnel indicated that the captain
was well liked and respected. A first officer who had flown with the captain on several
occasions described him as very positive, optimistic, and fun to work with; the first officer stated
that the captain flew by the book and was knowledgeable about EMB-120 systems. A Comair
line check airman, who at different times had flown with the captain and the first officer,
indicated that both pilots had above-average CRM skills and established good two-way
communications in the cockpit. A review of Comair’s personnel records for the captain revealed
no adverse information.
30704
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The first officer, age 29, was hired by Comair on October 17, 1994, as a first
officer in the EMB-120. At the time of the accident, he held a commercial pilot certificate with
airplane single and multiengine land and an instrument rating, and a flight instructor certificate
with airplane single and multiengine land and instrument instructor ratings. The first officer’s
14

When the captain returned to line pilot status, he was not eligible to transition to a flight line
position flying the CL-65 because of his seniority.
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most recent first-class medical certificate was issued on June 21, 1996, and contained the
limitation, “Holder shall wear corrective lenses.”
The first officer’s most recent recurrent training, which included CRM and
unusual attitude training, was completed on September 4, 1996, in the EMB-120. He
subsequently completed a second-in-command proficiency check in the EMB-120 on September
11, 1996. According to company records, at the time of the accident, the first officer had
accumulated 2,582 total flight hours, including 1,494 hours as second-in-command in the
EMB-120.
Like the captain, the first officer was off duty the 2 days before the accident.
According to the first officer’s fiancée, the first officer spent most of the day before the accident
painting their house and went to bed between 2130 and 2200. On the day of the accident, the
first officer arose about 0755, saw his fiancée off on her way to work, and reported for duty at
CVG at 0940. The first officer’s fiancée indicated that he was always well rested before his trips
and took his job seriously.
During postaccident interviews, a captain who had flown with the first officer
described him as skillful, procedurally oriented, and “having fun.” The captain indicated that he
considered the first officer a “co-captain” rather than just a first officer. In addition, a line check
airman who had flown with the first officer for his initial EMB-120 check ride was impressed by
his proficiency and demeanor. The line check airman recalled advising the first officer that
when he had more experience in line operations, the line check airman would recommend the
first officer for an instructor position. A review of Comair’s personnel records for the first
officer revealed no adverse information.
1.5.3

Controller at the Feeder Approach Control Position

The air traffic control specialist (ATCS) who was working at the feeder approach
control position had been a military air traffic controller for 20 years before he was hired by the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) on April 23, 1989. The FAA originally assigned him to
the air traffic control tower (ATCT) facility at Flint, Michigan. He was reassigned to Detroit
TRACON on June 16, 1991, and became a full performance level (FPL) controller at that facility
on July 19, 1992. The controller’s most recent FAA second-class medical certificate was issued
in August 1996 and contained the limitation that he “shall possess correcting lenses for near
vision while performing ATCS duties.” He indicated that he was wearing glasses when he
worked with Comair flight 3272.
1.5.4

Controller at the Final Approach Control Position

The ATCS working at the final approach control position was hired by the FAA
on February 26, 1979; received his initial training at the FAA’s ATC facility in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma; and was originally assigned to the ATCT facility at Fort Wayne, Indiana, in July
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1979. He was reassigned to the Detroit TRACON in November 1983 and became an FPL
controller at that facility in December 1984. The controller’s most recent FAA second-class
medical certificate was issued on June 14, 1996, and contained the limitation that he “shall wear
correcting lenses for distant vision while performing ATCS duties.” He told Safety Board
investigators that he was wearing glasses when he worked with Comair flight 3272. The final
approach controller held a commercial pilot certificate with instrument and multiengine ratings.
1.6

Airplane Information

N265CA, an Embraer EMB-120RT, serial number (SN) 120257, was
manufactured by Embraer S/A in Brazil in December 1991 and was purchased by Comair. The
airplane was flown from Brazil to the United States with a Brazilian Export Certificate of
Airworthiness.15 According to the terms of the Bilateral Airworthiness Agreement (BAA)16
between the United States and Brazil, before a U.S. airworthiness certificate could be issued, the
FAA had to determine that the aircraft conformed to the applicable U.S. type design and
certification requirements (in the case of the EMB-120, this is Federal Aviation Regulation
15

According to the FAA Type Certificate Data Sheet for the EMB-120 (No. A31SO), a “Brazilian
Certificate of Airworthiness for Export…must be submitted for each individual aircraft for which application for
U.S. certification is made.” Type Certificate Data Sheet No. A31SO also states that a U.S. Standard Airworthiness
Certificate may be issued by the FAA “on the basis of a Brazilian Certificate of Airworthiness for Export signed by
a representative of the Centro Tecnico Aeroespacial of Brazil (CTA), containing the following statement: ‘The
airplane covered by the certificate has been examined, tested, and found to conform to the type design approved
under Type Certificate No. A31SO and to be in condition for safe operation.’”
16
According to FAA certification personnel, a BAA is a document that is developed when a
foreign country has manufactured aviation products it intends to export to the United States; the document is less
formal than an international treaty and is executed between Chiefs of State without Senatorial approval. The BAA
is a technically oriented document, intended to prevent unnecessary repetitive certification activities by facilitating
cooperation and acceptance of findings between the exporting country’s airworthiness authority and the FAA.
Before a BAA can exist, the FAA (on behalf of the U.S. State Department) must evaluate the technical competence,
capabilities, regulatory authority, and efficacy of the foreign country’s airworthiness authority and assess the foreign
country’s laws and regulations and state-of-the-art manufacturing capability. According to FAA personnel, the fact
that a BAA exists between the FAA and the CTA indicates that the FAA recognizes CTA as a competent
airworthiness authority with the expertise and organization to apply FAR Part 25 certification requirements.
FAA personnel further stated that a foreign aircraft manufacturer is responsible for completing the
same aircraft certification process to the same standards and requirements that a U.S.-based manufacturer would
have to complete. One difference in the process is that the airworthiness authority from the exporting country
provides "constant oversight of the...certification program and participate[s] in all certification flight tests" instead
of the FAA. In this case, however, because Embraer applied for a U.S. type certificate (TC) for the EMB-120 soon
after it applied for the Brazilian TC, the FAA was involved in the certification of the EMB-120 throughout both the
Brazilian and U.S. certification programs. FAA personnel stated, “[t]his process formally started at the preliminary
type board meeting, continued through two interim board meetings and validation flight testing, and concluded with
the final type certification board meeting. In addition to these formal meetings in which all specialty areas are
typically addressed, a total of twelve additional specialist meetings were held with the FAA during the three year
certification program….the FAA…provided guidance on acceptable means of compliance and FAA positions on
any new issues and new means of compliance….retains the final authority on equivalencies and other critical
issues….”
Under the terms of the BAA, the FAA reviewed data obtained by Embraer during its testing, then
conducted comprehensive validation flight tests to confirm EMB-120 compliance with Part 25 requirements.
Additionally, the FAA conducted/participated in postcertification EMB-120 flight tests under the auspices of its
continuing airworthiness responsibilities.
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[FAR] Part 25). On February 20, 1992, the airplane received a U.S. Standard Certificate of
Airworthiness from the FAA and was put into service as part of Comair’s fleet. (Additional
information regarding the certification process as it applied to the EMB-120 is contained in
section 1.6.1.)
The EMB-120 is a low wing, T-tail airplane (see figure 1), equipped with two
Pratt & Whitney Canada (PWC) PW118 turboprop engines and Hamilton Standard 14RF-9 4bladed propellers. Aircraft registration records indicated that at the time of the accident, 282
EMB-120 airplanes were operating worldwide, including 220 registered in the United States.
According to Comair records, the accident airplane had been operated 12,751.8 hours (12,734
cycles) at the time of the accident. Company maintenance records indicated that at the time of
the accident, the left (No. 1) engine, SN 115483, had operated about 12,621 hours, including
1,496 hours since the most recent overhaul; the right (No. 2) engine, SN 115576, had operated
about 11,776 hours, including 30.5 hours since the most recent overhaul.17
Comair’s FAA-approved continuous maintenance inspection program for its
EMB-120s included six specific checks (service checks, 400 flight hour interior checks, “E”
inspections, “C” inspections, calendar inspections, and flight cycle inspections), which are to be
accomplished at various intervals. In addition, Comair performed special inspections if a
repetitive inspection was scheduled at times or cycles that could not conveniently be
accomplished during another check/inspection. Review of maintenance records revealed that
there were no inspections due or scheduled for the accident airplane during the 7 days following
the accident. The following inspections were accomplished during the 60 days preceding the
accident:
•

•

An E1 inspection was accomplished on the accident airplane on
December 27, 1996, at an aircraft total time of 12,662.5 hours (about
89 flight hours before the accident). The autopilot system was
included in the E1 inspection; no autopilot anomalies were noted.
A C1 inspection was accomplished on the accident airplane on
November 20, 1996, about 339 flight hours before the accident; the
rudder, AOA [angle of attack], and stall warning systems were
included in the C1 inspection.

The maintenance records indicated compliance with all FAA airworthiness
directives (ADs) applicable to the accident airplane.18 All but one of the discrepancies reported
during the 90 days before the accident had been cleared by maintenance personnel; the uncleared
(and deferred) discrepancy was a small (.033 inch deep) dent in the fuselage at fuselage station
2677. (Additional information regarding write-ups on specific systems is included in the
applicable airplane systems sections.)
17

Comair’s maintenance records indicated that after it was overhauled, the right engine was
installed on the accident airplane on January 4, 1997, using procedures outlined in the EMB-120 maintenance
manual. The EMB-120 maintenance manual included procedures for, in part, engine control system rigging, engine
trim adjustment, and an engine trim functional check.
18
For additional information regarding AD 96-09-24, see section 1.18.2.5.
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Figure 1.--EMB-120.
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Based on the accident airplane’s flight plan data indicating a takeoff gross weight
of 24,797 pounds and an estimated 850 pounds of fuel consumed between takeoff and the
accident,19 the Safety Board calculated that the accident airplane had an operating weight of
about 23,947 pounds at the time of the accident. The maximum landing weight of the EMB-120
is 24,802 pounds. The estimated center of gravity (CG) at the time of the accident was
calculated to be 31 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord (percent MAC); the allowable inflight CG range at 24,000 pounds was about 16.8 percent to about 43.8 percent.
1.6.1

EMB-120 Icing Certification/Controllability History

1.6.1.1

EMB-120 Icing Certification

According to its Type Certificate Data Sheet (No. A31SO), the EMB-120’s
certification basis was FAR Parts 21, 25, and 36, Special FAR (SFAR) 27, with specified
amendments to (and named exemptions from) those regulations. FAR Part 25, entitled
“Airworthiness Standards: Transport-Category Airplanes,” contains specifications for general
controllability and maneuverability, as well as icing certification requirements for such airplanes,
including performance requirements for flight in icing conditions and criteria for evaluating
airplane flying qualities in natural icing conditions. Part 25.1419 states the following, in part:
If certification with ice protection provisions is desired, the airplane must be
able to operate in the continuous maximum and intermittent maximum icing
conditions of [Part 25] appendix C….[a]n analysis must be performed to
establish that the ice protection for the various components of the airplane is
adequate, taking into account the various airplane operational configurations
[and]…the airplane or its components must be flight tested in the various
operational configurations, in measured natural atmospheric icing conditions.
The Part 25 appendix C icing envelope specifies the water drop mean effective
diameter (MED),20 the liquid water content (LWC),21 and the temperatures at which the airplane
19

The estimate of fuel consumed during the flight (850 pounds) was obtained using fuel
consumption rates for maximum cruise power settings at FL190 for a flight time of about 44 minutes.
20
According to the FAA, the MED is the apparent mean volumetric diameter (MVD) that results
from having to use an assumed drop size distribution when analyzing data from rotating multicylinder cloud
sampling devices (old-style technology). Modern cloud sampling devices measure the drop size distributions
directly and can determine the actual MVD. The maximum intermittent droplet size in appendix C is 50 microns,
and maximum continuous droplet size is 40 microns. A micron is 1/1000 of a millimeter (mm). (The lead in a 0.5
mm mechanical pencil is 500 microns in diameter, or 10 times larger than the largest droplet defined in Part 25
appendix C.) According to FAA icing experts, normal icing cloud droplets are typically between 2 microns and 50
microns in diameter. However, National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) scientists report that freezing
drizzle can occur at droplet sizes between 40 and 400 microns, and freezing rain occurs at droplet sizes greater than
400 microns. Supercooled large droplets (SLD) include freezing drizzle and freezing rain.
21
According to the FAA, LWC is the total mass of water contained in all the liquid cloud droplets
within a unit volume of cloud. Units of LWC are usually grams of water per cubic meter of air. The terms LWC
and supercooled liquid water (SLW) refer to the amount of liquid water in a certain volume of air.
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must be able to safely operate; aircraft compliance must be demonstrated through analysis,
experimentation, and flight testing. During EMB-120 initial certification work, Embraer
demonstrated to the satisfaction of CTA and FAA certification personnel the EMB-120’s ability
to safely operate within the conditions described in Part 25 appendix C. (Copies of Part 25.1419
and appendix C of Part 25 are included in appendix I of this report.)
According to FAA personnel and certification records, CTA personnel
participated in all EMB-120 icing certification flight tests (including tests in natural icing
conditions and with simulated ice shapes) to ensure compliance with Part 25 appendix C. FAA
personnel reviewed and validated the results of those tests before it approved the EMB-120 for
flight into known icing conditions; they stated that the EMB-120 demonstrated satisfactory
handling characteristics and no tendency for loss of control during flight tests under Part 25
appendix C (normal icing) conditions. During the CTA’s EMB-120 initial icing certification
flight tests, the airplane’s handling characteristics were evaluated (and determined to be
satisfactory) in the following conditions:
•

Natural icing conditions, maneuvers within the normal flight envelope
to evaluate flight handling qualities, at airspeeds between 130 and 200
knots, at various weights and airplane configurations (configurations
ranged between gear up/flaps up and gear down/flaps 45o). Embraer
evaluated the EMB-120’s handling characteristics during natural icing
flight tests with ¼ inch, ½ inch, and ¾ inch of ice accumulation on
protected surfaces, and with deicing boots operating until about 4
inches of ice accumulated on unprotected surfaces.

Flight tests conducted by Embraer and CTA during initial certification tests
yielded satisfactory results with 3-inch ram’s horn ice shapes (calculated by Embraer to be
representative of ice accumulated during a 60-minute hold in icing conditions)22 on unprotected
surfaces. Further, the Safety Board’s review of the EMB-120 certification flight test data
revealed that during several of the natural icing encounters, the EMB-120 encountered
conditions that exceeded Part 25 appendix C boundaries for continuous maximum and
intermittent maximum icing conditions (in terms of LWC);23 again, no anomalous handling
characteristics were observed.

22

“Ram’s horn” ice shapes are common rime ice formations in which the ice accumulates away
from the leading edge of the airfoil, both above and below it, forming a shape similar to that of the horns on a ram.
According to the FAA Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM), rime ice is “rough, milky, opaque ice formed by the
instantaneous freezing of small supercooled water droplets.” Embraer used “60-minute” ice shapes during the
EMB-120 certification work, thus exceeding FAA and CTA icing certification standards, which require airplane
manufacturers to conduct ice protection system operative handling and performance tests with ice shapes
representative of ice accumulated during a 45-minute hold in icing conditions.
23
According to the test flight data, the largest droplet size encountered was 37 microns MVD
(which falls within the appendix C envelope), with a LWC of .8 grams per cubic meter (which is higher than the
maximum LWC corresponding to 37 micron droplet size in the appendix C envelope). Variations in LWC primarily
affect the ice accretion rate, not the location of the accretion.
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In addition to data from the CTA/FAA EMB-120 icing certification testing, the
Safety Board reviewed the results of icing certification conducted by Transport Canada, the
Canadian airworthiness authority. During its certification process, Transport Canada required
evaluation of the EMB-120’s flight handling characteristics and stall tests (power—on, power—
flight idle, right and left 30o bank turns with power at 50 percent, at various airplane weights,
configurations, and stall entry rates) with 1-inch artificial ice shapes24 on all protected surfaces
and ice shapes representative of ice accreted during a 45-minute hold in icing conditions on
unprotected surfaces, and sideslip tests with the same ice shapes. Transport Canada’s flight test
data from stall/handling tests conducted with the gear up/flaps up, autopilot not activated, 30o of
bank, 50 percent power, and with 1-inch ice shapes on unprotected surfaces indicated that the
airframe’s aerodynamic buffet (indicating approaching stall) began at 136 knots, the stick shaker
activated at 123 knots, and the stick pusher activated at 118 knots.25 Test pilots reported that the
stall recovery was easy, and the airplane exhibited no adverse flight handling qualities during its
recovery. According to Embraer and Canadian officials, although the tests indicated a
significant reduction in the margin between stick shaker activation and the stall, there was
sufficient aerodynamic buffet to alert a pilot to the approaching stall in all flight conditions
except the landing configuration (gear down, flaps 45o). Transport Canada determined that the
airplane had demonstrated satisfactory handling characteristics under the tested conditions, and
the EMB-120 was certificated for flight into known icing conditions by the Canadian
airworthiness authority.
1.6.1.1.1

Current Icing Certification Guidance for Transport-Category Aircraft

Icing certification guidance for airplanes certificated under Part 25 is contained in
sections 231 and 232 (pages 8-6 to 8-9) of Advisory Circular (AC) 25-7, “Flight Test Guide for
Certification of Transport-Category Airplanes,” dated March 31, 1998.
Section 231,
“Performance Requirements for Flight in Icing Conditions,” states the following:
When approval of an airplane for operation in known icing conditions is
requested, compliance with the approach…and landing climb
requirements…should be demonstrated with residual ice accretions on
unprotected areas of the airframe. For airplanes with de-ice systems, this
would also include any ice not shed from protected surfaces with the system
in its normal operating mode. The airplane is assumed to descend into, and be
required to hold in, atmospheric conditions meeting the continuous maximum
atmospheric icing conditions criteria described in Appendix C to Part 25 of
the FAR.
The procedures outlined in section 231 included flight tests conducted with
simulated ice shapes (representative of the ice accretion obtained in the ice protection system
24

The 1-inch ice shapes used during Canadian certification tests were small ram’s horn shapes
covering a very small percentage (less than 1 percent) of the wing chord at the leading edge.
25
Transport Canada’s initiated the EMB-120 stall tests at 1.3 stall speed (Vs)—at the airplane’s
gross weight for this flight test (22,960 pounds) 1.3 Vs was 144 knots—and decelerated at a rate of 1 to 1½ knots
per second.
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flight testing required by FAR 25.1419) installed on the airplane. The flight tests were to include
climb performance testing, stall testing, and approach and landing climb performance.
Section 232, “Flying Qualities in Natural Icing Conditions,” states that the
airplane’s handling characteristics should be evaluated with ice accumulation on unprotected
surfaces (including ice that may accumulate on flaps and associated structures, or in slat or flap
gaps) and with consideration for residual or intercycle ice on the protected surfaces of the
airplane. Further, section 232 states the following:
To assure that there are no unusual or hazardous differences in handling
characteristics between tests with artificial ice shapes and those associated
with the critical natural ice buildup, an evaluation of the airplane flying
qualities should be performed following a natural icing encounter. The
amount of ice on the airplane should be representative of what would be
accumulated in a 45 minute hold in icing conditions prior to approach and
landing.
Section 232 specified that the flight handling tests should include the following
maneuvers (which were representative of maneuvers an airplane would perform while holding in
icing conditions and in the subsequent approach to landing):
CONFIGURATION
Flaps UP, Gear UP

Center of Gravity
Forward

Flaps Down, Gear UP

Forward

Landing

Forward

Landing

Forward

TRIM SPEED
Holding

MANEUVER
Level, 40o banked turn
Bank-to-bank rapid roll, 30o
- 30o
Speedbrake
extension/retraction
Holding
Level, 40o banked turn
Bank-to-bank rapid roll, 30o
- 30o
Speedbrake
extension/retraction
1.3 Vso (Vref)
Level, 40o banked turn
Bank-to-bank rapid roll, 30o
-30o
Speedbrake
extension/retraction
Same as used Idle power
for uncontam- 1 knot/second deceleration to
inated airplane full stall
stalls

Section 232 states that there should be no unusual control responses or
uncommanded airplane motions during these maneuvers, and there should be no buffeting or
stall warning during the level turns and bank-to-bank rolls.
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According to FAA personnel, a new AC (AC 25.1419), which will address the
certification of Part 25 airplanes for flight in icing conditions, is currently in draft form; FAA
personnel stated that “the anticipated issue date is not available at this time.”
The Safety Board’s review of the recently revised icing certification compliance
guidance for normal, utility, and acrobatic-category (nontransport-category) airplanes revealed
that AC 23.1419-2A, “Certification of Part 23 Airplanes for Flight in Icing Conditions,” (dated
August 19, 1998) is 25 pages long with 9 pages of appendixes and contains very specific,
detailed guidance. According to AC 23.1419-2A, the revised document is intended “to continue
the current minimum ice protection requirements that have been found necessary for safe
operation in icing conditions, to provide specific test requirements, to clarify the requirements
for information that must be provided to the pilot, and to allow approval of equivalent
components that have been previously tested and approved, and that have demonstrated
satisfactory service if the installations are similar.” AC 23.1419-2A provides detailed guidance
in the following areas:
•

Certification design and development plan—should include airplane and
systems description, ice protection systems description, certification checklist,
analyses or tests performed to date, analyses or tests planned, projected
schedules of design, analyses, testing, and reporting.

•

Design objectives—to “demonstrate by analyses, tests, or a combination of
analyses and tests, that the airplane is capable of safely operating throughout
the icing envelope of Part 25, Appendix C, or throughout that portion of the
envelope within which the airplane is certificated for operation where systems
or performance limitations not related to ice protection exist. Appendix 1 lists
various influence items that should be examined for their affect on safety
when operating in icing conditions.”

•

Analyses—should be validated either by tests or by reference to previous
substantiation and are normally used for the following: areas and components
to be protected; the 45-minute hold condition, flutter analyses, power sources,
failure analyses, similarity analyses, impingement limit analyses, and
induction air system protection.

•

Flight test planning—to evaluate performance and flying quality degradation
experienced during flight in natural icing conditions, and to determine that
flying qualities and performance are acceptable for flight in an icing
environment.

•

Flight tests—should include dry air tests with ice protection equipment
installed, dry air tests with artificial ice shapes, flight tests in natural and
simulated icing conditions, performance and handling qualities (all engines
operating, one engine inoperative, balked landing, landing, stall characteristics
and airspeeds, trim, lateral stability/control, longitudinal stability/control,
Vmc, landing approach airspeeds, maneuvering characteristics, high airspeed
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characteristics, etc), ice shedding, pneumatic deicing boots, and emergency
and abnormal operating conditions.
•

Placarding and AFM [airplane flight manual] guidance—placards and/or
AFM guidance should include equipment limitations, speed restrictions,
environmental limitations, etc.

According to the FAA’s Environmental Icing National Resource Specialist
(NRS), existing icing certification guidance only requires manufacturers to test to “normal icing
operating conditions,” which means operating in icing conditions with fully functioning antiicing and deicing systems. Current icing certification requirements do not consider the effects of
delayed activation (or malfunction) of ice protection systems, intercycle ice accumulations, or
other variables that might result in less than the “best” case operating condition.
1.6.1.1.2

Draft Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee Icing Certification
Guidance for Transport-Category Aircraft

The FAA’s EMB-120 Aircraft Certification Program Manager and Environmental
Icing NRS stated that because of the need to provide in-flight icing certification guidance
material and to ensure harmonization of this material with similar European Joint Airworthiness
Authority (JAA) guidance material, aviation rulemaking advisory committee (ARAC) working
groups were developed to address the necessary changes to Parts 23 and 25 and corresponding
ACs for future icing certification projects.26 The Flight Test Harmonization Working Group has
been working on new icing certification standards and criteria since 1995, after the Avions de
Transport Regional, model 72 (ATR-72) accident at Roselawn, Indiana.27 The FAA’s
Environmental Icing NRS reported that the new regulations and ACs would require
manufacturers to examine the effects of delayed deicing boot activation and intercycle/residual
ice accumulations before the airplane would be certificated for flight in icing conditions.
However, FAA personnel indicated that the new icing standards and criteria are typically only
applied to new airplanes for which icing certification is sought; they would not automatically
retroactively apply to airplanes that are currently certificated for flight in icing conditions.

26

Changes to Part 25 are being addressed by the Flight Test Harmonization Working Group, a
group of industry and airworthiness authority representatives from Canada, Europe, and the United States. This
group has been working since 1995 to harmonize and provide guidance material regarding acceptable means of
demonstrating compliance with in-flight icing flight characteristics regulatory requirements. Changes to Part 23 will
be addressed by the Ice Protection Harmonization Group (an ARAC working group structured like the Flight Test
Harmonization Working Group) when the Part 25 guidance material is established.
27
See National Transportation Safety Board. 1996. Simmons Airlines, d.b.a. American Eagle
Flight 4184, Avions de Transport Regional (ATR) Model 72-212, N410AM, Roselawn, Indiana, October 31, 1994.
Aircraft Accident Report NTSB/AAR-96/01. Washington, DC. This accident will be discussed further throughout
this report.
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1.6.1.2

EMB-120 Severe Icing (Supercooled Large Droplet) Controllability Tests

In addition to addressing certification-related responsibilities, the BAA requires
the authorities of both countries to work cooperatively to analyze accidents and incidents
involving exported products to ensure the continuing airworthiness of those products.28 One
example of this cooperative effort is the EMB-120 supercooled liquid droplet (SLD) icing
controllability testing, which occurred as a result of the Safety Board’s investigation of the
October 31, 1994, accident in which an Avions de Transport Regional, ATR-72 experienced an
uncommanded roll event and crashed near Roselawn, Indiana. During its investigation of the
ATR-72 accident, the Safety Board discovered that the airplane encountered SLD between 100
microns MVD and 2,000 microns MVD while operating in a holding pattern. Although these
SLD icing conditions exceeded the maximum MVD criteria (50 microns MVD for intermittent
icing conditions, 40 microns MVD for continuous icing conditions) specified in the Part 25
appendix C envelope, FAA’s Environmental Icing NRS stated that “within the distribution of
droplets that result in the [MVD] drop diameters of 40 to 50 microns specified as the limits of
Appendix C, drizzle (or SLD) droplets with diameters exceeding 50 microns will occur.” Thus,
it is possible for an airplane to encounter SLD droplet sizes while operating in icing conditions
within the Part 25 appendix C envelope.
The Roselawn accident indicated that it was possible for pilots to unknowingly
operate an airplane in icing conditions for which the airplane had not demonstrated satisfactory
handling characteristics. Therefore, in June 1995, the FAA requested the manufacturers of all
“regional transport-category airplanes with unpowered controls and pneumatic deicing boots” to
demonstrate/evaluate the control characteristics of their airplanes while operating in SLD icing
conditions. In response to the FAA’s request (and in accordance with the BAA), the CTA and
Embraer developed a test plan, which originally included wind tunnel tests, flight simulator
analysis, and flight tests with artificial ice shapes attached to the airplane’s surfaces. The series
of tests were accomplished by Embraer and the CTA in October/November 1995. The test plan
was later expanded to include flight tests behind a tanker airplane,29 which were accomplished in
December 1995.
Embraer reported that the first step in the SLD icing tests was to measure in a
wind tunnel the effect of artificial ice shapes30 on the aileron hinge moment.31 Based on the wind
tunnel tests, Embraer determined that a strip of 1-inch wood quarter-round molding positioned
spanwise along the aft edge of the leading edge deicing boot segments on the upper wing
28

The BAA requires airworthiness authorities to keep each other informed of significant
airworthiness modifications and special inspections that they determine are necessary and to work cooperatively to
determine whether major design changes and major repairs comply with the laws, regulations, and requirements
under which the product was originally certificated and approved.
29
The tanker airplane was a U.S. Air Force KC-135 equipped with a boom-mounted water nozzle
array designed to produce an icing cloud with the desired droplet size and water content.
30
Embraer used 1-inch, ¾-inch, and ½-inch quarter round artificial ice shapes, located in various
positions on the upper surface of the wing to evaluate the effect of SLD ice shapes on aileron hinge moment.
31
Aileron hinge moments are a function of the air pressure distribution on the surface of the
aileron and associated balance devices, as well as the chordwise location of the hinge line.
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surface32 produced a severe aerodynamic effect on the aileron (and general flight handling
characteristics). The results obtained from the wind tunnel tests (hinge moment coefficient,
estimated loss of lift, drag increase and associated rolling and yawing moments) were
incorporated into the simulator aerodynamic model, and a series of simulator flights were
performed to assess the handling characteristics and controllability of the airplane.
After simulator flights demonstrated that actual flight tests could safely be
performed, an EMB-120 prototype airplane was rigged with devices that would allow each ice
shape segment to be released in flight. When these devices were installed, the aircraft was
configured with the quarter-round artificial ice shapes, which were divided into three equallength segments on each wing. High-speed taxi tests were performed to verify aileron forces and
to confirm operation of the ice shape releasing devices. During the subsequent flight tests,
conditions that were presumed to be less critical were simulated first, then the number and size
of quarter-round artificial ice shape segments were increased. At each stage, the quarter-round
artificial ice shapes were tested at various airspeeds under symmetrical and asymmetrical ice
shape conditions.
According to Embraer and the FAA, the flight tests showed that the airplane was
“fully controllable without any lateral control degradation” in the most critical ice conditions;
however, the pilot force required to return to a wings-level condition (with 1-inch quarter-round
artificial ice shapes, asymmetrically positioned, at the recommended holding airspeed of 160
knots) exceeded the maximum (60 pounds of force) permitted by the FARs for certification.
Embraer speculated that the control wheel force exceedence occurred because the 1-inch quarterround artificial ice shapes used during the tests were “much more critical” than the natural ice
accretion that would occur on an EMB-120 operating in SLD icing conditions. Therefore, the
test program was expanded to include in-flight icing tanker tests. According to Embraer, the
purpose of the icing tanker flight tests was the following:
•
•

To determine the real shape of the ice accumulated during freezing
rain/freezing drizzle exposure, and
To determine the visual cues to allow pilots to recognize when they are
flying in freezing rain/freezing drizzle.

The icing tanker flight test was accomplished by operating an EMB-120 in a spray
of supercooled water droplets generated by the icing tanker; 40 micron MVD and 170 micron
MVD droplets were sprayed to simulate Part 25 appendix C and SLD icing environments,
respectively. The tanker flight tests were conducted at airspeeds between 160 knots and 175
knots, with the EMB-120’s landing gear and flaps retracted.33 Using data collected during the

32

The wooden strips were placed at 6 percent MAC along the leading edge deicing boot segments;
this placement is coincident with the aft edge of the farthest aft inflatable deicing tube and is located well forward of
the ailerons.
33
The airspeeds and configuration used during the SLD icing controllability tests were selected
because they were representative of the airspeeds and configuration an EMB-120 would operate at as it descended
through clouds approaching its destination. Because the icing tanker airplane flight tests were not intended to
identify the EMB-120’s flight handling characteristics throughout its entire range of operation, and to maintain safe
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tanker testing, ice shapes that were more realistic than the quarter-round shapes were developed
and additional flight testing was accomplished with the new ice shapes. According to FAA and
Embraer personnel, during these additional flight tests, the control wheel forces required to
maintain or return to a wings-level attitude during all flight conditions (dynamic and static)
remained less than the maximum specified by the FAA for aircraft certification.
FAA and Embraer personnel also observed that ice accumulations on both the
wing and propeller spinner revealed different accumulation patterns in SLD conditions than
those observed in Part 25 appendix C icing conditions. Specifically, on the wing, the unique
visual cue consisted of ice accumulation on the deicing boot aft of the last inflatable tube; on the
propeller spinner, the ice accumulation extended beyond mid length to the aft end of the spinner.
These visual cues could be used by pilots to recognize when the airplane was operating in SLD
and not Part 25 appendix C icing conditions.
On April 12, 1996, Embraer published Operational Bulletin (OB) No. 120-002/96
to provide EMB-120 operators and other interested personnel with information regarding the
results of the SLD controllability tests. The OB and other information that were available to
EMB-120 operators and the FAA are discussed further in section 1.18.2 and its subsections. A
copy of OB No. 120-002/96 is attached in appendix G.
1.6.2

Pilot Reports Regarding EMB-120 Flight Characteristics and Operations

During postaccident interviews, Comair pilots, instructors, and check airmen were
questioned about the flight handling characteristics of the EMB-120 (in general and in icing
conditions) and about Comair’s EMB-120 operations and practices. Their responses included
the following assessments:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to fly
Stable, reliable
No noted flight handling anomalies during operations in icing conditions
Needs lots of attention to trim; specifically, the rudder is highly effective, and
rudder trim needs to be adjusted frequently
Powerful, responsive engines; changes in power settings frequently resulted
in left yaw, which was corrected by adjustments to rudder trim
Equipment worked properly; if something broke, the company fixed it

Interviewed personnel reported that they were unaware of any systemic problems
with the EMB-120, other than the difficulties the EMB-120 had with propeller overspeeds in the
past;34 these problems were addressed and corrected by actions required in an FAA AD. Many of

operating airspeeds for the tanker airplane, the EMB-120 was not evaluated at slower airspeeds and/or other
configurations.
34
Although there were no anecdotal accounts of EMB-120 aircraft having more difficulty than
other turbopropeller-driven aircraft in icing conditions, six EMB-120 icing-related accidents/incidents occurred
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the pilots interviewed reported that they had operated the EMB-120 in icing conditions (one even
reported having flown in SLD icing conditions, stating that he exited the conditions as soon as
possible) and observed ice accumulation on the airfoils. None of the pilots noted any adverse
flight handling characteristics or reported any difficulty controlling the airplane under any
circumstances.
1.6.2.1

EMB-120 Airspeed Information (Pilot Interviews/Comair’s Manuals)

The Safety Board conducted postaccident interviews with 16 Comair EMB-120
pilots/instructors/line check airmen and asked them (among other things) about EMB-120
configuration and minimum airspeeds. The pilots’ responses to these questions varied, although
in general, Comair’s pilots appeared uncomfortable with the idea of operating the EMB-120 at
150 knots in icing conditions without flaps extended and commented that the manuals did not
contain information about minimum airspeeds for various airplane configurations in icing
conditions. Most of the pilots stated that they added 5 to 10 knots to the Vref (reference airspeed
for final approach) speed while operating in icing conditions. Several pilots reported that they
could not envision circumstances under which they would operate the EMB-120 at 150 knots in
the clean configuration35 in icing conditions; they indicated that if they were assigned an
airspeed of 150 knots by ATC, they would select 15o of flaps or request a higher airspeed.36
Many of the pilots stated that they would normally expect to select 15o of flaps when they were
relatively close to their destination airport; for example, within 3 to 5 miles of the airport on a
base leg during a visual approach, or one dot below the glideslope, or an equivalent position
during an instrument approach to land. They indicated that it would be unusual to operate the
airplane configured with 15o of flaps while 19 miles from the destination airport (the accident
location), but they added that it would also be unusual to be assigned an airspeed of 150 knots
while being vectored that distance from the destination airport.
During postaccident interviews, one EMB-120 first officer stated that there was
no “operational requirement to have the flaps set at 15o” when the airplane was slowed to 150
knots, but he “usually put the flaps down to 15o around 160 knots” because the minimum
airspeed for a no-flap landing was 160 knots. Another EMB-120 first officer stated that at 150
knots and 24,000 pounds gross weight (the approximate weight of the accident airplane), he
would normally expect to have 15o of flaps extended; however, he stated that this would
normally occur when the airplane was within 3 miles of the airport. Another first officer
interviewed after the accident was uncertain whether he would have accepted an assigned
airspeed of 150 knots. He cited a flight standards bulletin (FSB)37 that recommended a
minimum holding and climbing airspeed of 170 knots.

before the Comair flight 3272 accident; these events are discussed in section 1.18.2. Additionally, a postaccident
EMB-120 icing-related incident involving Westair flight 7233 is discussed in section 1.18.2.9.
35
“Clean” refers to an aircraft with its landing gear and flaps retracted.
36
Wing flaps are designed to change the shape of the airfoil to allow the airplane to operate at
slower airspeeds without stalling and are used principally for approach to landing and landing. Use of flaps
increases both lift and drag on the airfoil.
37
For further information regarding this FSB (FSB 96-04), see section 1.18.2.6.
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When asked if he would be comfortable on a 20 mile final at 150 knots in a clean
configuration, one Comair EMB-120 captain stated that it would “depend upon how ATC was
handling the flight.” He further stated that it would be unusual to be assigned 150 knots while
being vectored 20 miles from the destination airport and that he would not expect to be that slow
until he was closer to the airport. He told investigators that “in most situations” at 150 knots, the
airplane would be on the approach and he would use 15o of flaps. Another Comair EMB-120
captain stated that he “did not advocate flying at 150 knots” without flaps extended. However,
he stated that the published final segment airspeed (Vfs)38 for an EMB-120 operating at 24,000
pounds gross weight was 147 knots, which he considered the absolute minimum airspeed for
operating the airplane without flaps. (According to Comair’s V-speed reference cards, an EMB120 landing at a gross weight of 24,000 pounds, at a temperature of 0o C, would have a Vfs of
143 knots, a Vref flaps 0 [approach reference speed with no flaps extended] of 147 knots, with a
stall speed in the clean configuration [landing gear and flaps retracted] of 114 knots. See figure
2.)
One of Comair’s EMB-120 flight instructors stated that he did not know the
airspeed limitations off hand, and that “your position on the approach, intercept vector or on
base,” determined when flaps should be lowered. He further stated that the EMB-120 minimum
maneuvering airspeed without flaps was 140 knots; he was not aware of a different published
minimum airspeed for operations in icing conditions, except for the 170 knot minimum airspeed
for holding without gear or flaps extended. However, the flight instructor told investigators that
he would “not fly at 150 [knots] clean, would go to flaps 15, unless in icing conditions…may not
want to put flaps out. [In that case, he] would tell ATC and stay at 170 knots.” He also stated
that he would not extend flaps beyond 5 miles from the destination airport in icing conditions.
Comair’s EMB-120 chief instructor told investigators “[t]he only speed for icing
is minimum of 160, recommended to be 170…train to use 170 in holding in icing.” He further
stated that there was no flap usage modification for operating in icing conditions. In addition,
Comair’s EMB-120 Program Manager told investigators that there were no published minimum
maneuvering airspeeds for the EMB-120. He stated that the only minimum airspeed he was
aware of in the AFM was “a minimum holding speed of 160 knots in icing conditions. Comair
added 10 knots to that and made it 170 knots in holding,39 without consideration of whether icing
conditions are present….There are no minimum speeds associated with the terminal area, and no
speeds published in the airplane flight manual.”
During postaccident interviews, a Comair EMB-120 line check airman stated that
he “would personally not reduce to speed slower than [160 knots] without configuring.” Another
Comair EMB-120 line check airman stated that the suggested minimum airspeed for an EMB120 on approach is 170 knots; he added, “the airplane should fly safely at 150 knots clean, but it
is not a practice [we] advocate. When somebody gets close to Vfs [final segment airspeed] (141
knots to 147 knots), those are the minimum clean speeds….It is [an airspeed] bug that is always
38

Vfs is the target airspeed for flap retraction after takeoff or during a go-around.
In its October 1996 FSB, Comair specified a minimum holding airspeed in icing conditions of
170 knots. ATC had not issued holding instructions to the pilots of Comair flight 3272, nor had ATC indicated that
the pilots should expect to receive holding instructions during the approach to DTW.
39
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Figure 2.--V speeds.
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set in front of the pilot and can be used as a reminder of the speed to always remain above. Most
pilots would tell you that is the minimum airspeed, clean.” Yet another Comair EMB-120 line
check airman stated that the recommended minimum airspeed with no flaps was 170 knots, and
that 15o of flaps should be added when the airplane was on the base leg of the approach.
However, later in the interview, this line check airman told investigators that for an EMB-120 at
24,000 pounds with no flaps extended, “Vref would be 147 knots, but the approach speed is 160
knots. If there’s icing on the airframe, manufacturer says to add 5 to 10 knots to Vref. In that
situation, with a clean airplane the minimum speed would be 152 knots.” He stated that the
manufacturer advised pilots to increase their reference airspeed if they suspected that ice was
accumulating on the airframe because of possible aerodynamic degradation.
The Safety Board reviewed the airspeed guidance available to pilots at the time of
the accident and noted that the limitations sections of Embraer’s EMB-120 airplane flight
manual (AFM) and Comair’s EMB-120 flight standards manual (FSM) contained some guidance
regarding maximum airspeeds,40 and both manuals specified a maneuvering airspeed of 200
knots; however, neither manual contained specific minimum airspeeds for various aircraft
configurations/flap settings and phases of flight. Comair’s EMB-120 FSM also contained
airspeed information in the maneuvers, normal, and nonnormal procedures descriptions. For
example, the guidance included in Comair’s FSM for an ILS approach associated the base leg
vector/procedure turn inbound position with 170 knots and the flaps 15 configuration.
Additional guidance in the FSM for the ILS approach associated 150 knots airspeed with the
selection of 25o of flaps. Although this airspeed information did not constitute minimum
airspeed guidance or a required procedure, it was the procedure that Comair used in its training
program and represented in its manuals for operating and configuring the airplane on an ILS
approach.
Comair’s EMB-120 FSM also contained guidance for a no-flaps approach and
landing (a nonnormal procedure) that specified a minimum airspeed of 160 knots while
maneuvering on the approach, with a slight airspeed reduction (the amount varying with the
weight of the airplane) once established on final approach. Further, the flap control fault (a
nonnormal procedure) checklist procedure advised pilots to add 35 knots to the reference
airspeed for 45o of flaps for the zero flaps configuration, resulting in airspeeds between 140 and
150 knots (again depending on the airplane’s gross weight). Comair’s manuals also addressed
final segment airspeeds (Vfs) of between 140 knots and 147 knots, depending on the airplane’s
gross weight.
At the time of the accident, the only icing-related airspeed specified in Embraer’s
EMB-120 AFM and Comair’s EMB-120 FSM was the minimum airspeed for holding in icing
conditions (160 knots). The EMB-120 AFM also contained a general icing-related note that
advised “[f]or approach procedures in known or forecast icing conditions, increase the airspeed
by 5…to 10 KIAS [knots indicated airspeed] until [on] short final.” However, during the 13
months before the accident occurred, Comair issued additional icing-related guidance (an
40

Maximum airspeed guidance included the following: maximum operating airspeeds (variable
with altitude); the maximum flap extension speeds for 15o, 25o, and 45o of flaps (200 knots, 150 knots, and 135
knots, respectively); and maximum landing gear extension/operation speed = 200 knots.
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interoffice memo and an FSB) that advised EMB-120 pilots to maintain higher airspeeds than
normal when operating in icing conditions. Comair’s December 8, 1995, inter-office memo
advised pilots not to operate the EMB-120 at less than 160 knots in icing conditions and to
operate at 170 knots for holding in icing conditions. According to Comair, this memo was
distributed in 1995 to all EMB-120 pilots in their mailboxes and a 30-day pilot-read binder. FSB
96-04, issued on October 18, 1996, advised pilots to maintain a minimum airspeed of 170 knots
when climbing on autopilot or holding in icing conditions, with no mention of a minimum
airspeed for nonclimbing/nonholding icing operations. Comair’s EMB-120 FSM and FSB 96-04
also stated “when there is any suspected residual airframe icing, use 25o flaps ONLY, and use
Vref +5 KIAS for reference speed.” Comair pilots were instructed to insert FSB 96-04 in the
bulletin’s section in the back of their copies of the FSM.
Additional preaccident airspeed guidance was contained on the same page as
revision 43 to Embraer’s EMB-120 AFM (issued in April 1996 and largely based on information
contained in Embraer’s OB 120-002/96), which indicated that the manufacturer’s recommended
minimum airspeed for the EMB-120 in icing conditions with landing gear and flaps retracted
was 160 knots. (Although the AFM page containing revision 43 had been inserted in Comair’s
EMB-120 AFMs [maintained in each EMB-120 in Comair’s fleet], at the time of the accident,
Comair had not incorporated the AFM revision 43 information into its EMB-120 FSM.) The
same AFM page also contained a note advising pilots to increase the airspeed by 5 to 10 knots
during approach procedures (until on short final approach). This note had been contained in the
EMB-120 AFM at least since revision 27, dated August 1, 1991; however, Comair’s FAA-approved
FSM did not contain a note advising pilots to increase the airspeed by 5 to 10 knots during
approach procedures (until on short final approach). According to Comair representatives,
Comair’s pilots used the company’s Operations Manual and FSM as their primary sources of
procedural guidance, not the EMB-120 AFM. Comair’s EMB-120 pilots did not receive copies
of revision 43 to the EMB-120 AFM. Additional information regarding the December 8, 1995,
interoffice memo, FSB 96-04, Embraer’s EMB-120 AFM revision 43, and Embraer’s OB 120002/96 is included in section 1.18 and its subsections and appendixes G and H.
30805
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The EMB-120 systems (including flight control, stall warning/protection,
autopilot, and ice protection systems) were certificated in accordance with FAR Part 25.1309,
“Equipment, Systems, and Installations.” According to Part 25.1309, an airplane’s systems must
be designed to ensure that they perform their intended functions under any foreseeable operating
condition. Part 25.1309 further states, “[w]arning information must be provided to alert the crew
to unsafe operating conditions, and to enable them to take appropriate corrective action.
Systems, controls, and associated monitoring and warning means must be designed to minimize
crew errors which could create additional hazards.”
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1.6.3.1

Stall Warning/Protection System

The stall warning system installed on the EMB-120 was designed and
manufactured in compliance with FAR Part 25.207 (dated January 16, 1978), “Stall Warning,”
which requires that “stall warning with sufficient margin to prevent inadvertent stalling with the
flaps and landing gear in any normal position must be clear and distinctive to the pilot in straight
and turning flight….through the inherent aerodynamic qualities of the airplane or by a device
that will give clearly distinguishable indications….in each of the airplane configurations….The
stall warning must begin at [an airspeed] exceeding the stalling speed…by seven percent or at
any lesser margin if the stall warning has enough clarity, duration, distinctiveness, or similar
properties.”
The EMB-120 stall warning system provides sequential warning to alert the pilots
to an impending stall condition. The system consists of two identical stall warning subsystems
(captain’s and first officer’s) that function independently and redundantly to drive two control
column (stick) shakers, two pusher servos, and the aural warning system. By design, when the
airplane’s angle-of-attack (AOA)41 reaches 10.2o, the stick shaker activates (the control column
vibrates and the aural indication [the “clacker”] activates). When the airplane’s AOA reaches
12.5o, the stick pusher activates (the stall warning tone sounds and the control column is pushed
forward). The stick pusher maintains a forward pressure until the airplane reaches a normal
acceleration of ½ G, AOA is reduced, or the pilot disconnects the stall warning/protection
system.
The FAST/SLOW indicator system is another part of the stall protection system
and uses AOA to indicate the optimum approach speed (about 1.3 Vs) for any flap setting. The
FAST/SLOW indicators are diamond-shaped indicators located on the left side of the electronic
attitude director indicator (EADI), which indicate deviations (up = FAST, down = SLOW) from
the optimum approach speeds, as represented by a center reference mark on the EADI.
The stall warning/protection system is designed to activate for each flap setting at
specific angular airflow values measured by the AOA and sideslip sensors. The activation
schedule was established for a clean EMB-120 wing (without ice contamination). The stall
warning/protection on the EMB-120 does not account for the presence and effect of small
amounts of contamination, such as ice on the surface of an airfoil.
According to Embraer, there is no logic connection between the ice protection
system (see section 1.6.3.4 for a discussion of the ice protection system) and the stall warning
system. In its investigation of the ATR-72 accident near Roselawn, Indiana, the Safety Board
found that the stall warning system (stick shaker) installed in the ATR-72/42 airplanes at the time
of that accident activated at a lower AOA (7.5o instead of 12.5o) when the anti-icing system was
activated to account for the aerodynamic changes expected when the airplane was operating in
icing conditions defined by Part 25 appendix C. Additionally, the Safety Board learned that ATR
has been evaluating a new technology stall warning/protection system that could detect upper
41

The stall warning/protection system logic uses information from the two AOA vanes (left and
right) and sideslip sensors and applies a conversion factor to determine the airplane’s AOA for system applications.
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wing surface airflow turbulence associated with airflow separation.42 Another new technology
stall warning/protection system measures the change in sound (amplitude and frequency) of the
airflow over the upper surface of an airfoil; during wind tunnel tests at the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration’s (NASA) Lewis Research Center, this system demonstrated
reliability in the detection of airflow separation.
The Safety Board’s review of the accident airplane’s maintenance records
regarding the stall protection system revealed that during the 60 days before the accident, the
following two discrepancies were reported and resolved:
•
•

1.6.3.2

On December 11, 1996, a flightcrew noted that the right stall warning test did
not clear after the test was complete. Maintenance personnel reset the right
stall warning system, and the subsequent operational check was satisfactory.
On December 17, 1996, a flightcrew reported that the right stall warning did
not test properly. Maintenance personnel corrected the discrepancy by
centering the left and right AOA vanes.

Autopilot System Information

The airplane was equipped with an APS-65 three-axis dual flight control autopilot
system, manufactured by the Collins General Aviation Division of Rockwell International, in
accordance with FAR Part 25.1329, which states that the autopilot must be designed so that
pilots are able to “quickly and positively” disengage it to prevent it from interfering with their
control of the airplane. FAR Part 25.1329 further states that “within the range of adjustment
available to the human pilot, it cannot produce hazardous loads on the airplane, or create
hazardous deviations in the flightpath, under any condition of flight appropriate to its use, either
during normal operation or in the event of a malfunction, assuming that corrective action begins
within a reasonable period of time43….Protection against adverse interaction of integrated
components, resulting from a malfunction, is also required.”
According to Comair’s EMB-120 study guide, the autopilot computer is a flight
guidance computer with servo control circuit cards for roll, pitch, yaw, and elevator trim. The
autopilot computers are designed to incorporate information from many sources (its internal
42

This system measured the pressure of the airflow above the upper wing surface with a probe
located at about 70 percent wing chord, inboard of the ailerons. The system has been tested in wind tunnels and on
numerous airplanes, including ATR-72/42s, a Cessna 421, a NASA Sabreliner, and a Fokker 100.
43
AC 25.1329-1A, “Automatic Pilot Systems Approval,” (published by the FAA on July 8, 1968,)
sets forth an acceptable means by which compliance with Part 25.1329 may be demonstrated by autopilot
manufacturers. According to AC 25.1329-1A, “[a] three-second delay between airplane response to an automatic
pilot malfunction and pilot corrective action has been considered an acceptable value on past type certification
programs for transport category aircraft….The first indication a pilot has of a malfunction of the autopilot is from a
deviation of the airplane from the intended flight path, abnormal control movements, or a reliable failure warning
system. Present operating procedures require that at least one pilot monitor the behavior of the airplane and
associated autopilot performance at all times. The three-second delay applied in normal climb, cruise, and descent,
and the one-second delay applied during low approaches [and maneuvering flight] are, therefore, reasonable delay
times, provided that pilot recognition of the malfunction is the basis of these time delays.”
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cards, the flight control panel, autopilot panel, attitude and heading reference system [AHRS], air
data sensors, compass system, and radio navigation system) to provide lateral and vertical
steering commands to drive the autopilot servos. The AHRS calculates the airplane’s pitch and
roll attitude for the computer and provides the computer with turn rate, roll rate, lateral
acceleration, and vertical acceleration for proper autopilot computation. Comair training
personnel stated that the autopilot computer then compares the autopilot’s commanded inputs
with the sensed flight conditions and responds by providing additional commands to the
autopilot servos to correct/adjust for any differences. For example, if the autopilot commanded a
roll angle and calculated that the roll rate was greater than that which would attain the
commanded roll angle, the autopilot aileron servos would apply pressure to counter the bank, to
prevent the autopilot command limits from being exceeded. (Figure 3 is a list of the autopilot’s
operational tolerances/command limits.)
The autopilot’s vertical operating modes include pitch, altitude, indicated
airspeed, and vertical speed hold modes, altitude preselect, and descent and climb rate modes.
According to the EMB-120 study guide, in the altitude hold mode, the autopilot maintains the
airplane at the selected altitude by changing the pitch attitude of the airplane. The pilot must
maintain sufficient power settings to ensure a safe airspeed when the autopilot is engaged
because the autopilot installed on the EMB-120 does not control engine power setting.
The autopilot’s lateral operating modes include navigation, approach, backcourse,
go-around, roll angle (bank and ½ bank options), and heading hold modes. To command a turn,
the autopilot commands aileron deflections by applying torque to the aileron control cable
system through the autopilot servo mount. (For additional information regarding the autopilot
servo mount, see section 1.16.1.4.) According to the EMB-120 Operations Manual, the
maximum autopilot-commanded bank angle in the heading mode is 25o +/- 2.5o. FDR
information indicated that the autopilot was in the heading mode at the time of the accident.
(According to a Comair EMB-120 ground school instructor, Comair’s pilots are taught to use the
heading knob/mode for primary directional control during flight.)
The autopilot control panel consists of an annunciator panel, a turn control, a
vertical trim switch, yaw channel engage, autopilot engage, soft ride mode select, and ½ bank
buttons (see figure 4). Operation of the turn control cancels any previously selected lateral
modes (except the approach mode). The ½ bank button is a “momentary-action push-on/pushoff button. Pushing it selects the [½ bank] angle mode, which limits the maximum command roll
angle to [½] of the normal maximum autopilot bank angle command value in the heading mode
(12.5o).” The ½ bank angle mode applies only to the lateral control mode in which it is
selected—when the autopilot lateral control mode changes during flight (either pilotcommanded, or pilot preselected, such as during the transition from heading mode to approach
mode), the autopilot reverts to the standard bank angles. The pilot must subsequently reengage
the ½ bank button if ½ bank angle mode is desired.
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Figure 3.--Autopilot’s operational tolerances/command limits.
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Figure 4.--Autopilot control panel.
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According to the manufacturer, several conditions will cause the autopilot to
disengage automatically, including the following:44
•
•

Roll attitudes in excess of 45o and
Activation of the stick shaker system

According to Embraer, a stick shaker activation will cause the autopilot to
unclutch the autopilot servos, annunciate an amber DIS (for disengage) light on the autopilot
control panel in the cockpit, and activate a single “ding, ding, ding, autopilot” aural alert. If the
airplane exceeds the 45o roll angle limit, the system will unclutch the autopilot servos, activate a
repeated “ding, ding, ding, autopilot” aural alert, and illuminate red autopilot fail/disengage
lights on the autopilot and flight control panels and the master warning panel. The autopilot is
designed to disengage automatically under these conditions to prevent the sensors from
providing potentially erroneous information to the autopilot computers. (Although the system’s
sensors are very accurate and provide valid information to the autopilot while the airplane is
operating within a normal operating range, sensor accuracy is reduced at more extreme operating
conditions.)
When the autopilot automatically disengages because of bank angle exceedence
or stick shaker activation, it remains disengaged unless a flightcrew member reengages the
autopilot system. According to Comair’s EMB-120 study guide, the autopilot “may be engaged
in any reasonable attitude,” including bank angles that exceed the normal command limits of the
autopilot. The study guide states that if the autopilot is engaged when the airplane is “beyond
30-degree bank, or 15-degree pitch up or 10-degree pitch down” the autopilot will engage and
input commands to reduce the bank or pitch to the appropriate autopilot limit. There is no
cockpit warning generated when the airplane’s roll angle exceeds the maximum angle that the
autopilot can command, until the roll angle exceeds 45o and the autopilot disengages.
Comair’s maintenance records indicated that the autopilot servo slip clutch test
(recommended at 12,000 hour intervals by the manufacturer) was accomplished on N265CA on
September 14, 1996, at an airplane total time of 11,916 flight hours, and the aileron servo
breakaway torque values observed were within the specified limits (175 +0/-6 inch-pounds [inlbs]). Comair’s maintenance records revealed one autopilot system discrepancy within the 60
days preceding the accident; on December 7, 1996, a flightcrew reported “flight director on both
sides is intermittent and auto-pilot is inop[erative].” Maintenance personnel cleared the
discrepancy by performing a full functional check of the system (in accordance with Embraer’s
maintenance manual procedure No. 22-10-00). Further, no anomalies were noted when the
accident airplane’s autopilot system was examined during the most recent E1 inspection (on
December 27, 1996).
44

According to Comair’s EMB-120 study guide, other conditions that will cause the autopilot to
disengage automatically include any major degradation, interruption or failure of the alternating current or direct
current electrical power input, detection of a failure in the autopilot computer, loss of valid information from the
AHRS, and pitch attitudes in excess of 30o. The autopilot can be manually disengaged by pushing the
AP/TRIM/PUSHER DISC switch on either pilots’ control yoke, pushing the AP ENG switch on the autopilot
control panel, operating the TRIM switch on either pilots’ control yoke, and/or pulling either autopilot AC or DC
circuit breaker.
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1.6.3.3

Ground Proximity Warning System

According to Comair’s pilot training manual, the ground proximity warning
system (GPWS) Mark VI installed in the EMB-120 comprises a ground proximity warning
computer that receives input from a number of aircraft systems, including the air data computers,
radar altimeter, glideslope receiver, and flap/landing gear position sensors. Comair’s pilot
training manual states that the GPWS “provides call-outs which serve to enhance pilot situational
awareness….During normal flight operations, the GPWS remains essentially silent. Alerts and
warnings are given ONLY when the aircraft is within a computed dangerous position with
respect to the terrain.” The GPWS (which is manufactured by AlliedSignal Commercial
Avionics Systems) provides six different modes of cockpit alerts and warnings, five of which
correspond to specifically identified controlled flight-into-terrain (CFIT) scenarios (excessive
sink rate, excessive closure rate with terrain, descent after takeoff, terrain clearance, and descent
below glideslope). The pilot training manual states that the sixth mode of cockpit alert and
warning “provides warnings against excessive bank angles. At the surface, a bank angle of 15
degrees will produce the aural message BANK ANGLE once every 3 seconds. As [the
airplane’s altitude above ground level] increases, the alert is shifted to progressively steeper
angles of bank up to 50 degrees at approximately [190] feet AGL. The alert…occurs at 50
degrees of bank at any higher altitude. Reducing the bank angle cancels the alert.” (Figure 5
shows the bank angle alert envelope.)
AlliedSignal personnel stated that they originally designed the GPWS Mark VI
bank angle alert and warning with a similar bank angle alert envelope (increasing with altitude
above the ground), except that when the airplane was operating above 190 feet radar altitude, a
bank angle alert was generated if the airplane exceeded a 40o bank angle. According to
AlliedSignal personnel, they revised the bank angle envelope up to its current 50o bank angle
threshold to obtain FAA approval for the design. AlliedSignal personnel indicated that FAA
personnel required the modification to the current 50o bank angle warning threshold because they
believed the 40o bank angle alert activation would result in too many “nuisance” warnings during
pilot training maneuvers. The FAA’s Director of Aircraft Certification Service indicated that the
FAA was concerned that too many nuisance warnings could cause more accidents. The accident
airplane’s CVR recorded the sound of the GPWS “bank angle” aural warning after the airplane
exceeded 50o of left bank—after the autopilot had automatically disengaged at 45o of left bank.
According to AlliedSignal personnel, it would be relatively simple to modify the
existing GPWS Mark VI installation so that the bank angle threshold warning would activate at a
reduced threshold (for example, 30o or 35o of bank) when the autopilot is activated and at 50o
when the autopilot is not in use. This would provide pilots with a bank angle-related warning
when the autopilot exceeded its command limits (before it automatically disengaged) and still
avoid “nuisance” warnings during training maneuvers when the autopilot is not engaged.
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Figure 5.--Bank angle alert envelope.
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1.6.3.4

Ice Protection System Information
The EMB-120 ice protection system consists of the following:
•
•
•

Electrical anti-icing protection for the windshields, pitot/static tubes, static
ports, and AOA, side slip, and total air temperature (TAT) sensors.
Electrical deicing protection for the propeller blades. According to the
Airplane Operations Manual (AOM), this feature is intended “to permit
unrestricted operation into known icing conditions.”
Pneumatic deicing boot protection for the leading edges of the wings,
horizontal stabilizers, vertical stabilizer, engine inlet, and bypass duct.

(The locations of ice-protected components are shown in figure 6.)
According to B.F. Goodrich personnel, the deicing systems installed on the EMB120 were designed to remove ice that formed on the protected aircraft surface. The wing,
horizontal stabilizer, and vertical stabilizer leading edges, and the engine inlet and bypass ducts
are deiced by pneumatically inflating the rubber deicing boots. Engine bleed air provides
pneumatic pressure for deicing boot operation, and ejector flow control valves cause the deicing
boots to inflate45 and deflate.46 Deicing boots are designed to crack accumulated ice when they
inflate, with the intent that the ice is then removed by the airstream. The deicing boots are
bonded to recessed areas of the leading edge surfaces to maintain airfoil shape when they are
deflated.47
The EMB-120 deicing boot chordwise coverage on the wings varies, depending on
the location along the span of the wing; for example, near the root of the wing, the deicing boot
extends aft about 4 percent of the wing chord on the upper surface and about 8½ percent of the
wing chord on the lower surface. Farther outboard on the wing, at a cross-section location near
the aileron’s midspan, the deicing boots extend aft about 7½ percent of the wing chord on the
upper surface and about 10½ percent of the wing chord on the lower surface. According to
Embraer engineers, because of the ice-shedding effects of deicing boot expansion and airflow,
the actual area protected by the deicing boots extends slightly beyond the physical deicing boot area.

45

When the valves are energized by the timer, pressurized air is allowed to enter the deicing boot
tubes to inflate them.
46
When the valves are deenergized by the timer, the air is routed through a venturi, which causes
a vacuum in the deicing boot tubes to deflate the deicing boots.
47
According to section 30-10-01 of the EMB-120 maintenance manual (pages 401 through 416),
after a deicing boot has been installed on the recessed area of the leading edge and trimmed to fit, maintenance
personnel should apply a “heavy brush coat of the A-56B conductive edge sealer to the [area where the leading edge
deicing boot surface meets the wing skin, at the aft edge of the wing leading edge recessed area].” The conductive
edge sealer provides a path for static electricity to move from the leading edge deicing boot to the wing skin during
flight. (Conductive edge sealer is discussed further in sections 1.12.2 and 2.4.1.)
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Figure 6.--Ice-protected components of the airplane.
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The wing deice boots are divided into three segments (outboard, middle, and
inboard), the horizontal stabilizer boots are divided into two segments (inboard and outboard),
and the vertical stabilizer boots are a single segment. The tubes in each deicing boot segment are
oriented spanwise along the leading edges. The leading edge deicing system is controlled by two
toggle switches located on the ice/rain protection panel: the timer select switch and the cycle
switch. The cycle switch has two positions: heavy and light. During a heavy cycle, each deicer
is inflated for 6 seconds and deflated for 54 seconds; during a light cycle, each deicer is inflated
for 6 seconds and deflated for 174 seconds. When activated, the inflation sequence of the deice
boots is performed symmetrically, beginning with the outboard wing segments, then middle
wing segments, inboard wing segments and inboard horizontal stabilizer segments, and finally
outboard stabilizer segments and the vertical stabilizer deicer.
The engine inlet and bypass duct deicers are controlled by two (left engine and
right engine) toggle switches located on the ice/rain protection panel. When the toggle switches
are in the “on” position, the engine inlet and bypass duct deicers are simultaneously activated,
and cycle once every 3 minutes.
Anti-icing systems are designed to prevent ice from forming on an aircraft
surface. The EMB-120 anti-icing equipment consists of electrically heated elements attached to
or imbedded in the windshield, AOA sensors (left and right), sideslip sensor, pitot/static
probes/ports (captain’s, first officer’s, and auxiliary), and TAT probes.
Also, the propellers are heated by electrical elements that are molded into each
propeller blade leading edge, then connected to slip rings in the forward face of the propeller
bulkhead. The propeller deice system is controlled by a three-position toggle switch (TIMER
1/OFF/TIMER 2) and a two-position toggle switch (COLD/NORM). The manufacturer
recommends selecting COLD when propeller deice is needed while operating in temperatures
less than -10o C. According to the cold weather operations guidance in Comair’s FSM, “If the
temperature is below +5o C, turn ON windshield and propeller heat prior to entering visible
moisture.”
1.6.3.4.1

Ice Protection System Maintenance History

The Safety Board’s review of the accident airplane’s maintenance records
revealed 19 ice and rain protection system discrepancies/maintenance items reported by
flightcrews and/or maintenance personnel between July 5, 1996, and January 2, 1997, (the most
recent maintenance write-up/action before the accident). Following is a summary of the 19
reported ice and rain protection system discrepancies/maintenance items:
•

Seven ice and rain protection system maintenance write-ups involved the
propeller/engine inlet deice systems, two of which were reported by
flightcrews after receiving a cockpit indication of a failure. One of these
maintenance entries was for a routine propeller deicing system operational
check, which was conducted during the December 27, 1996, E1 inspection.
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•

•

•

Seven ice and rain protection system maintenance write-ups involved the
leading edge deicing boots. One of these write-ups was a flightcrew report of
a leading edge deicing boot failure indication in the cockpit, which resulted in
the replacement of the left wing outboard leading edge deicing boot on July
15, 1996. Five maintenance write-ups involved deicing boot patch anomalies
that were noted by maintenance personnel, one of which resulted in the July
19, 1996, replacement of the left wing middle and outboard leading edge
deicing boot segments for “preventative maintenance”—ICEX was applied to
all boots during this maintenance visit. Finally, one maintenance write-up
described a routine inspection conducted during the November 20, 1996, C1
inspection, which involved removal, inspection, and reinstallation of the right
and left inboard leading edges.
Four ice and rain protection system maintenance discrepancies involved
deicing boot ejector valve and/or pressure regulator discrepancies, all reported
by flightcrews after receiving cockpit indication of a failure. ICEX was
applied to all leading edge deicing boots during the November 1, 1996,
maintenance visit resulting from one of these reports. In addition, during
maintenance action resulting from one of these discrepancies, the right
outboard deicing boot segment was removed and replaced.
One ice and rain protection system maintenance write-up noted that a
maintenance item (task 30-12, routine cleaning of the deice pneumatic lines,
due once per year) due on November 3, 1996, was delayed.48

According to the maintenance records, all of the reported discrepancies were
satisfactorily addressed through maintenance personnel action, although the delayed task (30-12)
had not yet been accomplished at the time of the accident.
1.6.3.4.2

Ice Protection Failure Warning System—Functional Test

During postaccident interviews, the first officer who flew the airplane from
Asheville to CVG (the leg before the accident flight) stated that he inadvertently bumped the
leading edge deicing boot timer switch on the ice/rain protection panel49 with his head or
shoulder when he stood up in the cockpit after the airplane was parked at the gate in CVG. A
chime sounded and a light came on indicating abnormal deice system operation. According to
the manufacturer, several system anomalies will result in the deice system failure warning,
including the absence of sufficient air pressure. The deice system uses engine bleed air for
pneumatic pressure, and the engines were not operating when the warning occurred. The first
officer stated that the deice system failure warning appeared to be operating properly, and he
returned the deicing boot timer switch to its middle, or OFF, position before he exited the
cockpit.
48

An FAA-approved change to Comair’s maintenance inspection procedure allowed the task to be

delayed.
49

The ice/rain protection panel is located on the right side (first officer’s side) of the overhead
panel, just below the circuit breakers panel.
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1.7

Meteorological Information

The Safety Board collected and examined weather-related information from
numerous sources, including the FAA, National Weather Service (NWS), Comair, Embraer,
witnesses, and pilots who were operating near the accident site about the time of the accident.
The Safety Board also reviewed WSR-88D Doppler weather radar data from three sites (White
Lake, Michigan; Wilmington, Ohio; and Cleveland, Ohio) and multispectral digital data from the
geostationary operational environmental satellite (GOES) 9. The Safety Board also sought
additional expert assistance from scientists of several organizations, including the National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), NASA, and the University of Illinois at
Urbana/Champaign (UIUC).
1.7.1

Weather Synopsis

Examination of the NWS 1300 surface analysis chart revealed a low-pressure
center in east-central Indiana, with a surface trough extending to the northeast of the lowpressure center. The NWS 1600 surface analysis chart showed the low-pressure area centered
over northern Ohio, just southwest of the Detroit area, with a surface trough extending to the
northeast. The low-pressure area was moving toward the northeast.
Surface weather observations indicated overcast skies throughout Ohio and
southern Michigan, with snow reported to the north and west of the low-pressure area. Weather
observations taken at airports in Detroit, Michigan (19 nm northeast of the accident site), Ann
Arbor, Michigan (17 nm northwest of the accident site), and Toledo, Ohio (25 nm southwest of
the accident site) reported light snow and mist around the time of the accident. (See section
1.7.2 for these and other surface weather observations.)
1.7.2

Weather Advisories and Observations

Several airmen meteorological information advisories (AIRMETs)50 and
significant meteorological information advisories (SIGMETs)51 for icing and/or turbulence were
issued on the afternoon of the accident. Of those AIRMETs and SIGMETs, four AIRMETs and
one SIGMET were applicable to Comair flight 3272 and are described in section 1.7.3. There
were numerous pilot reports (PIREPs) of icing conditions encountered in Ohio and southeastern
Michigan on the afternoon of the accident, and many witnesses on the ground reported
precipitation in the form of snow in the Detroit area. These PIREPs and witness statements are
addressed in section 1.7.4.
50

According to the Weather Service Operations Manual, an AIRMET advises of weather, other
than convective activity, that might be hazardous to single-engine and other light aircraft and pilots operating under
visual flight rules (VFR). However, operators of large aircraft might also be concerned with these phenomena.
51
According to the Weather Service Operations Manual, a SIGMET advises of weather, other than
convective activity, potentially hazardous to all aircraft.
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Additionally, the meteorologist at the Cleveland ARTCC Weather Service Unit
issued an Urgent Center Weather Advisory (CWA),52 valid for an area that included northern
Ohio and eastern Michigan (including the location of the accident) between 1235 and 1435,
which predicted occasional “moderate-severe rime/mixed/clear icing in cloud and in
precipitation at or below 16,000 feet. Severe rime/mixed icing in cloud and in precipitation
reported [in the] vicinity [of DTW] and 40 nm southwest of [Cleveland] at 12,000 to 14,000
feet.” This CWA did not apply to Comair flight 3272 because it was only valid until 1435,
which was about 16 minutes before the accident airplane pushed back from the gate at CVG. A
meteorologist at the Indianapolis ARTCC Weather Service Unit also issued a CWA, valid for an
area that included west-central through southwestern Ohio between 1545 and 1745, which
predicted “Frequent occasional severe ice in clouds/precipitation 3,000 feet to 10,000 feet.” This
CWA did not apply to Comair flight 3272 because by the time it became valid (1545), the
accident airplane was established in its descent to the Detroit area and was no longer operating in
the area of CWA coverage (west-central through southwestern Ohio).
The DTW ATIS information broadcast during the 30 minutes before the accident
stated, in part, the following:
Detroit Metropolitan Airport Information Hotel. [1526 local] special
[observation]. Wind [out of] 070o at 6 [knots], visibility one [mile], light
snow. Six hundred [feet] scattered, 1,400 [feet] broken, 2,100 [feet ] overcast
[cloud layers]. Temperature, minus 3o C. Dew point, minus 4o C. Altimeter
[setting] 29.21 [inches of mercury (Hg)]. ILS approach in use, runway 3
right.…Notices to airmen…braking action advisories in effect, local deice
procedures in effect.
Detroit Metropolitan Airport Information Alpha.53 [1540 local] special. Wind
[out of] 070o at 5 [knots], visibility one and one half [miles], light snow, mist.
[Cloud] ceiling 600 [feet] broken, 1,100 [feet] broken, 2,100 [feet] overcast.
Temperature, minus 3o C. Dew point, minus 4o C. Altimeter [setting] 29.19
[inches Hg].
ILS approach in use, runway 3 right….Notices to
airmen…braking action advisories in effect, local deice procedure in effect.
According to the CVR, the pilots obtained ATIS information “hotel” at 1540;
then, at 1546:57, ATC advised traffic on their frequency that “information alpha is current” and
issued a summary of the information included in ATIS information alpha.
Surface weather observations from facilities around the accident site were as
follows:

52

According to the Weather Service Operations Manual, a CWA is a regional “aviation weather
warning for conditions meeting or approaching national in-flight advisory (AIRMET, SIGMET, or convective
SIGMET) criteria.”
53
According to DTW ATC personnel, because the Detroit-area has many airports and a high
density of air traffic, they assigned each of the major airports a portion of the standard ATIS designations to reduce
pilot confusion. DTW uses ATIS designations alpha through hotel, instead of the standard alpha through zulu.
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Monroe, Michigan (D92) [located 6 nm east-southeast of the accident site]:
1541…sky partially obscured; 700 feet scattered, 1,300 feet overcast;
visibility 1¼ miles; temperature [-2o C]; dew point [-3o C]; winds 170o at 5
knots; altimeter setting 29.20 inches of Hg.
1601…700 feet scattered, 1,700 feet broken; 5,000 feet broken; visibility 3 ½
miles; temperature [-2o C]; dew point [-3o C]; winds 180o at 6 knots; altimeter
setting 29.18 inches of Hg.
Detroit, Michigan (DTW) [located 19 nm north-northeast of the accident
site]: 1541…[Special]…winds 060o at 6 knots; visibility 1 ½ miles; light
snow, mist; ceiling 600 feet broken, 1,100 feet broken, 1,900 feet overcast;
temperature -3o C; dew point -3o C; altimeter setting 29.19 inches of Hg;
[trace] of precipitation from 1454.
1554…[Routine]…Winds 070o at 5 knots; visibility ¾ mile; light snow, mist;
ceiling 600 feet broken, 1,200 feet broken, 1,700 feet overcast; temperature 2o C; dew point -3o C; altimeter setting 29.19 inches of Hg., ceiling 400 feet
variable 900 feet; [trace] of precipitation from 1454.
1603…[Special]…Winds 080o at 3 knots; visibility 1 mile; light snow, mist;
600 feet scattered, 900 feet scattered, ceiling 1,400 feet overcast; temperature
-2o C; dew point -3o C; altimeter setting 29.18 inches of Hg.; [trace] of
precipitation from 1554.
Ann Arbor, Michigan (ARB) [located about 17 nm north-northwest of the
accident site]: 1553…[Routine]…Winds 090o at 8 knots; visibility 4 miles;
light snow; mist; few clouds at 600 feet, ceiling 2,000 feet overcast; altimeter
setting 29.20 inches of Hg.
1621…[Special]…Winds 100o at 8 knots; visibility 2 ½ miles; light snow,
mist; ceiling 1,600 feet broken, 2,100 feet overcast; altimeter setting 29.18
inches of Hg.
1.7.3

Weather Information Provided to the Flightcrew by Comair

The pilots of Comair flight 3272 received a complete preflight weather briefing
with their flight release before they departed from Cincinnati. The flight release information was
gathered through an automated system, which was developed to provide flight planning and
weather information to flightcrews operating the EMB-120. According to Comair personnel, the
company’s EMB-120 flight schedule is downloaded into the WXAIR Dispatching System
database54 on a monthly basis. About 90 minutes before each scheduled departure, the release
for that flight is queued into the system; about 60 minutes before departure, the release is

54

The WXAIR Dispatching System database is produced by Jeppesen, Inc.
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generated55 and becomes available for retrieval by the flightcrew. If the flight is scheduled to
depart between 10 minutes before the hour and 5 minutes after the hour, the system will not
generate the flight release until 5 minutes after the preceding hour, to ensure that the most
current weather is incorporated into the flight release.
The Safety Board’s review of the weather information in the flight release
paperwork documentation for flight 3272 revealed that it included terminal forecasts, surface
weather observations for the departure, en route, and destination airports, as well as pertinent
weather advisories and PIREPs56 for the region. The flight release paperwork also included
several AIRMETs for icing and turbulence and a SIGMET, which were in effect at the time of
the accident. The AIRMETs and SIGMET stated, in part, the following:
AIRMET Zulu Update 2
Occasional moderate rime/mixed icing in cloud and in precipitation below [FL
250]. Isolated severe ice possible below 15,000 feet over Ohio.
AIRMET Zulu Update 3
(issued 0945 and valid until 1600)…Occasional light to moderate rime icing
in clouds below 18,000 feet. Freezing level at or near the surface.
AIRMET Tango Update 3 (2 AIRMETs; BOS and CHI)
(BOS, issued 0945 and valid until 1600)…Moderate turbulence below 12,000
feet due to moderate/strong southerly low level winds. Isolated severe
turbulence possible [in] Eastern Ohio. Occasional moderate turbulence
between 12,000 feet and [FL 330 in the] western half of [the] area….
(CHI, issued 0945 and valid until 1600)…Occasional moderate turbulence
between 15,000 feet and [FL 350] associated with strong jetstream and upper
level trough….Occasional light to moderate turbulence below 15,000 feet.
SIGMET Quebec 4
(issued 1100 and valid until 1500)…Moderate, occasional severe turbulence
between 13,000 feet and [FL 300] associated with strong jetstream and upper
level trough.
1.7.4

Pilot Reports and Witness Descriptions of Weather Conditions

The Safety Board’s review of PIREPs for the accident date revealed numerous
PIREPs regarding icing conditions encountered over southern Michigan and Ohio the afternoon
of the accident. One of three icing PIREPs that was issued between 1300 and 1400 was included
in the flight release paperwork for flight 3272; the other two icing PIREPs issued between 1300
and 1400 were not pertinent to flight 3272’s route of flight. The report indicated that at 1318 the
55

According to Jeppesen, Inc., the release is generated based on the following
conditions/assumptions: the flight planned route is based on preferred routing, aircraft performance is based on
tables derived from the AFM, and average weights for basic operating weight, payload, and cargo are used (winter
and summer weights are used accordingly).
56
Three PIREPs were included in the accident pilots’ flight release paperwork—two regarded
moderate turbulence and one was icing-related. (A PIREP for severe turbulence near Dayton, Ohio, at 1300 was
not included.) The icing-related PIREPs will be discussed further in section 1.7.4.
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pilot of a Falcon 20 over Windsor, Ontario (about 17 miles east of DTW), encountered light-tomoderate rime icing during the descent from 14,000 feet to 4,000 feet msl. The following icingrelated PIREPs were reported in the Detroit area and were received by the FAA within about 30
minutes of the accident:
•
•

At 1540, a Boeing 757 reported a trace of ice encountered between 3,500 feet
and 4,500 feet msl about 15 nm northeast of Detroit.57
At 1610, a Douglas DC-3 reported moderate mixed ice encountered at 5,000
feet msl, about 25 nm southwest of DTW.

To gather more information about the weather conditions that existed when the
accident occurred, the Safety Board developed a weather/icing questionnaire, which was
provided to a number of pilots who were operating in the Detroit area around the time of the
accident. Of the 11 pilot responses received, 8 pilots reported encountering rime icing
conditions, and 1 pilot reported rime/mixed icing conditions.58 Six of the responding pilots
reported that they encountered snow during the approach to Detroit; one pilot reported
encountering sleet, and four pilots reported no precipitation. In response to a question about the
intensity of icing,59 one pilot reported trace-to-light, one pilot reported light, three pilots reported
light to moderate, two pilots reported moderate, and one pilot (Northwest Airlines [NW] flight
272, a DC-9) reported moderate-to-severe icing. When asked to describe the rate of ice
accumulation, one pilot reported ¼ inch of rime ice accumulated in 5 to 8 minutes (Cactus 50),
one pilot reported ½ inch of ice accumulated in 15 to 20 minutes, one pilot reported ½ inch of ice
accumulated during the descent from 11,000 feet msl (NW 243, a B-727), and two pilots reported
½ inch of ice accumulation per minute (NW flight 272, approaching DTW from the southwest, 2
minutes behind the accident airplane, and NW flight 9451, a DC-10 approaching DTW from the
southeast).
57

According to FAA Order 7110.65, “Air Traffic Control,” general PIREPs are to be included in
the ATIS broadcast “as appropriate,” and as “…pertinent to operations in the terminal area.”
58
Eight of the responding pilots who indicated that they encountered icing conditions had not
submitted a PIREP for the conditions they observed on the day of the accident. In response to a survey question
regarding PIREPs, two pilots stated that they did not submit PIREPs because the conditions they encountered were
consistent with the forecast icing conditions; one of these pilots added that he did not perceive them to be a hazard.
Another pilot, who stated that he encountered moderate-to-severe icing shortly after the accident, reported that he
did not submit a PIREP because of accident-related congestion on the ATC frequency. The pilots of another
airplane reported that they were too busy during the approach, landing, and taxi to submit a PIREP. The survey
responses from the other four responding pilots did not state why they did not submit PIREPs.
59
According to FAA Order 7110.10L, “Flight Services,” icing intensity is defined as follows:
• A “trace” of ice is when “ice becomes perceptible. Rate of accumulation slightly greater than
sublimation. It is not hazardous even though deicing/anti-icing equipment is not utilized
unless encountered for an extended period of time (over 1 hour).”
• “Light” icing occurs when “the rate of accumulation may create a problem if flight is
prolonged in this environment (over 1 hour). Occasional use of deicing/anti-icing equipment
removes/prevents accumulation. It does not present a problem if deicing/anti-icing is used.”
• “Moderate” icing occurs when the “rate of accumulation is such that even short encounters
become potentially hazardous and use of deicing/anti-icing equipment or diversion is
necessary.”
• “Severe” icing occurs when the “rate of accumulation is such that deicing/anti-icing
equipment fails to reduce or control the hazard. Immediate diversion is necessary.”
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Because a wide variety of conditions were reported by pilots operating in the
Detroit area (see figure 7), the Safety Board tried to narrow the focus to those airplanes that were
closest to the accident time and location. Radar data60 and pilot statements indicated that the
ground tracks of NW flight 208, NW flight 483, Cactus 50, and NW flight 272 passed near the
accident site within minutes of the accident and reported the following icing conditions:
•
•
•
•

NW flight 208—about 10 minutes ahead of Comair flight 3272 on the
approach to runway 3R (landed at DTW at 1550), pilot reported light rime
icing.
NW flight 483—about 5 minutes ahead of Comair flight 3272 on the
approach, pilots observed no icing.
Cactus 50—about 1 minute ahead of Comair flight 3272 on the approach,
pilots reported moderate rime icing.61
NW flight 272—about 2 minutes behind Comair flight 3272 on the approach,
pilots reported moderate-to-severe rime icing.

The pilot of NW flight 208 reported that he observed about ½ inch of rime ice
accumulation on the icing probe as the airplane descended on the approach to DTW. The captain
of NW flight 272 (who was flying along the same flightpath about 2 minutes behind the accident
airplane and 10 minutes behind NW flight 208) stated that the icing conditions they encountered
during the approach to Detroit were the “heaviest I’ve seen this season…[there was] some splash
back [to side windows, which] does not happen too often on [a] DC-9, only heavy ice will do
this.” During subsequent interviews, the captain of NW flight 272 stated that the cloud tops were
near 7,000 or 8,000 feet msl and that the airplane started to accumulate ice rapidly when the
airplane leveled off at 4,000 feet msl. The captain further noted that a trace of icing was
encountered at 5,000 feet.62 The first officer of NW flight 272 also stated that the most rapid
accumulation occurred “in the vicinity of 4,000 feet,” and indicated that “this encounter was as
bad as I have ever seen it.” According to radar data, NW flight 272 reached its assigned altitude
of 4,000 feet msl at 1558:00.

60

National Track Analysis Program (NTAP) radar data from Detroit ARTCC and Airport
Surveillance Radar (ASR) data from Detroit ATCT were reviewed.
61
In response to a survey question about the droplet size encountered, the captain of Cactus 50
stated, “small, I believe, clouds, possibly freezing drizzle or snow.”
62
A review of the ATC tape transcripts and radar data indicated that about 1½ minutes after the
accident, NW flight 272 was descending through 5,000 feet on its way to its assigned altitude of 4,000 feet msl,
when ATC advised the pilots of NW flight 272 “its gonna be quite a bit of a delay for you…turn right heading two
five zero.” When the pilots of NW flight 272 queried the controller about the length of the delay, the controller
stated “I just lost an airplane, I believe.” Between 1556:40 and 1557:47, ATC instructed the pilots of NW flight
272 to turn right to headings of 270o and 360o. At 1558:03, the controller issued the pilots of NW flight 272 a
frequency change. When the pilot of NW flight 272 contacted ATC on the different frequency, the airplane was
level at 4,000 feet msl; the pilots requested and received a higher assigned altitude because of the ice accumulation.
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Relative Positions of COMAIR 3272
and several other flights using a similar approach
1/9/97, Monroe, MI
Approximate Time (EDT) and Altitudes of Flights
Traversing similar approach as COM3272
[-20 to -10 nm East]

-5
COMAIR 3272

Approach to DTW runway 3R
1552:30
7000

America West 50
Moderate rime Ice

North Range (n.m.)

1549:30
8700

1540:30
7100

1527 (9600') - 1533 (3800')
1539 (8500') - 1543 (3800')
1546 (7800') - 1549 (3700')
1548 (10600') - 1553 (4800')
1551 (8200') - 1558 (4000')

NorthWest 483
No icing observed

1550:30
7700

-10

NW243
NW208
NW483
AWE50
NW272

1549:30
3400

Northwest 243

1554:30
6400
1547:00
6500

1552:00
6000
NorthWest 208
Light rime ice

-15

Crash Site
1556:00
5000

1542:30
4300

Approximate location of
reported moderate rime ice
(1531 EDT, 5500')

NorthWest 272
Moderate to severe rime ice

1558:00
4000

-20
-20

-15

1557:00
4400

-10

-5

East Range (n.m.)

Figure 7.--Ground tracks of aircraft.
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Also, NW 243, a B-727, and NW flight 9451, a DC-10, were operating south of
DTW about the time of the accident (albeit arriving from the southeast). According to the pilot
of NW 243, the flight encountered light-to- moderate rime icing, at a rate of accumulation of ½
inch in 15 to 20 minutes.63 The pilot of NW 9451 reported encountering “very heavy ice above
10,000 feet [msl] on approach, both windshields iced over with max heat.”
The Safety Board also interviewed witnesses and emergency response personnel
about weather conditions in the Detroit area at the time of the accident. Most witnesses and local
residents told investigators that low overcast skies and limited visibility, with snow, prevailed
near the accident site at the time of the accident. However, one witness reported a “real
heavy…wet snow…freezing rain.” Another witness reported that the sun was “just trying to
break through the clouds.”
1.7.5

Information from Weather Radar and Satellite Data

WSR-88D Doppler weather radar data from NWS facilities at White Lake,
Michigan; Wilmington, Ohio; and Cleveland, Ohio, indicated a widespread area of precipitation
weather echoes located to the north of the Ohio/Michigan border. The data indicated that within
the large area of weather echoes, the intensity of the echoes varied from about 0 dBZ to peak
values of 30 dBZ,64 with most of the higher intensity echoes positioned to the north of the
accident site.
The Doppler weather radar data indicated weather echoes with a maximum
intensity of 5 to 10 dBZ and tops of about 7,000 to 8,000 feet msl in the Cincinnati area when
Comair flight 3272 departed. (An EMB-120 reported trace-to-light mixed icing at 8,000 feet msl
over CVG at 1503.) Weather radar data indicated that about 65 nm north of CVG, weather echo
tops reached 17,000 feet msl; when Comair flight 3272 passed this point, the airplane was at FL
210, and the pilots of Comair flight 3272 reported that the cloud tops were near 19,000 feet msl.
Weather radar data indicated that during flight 3272’s descent to the Detroit area, the airplane
first encountered weather echoes at 11,000 feet msl. The weather radar data showed that the
airplane was in and out of weather echoes (with a maximum intensity of 7.5 dBZ) as it
descended between 11,000 feet msl and 8,200 feet msl. Based on that data, the accident airplane
was continuously in weather radar echoes with intensities of 5 dBZ or greater between 8,200 feet
msl and 4,100 feet msl; the maximum weather echo intensities (10.5 dBZ) encountered by the
accident airplane were observed between 4,100 feet msl and 3,900 feet msl.

63

At 1531, the pilots of NW flight 243 reported encountering moderate rime ice to the DTW final
approach controller; at the time, the airplane was about 14 nm south of DTW at 5,500 feet msl. This information
was not incorporated into a formal PIREP and, although this pilot report was received by ATC almost 15 minutes
before the accident, it was not communicated to other pilots operating in the DTW area.
64
The unit dBZ is a measure of weather echo intensity in decibels corrected for range. The higher
the LWC, the higher the value of dBZ.
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The Safety Board combined the NTAP radar data for airplanes that were flying
DTW arrival routes similar to that of Comair flight 327265 with the plotted weather echo
intensity radar data. Examination of the combined radar information revealed that the airplanes
were operating in an area of weak weather echoes along the southeastern edge of the larger
region of weather echoes. In addition, weather radar echo intensities as a function of altitude
were plotted for the ground tracks of Comair flight 3272, Cactus 50, NW flight 272, and NW
flight 483. Review of the plotted data between 7,000 and 4,000 feet msl showed that the weather
radar echo intensity values that Comair flight 3272 encountered fell within an area of possible
moderate-or-greater icing from about 6,000 feet to 4,000 feet msl. Figure 8 shows the combined
flightpath and weather radar echo information.
Because icing research66 has shown that GOES 9 multispectral imager data can be
used to sense possible aircraft icing regions, the Safety Board reviewed GOES 9 data (visible
and shortwave and longwave infrared images) from 1500, 1530, and 1600 on January 9, 1997.
Examination of the GOES 9 visible images indicated an extensive lower cloud cover over Ohio
and southeastern Michigan that was moving to the northeast. A small area of higher clouds was
visible moving from west central Ohio to the northeast. The GOES 9 infrared images indicated
that cloud tops near the accident site were between 9,000 and 11,000 feet msl. According to the
icing research, the brightness and radiative temperature values observed in the images indicated
possible icing conditions along Comair flight 3272’s flightpath.
The LWC in the area of the accident was not directly observed; however,
estimates of the LWC ranged from less than 0.01 gram per cubic meter to about 1.0 gram per
cubic meter, depending on the method used and/or the assumptions made for the estimate. Based
on the observed weather echo intensities and the estimated LWCs, calculations indicated that
droplet sizes of up to 400 microns were possible, indicating that SLD icing conditions might
have existed in the accident area.
1.7.6

Information from the National Center for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale
Meteorological Study

The Safety Board requested assistance from the research meteorologists at NCAR
to help determine whether Comair flight 3272 encountered icing conditions during its descent in
the Detroit area and to explain the varying icing reports received from pilots operating in the area
about the time of the accident. NCAR research meteorologists reviewed the accident data and
conducted an in-depth (“mesoscale”) study of the weather at the time of the accident. They
concluded that the evidence for the existence of icing conditions along the Comair flight 3272
flight track was strong and that there were some indications suggesting that freezing drizzle-size
droplets (40 to 400 microns) might have also existed, especially near the cloud base; the research

65

Radar data for Comair flight 3272, NW flight 272, Cactus 50, NW flight 483, and NW flight
208 was overlaid on the weather intensity radar information.
66
“Remote Sensing of Aircraft Icing Regions Using Multispectral Imager Data,” Gary P. Ellrod
and James P. Nelson; 15th Conference on Weather Analysis and Forecasting. 1996.
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Figure 8.--Flightpath and weather radar echo information.
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meteorologists further concluded that it was unlikely that freezing rain-size droplets (greater than
400 microns) were present.
The NCAR research meteorologists reported that their review of the data
indicated that the average LWCs in the clouds near the accident site varied from 0.025 to 0.4
grams per cubic meter when averaged over a 2,000 meter cloud depth. However, they stated
“[i]t is important to note that higher and lower values of LWC and corresponding lower/higher
droplet sizes are likely to have existed within a portion of the cloud depth, since the liquid water
is unlikely to have been evenly distributed throughout the depth of the cloud.” According to one
NCAR research meteorologist, within the range of conditions present at the time of the accident,
a typical cloud structure would have higher LWCs and smaller droplets present near the cloud
tops and lower LWCs and larger droplets present near the cloud base. Specifically, he stated that
the accident airplane might have encountered “LWC values on the higher end of the range (0.50.8) around the 7,000 foot level, with mostly smaller droplets (non-SLD, more like 10-30
microns). This matches well with lower [weather radar] reflectivity values up high. IF any SLD
existed…it would have been more likely to be lower in the cloud…be mixed with smaller
drops…the larger drops in the spectrum of those that may have existed there would have been in
the 200-400 micron…range.”
According to the NCAR report, the variations in flightcrew icing reports may be
explained by close examination of the airspeeds, flightpaths, altitudes, timing, and exposure
times of the five airplanes. A copy of the NCAR report is included in appendix D. Additional
information regarding general icing conditions (and the effects thereof) is included in section
1.18.
1.8

Aids to Navigation
There were no known malfunctions with the aids to navigation involved in this

accident.
1.9

Communications
There were no known difficulties with internal or external communications.

1.10

Airport Information

The accident occurred while the airplane was being vectored for an instrument
approach to runway 3R at DTW, in Detroit, Michigan. There were no known difficulties with
the airport.
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1.11

Flight Recorders

303303
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The CVR was a Fairchild model A100A, SN 61146. Although the CVR case
exhibited impact and postaccident fire/smoke damage, the recording medium (magnetic tape)
remained intact. The CVR recording consisted of four channels of audio information: the
cockpit area microphone (CAM), the captain’s position, the first officer’s position, and the
intercom/public address (PA) system. The recording was of excellent quality,67 enhanced by the
use of the intracockpit intercom system. A transcript was prepared of the entire 31 minute, 4
second recording.
303304
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The solid state FDR was a 98-parameter Loral Fairchild model F1000, SN 997,
recorder, which used solid-state flash memory technology (nonvolatile memory) as the recording
medium. Like the CVR case, the FDR case exhibited impact and postaccident fire/smoke
damage; however, the recording medium remained intact. A list of the parameters recorded by
the FDR is included in appendix C. The FDR did not record—nor was it required to record—
leading edge deicing boot operation. Figure 9 is a copy of excerpts from the FDR data plot, with
excerpts from the CVR transcript overlaid. The following is a summary description of the FDR
information recovered from the final 45 seconds of the accident flight:
•

67

At 1553:56, as the airplane neared its assigned altitude of 4,000 feet msl at an
airspeed of 169 knots, its pitch attitude began to increase (from about 1.6o
nose down to about 3o nose up). The airplane was established on a heading of
180o, with engine power set near flight idle (engine torque values of about 15
percent and 12 percent for the left and right engines, respectively). From this
time until the end of the recording, the FDR recorded vertical acceleration
loads that were higher and choppier than the vertical acceleration values
recorded earlier in the flight during periods of relatively level flight (between
1553:49 and 1554:10, the airplane averaged about 1.05 G,68 instead of 1 G).

The Safety Board uses the following categories to classify the levels of CVR recording quality:
excellent, good, fair, poor, and unusable. Under the recently revised definitions of these categories, an “excellent”
recording is one in which virtually all of the crew conversations can be accurately and easily understood. The
transcript that was developed may indicate only one or two words that were unintelligible. Any loss in the transcript
is usually attributed to simultaneous cockpit/radio transmissions that obscure each other.
68
A G is a unit of acceleration equivalent to the acceleration caused by the Earth’s gravity, used to
measure the force on a body undergoing acceleration and expressed as multiples of the body’s weight.
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Figure 9.--Excerpts from FDR data plot and CVR transcript.
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•

At 1554:04, the airplane’s airspeed had decreased to 164 knots, the pitch
attitude was about 3o nose up, with engine power remaining near flight idle,
and the airplane entered a left bank. At 1554:05, the airplane was level at
4,000 feet msl, at an airspeed of 162 knots, when the heading data indicated
the start of a left turn. At 1554:08, (at an airspeed of 157.6 knots), the
autopilot mode changed from “Altitude Pre Select—Arm” to “Altitude—
Hold” mode.69

•

During the next 2 seconds (1554:09 and 1554:10), as the airplane’s airspeed
decreased through 155 knots, the values for CWP and roll attitude began to
move in opposite directions (the CWP moved toward the right, changing from
2.04 left wing down [LWD] to 0.14 LWD, while the roll attitude increased to
the left from 18.22o LWD to 22.01o LWD). Simultaneously, the pitch trim
and control column position (CCP) values moved in the nose-up direction. At
1554:10, the vertical acceleration values began to increase further as the
airplane’s left bank increased beyond about 20o of bank; the vertical
acceleration values averaged about 1.3 G from 1554:20 until the autopilot
disengaged. At 1554:12, the left and right AOA vanes began to diverge, and
the lateral acceleration values began to increase to the left from about zero.

•

At 1554:13, the airplane’s airspeed was 151.5 knots, and the roll angle values
stopped at 27o LWD (the autopilot roll command limit in the heading mode)
for about 2 seconds. During that 2 seconds, the CW position values fluctuated
between 5.1o and 6.3o right wing down (RWD). At 1554:15, the roll angle
increased beyond 28o LWD, as the airspeed decreased to 149 knots, and the
heading values decreased past 153o.

•

At 1554:16, engine torque began to increase (from flight idle) as the airspeed
decreased to 148 knots; evidence of an engine torque split (with the right
engine torque values exceeding the left engine torque values) began at this
time and continued until 1554:25, when engine torque values on both engines
began to decrease toward flight idle.

•

At 1554:18, the pitch attitude reached its peak nose-up value (about 5o) and
began to decrease; however, the CCP and pitch trim position data continued to
move in a nose-up direction (a trend started 9 seconds earlier).

69

According to the Embraer/Comair airplane operating manual (AOM) the “altitude preselect—
arm” phase of the altitude select mode will automatically transition to the “altitude preselect—capture” phase when
the numerical difference between the airplane altitude and the preselected altitude is approximately 1/3 of the
numerical vertical speed value. (The FDR does not record an “altitude preselect—capture” parameter.) The
transition from the “altitude preselect—capture” phase to the “altitude preselect—track” phase (or the “altitude—
hold” mode in FDR nomenclature) normally takes about 30 seconds; when the selected altitude is attained, the
system automatically engages the “altitude—hold” mode.
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•

At 1554:23, the roll angle had increased to 38o LWD, while the CWP and
rudder inputs continued to move in a RWD direction. At this time, the engine
torque values increased suddenly and reached their peak—108 percent (left
engine) and 138 percent (right engine).70 The airplane’s airspeed was 147
knots. Also at this time, the pitch trim position reached its maximum recorded
value (resulting in a CCP of about 5o nose up) and remained there for the
remainder of the flight.

•

At 1554:23.27, the CWP values reached 19.5o RWD, and the “autopilot fail
mode” discrete (normally in the “not fail” mode) transitioned to the “fail”
mode.71 The airspeed decreased to 146 knots, pitch attitude decreased to 3.3o
nose up, and the roll angle increased to 38.04o LWD.

•

At 1554:24.2, the status of the “autopilot disconnect”72 indicated “normal,”
and 0.03 seconds later, the status of the “master warning” parameter indicated
that a “warning” was issued.73 At 1554:24.27, the CWP parameter changed
from 19.5o RWD to 6.3o LWD, ending a 14 second trend of RWD values.

•

At 1554:23.8, the roll attitude began to change rapidly—within ½ second, the
roll changed from 40o LWD to 51o LWD. The left roll continued, reaching
146o LWD within 2 seconds. Also at 1554:23.8, the pitch attitude began to
decrease from 3o nose up—within 5 seconds the pitch had decreased to 50o
nose down.

•

The next time “autopilot disconnect” parameter’s status was sampled (at
1554:25.12) the status had changed to “disconnected.”

•

By 1554:25.6, the CWP was moving to the right, opposing the sudden left roll
of the airplane. During the next 15 seconds or so (until the FDR recording
ended at 1554:41), the CWP varied between about 20o right input and 30o left
input, and the airplane continued to descend with oscillations in roll attitude
that generally followed (but lagged behind) the CWP movements. Also during
the last 15 seconds of the flight, the FDR recorded oscillations in pitch attitude
between 20o and 80o nose-down pitch values. During this time, the FDR
recorded CCP values that remained fairly steady at 4½o to 5o until about 5 to 6
seconds before the FDR recording ended, when the CCP increased to about

70

The peak engine torque values were present for less than 1 second. Over the next 4 seconds
(until 1554:26.5), the engine parameters indicated a power reduction on both engines to values near flight idle.
71
The FDR records information in numerous autopilot-related parameters, including the
following: autopilot engage (engaged/not engaged), autopilot disconnect (disconnected/engaged), autopilot fail
mode (fail/not fail), and master warning (warning/normal). All referenced autopilot-related parameters are sampled
at approximate 1-second intervals.
72
The FDR parameter uses the term “disconnect” to describe the autopilot’s “disengage” action.
73
According to Embraer’s autopilot information, an autopilot failure will generate an
AUTOPILOT FAIL light on the master warning panel.
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9.2 degrees nose up. (FDR data indicated that the airplane was descending
through about 1,700 feet msl 5 to 6 seconds before the recording ended.)
The FDR data indicated that the landing gear and wing flaps remained in the
retracted position throughout the upset event/accident sequence.
1.11.2.1

FDR Anomalies and History

The Safety Board has been concerned about the absence of FDR data critical to
accident investigations for many years and has made a number of recommendations intended to
(in part) increase the number of parameters recorded and improve FDR recording accuracy
quality. Despite these recommendations, FDR anomalies continue to appear in FDR data from
accident/incident airplanes. Examination of the accident airplane’s FDR data revealed that the
following parameters displayed anomalous, spurious, or out of calibration values at various times
during the recording:
Parameters74
Elevator CCP (left)
CWP (left)
Pitch trim position
Propeller imbalance (left)
Static air temperature
Heading
Rudder pedal position75

Remarks
Noisy, not consistent with roll and
heading values
Noisy, not consistent with roll and
heading values
Random spurious data points
Not active
Noisy
Random spurious data points
Random periods of noisy data; values
exhibit a bias of 7o to 8o (left), as
established during simulation.

The Safety Board has observed similar anomalous values for flight control
parameters on seven of eight previous Embraer EMB-120 accident/incident investigations and on
one more recent EMB-120 incident.76 As a result of the anomalous values noted during the
74

Because the elevator CCP (right) and CWP (right) parameters recorded valid values, it is
unlikely that the FDR anomalies adversely affected the information contained in the summary description of the
FDR data in section 1.11.2.
Further, the accident airplane’s CWP and CCP FDR data from the seconds
immediately before and after the upset were validated during the simulation process. (See section 1.16.1 and its
subsections and appendix E for descriptions of the simulations.)
75
In the seconds before and during the upset, the rudder pedal position parameter was steady and
clear, although the 7o to 8o bias existed.
76
See: National Transportation Safety Board. 1996. Atlantic Southeast Airlines, Inc., Flight 529,
Embraer EMB-120RT, N256AS, Carrollton, Georgia, August 21, 1995. Aircraft Accident Report NTSB/AAR96/06. Washington, DC; National Transportation Safety Board. 1992. Atlantic Southeast Airlines, Inc., Flight
2311, Embraer EMB-120, N270AS, Brunswick, Georgia, April 5, 1991. Aircraft Accident Report NTSB/AAR92/03. Washington, DC; National Transportation Safety Board. 1992. Britt Airways, Inc., dba Continental Express
Flight 2574, EMB-120RT, N33701, Eagle Lake, Texas, September 11, 1991. Aircraft Accident Report NTSB/AAR-
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investigation of these previous accidents/incidents, on June 27, 1996, the Safety Board issued
Safety Recommendations A-96-33 and -34, which recommended the following to the FAA:
[C]onduct a design review of the Embraer EMB-120 FDR system, with
emphasis on potentiometer failures, and mandate design, installation, and/or
maintenance changes, as necessary, to ensure that reliable flight control data
are available for accident/incident investigation. (A-96-33)
[R]equire Embraer EMB-120 operators to perform a FDR readout or a
potentiometer calibration test per section 31-31-00 of the EMB-120
Maintenance Manual every 6 months until FDR sensor design, installation,
and/or maintenance improvements are incorporated. (A-96-34)
In its September 5, 1996, response letter, the FAA stated that Embraer had
initiated a design review focusing on the FDR potentiometers and associated attaching hardware
and that the FAA would determine a course of action when the design review was completed. In
addition, in its response letter, the FAA stated that it would contact the manufacturer and
coordinate the necessary maintenance instructions with an appropriate inspection interval.
Pending final action, on October 15, 1996, the Safety Board classified Safety Recommendations
A-96-33 and -34 “Open–Acceptable Response.”
On December 5, 1997, the Safety Board received another letter from the FAA,
which stated that Embraer had issued Service Bulletin (SB) 120-31-0038, which provided
corrective action to minimize the potential for a potentiometer calibration error and included
information regarding the proper installation and inspection of the system. Embraer also revised
its maintenance manual to implement a revised potentiometer test procedure to more readily
identify noisy potentiometers. The FAA’s letter indicated that after it finished reviewing the
EMB-120 service information that resulted from the SB with the CTA, the FAA planned to issue
an AD to require corrective action. On May 5, 1998, the Safety Board classified Safety
Recommendation A-96-33, “Open—Acceptable Response,” pending receipt and review of the
AD.
The FAA’s December 5, 1997, letter further stated that the FAA issued Flight
Standards Handbook Bulletin for Airworthiness (HBAW) 97-14 on September 16, 1997, which
established new FDR inspection/potentiometer calibration requirements for operators of EMB120 airplanes. The HBAW stated that principal avionics inspectors (PAIs) should:
[R]equire their affected operators to perform an initial and subsequent
recurring potentiometer calibration test every six (6) months….An initial
inspection of the affected operator’s total fleet should be accomplished within
sixty (60) days after notification of this inspection requirement. Subsequent
92/04. Washington, DC; and National Transportation Safety Board. 1994. Continental Express, Inc., Embraer
EMB-120RT, N24706, Pine Bluff, Arkansas, April 29, 1993. Aircraft Accident Report NTSB/AAR-94/02.
Washington, DC. Also, see the following NTSB aircraft incident reports: FTW90IA169, DEN92IA074, and
ATL96IA053. Section 1.18 and its subsections contain information regarding EMB-120 upset events.
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repetitive inspections must be accomplished every six months until the FDR
sensor design, and installation has been enhanced to improve data reliability.
The inspection interval, thereafter, may be adjusted as the reliability data
allows.
As a result of the inspection requirements addressed in HBAW 97-14, on May 5,
1998, Safety Recommendation A-96-34 was classified “Closed—Acceptable Action.” However,
the Board’s examination of the FDR data from an EMB-120 uncommanded roll incident that
occurred on March 5, 1998,77 revealed that the rudder pedal and control wheel position sensors
recorded anomalous information. The incident airplane’s maintenance records indicated that its
FDR system had been inspected in December 1997, with no discrepancies noted. The inspection
was conducted in compliance with HBAW 97-14 and involved a potentiometer calibration, as
defined by the EMB-120 maintenance manual. The potentiometer calibration test was conducted
with the airplane parked on the ground and required observation of the values generated by the
control column, control wheel, and rudder pedals positioned in three distinct positions: neutral,
full left, and full right for the rudder pedal and control wheel. No FDR readout (which would
have revealed the recording history of the various parameters) was accomplished in conjunction
with the potentiometer calibration/inspection, nor was such a readout required.
In its report regarding the August 7, 1997, accident involving a Fine Airlines, Inc.,
Douglas DC-8-61 at Miami, Florida,78 the Safety Board again referenced FDR recording and
inspection problems. The Board’s analysis stated the following, in part:
Although an FDR’s primary function is to provide detailed flight information
following an accident or incident, this detailed flight information is useful
even in the absence of an accident or incident. The Safety Board notes that
the…quick access capabilities of modern solid-state FDRs offer operators the
opportunity to develop and implement a flight operations quality assurance
(FOQA) program. Analysis of downloaded FOQA data enables operators to
enhance crew and aircraft performance; develop tailored training and safety
programs and increase operating efficiency. FOQA programs can also be
used to refine air traffic control procedures and airport configurations and to
improve aircraft designs….the potential safety and operational benefits…are
significant.
Because frequent FDR data downloads and data analysis are components of a
viable FOQA program, the requirement for periodic readouts to validate the
quality of the mandatory FDR parameters would likely be met if the operator
corrected recording problems discovered in the readout. The need to
download and analyze FDR [data] would also require operators to maintain
sufficient FDR system documentation to meet the Safety Board’s needs in the
event of an accident or incident.
77

See section 1.18.3 for additional information regarding this uncommanded roll incident.
See National Transportation Safety Board. 1998. Fine Airlines, Inc. Flight 101, Douglas DC-861, N27UA, Miami, Florida, August 7, 1997. Aircraft Accident Report NTSB/AAR-98/02. Washington, DC.
78
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1.12

Wreckage and Impact Information

The airplane struck the ground in a nose-down attitude at a high rate of speed and
came to rest, oriented on a southwesterly heading, in a field adjacent to a church campground.
The accident site was approximately 19 miles southwest of the destination airport.
Fragmented airplane wreckage was found in and around three impact craters, with
airplane debris located up to 340 feet from the largest (center) impact crater. The largest impact
crater was about 15 feet 7 inches wide, 25 feet long, and 4 feet deep at its deepest point and
contained most of the fuselage wreckage and human remains. The two smaller impact craters
were located on both sides of the larger (main) impact crater and contained the right and left
engines and their respective components. The right and left propeller assemblies were located in
the southwest ends of their respective craters imbedded in dirt.
The cockpit was located at the south-southwest edge of the main crater aligned on
a heading of about 245o. The fuselage was fragmented by impact forces and further damaged by
postimpact fire; various-sized portions of fuselage were scattered throughout the debris area.
The vertical stabilizer, with a large portion of the horizontal stabilizer attached, was located
between the center and the southern edge of the main crater on top of other remains and debris.
The vertical and horizontal stabilizers exhibited fore-to-aft and down-and-aft crush damage,
respectively. The top rudder and the top portion of the lower rudder remained attached to the
vertical stabilizer, and the left elevator and the inboard portion of the right elevator remained
attached to the horizontal stabilizer.
Both wings were separated from the main wreckage and fragmented; however,
most of the wing debris was located near the three craters. The landing gear were found in the
retracted position. Both main landing gear separated from their respective wing structures
(although the right main landing gear was located beneath portions of the right wing) and
exhibited fire damage. The nose landing gear was located beneath the airplane wreckage in the
main crater. The inboard and outboard flap actuators on both wings and the left nacelle wing
flap actuators were in the retracted position; the right nacelle wing flap actuator was not in the
retracted position; however, Safety Board investigators noted soot markings indicating that when
the documentation took place, the actuator was not in its preimpact position. The wing flap
selector in the cockpit was found in the flaps 0o position.
1.12.1

Engines and Propellers

On-scene examination of the engines revealed that although both engines were
sooted on their exterior surfaces, there was no indication of in-flight fire, case rupture,
uncontained failure, or other preimpact distress or damage to either engine.
Subsequent examination and disassembly revealed that both engines sustained
damage that shattered and/or separated the front and rear inlet case housings, the reduction gear
boxes, accessory gear boxes, and their respective components. The low pressure compressor
(LPC) vane tips were rubbed, gouged, and bent in a direction opposite to normal engine
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rotation, and the LPC impeller shroud exhibited circumferential rub marks consistent with
impeller vane tip contact. Examination of the remaining internal components of both engines
revealed additional evidence of smearing, rubbing, and blade bending in a direction opposite to
their normal operation; the damage was consistent with engine rotation at impact. There was no
physical evidence of preimpact anomaly or mechanical malfunction of either engine.
Examination of both propeller assemblies and their respective propeller blades
revealed extensive impact damage; however, there was no evidence of preexisting anomaly. The
left propeller assembly, with all four propeller blades, was located in the small crater to the south
side of the main crater. Three of the four propeller blades were intact (full-length); however, the
fourth blade had a 28-inch-long, 6-inch-wide section of the blade tip missing (the missing section
was discovered about 75 feet east of the main wreckage), and three of the four blades had
separated from the propeller hub. The right propeller assembly and its propeller blades were
located in the small crater to the north side of the main crater. All four propeller blades were
intact lengthwise; however, the leading edges had separated. One of the right propeller blades
had separated from the propeller hub.
Disassembly of the propeller assemblies and blades did not reveal evidence of
preimpact damage or malfunction.
All eight propeller blade spars were bent (at varying
degrees) in a direction opposite to normal propeller rotation. Measurements taken during the
disassembly indicated that the right and left propeller blade pitch angles at impact were
consistent and averaged about 40o.79
1.12.2

Deicing/Anti-icing Equipment
Leading Edge Deice System

Investigators recovered the following leading edge deicing boot segments from
the wreckage and examined them in an attempt to determine whether they were operating (or
capable of normal operation) at the time of the accident: the middle and outboard segments from
both wings, the right horizontal stabilizer segments, and the vertical stabilizer segment.
(Investigators were not able to identify the leading edge deicing boot segments from the inboard
wing sections and the left horizontal stabilizer.) The identified leading edge deicing boot
segments exhibited varying amounts of impact and heat damage; however, in general, the right
wing middle and outboard leading edge deicing boot segments were more fragmented and
exhibited more indications of heat damage than the left wing leading edge deicing boots.
Examination of the deicing boot segments revealed no evidence of preimpact damage or
anomaly that would have precluded normal operation of these deicing boots.
Postaccident examination revealed that the leading edge deicing boot segments
installed on the middle and outboard sections of the left wing and the vertical and horizontal
stabilizers did not have the conductive edge sealer on the seam/gap where the aft edge of the
79

According to Hamilton Standard specifications, the 14RF-9 propeller blade angle operational
range extends from -17.28o (reverse position) to 79.2o (full feather position).
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deicing boot fits into the recessed area of the leading edge surface. The outboard segment of the
right wing leading edge deicing boots appeared to have conductive edge sealer covering that
seam/gap, while the middle segment of the right wing leading edge deicing boot did not have the
conductive edge sealer.80 Further examination of the left wing leading edge deicing boots
revealed that filler compound and fiberglass material were visible at this seam/gap on the upper
surface of the middle and outboard deicing boot segments. Safety Board investigators reported
that there was no ridge or gap between the two materials and no roughness; they stated that the
unpainted, unsealed area was as smooth to the touch as the painted wing skin surfaces or the
deicing boot surfaces. Additionally, there was no evidence of delamination or erosion of the
wing composite materials.81
Safety Board staff consulted NASA Lewis Research Center (NASA-Lewis)
experts regarding the significance of the missing conductive edge sealer to this accident. The
experts stated that (based partially on NASA’s icing research tunnel [IRT] tests) there was little
potential for the lack of conductive edge sealer to be a preferred ice accumulation location
because of its location (on the upper wing surface at the aft edge of the leading edge deicing
boot) and because the area was as smooth as surrounding deicing boot and painted wing
surfaces. (For additional information regarding the significance of the missing conductive edge
sealer, see section 2.4.1. The IRT tests are discussed in detail in section 1.16.2.1.)
The leading edge deicing timers were recovered from the wreckage, but crush
damage precluded any functional tests of those components. According to the manufacturer, the
deicing timers do not contain nonvolatile memory that would indicate if a timer was operating at
the time of impact. The following additional leading edge deicing system components were
identified in the wreckage: two horizontal stabilizer pressure switches, two wing pressure
switches, the vertical tail switch, one pressure regulator, and one pressure relief valve.
Examination of these components did not reveal whether the leading edge deicing system was
operating at the time of the accident.
Propeller Deice System
The propeller deicing equipment was also recovered and examined in an attempt
to determine its operational status at the time of the accident. The deicing elements on the four
left-side propeller blades were torn and detached in places, leaving various-sized pieces of
deicing boots, broken wires, and various connectors attached for examination. Damage
precluded confirmation of continuity on the wiring and connectors of all but one propeller blade
deicing element. A segment of the left propeller assembly bulkhead was missing, and the inner
and outer slip rings were broken; however, the center slip ring was intact. Examination of the
80

On December 24, 1996, maintenance personnel noted several holes in the outboard leading edge
deicing boot on the right wing; that deicing boot segment was removed and replaced, and the airplane was returned
to service that day.
81
During postaccident interviews, Comair maintenance personnel described the leading edge
deicing boot installation procedure to investigators; their description matched the procedures outlined in the EMB120 maintenance manual. Additionally, the Safety Board examined the deicing boot installations on several Comair
EMB-120s; all the airplanes that were examined had the conductive edge sealer applied in accordance with the
guidance contained in the maintenance manual.
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slip ring surfaces revealed no evidence of arcing, pitting, or unusual wear. Damage precluded
confirmation of continuity from the bulkhead leads to the propeller blades on two of the four
propeller blades.
The deicing elements on the four right-side propeller blades were not attached to
the blades—they remained attached to the leading edges, which had separated. However, the
connectors were still attached to the four propeller blades; a continuity check of the leads
confirmed continuity on both leads for three of the four blades. On the fourth propeller blade,
one lead was found to have continuity, but continuity could not be checked on the other lead
because the broken end of the wire could not be located in the deicing boot. The right propeller
assembly bulkhead and the three slip rings were intact, although the bulkhead exhibited sooting
and heat damage on the forward face. The three slip rings exhibited no evidence of arcing,
pitting, or unusual wear. A continuity check of the bulkhead leads to the four propellers
confirmed continuity on each lead.
1.13

Medical and Pathological Information

Toxicological samples were obtained from the captain and first officer and were
sent to the FAA’s Civil Aeromedical Institute (CAMI) for examination. Toxicological test
results from the captain’s muscle tissue were negative for drugs of abuse, prescription and overthe-counter medications. However, the toxicological report for the captain stated the following,
in part, under the heading “volatiles:”
17.000 (mg/dL, mg/hg) [0.017 percent weight/volume] Ethanol detected in
Blood
NO Ethanol detected in Heart

•

•

NOTE: The ethanol found in this case is most likely from postmortem ethanol
production.
The toxicological test results from the first officer’s muscle tissue were negative
for drugs of abuse, and prescription and over-the-counter medications. The toxicological report
for the first officer stated the following, in part, under the heading “volatiles:”
•
•

NO Ethanol detected in Kidney
NO Ethanol detected in Muscle

No suitable (testable) blood samples were obtained from the first officer.
1.14

Fire

The postaccident fire consumed the portions of the airplane wreckage in which
fuel was present and melted portions of the wreckage, particularly in and around the main crater.
There was no indication that any fire existed before the airplane impacted the ground.
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1.15

Survival Aspects

The accident was not survivable because the impact forces exceeded human
tolerances and aircraft design strength; no occupiable space remained intact.
1.16

Tests and Research

1.16.1

EMB-120 Performance and Simulator Studies

Under the Safety Board’s direction, in February 1997, Embraer performed several
EMB-120 performance and simulator studies at its facilities in Sao Jose dos Campos, Brazil, to
identify the following: the aerodynamic differences between the accident airplane’s performance
during the minutes before the autopilot disengaged (as recorded by the FDR) and the
performance of Embraer’s EMB-120 engineering simulator flying the accident airplane’s control
inputs and tailoring the aerodynamic database to match the recorded headings, altitudes,
airspeeds, times, and rates of climb/descent/bank; the effects of the timing and asymmetrical
nature of the power increase at the beginning of the upset event; and the aileron
behavior/elevator efficiency before the autopilot disengaged and during the initial stages of the
upset event. The EMB-120 simulator is a six degree of freedom simulation computer program82
that uses Embraer’s EMB-120 Aerodynamic Data Bank Version 3C as the source of
aerodynamically clean (uncontaminated) aircraft flight dynamic data. The simulator studies
were conducted in Embraer’s EMB-120 engineering and flight training simulators.
Simulations were performed in an attempt to identify and quantify the adjustments
required for the EMB-120 engineering simulator’s performance (which was representative of the
EMB-120 without ice contamination) to match the accident airplane’s performance (according to
FDR data) for the seconds before the autopilot disengaged (from 1553:53 to 1554:24.7).83 In the
first simulation, no aerodynamic modifications (representing aerodynamic degradation from
assumed icing conditions) were introduced to the engineering data bank; thus, the simulator was
free to respond to the accident airplane’s FDR control inputs (aileron position = 18o right,
elevator position = 11o nose up, rudder position = 4o right) as an uncontaminated airframe would.
The resultant simulator data differed from the accident airplane’s FDR data in that the simulation
pitched up, climbed, and rolled to the right during the final seconds before the autopilot
disengaged, whereas the accident airplane data indicated a pitch down, descent, and left bank.
To assess the validity of the engineering data bank simulation results, investigators retrieved data
from the accident airplane’s FDR from a steady condition earlier in the accident flight (1549:55
82

Embraer’s EMB-120 engineering simulator differs from flight training simulators in that it is a
number processor—its input is data (in the form of files of numbers) and its output is data (in the form of numbers
and/or graphs). The EMB-120 engineering simulator has no flight control, motion, or visual capacity.
83
Although the FDR data continues until the FDR recording ended at 1554:40, the last 12 seconds
of simulation data were not considered during these simulations. According to Embraer’s engineers, the flight
simulation is valid only up to the AOA at which the stick pusher is activated (12.5o); therefore, the simulation was
only valid for about 4 seconds after the autopilot disengaged because “the angular rates become very high and some
asymmetric flow separation could occur;” these highly dynamic maneuvers are not adequately represented in the
aerodynamic data banks.
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to 1550:45). Again, the simulation was performed with no aerodynamic modifications
introduced; with the data from the earlier time period, the resultant simulator data closely
matched the values recorded by the accident FDR at that time.
To more closely reproduce the FDR data, investigators modified some of the
simulator data bank aerodynamic coefficients, based on “steady state” FDR values (roll angle,
CWP, CCP, altitude, pitch angle, rudder pedal position, and vertical acceleration) and other
calculated conditions (weight and CG) that were present about 1554:23, just before the autopilot
disengaged and the upset event occurred. The following modifications were introduced to obtain
a simulation that closely matched the FDR data: lift degradation, increase in drag, left rolling
moment, change in pitch moment, and left yawing moment.
For comparison purposes, the lift degradation observed in the accident airplane’s
FDR data was compared to the lift decrement obtained during developmental wind tunnel tests
with 60-minute-holding ice shapes on all protected surfaces of a model EMB-120 airplane.84
Data obtained in the wind tunnel were extrapolated to obtain valid values for a full-scale EMB120 airplane; the total lift degradation observed on the accident airplane was about 33 percent of
the 45-minute-holding ice shape degradation. However, to obtain the left rolling moment
observed in the accident airplane’s performance, investigators had to assume a difference in lift
degradation between the left and right wings. When the lift degradation was applied
asymmetrically based on one set of calculations, the degradation on the left wing lift was about
45 percent, and the degradation on the right wing lift was about 22 percent (resulting in a total
airplane degradation of 33 percent). (Details of the calculations are included in appendix E.)
This asymmetrical lift degradation would result in a left roll rate of about 12o per second without
any aileron input.
During early postaccident simulations, Embraer engineers were not able to
reproduce the FDR pitch angle and AOA data using the elevator values recorded by the FDR.
(The simulations resulted in data indicating higher pitch angle and AOA values than indicated by
the FDR.) Therefore, an assumed elevator deflection was gradually introduced into the
simulation data to produce a simulation that matched the pitch angle and AOA recorded by the
FDR in the seconds immediately before and after the autopilot disengaged. To match the FDR
elevator position, it was necessary to introduce a loss of elevator and elevator trim tab efficiency
(simulating aerodynamic degradation caused by ice contamination) in the EMB-120 aerodynamic
data bank. The reductions in elevator and elevator trim tab efficiency were assumed to vary
linearly with the body AOA. For example, the elevator and elevator trim tab were 100 percent
efficient when the airplane’s AOA was 3.3o or less, but the elevator and elevator trim tab were
only 63 percent efficient when the airplane’s AOA was 10o or greater. (See appendix E for
data/figures.)

84

The EMB-120 degradation calculated by Embraer based on its wind tunnel tests was similar to
the 3-inch ram’s horn ice shapes commonly used to represent a “critical case” ice accretion scenario by the FAA
during icing certification testing.
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1.16.1.1

Determination of the Approximate Onset of the Drag Increase

During the simulations conducted in the engineering simulator, investigators
observed that drag increments had to be added to the engineering simulator’s aerodynamic data
bank to match the FDR data as the airplane departed 7,000 feet msl; the drag increments needed
to match the FDR data continued to increase as the airplane descended to 4,000 feet msl.
Investigators further reviewed the data and performed additional simulations in an attempt to
determine more precisely the point in the airplane’s descent at which the drag first began to
increase. Throughout much of its descent, the airplane was changing airspeed, engine torque,
heading, rate of descent, etc.; under those dynamic conditions, it was difficult to compare the
accident airplane’s FDR data (airspeed, descent rate, engine power setting) to the aerodynamic
data bank’s predicted performance (based on a clean—uncontaminated—airframe). However,
investigators identified six intervals of relatively stable flight conditions that occurred during the
airplane’s descent between 8,000 feet msl and 4,500 feet msl. Simulations were then conducted,
using the performance information that was recorded by the accident FDR during these five
intervals, and varying the number of drag counts85 until the simulator’s performance closely
matched the FDR data.
The intervals of relatively stable flight conditions—and the drag counts needed to
match FDR data—are described in the table below:
Time
1548:02
1549:55
1552:02
1552:52
1553:27
1553:42

Altitude (msl)
8,000
7,000
6,300
5,500
4,800
4,500

Airspeed (KIAS)
190 KIAS
variable
177 KIAS
176 KIAS
165 KIAS
170 KIAS

Descent rate (ft/min)
1,500
variable
750
1,000
1,350
1,500

Drag Counts added
0
80
90
120
210
23086

Figure 10 depicts Comair flight 3272’s ground track during its descent, with drag
count and CVR information overlaid.
According to Embraer personnel, during the initial EMB-120 icing certification,
flight tests were conducted with 3-inch double (ram’s) horn ice shapes on unprotected surfaces
(representing ice accumulated during 45 minutes of holding in maximum continuous icing
conditions with ice protection equipment activated). The resultant airplane drag was measured in
flight, and a value of 80 drag counts was obtained for the flap and landing gear up configuration.

85

A drag count is a unit of drag that was introduced into the simulation to match existing FDR or
other real-world data. For example, if the landing gear was extended during the simulation, the aerodynamic data
bank drag value would need to be increased by 300 drag counts to approximate the effects that extending the landing
gear would have on the performance of the airplane.
86
FDR data indicated that during the last few minutes of the flight the airplane’s AOA was
increasing; a portion (but not all) of the increase in drag counts reflected in the later flight conditions described in
the table can be attributed to that increasing AOA.
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Locations in trajectory of added Drag to simulation
-9

6400
1552:13 DTW 'comair thirty-two seventy-two descend
and maintain four thousand'

6300
6200

-10

6100

90 Drag Counts
added to Sim.

6000

1553:25 DTW '...turn right heading one eight zero ..
reduce speed to one five zero'
5900
5700

North Range (n.m.)

-11

210 Drag Counts
added to Sim.

5500

1552:16 RDO-1 ' four thousand
comair thirty-two seventy-two'

5400
5200

120 Drag Counts
added to Sim.

1553:42 DTW '...reduce speed to one five zero'
5000

-12
230 Drag Counts
added to Sim.

4700
1553:29 RDO-1 '...reduce speed to one five zero'
4500
1553:45 RDO-1 'speed one five zero...'

4200

1554:04 RDO-1 'heading zero niner zero ...'

-13
1553:59 DTW '...turn left heading zero nine zero..
plan a vector across the localizer

1554:14 FDR airspeed drops below 150KIAS

4100

1552:21 INT-1 'looks like your low speed indicator'

4000

1554:24 CAM [sound of three chimes
and "auto-pilot" aural warning]

4000

-14

2500
3900

Crash Site

1554:16 CAM [sound similar to power increase]
1554:16 FDR roll angle exceeds 30 deg LWD

-15
-16

-15

-14

-13

-12

-11

East Range (n.m.)

Figure 10.--Ground track of Comair flight 3272.
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1.16.1.2

Effect of Power Increase on Upset (No Increase in Power, Symmetrical, and
Asymmetrical Power Applications)

Because the accident airplane did not exhibit an increase in airspeed and/or pitch
in response to the engine power increase that occurred at 1554:16 (about 9 seconds before the
autopilot disengaged),87 additional simulations were performed in Embraer’s EMB-120
engineering simulator to better understand the airplane’s response to the power application. The
FDR data (see figure 9) from the accident airplane indicated that after the engine power
increased at 1554:16, the airplane’s AOA continued to increase, its left roll continued to steepen,
and its airspeed continued to gradually decrease through 148 knots. The airplane’s airspeed
reached its lowest recorded value of 146 knots at 1554:23, as the engine torque continued to
increase (left engine—85.2 percent, right engine—94.7 percent).88 The FDR data, aerodynamic
modifications, and degradations described in section 1.16.1.1 were introduced again for this
simulation, with the exception of the engine torque parameters; in this case, the torque for both
engines was maintained in the flight idle range throughout the simulation. The simulation
resulted in a data plot that resembled the FDR data plot until 1554:16. At that point, the data
(see appendix E) from the simulation (in which engine power remained at flight idle, instead of
increasing as indicated by the FDR data) showed a steady decrease in airspeed (at a faster rate
than the FDR data), a decrease in the AOA, and less tendency to roll to the left.
In January 1998, additional simulations were conducted in the EMB-120 training
simulator at Embraer’s facilities in an attempt to identify the effect of the asymmetrical power
application on the left roll during the upset sequence. Unlike the engineering simulator, the
EMB-120 training simulator was designed with flight and power controls similar to those in a
real airplane—the power controls allowed for separate engine torque inputs, as they would in an
airplane. These simulations were performed using all the modifications to the aerodynamic data
that had been identified in previous simulations, including lift degradation, drag increase, nosedown pitching moment, yawing moment, rolling moment (induced by lift asymmetry), and loss
of elevator/elevator tab efficiency. The simulator was flown by an Embraer test pilot with the
autopilot engaged as it was during the accident flight; engine power was applied manually by the
simulator pilot.
The simulations revealed that the timing and rate of power application affected
the mode of autopilot disconnect in the following ways:
•

87

When asymmetrical power application was initiated at an airspeed of 150
knots (power application and torque splits occurring at similar times and

Although the accident airplane’s airspeed and pitch did not increase (or stabilize) as a result of
this engine power application, the FDR data indicated that the airplane’s deceleration was arrested at that time, and
longitudinal acceleration increased from about .04 G to .23 G before the autopilot disengaged, indicating a positive
effect from the power application.
88
Although the FDR data showed that the engine torques for the right and left engines were split
during the power application, Embraer’s engineering simulator was not capable of accurately replicating the split
torque condition. The split engine torque was subsequently simulated in Embraer’s flight training simulator, which
had throttles that could be manipulated to duplicate the split torque condition.
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extents as those observed in the accident FDR data—see figure 9, FDR plot
with CVR overlay, or appendix C), the autopilot disengaged when the roll
angle exceeded 45o, and an upset occurred similar to the accident scenario.
•

When a similar asymmetrical power application was initiated at an airspeed of
145 knots, the autopilot disengaged when the stick shaker activated as the
airplane approached 45o of bank, and an upset occurred.

•

When a similar asymmetrical power application was initiated at an airspeed of
155 knots (3 seconds earlier/5 knots faster than the accident scenario), the
airplane’s roll angle did not exceed 45o; the autopilot maintained the
maximum autopilot command limit for the heading mode (27.5o), it did not
disengage, and an upset did not occur. The lowest airspeed observed was 150
knots.

•

When power was applied symmetrically, beginning at an airspeed of 150
knots, the airplane’s roll angle never exceeded 45o; the autopilot maintained
the maximum autopilot command limit for the heading mode (27.5o), it did
not disengage, and an upset did not occur. The lowest airspeed observed was
146 knots.

•

When power was applied symmetrically, beginning when the simulator’s
airspeed decreased to 145 knots, the autopilot disengaged when the stick
shaker activated at a roll angle of 33o; the airplane’s roll angle subsequently
exceeded 45o, and an upset occurred.

To determine the effect of the aerodynamic degradation on the criticality of the
torque split, additional simulations were performed without the modifications to the aerodynamic
database that were used in the earlier simulations (i.e., lift degradation, increase in drag, etc.). In
this case, when the asymmetrical power application and the resultant torque split were initiated at
150 knots, and occurred at times and rates similar to those observed in the accident FDR data, no
upset occurred.
The simulator pilots also varied the recovery technique used89 and reported the
following results:
•

89

When the aerodynamic modifications (lift degradation, drag increase, etc.)
were removed immediately after the upset (as if by deicing equipment
activation or cycling), the simulator pilots were able to regain/maintain
control of the airplane without difficulty and with minimal altitude loss.

The Safety Board notes that Embraer’s engineering and training simulators were not able to
accurately reproduce the dynamic situation recorded by the accident airplane’s FDR after the autopilot disconnected,
and the aerodynamic coefficients used in the simulator may not be valid in these dynamic maneuvers; therefore, the
recovery results described here have not been validated.
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•

When the aerodynamic modifications were not removed and recovery was
attempted solely by reducing the bank angle, the simulator pilots were able to
regain/maintain control of the airplane with minimal difficulty but with large
(1,000 feet to 3,500 feet) altitude losses.

The investigation revealed several possible reasons for the engine torque split
observed in the accident airplane’s FDR data, including the following: uneven flightcrew
throttle movement, improperly rigged engine controls, improper engine trim adjustment, or the
ingestion of ice by the engine.
1.16.1.3

Additional Information Obtained During Simulator Studies—Visual Cues

Investigators who participated in the simulator flights reported that there were
visual cues associated with the EMB-120 control wheel displacement that corresponded to the
autopilot-commanded right aileron input, especially during the 3 to 4 seconds before the
autopilot disconnected and an upset occurred. According to the investigators, as the autopilot
applied force to move the control wheel and ailerons to the right to counter the left roll tendency,
the left grip portion of the EMB-120 control wheel (which is shaped like a ram’s horn) moved
up; in some cases, the control wheel partially obstructed the pilots’ view of the lower portion of
the instrument panel.
1.16.1.4

Additional Autopilot Aileron Servo Mount/Servo Torque Information

During the flight training simulator sessions, the CWPs recorded by the accident
FDR differed from those produced by the simulator’s autopilot. To obtain EMB-120 simulator
CWP values that matched the FDR data, investigators incorporated a slight amount of aileron
servo torque slippage into the simulator’s data bank, beginning at 1554:14 and incrementally
increased the amount of slippage until the autopilot disengaged at 1554:24.725.
Although these adjustments resulted in a simulator data plot that matched the
accident airplane’s FDR data plot, they did not explain the accident airplane’s performance. The
autopilot installed on the accident airplane commands aileron deflections by applying torque to
the control wheel/aileron system through the autopilot servo clutch. Embraer and Collins
personnel reported that it is not possible for the autopilot servo clutch installed on the airplane to
provide torque incrementally—it provides torque until it begins to slip and then it provides no
torque. Comair’s maintenance records indicated that during a maintenance inspection 4 months
before the accident, the aileron servo mount breakaway torque was measured and found to be
within the manufacturer’s specified limits of 175 +0/-6 in-lbs; according to Embraer’s records,
the aileron servo mount was adjusted to this value by the manufacturer on June 24, 1991, during
production.90 To determine why the CWPs recorded by the accident airplane’s FDR differed
90

According to Embraer and Collins representatives, although servo mount breakaway torque was
set at 175 +0/-6 in-lbs, the autopilot system has an electronic torque limiting system that will limit electrical current
delivered to the servo at a level equivalent to 150 in-lbs. Thus, the maximum torque value of 175 in-lbs is not
reached operationally.
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from those produced by the simulator, investigators conducted a series of ground tests on an
Embraer EMB-120.
According to Embraer personnel, because the EMB-120 aileron was directly
connected to the autopilot aileron servo, their engineering simulator’s flight dynamic data bank
reflected a direct relationship between torque at the servo and aileron hinge moment (i.e., 150 inlbs of torque at the servo = 150 in-lbs commanded at the aileron) and did not account for aileron
system loads. To determine whether the direct relationship in the engineering simulator’s data
was accurate on a real airplane, investigators applied weights to the trailing edge of the aileron to
simulate the aerodynamic aileron hinge moment that Embraer calculated would result from 150
in-lbs of torque. After the weights were installed, the autopilot was engaged and a heading
change was selected, and the resultant aileron rate commanded by the autopilot servo was
documented. Weights were incrementally added until the autopilot’s electronic aileron servo
torque limit was reached. Investigators observed that the 150 in-lbs electronic torque limit was
reached when the 110 pounds of simulated aerodynamic load (weight) was applied at the aileron.
The tests demonstrated that the aileron servo was capable of maintaining the
maximum aileron rate of about 5.5o per second until it reached a calculated servo torque of about
110 in-lbs; at 110 in-lbs, the aileron servo stopped moving the aileron. Embraer personnel stated
that when they set up the EMB-120 engineering simulator’s flight dynamic data bank they had
not accounted for resistance resulting from aerodynamic forces acting on the aileron in flight and
friction in the aileron control cable system. They stated that because of resistance in the aileron
control system downstream of the aileron servo clutch “the servo will reach its torque limit of
150 in-lbs when the aileron hinge moment is [30 to 40 in-lbs] less than the equivalent 150 in-lb
value for a…friction free system as in the flight simulator.” When the EMB-120 engineering
simulator data was modified based on this information, and the accident scenario simulations
were flown again; the resultant simulator data plots closely matched the accident airplane’s FDR
data plots.
1.16.1.5

Examination of the Airplane’s Roll Behavior/Aileron Effectiveness/Roll Rate
Information

These simulations and calculations were performed to understand the airplane’s
roll behavior immediately before and after the autopilot disconnect occurred and to determine
whether the roll behavior was the result of a total or partial separation of the airflow over the left
wing. Investigators compared aileron behavior and FDR data in an attempt to determine the
following characteristics/parameters:
1. The maximum roll rate for full control wheel deflection (45o either side of
neutral = maximum control wheel deflection) at the moment of the upset.
2. An accounting of the roll rate during the 1 second before/2 seconds after the
autopilot disengaged (addressing aileron, lift asymmetry, power increase).
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3. The aileron free-floating91 angle just after the autopilot disengagement.
4. The aileron torque just before the upset.
The FDR data indicated that during the 2 seconds after the autopilot disengaged,
the accident airplane’s CWP moved from 19.5o right to 21.4o left (41o of travel). According to
Embraer’s engineering data, 41o of control wheel travel with an uncontaminated air foil should
result in a maximum roll rate of 49o per second;92 however, the airplane’s maximum roll rate
after the autopilot disconnect occurred (as recorded by the FDR) was 67o per second.
Because the accident airplane’s roll rate exceeded the maximum design roll rate
for the observed control wheel travel, the Safety Board considered the effect of forces other than
aileron deflection, such as asymmetric lift distribution and engine power increase. Embraer’s
flight test data indicated that symmetric power application resulted in an additional left roll rate
of about 5o per second. Additionally, the asymmetrical engine power application that occurred
during this accident resulted in more right engine thrust and would result in an increased left
yaw/roll tendency (unquantified). Thus, the total roll rate, including the roll rate that resulted
from the 41o of total control wheel travel (from 19.5o RWD to 21.4o LWD; up to 49o per second
roll), the roll rate that resulted from the asymmetric lift degradation (12o per second), and the roll
rate induced by the symmetrical application of engine power (5o per second—this does not take
into account the asymmetrical power application, which would have exacerbated the left roll
rate) was determined to be up to 66o per second.
The FDR data indicated that as the airplane rolled to the left before the autopilot
disengaged, the autopilot was commanding an increasing aileron deflection to the right;
however, about 1 second before the autopilot disconnected, the FDR data revealed an increase in
the left roll rate. The Safety Board examined the aileron autopilot servo torque just before the
upset in an attempt to determine the reason for the increase in left roll rate before the autopilot
disengaged. According to Embraer, the designed aileron autopilot servo torque value equals
control wheel force in pounds divided by 0.288. Embraer’s calculations indicated that the
control wheel force applied by the autopilot just before it disengaged was 43.4 pounds, and the
resultant calculated autopilot aileron servo torque was 150.6944 in-lbs (43.3 divided by 0.288 =
150.6944), which would correspond to the autopilot fail condition sensed immediately before the
autopilot disengaged.
The Safety Board reviewed FDR and engineering data in an attempt to determine
what the expected aileron “floating” angle (aileron angle without autopilot or pilot input) would
have been just after the autopilot disengaged. The FDR that was installed on the accident
airplane did not record aileron position; therefore, investigators applied Embraer’s standard
EMB-120 conversion formula to obtain the accident airplane’s aileron position from the CWP
recorded by the FDR throughout the upset event. As the airplane rolled to the left after autopilot
disconnect, the local AOA of each wing changed as a result of that rolling motion; the AOA on
91

The aileron free-floating angle (also known as “zero hinge moment” position) is the aileron
angle without control forces applied by the autopilot or the flightcrew.
92
This maximum roll rate is based on control wheel travel from a neutral position to 45o; the roll
rate for control wheel travel from 19.5o right to 21.4o left would be less than 49o per second.
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the downward moving (left) wing increased, while the AOA on the upward moving (right) wing
decreased. Based on the aerodynamic conditions that existed, including the change in local
AOA, calculations indicated that the EMB-120’s total aileron floating angle would correspond to
a control wheel deflection of 21o to the left.
The Safety Board’s review of Embraer’s EMB-120 initial developmental flight
test data revealed that the airplane exhibited a slight tendency to roll to the left with symmetrical
power applied in some test flight conditions. Specifically, during flight tests intended to
demonstrate the airplane’s flight characteristics during power on, no flap stalls, the airplane
exhibited a slight tendency to yaw, then roll to the left during the incipient stall stage. The
results indicated that although the tendency was slight and easily controlled, the airplane
exceeded the FAA’s 20o roll certification limit during the recovery procedure. According to
Embraer personnel, Embraer incorporated a stick pusher into the system to prevent the airplane
from reaching the AOA at which the yaw and subsequent roll would occur. Because the left roll
tendency was observed at airplane AOA of about 18o, the stick pusher was designed to prevent
the AOA exceeding 12.5o. The flight test data revealed no other instances that exhibited a left
roll tendency.
FAA Aircraft Certification Office (ACO) personnel and the FAA’s environmental
icing NRS stated that even under normal flight conditions (uncontaminated airfoils, symmetrical
power settings, etc.) turbopropeller-driven airplanes tend to yaw/roll to the left when operating at
power settings above flight idle; they attribute this tendency to the aerodynamic effects of the
large, non-counterrotating propeller blades.93 As previously discussed, EMB-120 pilots reported
that the EMB-120 exhibited a strong left yaw/roll tendency with power applications at all
airspeeds.
1.16.2

Postaccident Icing/Wind Tunnel Tests

During the Safety Board’s investigation of this accident, two series of icing/wind
tunnel tests were conducted: 1) Safety Board staff and scientists at NASA-Lewis conducted a
series of icing tunnel tests to determine the possible ice accumulations experienced by Comair
flight 3272 and to identify the aerodynamic effects of ice accumulations of various roughness
and symmetry, at various airfoil AOA, airspeeds, and temperatures; and 2) as part of its
continuing airworthiness program (and to explore the aerodynamic effects of delayed activation
of deicing boots), the FAA contracted with UIUC to conduct a series of wind tunnel icing tests to
assess the aerodynamic effects of delaying activation of deicing boots and of residual ice or
roughness remaining on the leading edge after the deicing boots’ inflation cycle.

93

According to the FAA’s AC 61-21A, “Flight Training Handbook,” “[w]ith the airplane being
flown at positive angles of attack, the right (viewed from the rear) or downswinging [propeller] blade, is passing
through an area of resultant velocity which is greater than that affecting the left or upswinging blade. Since the
propeller blade is an airfoil, increased velocity means increased lift. Therefore, the downswinging blade…tends to
pull (yaw) the airplane’s nose to the left.” This “unbalanced thrust” becomes greater as the airplane’s AOA
increases.
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Both icing/wind tunnel tests used airfoil segments representative of the mid-tooutboard section of the EMB-120 wing—a National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
(NACA) 23015 to 23012 airfoil,94 with leading edge deicing boots similar to the deicing boots on
the EMB-120 wing. The UIUC airfoil was about a 1/3 scale model of the NACA 23012 airfoil
installed near the wing tip of the EMB-120, with an aileron. The icing tunnel tests conducted at
NASA-Lewis used a full-scale airfoil (representative of a section of the EMB-120 wing slightly
inboard of the wing tip—a NACA 23014.5 to 23015 airfoil), with functional deicing boots.95
NASA’s airfoil differed from the EMB-120 wing section slightly; most notably, the airfoil had a
fixed-position aileron, and the deicing boot extended farther aft on the airfoil’s lower surface.
(Figure 11 is a cross-section of a NACA 23012/23015 airfoil, with deicing boot limits indicated.)
1.16.2.1

NASA Lewis Research Center Wind/Icing Tunnel Test Results

The tests conducted at NASA-Lewis used FDR information from the accident
airplane and meteorological conditions that were identified by the NCAR mesoscale
meteorological study to determine what ice accretions might result and to determine the
aerodynamic effects of those ice accumulations at various representative airfoil AOAs (3o, 5o,
and 7o). The test process was outlined as follows:
1. The LEWICE computer program96 was used to provide information about the
ice accumulation and the extent of ice coverage (impingement limits) that
might have accreted on the accident airplane during its descent.
94

NACA was the predecessor to NASA, renamed in 1958. NACA performed thousands of tests
on airfoil shapes to develop information regarding which were most efficient for various flight conditions. NACA
identified different airfoil shapes with a logical numbering system, described in “Fundamentals of Aerodynamics.”
95
The scientists at NASA-Lewis had previously used this airfoil during post-Roselawn IRT tests
(initiated in late 1994) intended to determine the effects of SLD ice accretion on the NACA 23012 airfoil. NASALewis scientists presented the results of the earlier IRT tests at the FAA’s “International Conference on Aircraft
Inflight Icing,” May 6 through 8, 1996; the IRT test results indicated that the most detrimental aerodynamic effects
occurred at an air total temperature of 28o F, and stated the following, in part:
aircraft ice formed from [SLD] icing clouds accretes further aft on aircraft surfaces than that
formed from the more common 10 to 40 [micron] droplet icing clouds….This is primarily due to
the fact that large droplets impinge further aft on the airfoil surfaces than do small droplets. A
significant amount of runback and secondary impingement has also been observed in these tests.
Secondary impingement is a term used to describe the action of unfrozen water droplets blowing
off the accreted ice, the impinging on the model further downstream.
The NASA-Lewis report concluded the following:
•

An increase in droplet size moved the impingement limits further aft on the airfoil. In
addition, runback and secondary impingement accreted ice aft of the impingement limits on
the airfoil.
• Increasing the angle of attack caused more ice to accumulate on the pressure [lower wing]
surface and less ice on the suction [upper wing] surface.
96
LEWICE is a computer program developed by NASA-Lewis to predict the extent of ice
accretion on the leading edges of airplane wings. The LEWICE program cannot predict surface roughness features
but will predict impingement limits and ice thickness for specified conditions.
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2. To determine representative ice shapes for a computational performance
study, experimental icing tunnel tests were performed on a 6 foot section of
NACA 23014.5 to 23015 airfoil mounted vertically in the IRT test section,
equipped with deicing boots to represent the mid-to-outboard section of the
EMB-120 wing. The chord of the model varied from 73 inches at the floor to
65 inches at the ceiling and was 68 inches at the model centerline.97
3. Two-dimensional computational studies were conducted to determine the
aerodynamic effects of the identified ice shape accumulations. The studies
examined the airflow over the airfoil with and without a deflected rear surface
(simulating aileron movement) to determine the relative aerodynamic effects
of the identified ice shapes.
4. The final phase of the test process involved three-dimensional computational
studies, which were performed to determine the flowfield of the entire wing
with the identified ice shapes. The results from this phase of the study were
not available at the time of this report; however, NASA scientists intended to
compare them to the results from the two-dimensional studies to determine the
spanwise flow and to identify how that flow affected the wing aerodynamics,
particularly near the wing ailerons.
The NASA-Lewis IRT is a closed-cycle, refrigerated wind tunnel, with spray
equipment installed upstream of the test section (see figure 12). The test section is 6 feet high by
9 feet wide and can accommodate full-scale wing sections. The IRT atmospheric conditions can
be varied to provide a range of total air temperatures (TAT), droplet sizes, and LWCs. Also, the
airfoil mounting system can be adjusted to vary the airfoil’s AOA. The IRT test section is
observable through windows from adjoining rooms, and the test facility has video and
photographic documentation capability.
During NASA’s IRT tests, the EMB-120 wing section was exposed to icing
conditions at airfoil AOA (3o, 5o, and 7o), LWCs (0.58 grams/cubic meter to 0.8 grams/cubic
meter), droplet sizes (20, 40, 70, 100, 120, 175, and 270 microns MVD), TATs (26o F to 31o F),
and an airspeed (172 knots)98 that approximated the conditions encountered by Comair flight
3272 as it descended from 7,000 feet msl (the altitude at which evidence of increased drag
appeared—see section 1.16.1.1). The exposure time used in the tests was 5 minutes (similar to
the length of time that drag counts were observed on the accident airplane), and the deicing boots

97

These chord lengths are representative of a section of the EMB-120 wing from a point near the
outboard edge of the outboard trailing edge flap to approximately ½ span of the aileron.
98
As Comair flight 3272 descended through the clouds, the airspeed was decreasing in response to
a series of ATC airspeed instructions. The 172 knot airspeed was selected for the IRT tests because it was the mean
airspeed observed in the accident airplane’s FDR data during the last 4½ to 5 minutes of the accident flight, when
drag was observed in the FDR data/simulations. The mean airspeed was selected for the IRT tests (rather than a
range of airspeeds) because the NASA-Lewis experts reported that for the range of airspeeds observed in the
airplane’s FDR data, airspeed was not a significant factor in determining the type and location of ice accretion on an
airframe.
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Figure 11.--Cross-section of a NACA 23012/23015 airfoil.
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Figure 12.--NASA Lewis Icing Research Tunnel.
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were cycled at different exposure times during some test conditions. (See appendix F for a
complete description of the test conditions and copies of ice traces for various test conditions.)
Review of the IRT test data indicated that in all the tested conditions, ice began to
accumulate within the first minute of exposure; early accumulations were rough and thin, and
observers99 reported that they were generally difficult to identify (let alone gauge in thickness).
NASA-Lewis specialists reported that early in the exposure period, the rough ice accretion
appeared to develop over the entire impingement area (leading edge deicing boot coverage), then
grew in thickness and density (without much change in the area of coverage) as exposure time
increased. Also, in many of the test conditions, as the ice accretion increased, a small ridge (or
small ridges) of rough ice began to accumulate at or about the deicing boot surfaces located
between the individual tubes. These “stitchlines” on the leading edge deicing boots ran spanwise
along the leading edge deicing boot segments and were about 1 inch to 1½ inch apart (depending
on the location of the tube within the deicing boot segment).100 Although in some test conditions
ice ridges were observed at locations other than stitchlines on the leading edge boot surface,
NASA-Lewis’s experts estimated that when ice ridges formed during the IRT tests, the
stitchlines tended to serve as “preferred ice collection locations” about 70 percent of the time.
The maximum overall ice thickness accumulated during the tests was about 0.25
inch, with most icing conditions producing thinner accretions; in all the tested conditions, the
surface of the accreted ice was described by NASA-Lewis and Safety Board observers as
“extremely rough,” “like sandpaper,” and appeared to be a “glaze” type of ice, “slightly clearer”
than rime ice. The IRT observers further noted that environmental lighting conditions and cloud
(spray) type greatly affected the conspicuity of the ice accumulation; the thin, rough ice coverage
that accreted on the EMB-120 wing was somewhat translucent and was often difficult to
perceive from the observation window.102 The Safety Board notes that it is possible that such an
accumulation would be difficult for pilots to perceive visually during flight, particularly in low
light conditions (i.e., in clouds and precipitation, at dusk). (See appendix F for photographs and
profile traces of the ice accumulations encountered during the tests.)
101

NASA’s IRT tests revealed that the extent of the rough ice accumulation on the
airfoil surfaces varied, depending on the LWC, droplet size, and airfoil AOA (all tests were
conducted at 172 knots airspeed); however, all conditions tested resulted in extremely rough ice
accumulation on the leading edge of the airfoil. IRT tests conducted at 5o airfoil AOA with a
droplet size of 175 microns MVD resulted in rough ice that extended well aft of the deicing boot
99

Safety Board staff observed several icing tunnel tests with NASA personnel through windows in

adjoining rooms.
100

NASA’s LEWICE program predicted a thin layer of ice over the leading edge surface, with a
sparse accumulation of thin ice aft of the leading edge deicing boot on the lower airfoil surface for the range of
conditions tested; however, since LEWICE does not model the surface dynamics associated with ice ridge
accumulation, it did not predict the ice ridge accumulation that was observed during some IRT tests.
101
In one test condition, one of the ridges that accumulated at a deicing boot “seam” (the surface
located between two individual tubes) exceeded ½ inch.
102
Although observers found it difficult to perceive the ice accumulation during the icing
exposure periods, they reported that the ice was more evident after the icing exposure period when the icing tunnel
was brightly lighted for photographic documentation of the ice accretion. When brightly lighted, the thin, rough
“glaze” ice coverage looked slightly like rime ice because of its roughness.
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coverage on the bottom airfoil surface and feather-type accumulations along deicing boot
surfaces located between the individual tubes aft of the leading edge on the airfoil’s upper
surface (feather-type accumulations on the upper airfoil surface did not extend aft of the normal
EMB-120 deicing boot coverage during the NASA IRT tests). Tests conducted at 5o airfoil
AOA with smaller droplet sizes (20, 40, and 70 microns) resulted in smaller amounts of rough
ice that extended aft of the deicing boot coverage on the lower airfoil surface,103 a small ridgetype accretion along the leading edge, and multiple lines of feather-type accretions along deicing
boot surfaces located between the individual tubes on the upper airfoil surface.
In general, tests conducted at lower airfoil AOA resulted in ice accumulating
farther aft on the upper deicing boot surface, while at higher airfoil AOA, the ice accretions
tended to accumulate along the leading edge, with many accumulating as a small ridge near the
stagnation point.104 According to NASA experts and the FAA’s Environmental Icing NRS, ice
accumulation on the lower wing surface is primarily a drag producer and would not result in
significant lift degradation, whereas ice accumulation on the leading edge and upper wing
surface (especially rough ice or ice ridges) would result in significant lift degradation.
The IRT tests also revealed that at TATs105 between 26o F to 30o F (-3o C to -1o C),
some of the ice accumulations self-shed106 in small patches, with no apparent pattern to the
shedding. Further, ice that accumulated after the self-shedding occurred tended to build on the
remaining/adjacent ice accretions and was more irregular and rough than other ice accumulations
observed. According to icing experts from the FAA, NASA, and UIUC, and evidence from the
wind and icing tunnel tests and other research, the ice that accumulated on airfoils that were
operating at TATs between 0o C and -3o C was more “slushy” than ice accumulated at colder
temperatures (especially the ice in direct contact with the airfoil) and tended not to adhere to the
airfoil very firmly. This ice was more subject to the aerodynamic forces acting on it and tended
to slide or move around on the airfoil. The FDR from the accident airplane recorded static air
temperature (SAT) data; the SAT temperatures recorded during the minute before the accident
ranged between -2o C and -6o C. When the SAT was converted to TAT (with consideration for
the airspeeds the airplane was operating), the resultant TATs ranged between 0o C and -4o C.

103

NASA’s scientists stated that the ice accretions located aft of the deicing boot on the lower
wing surface might have been (at least partially) an artifact of the icing tunnel; however, as previously noted,
NASA’s LEWICE program predicted some sparse frost-like ice accretion aft of the deicing boot on the lower wing
surface. Additionally, an ice impingement study conducted by B.F. Goodrich when it designed the deicing boots for
the EMB-120 leading edges indicated that in an icing cloud with a 40 micron MVD, some ice would accrete on the
lower wing surface aft of the deicing boot. According to Embraer personnel, the B.F. Goodrich ice impingement
study showed “very small traces of ice beyond the boot [which] because its influence is on drag only and not on
lift…does not effect the safe operation of the aircraft.” Embraer further stated that during the EMB-120 natural
icing flight tests, no ice was observed aft of the deicing boot coverage.
104
The stagnation point is the point on the leading edge of the airfoil where the relative airflow
diverges to pass above and below the wing so that the local airflow velocity is zero.
105
TAT is obtained by a probe on the airplane that measures the temperature of the free stream air
at the airspeed of the airplane. Because of the fluid dynamic effects of airspeed on air temperature, TAT is warmer
than the outside air temperature (OAT—also referred to as static air temperature [SAT]).
106
According to icing experts, self-shedding is the process of ice being removed from the leading
edge by aerodynamic forces, without deicing boot activation.
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1.16.2.1.1

Results of NASA’s Two-Dimensional Computational Studies

Because NASA’s experts advised that the drag measurements they were able to
obtain in the IRT were not very accurate (because of turbulence generated in the IRT), they
conducted computational studies to obtain more accurate lift and drag information. In April
1998, NASA-Lewis’ scientists and icing experts briefed Safety Board staff on the results of the
two-dimensional computational study completed by NASA. (Excerpts from NASA’s review
paper are included in appendix F.) To conduct the study, NASA’s experts reviewed the ice
shapes documented in the IRT tests and noted that the ice shapes obtained fell into three basic
shape categories. They selected the following three representative ice shapes for use in their
computational study (all sample shapes were accumulated at an airspeed of 172 knots, an AOA
of 5o, LWCs of 0.8 g/m cubed, and 5-minute exposure time):
•
•
•

Run No. 2, TAT 30o F, droplet size 20 microns; resulted in no ice ridge
formation, but a lot of relatively small, rough bumps.
Run No. 3, TAT 30o F, droplet size 40 microns; resulted in beginning of ridge
formation, slightly larger rough bumps than run No. 2.
Run No. 6, TAT 26o F, droplet size 20 microns; resulted in predominant ice
ridge formation between tube segment stitchlines on the leading edge, rough
bumps extending aft on the upper airfoil surface (about halfway to the aft edge
of the upper surface deicing boot), and a layer of rough ice coverage
extending from the ridge to the deicing boot’s aft edge on the lower surface.

Because the digitized ice shape had many sharp corners that made the simulation
difficult, NASA’s experts performed systematic smoothing at different levels and studied their
effects on lift and drag. Three levels of smoothing (100 percent, 50 percent, and 25 percent
control point curves) were reviewed for this study. NASA’s scientists stated that the 50 percent
control point curve was chosen for the computational study because its lift and drag predictions
were very close to those of the digitized ice shape 100 percent control point curve.
Because the study indicated that the ice accretion obtained during run No. 6
resulted in the most severe decrease in lift and increase in drag of the runs examined, the run No.
6 results were applied to the accident airplane’s flight conditions. Consistent with FDR
information from the accident airplane at 1554:12 (as the autopilot began to command right
aileron in response to the airplane’s steepening left bank), the following conditions were
assumed for the remainder of the computational studies:
•
•
•
•
•
107

Temperature—25.5o F TAT
Airspeed—152 knots
Pressure altitude—4,000 feet
Aileron deflection: left aileron—2.56o down, right aileron—2.74o up
AOA: 5.8o (body) + 2.0o (wing incidence) = 7.8o107

The local AOA of the EMB-120 wing varies from the wing root to the wing tip because of the
three-dimensional flow effects. According to Embraer data, at an airplane body AOA of 9o, the local AOA at the
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NASA’s two-dimensional computational studies based on run No. 6 indicated that
a thin layer of rough ice with a small but prominent ice ridge located about 0.5 to 1 percent MAC
produced the most adverse effect on lift and drag of all the studied test conditions. According to
NASA personnel, when compared with EMB-120 flight test data, the thin layer of rough ice with
a small ice ridge observed in run No. 6 could have had a more adverse effect on lift, drag, and
stall AOA than the 3-inch ram’s horn ice shapes (on unprotected surfaces) commonly used as a
“critical case” ice accretion scenario for FAA icing certification. NASA’s two-dimensional
computational studies also indicated that at lower angles of attack the left wing produced more
lift than the right wing; however, the difference in lift produced by the two wings decreased as
the AOA increased, until, at 9o local AOA a lift reversal occurred, and the left wing produced
less lift than the right wing.108 The computational studies did not produce a drag reversal—the
left wing always exhibited more drag than the right wing, and the drag increased sharply as the
AOA increased. NASA’s review report stated “[c]omputational results indicate that there might
have been a possibility of roll to the left against the wish of the pilot [or autopilot] at around or
slightly higher AOA of the accident airplane [at 1554:12].” NASA’s experts also indicated that
if ice shedding occurred on the right wing, it could lower the lift reversal AOA. The accuracy of
the lift and drag degradations calculated is unknown since NPARC has not been validated for the
specific ice shapes examined during this study. Also the NASA experts feel that the ice shapes
measured in the IRT are only “representative” because of the uncertainty of the flight and
meteorological conditions used for this study.
1.16.2.2

FAA/UIUC Wind Tunnel Test Results

As previously mentioned, the UIUC performed the wind tunnel tests using a 1/3
scale model section of NACA 23012 airfoil (18 inch chord), equipped with a moveable aileron.
Force and surface pressure measurements were performed with no contamination on the test
airfoil to obtain aerodynamic coefficients and aileron hinge moments for the clean airfoil
throughout a range of aileron deflections and AOAs. Then a 0.025-inch carborundum grit,109
representing the surface roughness of intercycle and initial ice accretions, was distributed over
the impingement area (ice/roughness coverage area, extending aft from the leading edge to a
point 8 percent of wing chord on upper surface, 33 percent of wing chord on lower surface)110 at
wing tip would be 4.5o, near the center of the aileron the local AOA would be about 8o, and near the wing root the
local AOA would be more than 10o.
108
These results were obtained using the Baldwin-Barth turbulence model; the Spalart-Allmaras
turbulence model produced similar results, but the lift reversal/crossover point occurred at a slightly higher AOA
(about 10o).
109
Full-scale roughness at 0.075 inch was observed during NASA’s wind tunnel tests and was
considered by NASA’s scientists to be representative of intercycle ice residue or ice accretion before delayed
activation of the ice protection system, in weather conditions similar to the accident conditions. UIUC used 0.025
inch for the 1/3 scale airfoil.
110
The FAA/UIUC wind tunnel tests were initiated by the FAA as part of its continuing
airworthiness program to study the effects of intercycle and residual ice on airplane leading edges; although this
research was conducted in parallel with the Safety Board’s investigation of the Comair flight 3272 accident, it was
not conducted as a result of the accident. The impingement limits used in the FAA/UIUC tests were calculated
using NASA’s LEWICE program with the following conditions: an airfoil AOA of 3o, an airspeed of 166 knots, an
altitude of 5,500 feet, an OAT of -11o C, and a droplet size of 90 microns. (According to the FAA’s Environmental
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surface roughness densities of 5 to 10 percent, 15 to 20 percent, and greater than 50 percent.
Other wind tunnel conditions included the following: 166 knots airspeed, a variety of airfoil
AOAs (-12o to beyond stall AOA), and aileron deflections from -15o to +15o, in 5o increments.
The resultant basic wind tunnel data revealed that the 5 to 10 percent density
contamination resulted in an increase in the airfoil’s minimum drag of almost 100 percent, more
than 30 percent loss of maximum lift, and a loss of aileron effectiveness. When the
contamination densities were increased to 15 percent to 20 percent and to greater than 50
percent, the minimum drag increased 130 percent and 140 percent, respectively, and maximum
lift loss increased to about 40 percent. Contamination coverages greater than 20 percent did not
appreciably change the lift or drag values over those of the 15 to 20 percent coverage tests. The
wind tunnel data also showed a shift from the airfoil’s nearly neutral pitch stability (when
uncontaminated), toward an unstable pitch stability.111
According to wind tunnel and engineering data, the clean airfoil had a maximum
lift coefficient (stall) AOA of about 14o to 15o,112 while an airfoil with 5 percent to 10 percent
roughness coverage had a stall AOA of about 9o to 10.o This reduction in stall AOA is similar to
that observed using 3-inch ram’s horn ice shapes on protected surfaces during Embraer
developmental tests; however, the ice roughness resulted in a deeper poststall break than that
observed with the 3-inch ram’s horn ice shapes.
These data demonstrated that the wing’s spanwise stall progression with
contaminated leading edge surfaces and deflected ailerons can be affected by small spanwise
AOA variations. (See appendix F.) The wind tunnel data observed by the FAA/UIUC
researchers demonstrated that small amounts of rough (initial or intercycle) contamination result
in a significant decrease in maximum lift and increase in drag; further, downward control surface
deflections increase the aerodynamic effects of small amounts of contamination in the localized
area. FAA/UIUC researchers also stated that their data demonstrated that with contamination on
an airfoil, a localized stall or separation of airflow will occur at a lower AOA with a downward
deflected aileron than it would with no aileron deflection or with an upward deflected aileron.

Icing NRS, within the Langmuir distribution of a cloud droplet spectrum having a median effective diameter of 50
microns, a portion of the droplets will be 90 microns; therefore, these values could be considered to fall within the
Part 25 appendix C envelope.)
111
On an airplane, such a shift in pitch stability would require an airplane nose-up pitch trim input
to maintain a stable attitude with increasing AOA. FDR data indicated that the accident airplane’s pitch trim was
moving in an airplane nose-up direction as the AOA increased during the 15 seconds before the autopilot
disengaged.
112
For the remainder of this report, the AOA at maximum lift coefficient will be referred to as the
stall AOA. The 14o to 15o stall AOAs described here are local stall AOAs and apply to the clean NACA 23012
airfoil used in the wind tunnel tests. (As previously discussed, Embraer used a combination of NACA airfoils in its
EMB-120 wing design, including the NACA 23012 airfoil for the outboard section of the wings; each of the airfoils
has its own specific stall AOA.)
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1.16.2.2.1

FAA Environmental Icing NRS/UIUC Conclusions Based on Wind Tunnel
Tests

During a December 1997 meeting at the Safety Board’s headquarters in
Washington, D.C., the FAA’s Environmental Icing NRS reported that the original EMB-120
certification flight tests to evaluate the airplane’s handling characteristics were conducted with
large, critical artificial ice shapes (representing accumulations obtained during a 45-minute hold
in appendix C icing conditions) on unprotected surfaces. He believed that the adequacy of the
EMB-120’s flight handling characteristics under those circumstances were well-documented
during the certification process. However, he also indicated that the UIUC wind tunnel tests
demonstrated that much smaller amounts of accumulation—in fact, sandpaper-type roughness
covering as little as 5 to 10 percent of the leading edge surface area (which had previously been
considered a relatively insignificant accumulation)—resulted in significant reductions in airplane
performance and stall speed margins. The FAA’s Environmental Icing NRS stated that the
EMB-120’s flight handling characteristics and controllability with small amounts of sandpapertype roughness on the leading edge area had not been documented during the icing certification
process; however, there was documentation that indicated that the leading edge deicing boots
operated successfully throughout the flight tests.
In May 1998, the FAA’s Environmental Icing NRS told Safety Board staff that he
believed that NASA’s IRT tests were well-performed, and stated that “the scientists at NASALewis Research Center Icing Technology Branch had performed an exceptionally excellent
Navier-Stokes computerized fluid dynamics analytical study of the aerodynamic effects of the
ice accretion shapes found in the Icing Research Tunnel.” He stated “Exceptional efforts were
made…to carefully [smooth] the ice accretions…and several turbulence models were evaluated
to assess proper simulation of the turbulent boundary layer and wake. Also, considerable
computer resources were expended…to define the airfoil’s aerodynamic characteristics with
increasing [AOAs] and with various aileron deflections.” He stated that the general trends
identified by NASA’s IRT tests and two-dimensional computational study were consistent with
studies conducted by NACA/NASA in the late 1930s through the 1950s and with the FAA/UIUC
wind tunnel results, which he believed lent credibility to NASA’s two-dimensional
computational study results.113 He also stated that he was interested to see the results of NASA’s
three-dimensional analytical studies for the entire wing, “especially since such a study would
provide reasonably accurate spanwise upwash, or local [AOAs], to assess the contaminated
wing’s spanwise stall progression with deflected ailerons.”
The FAA’s Environmental Icing NRS indicated that he was concerned that most
pilots were not aware that such slight amounts of roughness on the airfoils (wings, tail) could
result in the significant performance degradation that was demonstrated during the NASA-Lewis
IRT and FAA/UIUC wind tunnel tests. He stated that pilots may observe what they perceive to
be an insignificant amount of ice on the airplane’s surface and be unaware that they may still be
113

The FAA’s Environmental Icing NRS commented that NASA’s two-dimensional
computational study results should be used with caution, especially near and beyond the maximum lift AOA and for
configurations for which the fluid dynamics computer code had not been validated.
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at risk because of reduced stall margins resulting from icing-related degraded airplane
performance.
Further, the FAA’s Environmental Icing NRS stated that his review of several
airplane flight manuals revealed that manufacturers were recommending that pilots wait until
they observed measurable thicknesses (thicknesses that ranged between ¼ inch and 1½ inches,
depending on the manufacturer) of ice on the airframe structure before activating the leading
edge deicing boots. He reported that the recommended delays before activating the deicing
equipment were probably the result of concerns regarding ice bridging;114 however, he added
that the UIUC wind tunnel test results indicated that considerable (potentially very hazardous)
aerodynamic degradation could occur before a pilot perceived ice accumulation on the airplane.
In November 1997, the FAA and NASA conducted a workshop to address the phenomenon of
ice bridging; additional information regarding the phenomenon of ice bridging and the
FAA/NASA Airplane Deicing Boot Ice Bridging Workshop is included in section 1.18.4.2.
The FAA’s Environmental Icing NRS reported that the UIUC wind tunnel data
supported a practice of activating deicing boots at the first sign of ice, to minimize the
contamination and resultant aerodynamic degradation. He further stated that pilots and operators
should strive to “keep it clean,” with regard to in-flight airframe ice accumulation. Based on the
wind tunnel test results and other research data, the FAA’s Environmental Icing NRS stated that
he believed that the safest practice would be for pilots to activate the leading edge deicing boots
immediately upon entering icing conditions—“the earlier the better, cycle them and keep the
wing contamination less than 5 percent, if possible.”
1.16.2.3

Limitations of NASA-Lewis Icing Study and FAA/UIUC Wind Tunnel Tests

The data generated during the NASA-Lewis icing study and FAA/UIUC wind
tunnel tests may not replicate the airflow situations that would occur on a full-span EMB-120
wing installed on the airplane for several reasons. For example, a full span EMB-120 wing has
aileron fences, vortex generators, flaps, ailerons, variable airfoil design,115 and taper, and the
airflow over an entire wing (or an entire airplane) has both spanwise and chordwise aspects.
Additionally, a three-dimensional wing develops vortices that shed from the wing tips. These
vortices alter the airflow over the entire wing, although the most pronounced effect is near the
wing tip; they produce a spanwise airflow and alter the local AOAs along the wing. Data
provided by Embraer indicated that with an airplane body AOA of 9o, the local AOA near the

114

B.F. Goodrich Ice Protection Systems (deicing boot manufacturer) personnel defined ice
bridging as follows: “If the pneumatic de-icers are activated (inflated) too soon i.e. when the ice layer is too thin, a
shell of ice will form. The ice shell continues to build thickness and resists removal during subsequent de-icer
inflation cycles.” According to the FAA’s icing handbook (DOT/FAA/CT-88/8-1), Section III 1.6, “Operational
Use,” “a nominal ice thickness of 0.5 inches is allowed to accrete before the de-ice system is turned on. Bridging is
the formation of an arch of ice over the boot which is not removed by boot inflation. This can occur if the system is
activated too early or too frequently.”
115
The EMB-120 wing is a combination of NACA airfoil types, ranging from NACA 23018 at the
wing root to NACA 23012 at the wing tip.
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wing tip would be 4.5o, the AOA at the wing section near the center of the aileron would be
about 8o, and the AOA near the wing root would be about 10o.
Further, NASA experts stated that the ice shapes measured in the NASA IRT
should only be considered “representative” ice shapes because of the uncertainty in the flight and
meteorological conditions used for the study.
Another limitation of the FAA/UIUC wind tunnel tests occurred because the
model airfoil used in those tests was a 1/3 scale model (with a proportionally smaller airfoil
chord), which affects the airflow Reynolds number. The Reynolds number is a measure of the
relative magnitude of the viscous effects of a fluid flow, or an airflow. The Reynolds number is
a nondimensional parameter, a measure of the ratio of inertia forces to the viscous forces in the
airflow over a characteristic length. In this case, the length would be the airfoil chord (18
inches), and the resultant wind tunnel test Reynolds number was about 1.8 million. According to
Abbott and Von Doenhoff,116 the Reynolds number for the NACA 23012 airfoil was 6 million.
According to research conducted by Abbott and Von Doenhoff in the 1940s and
1950s, an increase in Reynolds number resulted in a higher stall AOA up to a point; beyond that
point, subsequent increases in Reynolds number did not result in a significant increase in stall
AOA. (See the plot in appendix F.) Because the 1/3 scale model airfoil used in the FAA/UIUC
studies had a smaller chord than a full-scale NACA 23012 airfoil, the effect the scale difference
would have on the Reynolds number must be considered before generalizing the FAA/UIUC test
results to a full-scale airfoil. Comparison of the Abbott and Von Doenhoff NACA 23012 data
with the FAA/UIUC airfoil data indicated consistent incremental aerodynamic effects of the
simulated surface roughness. (According to the FAA’s Environmental Icing NRS, this suggests
that the FAA/UIUC test results would reasonably apply to the EMB-120 outboard wing section.)
Abbott and Von Doenhoff’s research further indicated that a small amount of roughness on the
leading edge of the airfoil reduced the stall AOA; these results were similar to the FAA/UIUC
test results. The results of Abbott and Von Doenhoff’s research will be further discussed in
section 1.18.1.1, and excerpts from their book are included in appendix F.
1.17

Organizational and Management Information

1.17.1

Comair—General Information

Comair Airlines was founded in April 1977 as a small commuter airline,
providing scheduled service between Cincinnati, Cleveland, Akron, and Detroit. The company
became a publicly owned corporation in July 1981 and began using Delta Air Lines’
computerized reservations system to manage Comair’s flight reservations in December 1981.

116

Theory of Wing Sections: Including a Summary of Airfoil Data, by Ira H. Abbott and Albert E.
Von Doenhoff, Dover Publication, New York, New York. 1959. This reference is considered to be the definitive
text on the subject of wing section and airfoil theory and is currently used in engineering education programs.
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On September 1, 1984, Comair became an official Delta Connection air carrier,117 and in July
1986, Delta purchased about 20 percent of Comair’s common stock, which remained in Delta’s
ownership at the time of the accident. Comair Airlines was one of seven subsidiaries of
COMAIR Holdings, Inc.118 At the time of the accident, Comair employed about 850 pilots and
operated 7 Saab 340, 40 EMB-120, and 45 Canadair CL-65 airplanes throughout a route system
that primarily encompassed Florida and the north central United States.
In 1995, Comair established a Safety Office. Safety Office personnel were
responsible for ensuring that safety-related information was disseminated appropriately
throughout the airline, for attending Delta’s Safety Partner meetings, and for holding safety
meetings for Comair personnel. In Comair’s chain of command, the Director of the Safety
Office reported to Comair’s DO. According to the DO, 2 months before the accident, the
Director of the Safety Office was promoted to Vice President of Flight Operations; however, at
the time of the accident, he still served as Director of the Safety Office because the company had
not yet replaced him in that position.
Comair’s DO stated that when the accident occurred, Comair was transitioning to
a two-airplane fleet (EMB-120 and CL-65), and the company was attempting to standardize
procedures across airplanes.
1.17.1.1

Comair’s Pilot Training

Comair’s DO stated that since he was hired by Comair in February 1985, the
company had used COMAIR Aviation Academy to screen pilot applicants and conduct initial
interviews.119 Pilots who passed the academy’s initial screen became part of a “pool” of
applicants available to the airline. New-hire initial training (classroom, simulator, and airplane)
was provided by Comair, Inc. instructors at COMAIR Aviation Academy. Initial operating
experience (IOE) was accomplished by Comair Airlines before the new hire becomes a flight
line pilot. The airline’s primary training facilities were located in Cincinnati and Orlando (the
Aviation Academy). Comair’s DO reported that Comair Airlines’ instructors and check airmen
provided recurrent, upgrade, and transition pilot training, using simulators and classrooms at the
Aviation Academy and other facilities; Comair’s airplanes were used for all in-airplane flight
training.

117

Under the Delta Connection marketing agreement, Comair operates flights under the DL code,
and schedules are coordinated for more efficient connections.
118
At the time of the accident, other subsidiaries of COMAIR Holdings, Inc., included COMAIR
Aviation Academy, Comair Aviation, Comair Aircraft, Comair Services, Comair Jet Express, and Comair
Investment Company.
119
COMAIR Aviation Academy’s initial screening included background checks, simulator
evaluation, written tests, and the academy generated a pilot candidate profile of experience and aeronautical
knowledge. Although the academy was not part of the airline, Comair Airlines’ pilots were employed as instructors
by the academy, and most successful pilot applicants were placed with Comair Airlines. Occasionally pilot
candidates were placed with other airlines, including Great Lakes Aviation and an American Eagle carrier
(unnamed).
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According to Comair’s manager of training, Comair’s captains were scheduled to
receive another line check 6 months after they were assigned to flight line duty (after initial
training). One year after their initial training, Comair captains were scheduled for annual
recurrent training and evaluation under a single visit training exemption.120 Thus, Comair
captains were scheduled to receive either recurrent training121 and a line check or single visit
training and evaluation at 6-month intervals every year, unless an upgrade or transition to
different equipment altered the schedule. The company implemented a CRM training program
for pilots, flight attendants, and dispatchers in 1992; at the time of the accident, CRM was a
required portion of every scheduled training exercise (initial, recurrent, upgrade, etc.). Comair’s
pilots, flight attendants, and dispatchers received CRM training separately but were taught by the
same instructors—the eight facilitators consisted of six pilots and two flight attendants.
According to Comair’s training manager, the company uses line-oriented exercises (LOE),
videotapes, and teamwork to emphasize dealing with problems as a flightcrew.
1.17.1.1.1

Stall/Unusual Attitude Recovery Training

As a result of the ATR-72 accident in Roselawn, Indiana, Comair management
requested that its EMB-120 training department develop an unusual attitude, or “upset,” training
program. According to Comair’s training manager, the unusual attitude training had since been
informally incorporated as an item normally accomplished during every phase of Comair’s pilot
training program (initial, upgrade, transition, and recurrent); it included classroom and simulator
training sessions, but it was not a testing item. At the time of the accident, unusual attitude
training was not required by the FAA, and Comair did not have a formal syllabus for this
training; however, Comair’s simulator instructors included unusual attitude training at the end of
most recurrent training sessions. The captain of flight 3272 taught unusual attitude recognition
and recovery in the CL-65 when he was a CL-65 instructor. As previously mentioned, the pilots
of Comair flight 3272 received CRM and EMB-120 unusual attitude training during their
recurrent training in September 1995.
According to Comair’s DO and EMB-120 Program Manager, the upset training
was considered a demonstration and familiarization item. Their goal was to help flightcrews
recognize upset situations and to know what to expect and how to respond to an upset. The
Safety Board reviewed Comair’s upset/unusual attitude training, which included cockpit
familiarization, system demonstration, and airplane characteristics. The training addressed the
following scenarios:
120

Single visit training is an exemption that allows captains to be trained and evaluated at 12month intervals (consistent with the requirement for first officer training and evaluation), instead of the traditional 6month interval captain’s training. Single visit training exemptions are approved by the FAA and facilitate a
transition to annualized training as part of the Advanced Qualification Program for flightcrew training.
121
According to Comair’s EMB-120 recurrent training instructor guide, current topics and
interoffice memos were discussed during recurrent training ground school. The Safety Board’s review of the 1996
instructor guide revealed that several Comair interoffice memos were issued in 1995/1996; however, Comair’s
December 8, 1995, interoffice memo, entitled “Winter Operating Tips,” was not included in the 1996 instructor
guide. See section 1.18.2.1 for additional information regarding Comair’s December 8, 1995, interoffice memo.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Autopilot limitation/modes
Control wheel displacement
Stall series to stick pusher and stick shaker
Unusual attitudes
Slow/fast indicator demonstration
Yaw demonstration with rapid power lever advancement

During the simulator session, pilots were instructed to attempt to roll the
simulator to get the attitude indicator in an unusual presentation. According to Comair
instructors, most pilots lost about 1,000 feet of altitude during the first demonstration. The
demonstration was then repeated, with the instructor stopping (“freezing”) the simulator at
various points to discuss the visual cues and attitude indications that occur during the roll.
According to the instructors and pilots interviewed, Comair emphasized that the EADI will
always contain information regarding both the sky and the ground, even in the most extreme
attitudes. During the “stop and go” roll demonstration, instructors pointed out the blue/brown
(sky/ground) indications and the chevron and arrow indications on the EADI, which indicate the
“up” direction during unusual attitudes, including inverted flight. Further, Comair emphasized
that when the airplane is upside down, the pilots must push forward, not pull back on the control
yoke.
After the “stop and go” roll demonstration and discussion, the training session
continued with random simulated wake turbulence-related upset events. According to Comair’s
Chief Flight Instructor (EMB-120), “students have an aversion to an airplane up-side-down” and
indicated that pilots usually tried to right the airplane by rolling against the turn, although in
some cases it would be easier to continue through the roll. He also stated that “the people who
do the best are the ones who add power.” Another EMB-120 instructor reported that pilots with
previous acrobatic experience usually did better with the upset training. If a pilot does not
satisfactorily complete the upset maneuver, the demonstration is continued until a successful
outcome is achieved.
1.17.1.1.2

Winter Weather Operations/Icing Training

According to Comair’s EMB-120 Program Manager, during recurrent training
pilots received training in winter weather operations that includes normal icing, SLD, and
deicing procedures at CVG and outstations. He indicated that pilots were taught to be attentive
to temperatures, icing forecasts/weather reports/PIREPs and cues, such as airspeed degradation,
as well as visual cues to recognize potential ice buildup on the aircraft (such as ice on the
propeller spinner or cockpit windscreen).
The EMB-120 Chief Flight Instructor indicated that they taught winter weather
operations in accordance with the FSM. He stated they “don’t want students to find themselves
in icing conditions too slow and using autopilot.” They wanted them to use a vertical mode that
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gives them airspeed protection (IAS mode). In the event that they were in severe icing,122 pilots
were instructed to turn the autopilot off immediately. According to the EMB-120 Chief Flight
Instructor, the only speed specified for icing is a minimum of 160 knots, “recommended to be
170 [knots].” At the time of the accident, Comair’s pilots were trained to activate deicing boots
when they observed between ¼ and ½ inch of ice accumulation.
1.17.1.2

Comair’s Manuals

Comair’s manual system consisted of 10 separate manuals that contained the
policies and procedures that governed the operation of all Comair airplanes and all Comair
personnel—including flightcrews, flight attendants, dispatchers, ground service personnel,
maintenance personnel, and station personnel—and all Comair equipment. Although the Safety
Board examined all Comair manuals during its investigation, this report focuses on Comair’s
Operations Manual and EMB-120 FSM. The Safety Board also reviewed Embraer’s EMB-120
Airplane Flight Manual (AFM).
1.17.1.2.1

Comair’s Operations Manual

Comair’s Operations Manual contained guidance regarding the company’s
organization, general policies, weather, emergency procedures, hazardous materials,
maintenance, and weight and balance. The Operations Manual also contained Comair’s FAAapproved operations specifications and Comair’s OBs.123 In accordance with Federal regulations,
the operations manual stated, “all flight crewmembers must carry this manual [the Operations
Manual] and the appropriate Flight Standards Manual when performing their duties as a flight
crewmember.”
In accordance with FAA Order 8400.10, “Air Transportation Operations
Inspector’s Handbook,” an air carrier’s operations manual may be revised by the company as
needed without prior FAA approval (although the FAA is required to review the revisions to
ensure compliance with regulations), except that changes to the company’s operations
specifications require prior FAA approval. Comair also issued temporary revisions to the
operations manual, which were to be retained “until notice of revision or cancellation.” The
Safety Board’s examination of the manual revealed no temporary revisions pertinent to the
accident.

122

Comair’s EMB-120 recurrent training syllabus defined severe icing as follows: “The rate of
accumulation is such that the deicing/anti-icing equipment fails to control the hazard. Immediate flight diversion is
necessary.” The training syllabus lists the following items under the heading “Related to Severe Icing:” 1) results in
aerodynamic degradation; 2) high drag, dynamic buffet, premature stall; 3) freezing drizzle or freezing rain can be
described as severe if it exceeds the limit of the ice protection; and 4) SLD.
123
The Operations Manual stated that bulletins were issued by the company “to aid in
communicating important information to all flight crews when dissemination of new/revised policy or information is
necessary.”
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1.17.1.2.2

Comair’s EMB-120 Flight Standards Manual

Comair’s EMB-120 FSM124 described the “various normal, abnormal and
emergency procedures to be followed by flight-crews when operating the EMB-120.” The
EMB-120 FSM contained the airplane’s operational limitations (including airspeeds),
performance information, weight and balance/flight planning procedures, the minimum
equipment list/configuration deviation list (MEL/CDL), and descriptions of all checklists, flight
training maneuvers, instrument approaches and procedures. According to the FSM, “procedures
outlined in this manual are intended to standardize flight operations and maximize the available
cockpit resources.”
According to the EMB-120 FSM, revisions to its content were developed and
issued when Comair deemed it necessary for improved flight operations and standardization.
FAA flight standards personnel (usually the principal operations inspector [POI]) were required
to review and approve revisions, and sign and date affected pages, before they were issued and
implemented. The Safety Board’s review of the FSM revealed that at the time of the accident,
the most recent revision was revision 8, dated January 1, 1996; additionally, the FSM contained
EMB-120 FSBs 96-02 and 96-04, which addressed severe icing conditions and winter flying tips,
respectively. The FSBs will be discussed further in section 1.18.2.6.
1.17.1.2.3

Embraer’s EMB-120 Airplane Flight Manual

The EMB-120 AFM was prepared by Embraer and provided to EMB-120
operators (including Comair). The contents of (and revisions to) the AFM were reviewed by
FAA Aircraft Certification Office (ACO) personnel, then (in accordance with international
certification procedures and at the FAA’s request) approved by the Centro Tecnico Aeroespacial
(CTA) on behalf of the FAA. (Additional information regarding FAA oversight of the EMB-120
AFM is included in section 1.17.2.1.2.) The EMB-120 AFM contained the manufacturer’s
guidance regarding operating limitations, emergency and abnormal procedures, normal
procedures, and standard and supplemental performance information. Unlike the operations
manual and the EMB-120 FSM, Comair pilots were not issued a copy of the EMB-120 AFM;
rather, copies were maintained in each Comair EMB-120 airplane.
According to Embraer’s Technical Liaison, when revisions to the EMB-120 AFM
were needed, the manufacturer provided the proposed revisions to the FAA and CTA for review
and approval and to all operators for their information. Any revisions were then reviewed by
appropriate ACO and Aircraft Evaluation Group (AEG) personnel; when the FAA’s reviewing
personnel were satisfied with the content of the document, they requested the CTA to approve
the revisions on the FAA’s behalf. Embraer then provided Comair and other EMB-120 operators
with copies of the FAA ACO-reviewed/CTA-approved revisions to the EMB-120 AFM, with the
manufacturer’s recommendation that the EMB-120 operators incorporate the revisions into the
FAA-approved FSM. One such revision was issued by Embraer on April 23, 1996: FAA124

Flight Standards Manual is the terminology used by Comair for the manual that fulfills the
FAA’s company flight manual (CFM) requirement.
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reviewed/CTA-approved AFM change 43125 contained procedural changes pertaining to ice
protection system activation (leading edge deicing “ON” at the first sign of ice formation) and
the use of flaps while operating in icing conditions. AFM change 43 and Comair’s responses to
the change will be further discussed in section 1.18.2.4 and 1.18.2.5, respectively.
1.17.2

FAA Information—Oversight Personnel

FAA oversight responsibility for the EMB-120 was shared by FAA certification
personnel from the ACO in Atlanta, Georgia, and flight standards personnel from the AEG in
Seattle, Washington. FAA flight standards personnel from the flight standards district office
(FSDO) in Louisville, Kentucky, had the oversight responsibility for Comair. Section 1.17.2.1
will describe the oversight responsibilities of personnel from each office, with emphasis on
oversight of the manufacturer’s AFM and the operator’s CFM, and coordination of information
in that regard.
1.17.2.1

ACO and AEG Personnel Oversight Responsibilities

According to FAA personnel, ACO personnel were primarily responsible for the
review, evaluation, and validation of test data/information pertaining to the EMB-120 and for
determining that the airplane, its systems, and its documentation and manuals complied with
Federal requirements before approving initial certification. Additionally, ACO personnel were
responsible for the continuing airworthiness of the EMB-120 fleet and its manuals. ACO
personnel were assisted in their initial and continuing airworthiness responsibilities by AEG and
CTA personnel. FAA records indicate that engineers from the ACO and AEG participated in the
EMB-120 initial certification reviews, the 1996 SLD icing controllability testing, and have been
involved in the continuing oversight of the EMB-120 flight manuals.
According to FAA Order 8000.5 (dated February 1, 1982), the AEG is
responsible for providing the initial operational evaluation of airplanes during the initial
certification process, monitoring the fleet service history of airplanes to maintain continuing
airworthiness, performing operational evaluations of airplanes, maintaining service difficulty
reports (SDRs), and evaluating supplemental type certificates (STCs). FAA Order 8400.10
change 11, dated March 3, 1997, advises flight standards inspectors (including POIs) to contact
the AEG office for assistance and background information when they are investigating airplane
incidents and/or accidents.
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According to the FAA ACO’s EMB Program Manager, the contents of the then-proposed
revision 43 to the EMB-120 AFM were discussed and agreed upon by ACO and AEG personnel during the EMB120 SLD tanker tests conducted in December 1995. FAA records indicate that the FAA provided Embraer with
changes to the proposed AFM revision via facsimile (fax) on March 4, 1996. Embraer responded on March 15,
1996, stating that they changed the proposed AFM revision in accordance with the FAA’s suggestions, and on April
17, 1996, the FAA ACO’s EMB Program Manager sent a fax to Embraer that stated, “[w]e have completed our
review and acceptance of proposed Revision 43 to the EMB-120 AFM which incorporates changes for operation in
icing conditions. We ask that CTA please approve this revision on our behalf.”
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1.17.2.1.1

FAA Oversight of Comair’s EMB-120 Flight Standards Manual

According to FARs 121.141 and 91.9, air carrier operators must maintain a
current flight manual for each airplane used in their operations, and the flight manual must be
available to the flightcrew during flight operations. FAA Order 8400.10 change 11, states that
operators may use the approved manufacturer’s AFM (commonly used with small, less complex
airplanes), or the operator may develop, obtain approval for, and use a CFM or equivalent
manual. The latter option was the method Comair used to satisfy the regulatory requirement.
Comair called its CFM a flight standards manual (FSM).
According to FAA Order 8400.10 and FAA personnel, the POI was responsible
for reviewing and evaluating the “approved”126 and “accepted”127 sections of an operator’s
CFM/FSM to ensure compliance with existing regulations and safe operating practices. The
“approved” sections include the procedures, performance, and limitations sections, and FAA
Order 8400.10 contains the following guidance regarding their content:
•

•
•

The procedures section of a CFM [FSM] must contain all procedures required
by the AFM…and for each operation the operator conducts….the operator
must include sufficient detail to allow a trained crew to safely and effectively
operate the aircraft. The procedures section…may be divided into subsections
such as normal, nonnormal, and emergency procedures.
The…performance data in a CFM [FSM] must contain the data from the AFM
and instructions on how to use that data.
The limitations section of a CFM [FSM] must be clearly identified as FAA
approved….must contain each limitation…contained in the AFM.

Additional information pertaining to procedures is located in section 2169 of FAA
Order 8400.10, which states the following, in part:
POI’s should not construe procedures published in an AFM…to be the only or
best means of accomplishing a specific objective….Procedures incorporated
in a CFM [FSM] should be tailored by the operator to accommodate the
operator’s type of operation, fleet standardization objectives, and cockpit
management objectives…..POI’s should encourage those operators that do not
have extensive experience in developing their own procedures to follow the
manufacturer’s recommendations.

126

FAA-approved sections of an operator’s flight manual (limitations, performance, and
procedures sections) are specifically reviewed and endorsed (approved) by the POI for that operator’s manual;
however, only the limitations and performance sections are required (by the FAA) to match the limitations and
performance sections of the FAA (CTA) approved manufacturer’s AFM. The procedures section of the operators’
manuals includes procedures that are approved by the POI for that operator’s flight operations; these procedures
may differ from those contained in the manufacturer’s AFM.
127
FAA-accepted sections of an operator’s flight manual are generally reviewed by the POI to
ensure compliance with FARs, but are not specifically endorsed by the FAA. The accepted sections of a manual
may contain supplemental information, such as expanded checklists and bulletins.
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FAA Order 8400.10 also states that operators may modify the procedures
contained in the procedures section with the approval of the POI and advises inspectors and POIs
to “be alert to deficiencies in the operator’s manuals and procedures and for conflicts between
company manuals and the [manufacturer’s] AFM.”
The “accepted” sections of a CFM/FSM may contain supplemental information,
such as airplane/systems descriptions, an expanded explanation of procedures, special policies,
and other topics pertinent to operation of the airplane. Although the information contained in the
accepted sections of a CFM/FSM does not have to conform with the AFM, FAA Order 8400.10
states that POIs should ensure that the CFM/FSM contains sufficient guidance/explanation to
allow flightcrews to operate that airplane type safely. During postaccident interviews, the
Comair POI stated that when the accident occurred, Comair’s EMB-120 FSM had recently (in
January 1996) undergone a major revision as part of Comair’s attempt to standardize checklists
and other items across its fleet.
According to Embraer’s records, the FAA POI assigned to Comair received a
copy of AFM revision 43 from Embraer on June 10, 1996;128 the POI stated that it was his
practice to pass AFM revisions to the assistant POI (APOI) to be incorporated into the FAA’s
copy of the EMB-120 AFM. At the time of the accident, the POI assigned to Comair had not
required the company to incorporate revision 43 to the AFM into its FSM and procedures.
During postaccident interviews, the POI stated that he was not aware that OB 120-002/96 existed
until after the accident and thus was not aware of the rationale behind revision 43 to the EMB120 AFM;129 he indicated that if Comair had approached him to incorporate AFM revision 43
into its FSM before the accident, he probably would have sought background information and
documentation before approving the revision. (Comair had received revision 43 to the EMB-120
AFM and Embraer’s OB No. 120-002/96, which contained supporting documentation for
revision 43. Comair personnel had been involved in the discussions with Embraer and other
EMB-120 operators regarding those documents, but the company did not discuss OB 120-002/96
or the content or validity of revision 43 with the POI before the accident.)
1.17.2.1.2

FAA Oversight of Embraer’s EMB-120 Airplane Flight Manual

According to FAA Order 8400.10, proposed AFMs “are reviewed by a flight
manual review board (FMRB) and, based on the FMRB’s recommendation,” are approved by an
ACO when the aircraft is certificated. The FMRB was a team composed of ACO engineers from
each discipline (i.e., flight test, propulsion, mechanical systems, etc.) and chaired by the FAA
project test pilot. FAA Order 8400.10 stated that the FMRB team was formed at the beginning

128

Embraer routinely distributes EMB-120 AFM revisions to all EMB-120 operators and to other
interested parties as requested. According to Embraer, Comair’s POI had requested that he be sent copies of all
revisions to the AFM.
129
ACO and AEG personnel were involved in a review of previous EMB-120 incidents and the
EMB-120 SLD icing controllability tests that occurred in the fall/winter of 1995. Information from these activities
was summarized in Embraer’s OB No. 120-002/96, which was disseminated to all EMB-120 operators in early April
1996 and which Embraer considered justification for revision 43 to the EMB-120 AFM (issued in late April 1996).
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of a type certification project to provide guidance for the development of the AFM and later to
review revisions to the AFM.
During the investigation, the Safety Board received information that described the
FAA’s current procedures and division of responsibilities pertaining to certification of
manufacturers’ and operators’ manuals and oversight of those manuals (including revisions)
from the following sources: 1) a memorandum (memo) from the FAA’s Director of Accident
Investigation (AAI-1)130 to the Safety Board regarding FAA responsibilities and procedures for
certification of manufacturers’ and operators’ manuals and oversight of those manuals (including
revisions), and 2) FAA personnel’s responses to questions asked during a meeting held at the
Safety Board’s Washington, D.C., headquarters on August 20, 1997. Both sources of
information described some initial certification and continuing airworthiness oversight
procedures that differed from those described in FAA Order 8400.10. (A copy of the FAA
memo is included in appendix I.)
During the August 20 meeting, FAA personnel stated that because the AEG had
become more established, since 1991 the FAA had “moved away” from the formal FMRB
process. At the time of the accident, the FAA used a less formal process that required
information and revisions to be reviewed and initialed by each pertinent ACO and/or AEG
specialist. The FAA memo stated that although the term “FMRB” is no longer used, “the same
principle is applied today by coordinating AFM’s, and revisions thereto, among the ACO
engineering specialties branches prior to [final] approval signature. Revision 43 to the EMB-120
AFM would have been subjected to this current practice, which mimics the role of the FMRB.
[However, a]ny changes made to an operator’s CFM [FSM] would not be subjected to…the
system that has replaced the FMRB in the ACOs.”
According to FAA personnel, the oversight responsibilities for Embraer’s EMB120 AFM was shared by FAA offices and the Brazilian airworthiness authority (CTA). The
ACO had the responsibility for reviewing, evaluating, and approving/authorizing foreign
airworthiness authority approval of Embraer’s EMB-120 AFM for initial aircraft certification
and subsequent revisions to the AFM.
The FAA’s memo stated that a manufacturer desiring to issue a revision to the
AFM was responsible for providing the revision to certification personnel for review and
approval. The memo further stated that ACO personnel “will coordinate the subject revisions
with the cognizant ACO technical branches or specialists, the AEG, and the appropriate FAA
Flight Standards office. Once approved, the manufacturers distribute the AFM revisions to
operators and other interested parties.” The FAA’s memo continued, stating, “[t]here are no
established procedures mandated to communicate to an operator’s POI that a revision to an AFM
has been approved. A manufacturer will distribute AFM revisions to the affected airplane

130

The memo was prepared and signed by the Acting Director of the FAA’s Flight Standards
Service (AFS-1) and the Director of the FAA’s Aircraft Certification Service (AIR-1) and was dated October 1,
1997.
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model’s owners who in turn typically supply that revision to the POI131….Any coordination of
approved ‘AFM revisions’ by the responsible ACO with FAA operations personnel will be done
on a discretionary basis.” (During a June 1998 meeting, the FAA’s Director of Aircraft
Certification Service stated that AFM revisions are routed through the ACO Project Manager,
who coordinates with the ACO Flight Test Manager; if the ACO personnel involved did not
perceive any significant issues, no further communication took place and flight standards
personnel were never specifically consulted or informed.)
The FAA’s October 1997 memo further stated, “FAA Order 8400.10…prescribes
the information to be contained in the [FSM], ‘[t]he procedures section of a [FSM] must contain
all procedures required by the AFM…and for each operation the operator conducts.’ Since in
some cases a POI may not be aware of an AFM revision…, unless it is supplied by the operator,
that POI will obviously not have control over maintaining the equality of the AFM and [FSM]
procedures.” The memo further stated, “[I]n order to assure that AFM or [FSM] procedures are
changed, an…AD mandating that specific text be a part of the AFM/[FSM] or that specific,
dated revision be incorporated, must be issued. AD’s are only issued in instances where the
AFM changes are considered to be significant enough to warrant retroactive application to all
aircraft.”
1.17.2.1.3

FAA Flight Standards Office Oversight of Comair—Additional Information

Until about 1 month before the accident, the Louisville, Kentucky, FSDO staffing
for the operational oversight of Comair consisted of the POI and the APOI. About 30 days
before the accident, two aircrew program manager (APM) positions were created—one for the
EMB-120 and one for the CL-65. The (former) APOI was selected to fill the EMB-120 APM
position; at the time of the accident, the APOI position was vacant.
The POI was hired by the FAA in 1987 and had been POI for Comair for 7 years
at the time of the accident. He held type ratings in the EMB-120, the CL-65, and the Saab SF340. The POI stated that he had about 10,000 total flight hours, including less than 50 hours in
the EMB-120. He reported that managing the Comair certificate was a full-time job for him and
the APOI; neither inspector was assigned duties unrelated to the Comair certificate. He stated
that he was uncertain when or if the APOI position would be refilled.
According to the POI and Comair personnel, the relationship between the FAA
and Comair was professional, cordial, and businesslike. He stated that Comair’s management
was very stable and receptive to the FAA’s recommendations and that communications were
open and direct between Comair personnel and the FAA. He reported that in October 1995, the
FAA conducted a national aviation safety inspection program (NASIP) inspection of Comair,
and “only 3 or 4 minor findings were reported;” he indicated that it had been several years since
a violation had been written against Comair.
131

Although the memo indicated that POIs normally received revisions to the AFM and associated
manufacturers’ OBs from the airplane operators, Embraer indicated that Comair’s POI was on its distribution list,
and received AFM revisions directly from the manufacturer.
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When he was asked about Comair’s unusual attitude training, the POI stated that
he had mixed opinions on the subject. He stated that the benefit of the unusual attitude training
was that it familiarized pilots with the visual cues they would encounter in a variety of airplane
attitudes and emphasized the proper recovery techniques for those situations; the purpose of the
familiarization was to better prepare pilots to recover from an in-flight upset or unusual attitude.
However, the POI pointed out that the simulator was neither designed nor certificated for
unusual attitude encounters; further, he stated that the simulator could not duplicate the forces
caused by gravity and inertia that would be experienced by a flightcrew performing unusual
attitudes in an airplane. Despite this, the POI considered Comair’s training in stall recovery and
unusual attitudes to be satisfactory.
1.17.2.2

Previously Identified Deficiencies in FAA Organizational Structure and
Staffing

In the Safety Board’s report regarding the ATR-72 accident near Roselawn,
Indiana, the Board noted that following a 1988 icing-related ATR-42 incident at Mosinee,
Wisconsin, the FAA became aware that the ATR-42 was susceptible to aileron hinge moment
reversals in SLD icing conditions. At that time, the FAA recommended the installation of vortex
generators, believing that this would correct the aileron anomaly. In a briefing paper dated
March 25, 1989, the manager of the Seattle AEG expressed concern about 10 icing-related ATR
incidents that he believed warranted further study, to include flight tests with irregular icing
shapes “…emulating ‘runback’ [ice].” There was no evidence of a formal FAA response to the
concerns raised by the AEG manager; however, in 1991, the FAA led a team in developing
information regarding incidents/accidents that have been attributed to tailplane icing; this team
was also involved in discussions regarding SLD icing conditions. ATR icing-related incidents
continued to occur. In 1992, ATR published an All Weather Operations brochure, and, in 1993
and 1994, ATR incidents occurred in Newark, New Jersey, and Burlington, Massachusetts,
respectively; yet, the FAA did not take any further action to remedy the icing-related problems.
The Safety Board concluded that “the FAA’s failure…to require additional actions be taken to
alert operators and pilots to the specific icing-related problems affecting the ATRs, and to
require action by the manufacturer to remedy the airplane’s propensity for aileron hinge moment
reversals in certain icing conditions, contributed to this accident.” Further, the Safety Board
noted that “this is not the first time that the Safety Board has identified problems with the
timeliness and effectiveness of the FAA’s continuing airworthiness oversight of foreign-built
aircraft,” citing conclusions from the Board’s 1987 Construcciones Aeronauticas, S/A (CASA)
C-212-CC accident report.
Additionally, in its report on the ATR-72 accident near Roselawn, Indiana, the
Safety Board cited the 1993 General Accounting Office (GAO) report132 entitled “Aircraft
Certification, New FAA Approach Needed to Meet Challenges of Advanced Technology.” The
GAO report stated the following, in part:
132

U.S. General Accounting Office. 1993. Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on Aviation,
Committee on Public Works and Transportation, House of Representatives. Aircraft Certification, New FAA
Approach Needed to Meet Challenges of Advanced Technology. September 1993. Report GAO/RCED-93-155.
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The FAA has not ensured that its staff is effectively involved in a certification
process that delegates the vast majority of responsibilities to aircraft
manufacturers. Despite the National Academy of Sciences’ recommendation
in 1980 that the FAA develop a more structured role in the certification
process, the agency has increasingly delegated duties to manufacturers
without defining such a role….As a result, FAA staff no longer conduct all of
such critical activities as the approval of test plans and analyses of
hypothetical failures of systems….
Under the direction of the National Academy of Sciences, the [“blue-ribbon”
committee to assess the adequacy of the FAA’s certification program] reported
in 1980 that the FAA’s system of delegation to Designated Engineering
Representatives (DERs) was sound, in part because the FAA reserved most of
the critical activities…for its own staff.133 The report warned however, that
the FAA’s technical competence was falling far behind the DERs.
The GAO report issued several recommendations to the Secretary of
Transportation, suggesting that the FAA “define a minimum effective role for the agency in the
certification process by identifying critical activities requiring the FAA’s involvement or
oversight; establish guidance and the necessary level and quality of the oversight of the
designees; and develop measures through which a staff member’s effectiveness can be
evaluated.” The GAO also recommended that the FAA formally examine the need to hire
experts in areas of technological advancement, specifically citing the area of icing, as follows:
For example, according to the certification staff, the FAA has no one who is
maintaining state-of-the-art expertise in the effects of ice on new airplane
designs, as the relevant position in the program has been vacant since
1987….Because the position has not been filled and engineers with some
expertise in this area are retiring, the new staff are falling farther behind in
understanding the principles and effects of ice.
The GAO recommended that the Secretary of Transportation direct the FAA
Administrator to formally examine the need to hire NRSs in areas of technological advancement
over the preceding 14 years and to require NRS involvement early in the certification process
and at other key certification junctures. The FAA responded that it periodically assesses its NRS
program. Subsequently (in winter 1996/1997), the FAA hired its current Environmental Icing
NRS.
Further, during its investigation of the ATR-72 accident near Roselawn, Indiana,
the Safety Board observed deficiencies in the FAA’s organizational structure and
communications system that resulted in AEG personnel not receiving pertinent information
regarding domestic- and foreign-manufactured aircraft. The Board’s report concluded that the
133

Improving Aircraft Safety: FAA Certification of Commercial Passenger Aircraft, National
Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, Committee on FAA Airworthiness Certification Procedures (June
1980).
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inadequately defined lines of communication and the inadequate means for retrieval of
information prevented effective monitoring of the continuing airworthiness of the ATR-72, and
stated the following, in part:
This deficiency in communication resulted in the AEG’s failure to receive
pertinent documentation…that could have been used to monitor the continued
airworthiness of the airplane. Further, this is not the first time that the Safety
Board has identified problems with the timeliness and effectiveness of the
FAA’s continuing airworthiness oversight of foreign-built aircraft. The Safety
Board noted in its 1987 report on the crash of a CASA C-212-CC…that there
“was an apparent lack of standardization and coordination” among various
offices within the FAA. 134
As a result of the noted deficiencies in the FAA’s monitoring and communication
of in-service fleet history, the Safety Board issued Safety Recommendation A-96-062 with the
Roselawn accident report, recommending that the FAA do the following:
Develop an organizational structure and a communications system that will
enable the aircraft evaluation group (AEG) to obtain and record all domestic
and foreign aircraft and parts/systems manufacturers’ reports and analyses
concerning incidents and accidents involving aircraft types operated in the
United States, and ensure that the information is collected in a timely manner
for effective…monitoring of the continued airworthiness of aircraft.
In response to the recommendation, on April 30, 1997, FAA and Safety Board
staff had a meeting at which they discussed the respective roles of the various FAA offices
regarding effective communications, monitoring continuing airworthiness, and the specific
problems observed by the Board during the Roselawn investigation. Based on discussions at the
meeting, the FAA agreed that it would review its then current organizational structure and
processes regarding communications and monitoring the continuing airworthiness of aircraft. In
its August 20, 1997, letter, the Safety Board agreed that if upon completion of the FAA’s review,
the FAA could assure the Safety Board that it had remedied any deficiencies, the safety
recommendation could be closed in an acceptable status. On August 20, 1997, the Safety Board
classified Safety Recommendation A-96-062 “Open—Acceptable Response.” Then, on
February 25, 1998, the FAA responded that it had “initiated positive improvements to its
continued airworthiness review process” and had taken other actions, including doubling the
Standardization Branch staff and instituting a new database to track foreign airworthiness
matters more closely. Safety Board and FAA staff met several times on this issue. In the
interim, the Safety Board has received, and is evaluating, a petition for reconsideration from the
Director General de l’Aviation Civile (DGAC) of France, which bears on the certification of the
ATR-72. Pending the outcome of the evaluation, Safety Recommendation A-96-062 remains
classified “Open—Acceptable Response.”
134

See National Transportation Safety Board. 1988. Fischer Bros. Aviation, Inc., dba Northwest
Airlink, Flight 2268, Construcciones Aeronauticas, S/A (CASA) C-212-CC, Detroit Metropolitan/Wayne County
Airport, Romulus, Michigan, March 4, 1987. Aircraft Accident Report NTSB/AAR-88-08. Washington, DC.
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According to the FAA’s October 1, 1997, memo, the FAA Aircraft Certification
Service and Flight Standards Service “are in the midst of a special project to review AFM
and…Operating Manual revision processes, including the level of review and approval of those
revisions and the lines of communication between certification and operations specialists. The
final report and recommendations resulting from this project are being developed.” On June 11,
1998, FAA management personnel advised the Safety Board that they had completed their
review, in which they identified inadequacies in the FAA’s internal communications procedures.
The FAA’s Director of Aircraft Certification Services stated that the FAA is “committed to
making changes, [and is] putting a team together” to establish new procedures to ensure that
information is shared with all pertinent personnel in all branches of the FAA.
1.18

Additional Information

1.18.1

Aerodynamic Effects of Rough Ice Accumulations on Airplanes’ Flight
Handling Characteristics

The adverse aerodynamic effects of surface roughness have been known to
aerodynamicists and engineers since the late 1930s/early 1940s, when NACA conducted research
(and began to publish reports based on its research) related to the lift and drag characteristics of
airfoils and the effects of surface roughness and ice accumulation. For example, in 1933, NACA
published its technical note (TN) 457, which concluded the following, in part:
[T]ests on airfoils…indicate that serious adverse effects on the aerodynamic
characteristics are caused by surface roughnesses so small that they may
ordinarily be overlooked.
The airflow over the leading edge of an airfoil is sensitive to both the location
and size of an irregularity….Irregularities and scratches 0.0002 [airfoil chord]
in depth and not more than 0.016 [airfoil chord] distant from the leading edge
were found to be sufficient to cause measurable adverse effects.
The book “Theory of Wing Sections: Including a Summary of Airfoil Data,” by
Abbott and Von Doenhoff (first published in 1949 and updated in 1959) contained a compilation
of the NACA data. According to the NACA data cited in this book, measurements of the effects
of surface irregularities on the characteristics of wings have shown that the stall AOA is
particularly sensitive to leading edge roughness and that surface roughness results in substantial
increases in drag. The standard leading edge roughness selected by NACA (for the 24 inch
chord airfoil used in NACA’s research) consisted of 0.011 inch carborundum grains applied to
cover 5 to 10 percent of the surface extending from the leading edge aft to 8 percent of the
airfoil’s chord on both upper and lower surfaces. This standard was considered “more severe
than that caused by usual manufacturing irregularities or deterioration in service, but…less
severe than that likely to be encountered in service as a result of ice, mud, or damage.”
A review of the coefficient-of-lift curves for numerous airfoils (with various
chords, thicknesses, cambers, etc.) revealed that surface roughness on the airfoils reduced the
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stall AOA significantly135; for example, the curve for the NACA 23012 airfoil indicated that
standard roughness on the airfoil resulted in a decrease in stall AOA of nearly 6o. (The 23012
airfoil and derivatives of it are commonly used in modern airplane designs, including the EMB120, the ATR-42 and -72, the Beech King Air series airplanes, and the Mitsubishi MU-2.) The
coefficient-of-lift curves for several representative airfoils, including the NACA 23012 airfoil,
are included in appendix F.
Based on the research information that existed at the time, in the late 1940s and
1950s, the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB—the predecessor to the FAA) developed icing
certification regulations, standards, and criteria; the current appendix C icing envelope was
subsequently published on August 25, 1955.
Additional information regarding the hazards of small amounts of surface
roughness/ice accumulation has become available through continued research and tests, some of
which were conducted as a result of icing-related airplane accidents that occurred from the 1960s
to the present. During the late 1960s and 1970s (and later in the 1980s and early 1990s), a series
of accidents involving DC-9-10 series airplanes136 made the aviation industry aware of the
hazards of small amounts of rough ice on the upper wing surface. The Safety Board found that
the cause of each of these accidents was related to an attempt to take off with small amounts of
rough ice on the airfoil that prevented the wings from producing the normal and required amount
of lift. As a result of the DC-9-10 series airplane accidents, the Deputy Chief Design Engineer,
DC-9 Program, Douglas Aircraft Company, began collecting data regarding the effects of
surface roughness (caused by frost, ice, large amounts of insect debris, badly chipped paint, etc.)
on stall AOA.137
In January 1979, a technical article authored by Douglas’ design engineer stated
that “Most flight crew members are aware of the highly adverse aerodynamic effects of large
amounts of [ice],…the irregular shapes that can form on the leading edge during an icing
encounter. However, what is not so popularly know is that seemingly insignificant amounts of
wing surface roughness” could significantly degrade an airplane’s performance. The article
further stated the following:
135

The roughness did not affect the stall AOA for the NACA 00-series airfoils of 6 percent
thickness as significantly as it affected the stall AOA for the other NACA airfoils.
136
See: National Transportation Safety Board. 1970. Ozark Airlines, Inc., McDonnell Douglas
DC-9-15, N947Z, Sioux City Airport, Sioux City, Iowa, December 27, 1968. Aircraft Accident Report NTSB/AAR70/20. Washington, DC; National Transportation Safety Board. 1979. Trans World Airlines, Flight 505,
McDonnell Douglas DC-9-10, Newark International Airport, Newark, New Jersey, November 27, 1978.
Washington, DC; National Transportation Safety Board. Airborne Express, Flight 125, McDonnell Douglas DC-915, Philadelphia International Airport, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, February 5, 1985. Washington, DC; National
Transportation Safety Board. 1988. Continental Airlines, Flight 1713, McDonnell Douglas DC-9-14, Stapleton
International Airport, Denver, Colorado, November 15, 1987. Aircraft Accident Report NTSB/AAR-88/09.
Washington, DC; and National Transportation Safety Board. 1991. Ryan International Airlines, DC-9-15, N565PC,
Cleveland-Hopkins International Airport, Cleveland, Ohio, February 17, 1991. Aircraft Accident Report
NTSB/AAR-91/09. Washington, DC.
137
Technical documents were produced by R. E. Brumby, then Deputy Chief Design Engineer of
Douglas Aircraft Company’s DC-9 Program, and were published in July 1970, January 1979, December 1982, June
1985, January 1989, and April/May 1991.
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[A] flightcrew may be called upon to decide if a particular amount of
roughness and its location are sufficient to significantly degrade the aircraft’s
flight characteristics. The intent of this article is to assist in that decisionmaking by providing an insight into the effects of small amounts of wing
surface roughness….
Most aircraft are designed for the stall to begin inboard [on the wing] in order
to maintain lateral control as long as possible, and to achieve satisfactory
pitching characteristics throughout the stall….
The effects of small amounts of wing surface roughness may not be
particularly noticeable to a flightcrew operating within the normal flight
envelope. Since all transport aircraft operating speeds have some margin
above the actual smooth wing stall speeds, the roughness effects may have
only decreased that margin. For example, a 1.3Vs approach speed may have
had margin reduced to 1.1Vs, leaving little actual stall margin for
maneuvering or gust tolerance.
The article concluded the following, in part:
Accumulations equivalent to medium or coarse sandpaper covering the full
span of the wing’s leading edge can cause a significant increase in stall speeds,
leading to the possibility of a stall prior to the activation of stall warning.
Unsymmetrical roughness can cause wing drop, or rolloff, at stall.
Roughness occurring slightly aft of the leading edge on the wing’s lower
surface will have little effect on stall.
Also in 1979, as a result of wind tunnel research into tailplane icing events,
Trunov and Ingelman-Sundberg published a report138 in which they concluded, “An icing layer
which has a relatively small effect on cruising speed can have a large effect on the stall speed.”
They further concluded, “a roughness band on the leading edge with a roughness height only
1/1300 of the chord, reduced the maximum lift and altered the elevator hinge moment
dramatically, almost as much as the large deposits did.”
Based on its concerns about aircraft operations in icing conditions and the varying
consequences that ice accretions had on different aircraft types following a series of icing-related
accidents, the Safety Board conducted a special study, and in September 1981, published a report
entitled “Aircraft Icing Avoidance and Protection.”139 The Safety Board’s report stated, in part,
that the “icing criteria for aircraft certification as defined in 14 CFR Part 25 are based upon
research done by NASA in the…1950’s with the transport aircraft of that period. Although the
138

Wind Tunnel Investigations of the Hazardous Tail Stall Due to Icing, by M. IngelmanSundberg and O. K. Trunov; a joint report from the Swedish-Soviet Working Group on Scientific-Technical
Cooperation in the Field of Flight Safety, Report No. JR-2, 1979.
139
See National Transportation Safety Board. 1981. Aircraft Icing Avoidance and Protection,
September 9, 1981. Safety Report NTSB-SR-81-1. Washington, DC.
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results of this research and the ensuing practices and regulations that came out of it are still
basically valid, there have been changes in aircraft, deicing/anti-icing equipment, and
improvements in the instruments used to measure atmospheric icing parameters.” The Board’s
report included a recommendation that the FAA review the icing criteria published in Part 25 “in
light of both recent research into aircraft ice accretion…and recent developments in both the
design and use of aircraft” and expand the appendix C envelope as necessary. (The Safety
Board’s report and the recommendations it contained are discussed in detail in section 1.18.4.)
AC 20-117, “Hazards Following Ground Deicing and Ground Operations in
Conditions Conducive to Aircraft Icing,” was issued by the FAA on December 17, 1982,140 and
states that “misconceptions exist regarding the effect of slight surface roughness caused by ice
accumulations on aircraft performance and flight characteristics.” The AC further states, in part,
the following:
Regulations were established by the [CAB] in 1950 prohibiting
takeoff…when frost, snow, or ice is adhering to wings, propellers, or control
surfaces of the aircraft. These regulations remain in effect….The basis of
these regulations, which are commonly referred to as the clean aircraft
concept, is known degradation of aircraft performance and changes of aircraft
flight characteristics when ice formations of any type are present….Wind
tunnel and flight tests indicate that ice, frost, or snow on the leading edge and
upper surface of a wing, having a thickness and surface roughness similar to
medium or coarse sandpaper, can reduce wing lift by as much as 30 percent
and increase drag by 40 percent. These changes…will significantly increase
stall speed, reduce controllability and alter aircraft flight characteristics….
…If ice formations are present, other than those considered in the certification
process, the airworthiness of the aircraft may be invalid and no attempt should
be made to fly the aircraft until it has been restored to the clean [condition].
Appendix 3 to AC 20-117, entitled “General Information Relating to Ground and
Flight Operations in Conditions Conducive to Aircraft Icing,” states, “This appendix provides
general information necessary for the overall understanding of these hazards and includes causes
and effects of ice formations (induced on the ground or in flight).” The appendix further states
the following:
The effects that inflight or ground accreted ice formations will have on aircraft
performance and flight characteristics are many, are varied and are highly
dependent upon aircraft design, ice surface roughness, ice shape, and areas
covered.

140

AC 20-117 was reissued by the FAA on March 29, 1988. According to a notice on the AC,
“Recent accidents involving large transport and small general aviation aircraft have prompted the Federal Aviation
Administration to re-distribute AC 20-117.” There were no changes to the text of the AC.
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Aircraft that are certificated for flight in icing conditions are equipped with ice
protection systems to reduce the adverse effects of ice formations, either by
preventing the formation of ice (anti-icing) or by periodically removing ice
(deicing)….Aircraft so certificated have been demonstrated to be capable of
safe flight with ice of certain shapes adhering to critical areas.
Slight surface roughness can have significant effects on stall speed and power
required to achieve or sustain flight….Stall angle-of-attack will decrease and
in some aircraft stall will occur prior to activation of stall warning devices….
Appendix 1 to the AC contained lists of FAA and other related publications and
materials, several of which were dated in the late 1960s and 1970s.
In its report regarding the February 17, 1991, accident involving a Ryan
International Airlines DC-9 that crashed on takeoff at Cleveland-Hopkins International Airport
in Cleveland, Ohio, the Safety Board cited another technical paper prepared by the Deputy Chief
Design Engineer, DC-9 Program, Douglas Aircraft Company, entitled, “The Effect of Wing Ice
Contamination on Essential Flight Characteristics.” This paper was presented in 1988 and again
(after the Ryan accident) in 1991. The technical paper stated the following, in part:
Contamination of critical aerodynamic surfaces by ice, frost, and/or snow has
been identified as the probable cause of a significant number of aircraft
accidents. In most cases, the ice contamination has not been large ice
accretions on the leading edges or thick layers of adhering snow on the top of
the wings. Rather, dangerous reduction in stall margins and handling qualities
can occur because of ice-related roughness equivalent to that of medium-grit
sandpaper.
The most predominant adverse effect of ice contamination is on the lifting
characteristics of the wing. It may be recalled that wing lift coefficient varies
with angle of attack….Under normal conditions, the airflow over a wing
smoothly follows the shape of the wing….At some fairly high angle of attack,
the airflow begins separating from the wing, causing the lift curve to become
nonlinear, or “break.”
The normal variation of lift with angle of attack can be significantly altered by
ice contamination….reduce the maximum lift capability of the wing, and
cause the wing to stall at a lower than normal angle of attack.…the
increasingly unsteady airflow over the wing results in correspondingly
degraded lateral stability, requiring larger and larger control wheel inputs to
keep the aircraft from rolling off.
The report concluded the following:
From an aerodynamic viewpoint, there is no such thing as “a little ice.” Strict
attention should be focused on ensuring that critical aircraft surfaces are free
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of ice contamination.
Further, as a result of the DC-9 accident at Cleveland, on March 21, 1991,
Douglas issued a letter to DC-9 operators describing the hazards of surface roughness ice
accumulations. This letter stated, in part, “recent…data for slight roughness extending aftward
from the leading edge to about 7-percent chord on both the upper and lower surfaces…can cause
lift losses similar to those caused by a fully roughened upper surface….We hope that you will
make the contents of this letter widely available to your flight crews, ground crews, and flight
training people.” Douglas’ letter to the operators included a list of 20 related articles and
publications, the earliest of which was dated January 30, 1969.
The Safety Board’s report regarding the Ryan International Airlines accident at
Cleveland stated, “The written material, industry presentations, and operator seminars that were
offered for more than 20 years should have eliminated any operational problem with
icing….However, similar accidents continue to occur….no real understanding of the significance
of the problem has been evident….Accumulations of ice as thin as 0.015 inch…can reduce the
stall angle of attack below stall warning activation.”
As a result of the series of DC-9 accidents, several other technical articles
addressing the hazards of small amounts of rough ice were published in aviation industry
magazines and in All Operators Letters over a period of 20 years. Further, the subject of the
aerodynamic effects of rough ice was addressed at numerous aviation industry seminars and
conferences.
Additionally, from the late 1980s through the 1990s, several series of icingrelated incidents and accidents involving turbopropeller-driven airplanes drew attention to the
hazards of operating in SLD icing conditions and runback ice accretions (ATR-42/-72 incidents
and accidents, including Roselawn), tailplane ice accretions (BA-3100 accidents at Pasco,
Washington, and Beckley, West Virginia), and (again) thin, rough ice accretions (EMB-120
incidents and accidents, including Comair flight 3272 at Monroe, Michigan). During this time,
numerous aviation industry icing-related conferences and seminars were conducted, and
significant icing-related research and testing occurred. These events are discussed in detail in
section 1.18.
The adverse aerodynamic effects of surface roughness (ice) was also addressed in
a 1996 report prepared by an FAA engineer, entitled “Pilots Can Minimize the Likelihood of
Roll Upset in Severe Icing.”141 In this report, the FAA engineer stated that “in recent years,
reports of roll excursions associated with icing appear to have increased in frequency, especially
among turbopropeller airplanes used in regional airline commuter operations.” The report
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Flight Safety Foundation’s Flight Safety Digest. 1996. Pilots Can Minimize the Likelihood of
Roll Upset in Severe Icing, by John P. Dow, Sr., Volume 15, No. 1, January 1996. This FAA Aviation Safety
Engineer (Small Airplane Directorate) reviewed and evaluated all potential icing-related incidents and accidents
after the Roselawn accident; this article and the January 26, 1996, draft memo (addressed in section 1.18.2.3) was
the result of his review and evaluation of incidents and accidents that were documented at the time.
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suggested that the increase may be the result of the increased number of regional operations,142
exacerbated by the conditions in which the turbopropeller-driven airplanes generally operate—
the turbopropeller-driven airplanes typically remain at lower altitudes for longer periods of time
than larger jet aircraft and thus are exposed to icing conditions for a greater percentage of their
flight time.
The report stated that different airfoil designs are more sensitive to lift loss with
ice accretion than others and that an infinite variety of shapes, thicknesses, and textures of ice
can accrete at various locations on an airfoil. According to the report, “[e]ach ice shape
essentially produces a new airfoil with unique lift, drag, stall angles and pitching moment
characteristics that are different from the wing’s own airfoil, and from other ice
shapes….Sometimes the difference in ice accretion between a benign shape and a more
hazardous shape appears insignificant….Ice can contribute to partial or total wing stall followed
by roll, aileron snatch or reduced aileron effectiveness.”
The FAA engineer’s report stated that to further complicate the ice
accretion/effect formula, wings are typically designed with a different airfoil at the tip than at the
root; the wing tip is often thinner, shorter chordwise, with a different camber relative to the wing
root section. However, the report also indicated that when the airfoil started to accrete ice, the
wing tip becomes “a more efficient ice collector” percentage-wise, and ice accretion there has a
more adverse effect. (According to the report, operating at lower AOAs in icing conditions tends
to exacerbate the accretion on the upper wing surface.)
1.18.1.1

New Technology in Ice Detection/Protection Systems

The FAA engineer’s report, “Pilots Can Minimize the Likelihood of Roll Upset in
Severe Icing,” also cited recent advancements in ice protection systems, including a highpressure pneumatic system that uses a 600 pounds per square inch (psi) pulse of air to reliably
clear ice of as little as 0.02 inch thickness. Also, electrothermal systems consisting of metalcoated fibers embedded within the airframe’s paint system and combined
electrothermal/conventional pneumatic boot systems are being tested. Another feature of the
new technologies is a closed-loop operation in which a detector signals that ice has accreted, and
cycles the deice system; this system would allow independent activation of deicing boot
surfaces.
During the November 1997 Airplane Deicing Boot Ice Bridging Workshop
(which will be discussed further in section 1.18.4.2), B.F. Goodrich personnel presented
information about a “SMARTboot” ice detection/alert system that they developed in response to
tailplane icing concerns. (The FAA issued STCs in June 1997, and the system is currently being
installed as standard equipment on Piper Malibus/Malibu Mirages.) According to B.F.
Goodrich, the system will perform the following tasks:
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The report states, “[I]n 1975, the total number of annual departures for all U.S. major airlines
was 4.74 million…in 1994…, the regional segment alone [had] grown to 4.6 million annual departures.”
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•
•
•
•
•

Detect and measure ice build up
Indicate when to activate the system
Confirm deicer inflation
Verify ice removal
Detect any residual ice

In addition, according to the FAA’s Environmental Icing NRS, ATR installed a
new ice detector on two flight test and seven in-service ATR-72s, at 5 percent and 7 percent
chord, for a flight test period that continued for about 1 year, and ended in spring 1997. The new
ice detector was designed to sense ice accretion behind the extended deicing boots. According
to the FAA’s Environmental Icing NRS, the results of the initial tests indicated that the detector
configuration was inadequate (two confirmed SLD encounters were undetected by the system);
he indicated that ATR would continue to test alternatives to that system/configuration.
1.18.2

Chronology of EMB-120 Icing-Related Events and Information
(Figure 13 is a chronology of EMB-120 icing-related events/information.)

1.18.2.1

Preaccident EMB-120 Icing-Related Events/Information

At the time of the accident, the Safety Board had investigated one previous EMB-120 icingrelated accident;143 however, a review of the FAA’s accident/incident and NASA’s Aviation
Safety Reporting System (ASRS) databases revealed that five additional EMB-120 icing-related
events were reported between June 1989 and the day of the Comair flight 3272 accident.144 The
six accidents/incidents are summarized in figure 14 and are described in the following text:
•

143

In April 1995, near Tallahassee, Florida, an EMB-120 was in cruise flight at
FL 250, when the pilots noticed the airspeed decrease from 180 KIAS to 140
KIAS, pitch increase to 5o nose up, with only trace icing observed on the
leading edge of the wing. They activated the deice boots; the airspeed
subsequently increased, and the pitch decreased.

See National Transportation Safety Board. 1994. Continental Express, Inc., Embraer EMB120RT, N24706, Pine Bluff, Arkansas, April 29, 1993. Aircraft Accident Report NTSB/AAR-94/02. Washington,
DC.
144
For additional information regarding four of the five incidents, see ASRS reports 115422,
189745, 286127, and 302910. The 5th incident occurred in France and was reported to Safety Board staff during the
Safety Board’s investigation of the ATR-72 accident at Roselawn, Indiana.
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Figure 13.--Chronology of EMB-120 icing-related events/information.
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•

145

On October 16, 1994, near Elko, Nevada, an EMB-120 was in cruise
flight at 13,000 feet msl, at 160 KIAS. The pilots checked for ice on
the wings and propeller spinners but did not see a significant amount;
moments later, as they entered a right bank with the autopilot engaged,
the stick shaker and pusher activated. The pilots resumed manual
control of the airplane and recovered. Postflight inspection of the
aircraft revealed clear ice on the leading edge and spinner. The deice
boots were not activated during the flight because the crew did not
believe the ice was of sufficient thickness. Review of the FDR data
indicated that the airplane’s airspeed had decreased to 138 KIAS
before stick shaker activation.
On April 23, 1993, at Pine Bluff, Arkansas, while climbing on
autopilot, an EMB-120 stalled, experienced an upset event and
subsequent separation of propeller blades. FDR data indicated that the
airplane’s airspeed had decreased to 138 knots before stick shaker
activation and autopilot disconnect. The Safety Board concluded that
an accretion of ice on the wing was the only reasonable explanation
for the occurrence of stick shaker activation and subsequent loss of roll
control at higher than expected airspeeds. There was no evidence that
any ice protection systems were activated before, during, or after the
upset, and the flightcrew did not recall seeing evidence of icing before
the loss of control.
On November 22, 1991, in Clermont-Ferrand, France, an EMB-120
was in an autopilot-controlled descent when the captain disconnected
the autopilot manually to slow the descent, stabilizing the aircraft at
4,500 feet. FDR data indicated that the airplane’s airspeed decreased
to 150 KIAS, the stick shaker activated, the airplane rolled to the right
and lost about 1,000 feet of altitude. During recovery, the engine
power was increased and the deice boots were cycled by the first
officer. Postflight inspection revealed clear ice on the horizontal
stabilizer, wing tips, and inboard section of the wing.
In September, 1991, at Fort Smith, Arkansas, an airplane145 was in
level flight with the autopilot engaged at 19,000 feet msl when the
pilots felt vibration through the floorboards. The pilots inspected the
wings, propeller spinners, and engine inlets for ice, but did not observe
excessive amounts of ice. Thirty seconds after the first vibration, the
stick shaker activated and the captain called for all ice protection
equipment on. The airplane entered a right bank, nose-down descent;
the pilots regained control at 16,000 feet msl.

Although the type of airplane was not specified in the ASRS report, the airplane was identified
as an EMB-120 based on the pilots’ description of the airplane and its systems; according to the FAA, the EMB-120
is the only low-wing, T-tail airplane equipped with ice protection system failure lights.
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Figure 14.--EMB-120 in-flight icing event summary.

Figure 14.--EMB-120 in-flight icing event summary.
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On June 28, 1989, at Klamath Falls, Oregon, an EMB-120 was
operating at 16,000 feet msl in icing and turbulence with the autopilot
engaged. When the airplane descended to 15,000 feet msl, the pilots
observed light mixed rime and clear ice, followed by a rapid decrease
in airspeed from 180 to 160 KIAS, stick shaker activation, and an
uncommanded roll/upset. The pilots resumed manual control of the
airplane and applied maximum power; they restabilized the airplane at
12,000 feet msl. Both pilots reported that the airplane was operating
in light icing conditions when the upset occurred. (Although the pilots
reported light icing, ALPA’s [Air Line Pilots Association] report of
this incident stated that a United Airlines Boeing 727 flight engineer
occupying seat 3C in the cabin described the icing conditions as
“moderate” and indicated that up to 1 inch of ice may have
accumulated on the wing leading edges.) There was no indication in
the FDR data or the ASRS report that any ice protection equipment
was used.

After the ATR-72 accident near Roselawn, Indiana, the FAA conducted a review
of in-service accidents and incidents involving roll axis control events in icing conditions and
identified about 50 events, including the 6 EMB-120 events listed above. The FAA held a
meeting (attended by FAA, CTA, ALPA, Embraer, and Safety Board personnel, and
representatives from EMB-120 operators—including Comair) on November 7, 1995, to discuss
the results of the EMB-120 SLD icing controllability tests that had been accomplished at the
time.146 During this meeting, the FAA gave a presentation summarizing the six previous EMB120 icing-related events and discussed possible remedial actions with all involved parties.
According to FAA personnel, the six incidents were discussed among FAA, CTA, Embraer, and
Comair personnel at numerous subsequent meetings, including Embraer’s Flightcrew Awareness
Seminar (see section 1.18.2.2) and during the SLD icing tanker tests.
1.18.2.2

EMB-120 Flightcrew Awareness Seminar—November 1995

On November 15, 1995, Embraer held an EMB-120 Flight Crew Awareness
Seminar for EMB-120 operators and other interested parties, during which the six events and
possible remedial actions were further discussed. The stated purpose of the seminar was as
follows:
•
•
•

146

To discuss operation of the EMB-120 in icing conditions.
To generate recommendations for a flightcrew awareness program to be
implemented by EMB-120 operators.
To recommend changes or additions to aircraft publications regarding
operations in icing conditions.

As previously discussed, during EMB-120 tests with 1-inch quarter-round ice shapes, the
control wheel force required to return to a wings-level condition exceeded the maximum control wheel force
allowed by the FAA for certification.
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•

To identify any specific test points to be incorporated in the icing tanker tests
to be conducted in the near future.

According to the meeting minutes, the seminar attendees included three
representatives each from Embraer and Comair (Comair attendees included the DO, the EMB120 Program Manager, and the Assistant Chief Inspector) and one representative each from
Mesa Airgroup, ASA, Skywest Airlines, and the FAA’s Miami Flight Standards Service. The
meeting minutes indicated that representatives from other EMB-120 operators (Great Lakes
Aviation and Continental Express) were unable to attend but were informed of the meeting
issues and recommendations.
During the seminar, Embraer briefed the attendees regarding the results of the
quarter-round artificial ice shape controllability testing that had been completed at that time,
described the planned in-flight tanker tests (which took place in December 1995), and conducted
discussions regarding aircraft characteristics, aircraft procedures, and FAA/ATC topics,
including the following: aircraft flight characteristics in icing, ice recognition and monitoring,
autopilot characteristics in icing conditions, stall warning system characteristics, autopilot modes
of operation/procedures, approach and landing in icing conditions with and without deice system
failures, escape procedures for SLD icing encounters, and identification of icing conditions in
weather reports and forecasts.
Although the meeting attendees reported that in-service experience had not
revealed any specific or unique problems associated with the operation of the EMB-120 in icing
conditions, the group did discuss the previous EMB-120 icing events (previously discussed in
section 1.18.2.1). The meeting attendees noted that the icing events demonstrated crew
awareness and procedural issues such as a “lack of proper monitoring of ice formation,”
“probable failure to properly operate the leading edge deicing systems,” “improper use of
autopilot modes,” and “failure to maintain speed in a turn with the autopilot engaged.”
The seminar discussions resulted in eight recommendations to Embraer, including
the following:
•

Consider the effects of missing vortex generators relative to ice shapes ahead
of the ailerons and determine if testing in this area is warranted.

•

Make the following changes to the EMB-120 AFM:….add notes regarding
airspeed increases in icing conditions to the applicable abnormal procedures
section.

•

Produce an OB to address operation of the EMB-120 in icing conditions. The
group recommended that the OB include information pertaining to the
following: identification of various ice types and unique signatures applicable
to the EMB-120; decreased stall margins with ice on the aircraft; temperature
ranges and conditions conducive to ice formation; autopilot mode usage;
recommended airspeeds for all phases of flight in icing conditions; proper
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monitoring of ice formation; proper operation and testing of the deice
systems; and stall warning system operation relative to operations in ice.
According to the meeting minutes, “[t]his document would form the basis for
operator crew awareness programs and would be distributed through current
communication channels.” (Embraer issued OB 120-002/96 in April 1996—
the bulletin will be discussed further in section 1.18.2.4.)
•

Investigate low cost visual aids that would help pilots identify clear ice and
gauge the thickness of ice formation during night operations.

As a result of the November 1995 meeting, on December 8, 1995, Comair’s
EMB-120 Program Manager issued an interoffice memo, entitled “Winter Operating Tips—
Freezing Rain/Drizzle,” to all EMB-120/SAAB 340 flight crewmembers. The memo advised the
pilots that routine vigilance and proper operation of ice protection systems should suffice to
safely manage flight in icing conditions that fall within the Part 25 appendix C envelope;
however, it stated “[t]here have been incidents of EMB-120 aircraft flown by other carriers
encountering [icing] conditions, which resulted in controllability problems….major
factors…were lack of airspeed control (and operation of the autopilot in the wrong vertical mode
causing airspeed deviations); [and] failure to recognize the ice accumulation and utilize the
installed deicing equipment.” The memo listed guidelines for operations in icing conditions
within the Part 25 appendix C envelope, including the following:
Autopilot Use
If icing conditions are experienced or residual ice is present, operate the
autopilot in the IAS mode only (climb). The IAS mode will allow the aircraft
to descend if airspeed cannot be maintained at the present power setting.
Other autopilot modes will allow the aircraft to slow in order to hold the
selected mode, or may not give the necessary stall margin required for
residual ice on the aircraft. Monitor power settings and increase as necessary.
Airspeed
When flying in icing conditions, do not fly the EMB-120 at less than 160
KIAS….This will add to the stall margin when maneuvering with airframe
ice….Use a holding speed of 170 KIAS when residual [inter-cycle] airframe
icing is suspected. Monitor airspeed closely when in icing conditions,
especially in turns.
The memo concluded that the problems associated with operating in icing
conditions could be lessened by increased crew vigilance and adherence to the recommended
minimum airspeeds while operating in icing conditions. According to Comair’s POI, when the
company issued an interoffice memo, it posted the memo in a “pilot-read” binder and distributed
copies of the memo to all pertinent flight crewmembers via office mailboxes. He indicated that
the company typically removed interoffice memos from the book after 30 days and that there
was no procedure for documenting whether all pertinent flight crewmembers had read the memo.
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The POI further stated that if Comair deemed the contents of the memo significant enough, the
company could issue a FSB, or formally revise its FSM to reflect that information. However, the
POI indicated that Comair tended to “manage by memo,” which he found inadequate, because
the memos were only posted for 30 days, and there was “no guarantee that each pilot sees the
memos.”
The Safety Board’s review of Comair’s “Instructor Guide 1996 EMB-120
Recurrent Ground School” revealed that the document included several interoffice memos that
were issued in 1995 and 1996. However, the December 8, 1995, memo, “Winter Operating
Tips” was not included in the instructor guide.
1.18.2.3

FAA Draft Memo and Subsequent Actions

In a January 26, 1996, FAA draft memo, an FAA engineer summarized the
incidents and his observations regarding EMB-120 operations in icing conditions. The memo
stated that the EMB-120 had demonstrated the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

after the ATR-42/72 and the MU2B, the highest number of reported loss of
control (not including tailplane) events;
unexpected rapid onset of unusually high drag with ice accretion visible but
not considered significant enough by the crew to warrant operation of the
deicing boots;
total or partial wing stall resulting in roll excursions in icing conditions;
that the 160 KIAS recommended holding speed may not provide adequate
margin above stall when considering maneuvering loads, turbulence and gust
encounters with certain kinds of ice accretion;
that buffet onset with certain kinds of ice accretion may not be present in
advance of stall and that the stall protection system may not provide sufficient
margin above contaminated wing stall for certain probable icing conditions;
that the autopilot design features (in the presence of the above conditions)
apparently do not provide sufficient characteristics to provide time for the
pilot to react, as claimed by the manufacturer, to prevent roll upset;
a roll characteristic associated with ice that appears to be caused by a different
mechanism than the one associated with the Roselawn ATR-72 accident; but,
a similar history to other ATR-42/-72 events insofar as the EMB-120 airplane
with certain kinds of ice accretion may not provide an adequate stall margin
for airline pilots of average alertness, skill, or strength.

The author of this draft FAA memo listed the following recommendations:
1.) Handling characteristics be examined at speeds approaching stick pusher
thresholds during flight test with acceptable artificial ice shapes to determine
if adequate stall warning margins exist with unclearable ice.
2.) If adequate stall warning margins do not exist with unclearable ice, develop
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appropriate corrective means to prevent ice formation or remove ice on those
critical surfaces to maintain safety margins at acceptable levels.
3.) If inadequate stall warning margins are found to exist that cannot be corrected
by preventing ice from forming or removing it periodically, then reliable
means must be provided for the crew to assess conditions on critical surfaces
of the airplane so that they can take appropriate action before hazardous
degradation of performance or control occurs.
4.) Mandate the appropriate actions by Airworthiness Directive.
The Safety Board became aware of the January 26, 1996, FAA draft memo after
the Comair flight 3272 accident occurred, and Safety Board staff subsequently requested a copy
of the draft memo from the FAA. On February 19, 1997, the FAA provided Safety Board
personnel with the draft memo; however, FAA certification staff emphasized that the draft memo
(which contained the signature of the FAA engineer’s supervisor) was one engineer’s draft
summary of the six incidents and had not been widely distributed because it did not represent the
FAA’s official position regarding the incidents. According to the FAA’s EMB-120 Aircraft
Certification Program Manager, the draft summary was based on one FAA engineer’s
assessment of the events; however, the draft summary did not necessarily take into consideration
the underlying premise in FAA airplane certification—that flightcrews will operate the airplane
and its systems appropriately in all circumstances. For example, the FAA’s EMB-120 Aircraft
Certification Program Manager pointed out that none of the six EMB-120 icing-related events
occurred when the flightcrews had the leading edge deicing boots activated. (The March 1998
Westair flight 7233 EMB-120 roll upset event may be an exception; it may have occurred with
deicing boots activated—see section 1.18.2.9 and its subsections for additional information
regarding this incident.)
The FAA subsequently organized a meeting (held on March 13, 1997, and
attended by Safety Board staff) to review and discuss the EMB-120 icing-related events at the
FAA’s ACO in Atlanta, Georgia; other attendees included FAA and CTA personnel and
representatives from Embraer, ALPA, Comair, and ASA.
During this meeting, the FAA
indicated that its examination of the available information regarding these six events revealed the
following information: (1) five of the six flightcrews reported that an uncommanded roll upset
occurred,147 (2) three of the five flightcrews involved in the uncommanded roll upsets observed
the presence of ice (although not significant ice accumulation) before the upset, (3) none of the
flightcrews had activated the leading edge deicing systems before the upset occurred, (4) in all
five uncommanded roll events, stick shaker activation occurred—and in two events the stick
pusher activated, (5) four of the five roll upset events occurred at altitudes of 13,000 feet msl or
higher (the remaining event occurred at 4,500 feet msl), and (6) all six icing-related events were
recovered without loss of life.
Based on the review of these events, the FAA drew the following preliminary
conclusions at the March 13, 1997, meeting:
147

The sixth flightcrew observed a 40 knot decrease in airspeed and an increase in pitch attitude
(with no change in altitude) that did not correspond to an increase in visible (wing leading edge) ice accumulation.
Activation of the leading edge deice system corrected the anomaly; the flightcrew suspected severe tailplane icing.
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1. The visual cues were not sufficient for the crew to decide to activate the
deice system. Therefore, it is necessary to provide the flightcrew with a
more precise method for identifying the need for activation of the deice
system.
2. Mandatory activation of the boots with the first indication of ice appears
warranted.
3. A minimum maneuver speed, flaps up, during cruise and descent, or
revised stall prevention system activation schedules in icing conditions,
should be considered.
The FAA partially addressed these issues in Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(NPRM) Docket 97-NM-46-AD and in the resultant AD 97-26-06 (see section 1.18.3).
1.18.2.4

Operational Bulletin 120-002/96/AFM Revision 43—April 1996

On April 12, 1996, Embraer published OB No. 120-002/96 to provide EMB-120
operators and other interested personnel with information regarding the results of the SLD icing
controllability tests, including the December 1995 in-flight tanker icing tests, which were
conducted following the ATR-72 accident near Roselawn, Indiana. Embraer representatives
reported that OB 120-002/96 was distributed to the U.S.-based EMB-120 operators, as follows:
Atlantic Southeast Airlines, Inc., Comair, Inc., Continental Express, Inc., Great Lakes Aviation,
Ltd., Mesa Airlines, Inc., Skywest Airlines, Inc., and Westair Commuter Airlines, Inc.
Additionally, according to Embraer’s records, on May 17, 1996, OB No. 120-002/96 was
distributed to the following FAA offices: Seattle ACO and AEG, Atlanta ACO, Southern Region
Flight Standards Office, Salt Lake City FSDO, and the Program Management Branch of the Flight
Standards Service. There was no evidence that Embraer provided Comair’s POI (at the FAA’s
Louisville, Kentucky, FSDO) with a copy of OB 120-002/96; further, Comair’s POI reported that
he did not receive a copy of the OB until March 1997. (As previously discussed, FAA personnel
were not required to approve, forward, act, or comment on the manufacturer’s bulletin.)
OB 120-002/96 contained the following guidance with regard to the effects of ice
accreted in non-SLD icing conditions:
When drag is increased due to ice, an increase in angle of attack is required to
maintain altitude….such an increase in the angle of attack may lead to a stall,
followed by an uncommanded roll excursion if ice accretes asymmetrically in
the wing, at a speed somewhat above that normal stall speed for the associated
configuration.
In addition, the OB listed procedures for operating in icing conditions within Part
25 appendix C, which included the following instructions: “Monitor ice continuously
during…cruise. At the first sign of ice formation, turn all ice protection systems on.” OB No.
120-002/96 cautioned readers that its content may not have been approved by airworthiness
authorities at the time of issuance and advised that “[i]n the event of conflict with the approved
publication (AFM, WB, MMEL, or CDL) the approved information shall prevail.”
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OB No. 120-002/96 also described the results of the SLD icing controllability
tests, stating the following, in part:
Tests with simulated ice shapes following the icing tanker flights [have]
demonstrated the satisfactory handling characteristics of the EMB-120 aircraft
under freezing rain and freezing drizzle conditions. Airplane handling was
demonstrated to be adequate for safe operation. Aileron control forces are
somewhat increased, but still are well within the normal certification limited
values.148
OB 120-002/96 also stated, “During the [SLD] icing test series, the aircraft
demonstrated nominal control response even when flying in SLD conditions. As such, the
procedures to be used under those conditions do not differ significantly from that of the normal
icing.” A copy of OB No. 120-002/96 is included in appendix G.
As previously mentioned, on April 23, 1996, Embraer issued FAA- and CTAapproved AFM revision 43, which officially revised the ice protection system procedures to
include activation of the leading edge deicing boots at the first sign of ice formation. According
to Comair’s EMB-120 Program Manager, the company received AFM change 43 on June 13,
1996, after AD 96-09-24 was issued (see section 1.18.2.5 for additional information regarding
the AD). According to Comair’s EMB-120 Program Manager, the proposed procedural changes
contained in AFM revision 43 were contrary to Comair’s trained procedures and practices; he
stated that for years the company had trained pilots to be aware of ice bridging, thought to be the
result of early activation of deicing boots. He further stated that Comair personnel believed that
enacting the changes would result in potentially unsafe operations because of ice bridging.
Therefore, according to Comair’s EMB-120 Program Manager, company personnel decided not
to incorporate the procedures described in revision 43 to the EMB-120 AFM into the company’s
FSM and training program. Discussions with management personnel at each of the seven U.S.based EMB-120 operators indicated that at the time of the accident only two of these operators
had changed their EMB-120 procedures to reflect the information in revision 43 to the AFM.
During postaccident discussions, B.F. Goodrich Ice Protection Systems personnel
stated that icing/wind tunnel tests and flight tests revealed no indication of ice bridging (as
previously defined in this report) on airfoils/airplanes equipped with modern, fully functional
pneumatic deicing boots. They stated “[g]enerally a cleaner shed [by area] results if the ice
layer is allowed to build to the ‘recommended thickness…’ prior to activation. If the de-icers are
activated when the ice thickness is less than the ‘recommended thickness,’ the shed will not be as
clean (by area). However, even if this occurs, the ice layer will eventually shed when it builds to
the recommended thickness.” B.F. Goodrich personnel further stated that because airplanes that
are certificated for flight into known icing conditions have been tested and approved for flight in
icing conditions as an entire airplane system, “[a]ny airframe manufacturer who wishes to

148

160 and 175 knots.

As previously discussed, these in-flight icing tanker tests were conducted at airspeeds between
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modify FAA approved operating procedures for activating the pneumatic de-icers should retest
the…system and secure FAA approval.” In a July 8, 1996, engineering coordination memo from
B.F. Goodrich to Embraer on the subject of pneumatic deicer operation, B.F. Goodrich stated the
following, in part:
The basic design of the pneumatic de-icer requires that a layer of ice…be
accreted onto the de-icer in the deflated condition, and then inflated to crack
the layer of ice which is then removed by the scavenging effect of the air
stream over the airfoil….
If the de-icer is used as an anti-icer, the ice thickness may be too thin when
the de-icer tubes are inflated to produce the cracking and shearing stresses
necessary to break the ice into pieces for removal from the de-icer.
Icing tunnel testing has shown that the anti-ice function of a pneumatic de-icer
will…remove small amounts of thin ice during [the initial] inflation cycle
allowing the ice still bonded to the de-icer to increase…larger areas will be
removed [during subsequent boot inflation cycles].
The anti-ice use of the de-icer increases de-icer flex cycles, reduces de-icer
life.
AFM change 43 and ice bridging will be discussed further in section 1.18.4.2.
1.18.2.5

Supercooled Liquid Droplet Icing Airworthiness Directive 96-09-24—May
1996

To more clearly define procedures and limitations associated with operating in
SLD icing conditions, on May 7, 1996, the FAA issued AD 96-09-24, applicable to all EMB-120
series airplanes. AD 96-09-24 required EMB-120 operators to take the following actions:
1) Revise the FAA-approved AFM by incorporating the following warning in the
Limitations Section of the AFM. The warning stated, in part:
Severe icing may result from environmental conditions outside of those for
which the airplane is certificated. Flight in freezing rain, freezing drizzle, or
mixed icing conditions (supercooled liquid water and ice crystals) may result
in ice build-up on protected surfaces exceeding the capability of the ice
protection system, or may result in ice forming aft of the protected surfaces.
This ice may not be shed using the ice protection systems, and may seriously
degrade the performance and controllability of the airplane.
•

During flight, severe icing conditions that exceed those for which the
airplane is certificated shall be determined by the following visual cues…
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•

•

♦ Unusually extensive ice accreted on the airframe in areas not
normally observed to collect ice.
♦ Accumulation of ice on the upper surface of the wing aft of the
protected area.
♦ Accumulation of ice on the propeller spinner farther aft than
normally observed.
Since the autopilot may mask tactile cues that indicate adverse changes in
handling characteristics, use of the autopilot is prohibited when any of the
visual cues specified above exist, or when unusual lateral trim
requirements or autopilot trim warnings are encountered while the airplane
is in icing conditions.
In icing conditions, use of flaps is restricted to takeoff, approach, and
landing only. When the flaps have been extended for approach or landing,
they may not be retracted unless the upper surface of the wing aft of the
protected area is clear of ice, or unless flap retraction is essential for goaround.

and, 2) Revise the FAA-approved AFM by incorporating the following procedural
information in the Procedures Section of the AFM. The procedural information stated, in part:
These procedures are applicable to all flight phases from takeoff to landing.
Monitor the ambient air temperature. While severe icing may form at
temperatures as cold as -18o [C], increased vigilance is warranted at
temperatures around freezing with visible moisture present. If the visual cues
specified in the Limitations Section of the AFM…are observed…:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Immediately request priority handling from [ATC]…to exit the severe
icing conditions….
Avoid abrupt and excessive maneuvering that may exacerbate control
difficulties.
Do not engage the autopilot.
If the autopilot is engaged, hold the control wheel firmly and disengage
the autopilot.
If an unusual roll response or uncommanded roll control movement is
observed, reduce the angle-of-attack.
Do not extend flaps during extended operation in icing conditions.
Operation with flaps extended can result in a reduced wing angle-ofattack, with the possibility of ice forming on the upper surface further aft
on the wing than normal, possibly aft of the protected area.
If flaps are extended, do not retract them until the airframe is clear of ice.
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1.18.2.6

Comair Bulletins/Revisions Resulting from the Operational Bulletin and
Airworthiness Directive

On July 2, 1996, Comair issued EMB-120 FSB No. 96-02, “Severe Icing
Conditions [per AD 96-09-24],” which contained the information detailed in the AD. On
October 14, 1996, (in accordance with the airline’s FSM revision process) Comair accomplished
the AD by issuing FAA-approved revisions to the procedures and limitations sections of the
FSM. Additionally, on October 18, 1996, Comair issued FSB No 96-04, “Winter Flying Tips,”
which provided flightcrews with additional guidance regarding operations in icing conditions as
follows, in part:
•

•
•

•
•
•

The autopilot may only be used in IAS mode when climbing in icing
conditions. In any other mode the aircraft may be slowed to a stall if the
autopilot is trying to maintain a climb or pitch attitude. When in the IAS
mode the autopilot will descend if necessary to maintain the desired airspeed
(below FL200 minimum desired airspeed is 170 KIAS), thereby not allowing
the airspeed to drop to stalling speeds….
If an unusual roll response or uncommanded roll control movement is
observed, reduce the angle- of-attack.
Do not extend flaps during extended operation in icing conditions. Operation
with flaps extended can result in a reduced wing angle-of-attack, with the
possibility of ice forming on the upper surface further aft on the wing than
normal, possibly aft of the protected area.
If the flaps are extended, do not retract them until the airframe is clear of ice.
Minimum airspeed for holding is now 170 KIAS149 (will be in FSM Rev. 9).
When there is any suspected residual airframe icing, use 25 degrees flaps
ONLY, and use Vref25 + 5 KIAS for reference speed.

Comair’s changes and additional guidance did not identify a minimum airspeed
for flaps-up operations other than climbing and holding in icing conditions, nor did it address
operation of the leading edge deicing boots. (Since the accident, Comair has revised its FSM to
specify a minimum airspeed of 170 knots for all EMB-120 operations in icing conditions and to
indicate that deicing boots should be activated at the first sign of ice accumulation.)
In addition, on December 23, 1996, Comair issued a memo to all turbopropeller
flight crewmembers, which addressed “Freezing Precipitation AD.” The memo summarized the
information contained in AD 96-09-24 and advised flightcrews that “use of the autopilot may
mask tactile cues, and is prohibited when [freezing rain or freezing drizzle] conditions exist.”
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The 170 knot minimum EMB-120 airspeed for holding in icing conditions superseded the
previous FSM guidance, which specified a 160 knot minimum airspeed for holding in icing conditions.
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1.18.2.7

Guidance in Embraer’s EMB-120 Airplane Flight Manual at the Time of the
Accident

Embraer’s EMB-120 AFM, which had been revised in accordance with
FAA/CTA-approved change 43 in April 1996, advised operators/pilots that the following
procedures should be followed during operation in icing conditions (within the Part 25 appendix
C envelope):
When flying into known or forecast icing conditions, proceed:
IGNITION Switches …………………………….ON
Ice Protection System…………………………….TURN ON AS REQUIRED
The ice protection system should be turned on as follows:
•
•
•

AOA, TAT and SLIP: before flying into known icing conditions.
Propeller: before flying into known icing conditions or at first sign of
ice formation.
Wing and tail leading edges, engine air inlet and windshield: at the
first sign of ice formation.

Holding configuration:
Landing Gear Lever………………………UP
Flap Selector Lever……………………….UP
Airspeed…………………………………..160 KIAS Minimum
Np150………………………………………85 percent Minimum
NOTE: For approach procedures in known or forecast icing conditions,
increase the airspeed by 5 up to 10 KIAS until the short final.
Previous AFM guidance regarding ice protection system activation (included in
Revision 27 to the EMB-120 AFM) indicated that the ice protection system should be activated
as follows:
•
•
•
•

AOA, TAT and SLIP: before flying into known icing conditions.
Propeller: before flying into known icing conditions or at the first sign of ice
formation.
Engine air inlet and windshield: at the first sign of ice formation.
Wing and tail leading edges: when ice accumulation is ¼” to ½”.

Embraer’s Technical Liaison told Safety Board investigators that the revised
procedure was intended to reduce the likelihood of upset events resulting from the pilots’ failure
to activate leading edge deicing boots and to reduce the pilots’ workload by relieving them of the
150

Np means propeller revolutions per minute (rpm).
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responsibility for monitoring and gauging ice accretion in an effort to determine when to activate
the wing and tail leading edge devices. Copies of the AFM revisions are included in appendix G.
1.18.2.8

Guidance in Comair’s FSM Before the Accident

In addition to the AD 96-09-24-related revisions and the subsequent FSBs (one of
which superseded the FSM’s 160 knot minimum EMB-120 airspeed for holding in icing
conditions with a 170 knot minimum airspeed for holding in icing conditions), the Cold Weather
Operation section of the EMB-120 FSM stated the following, in part:
General Policy Regarding Use of Anti-ice Equipment
Note:
Icing conditions exist when the OAT is +5o C or below and visible moisture in
any form is present (such as clouds, rain, snow, sleet, ice crystals, or fog with
visibility of one mile or less)….
Ignition…
Continuous ignition must be used for flight through moderate or severe icing.
Wing/Engine Inlet De-Ice
Allow ice accumulation to build approximately ½ inch prior to inflating the
wing and engine inlet de-ice boots. When it is difficult to see the wing
leading edge, or operating at night, an airspeed loss of 10 to 15 knots is a good
indicator of ice accumulation.
Comair’s EMB-120 FSM also contained the following note:
CAUTION
Premature activation of the surface de-ice boots could result in ice forming the
shape of an inflated de-ice boot, making further attempts to de-ice in flight
impossible.
1.18.2.9

Postaccident EMB-120 Upset Events/Information

The Safety Board is aware of two postaccident EMB-120 upset events. The first
occurred on May 21, 1997, and involved a Base Airlines151 EMB-120 (OO-DTO), which
experienced “uncommanded violent roll tendencies” immediately after takeoff from the airport at
Gatwick, England. Although the airplane rolled left and right at bank angles that sometimes
151

Base Airlines is a regional air carrier based in Eindhoven, Netherlands.
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exceeded 60o, it returned to Gatwick and landed without further incident. Postincident
examination of the airplane revealed a spanwise crack (about 1½ feet long and 2 inches wide) in
the fiberglass surface of the right wing, aft of the leading edge deicing boots. According to Delta
Air Transport (the company responsible for maintaining the incident airplane), further
examination revealed that the delamination damage occurred because “[t]hrough carelessness at
installation of the boot a narrow band of bare composite between the sealant at the edge of the
boot and the coated/painted area to the aft of the leading edge [was] exposed. Probably through
erosion and aerodynamic loading the first layer of the composite has delaminated and is torn
right along the edge of the painted area, creating a loose flap.”
As a result of this incident, on September 13, 1997, Embraer issued SB 120-51A004, which recommended that EMB-120 operators perform “a visual inspection of the wing
and empennage leading edge area behind the de-ice boots for erosion, delamination and
condition of sealing and anti static paint….at [the] operator’s earliest convenience but not later
than the next line check.”152 In addition, on September 22, 1997, the CTA issued Brazilian
(Emergency) Airworthiness Directive (EAD) 97-09-07, which required all EMB-120 operators
to perform the actions described in SB 120-51-A004 and all approved revisions. Although all
U.S.-based EMB-120 operators received the manufacturer’s SB 120-51-A004 (and its revision),
compliance with Embraer’s SB is not mandatory. Further, U.S.-based EMB-120 operators are
not required to comply with the Brazilian AD (or EAD); only FAA-issued ADs carry the force of
law for U.S. operators. According to the FAA’s EMB-120 Aircraft Certification Program
Manager, initially the FAA did not believe that mandatory action was warranted in this case.
Subsequently, however (on March 27, 1998), the FAA issued NPRM 98-NM-33-AD, which
would (if it becomes an AD as written) require all U.S.-based EMB-120 operators to comply
with Embraer’s SB 120-51-A004, Revision 01.
The second postaccident EMB-120 upset event occurred on March 5, 1998, about
2038, and involved a Westair Commuter Airlines, Inc. (Westair),153 EMB-120, N284YV,
operated as flight 7233, that experienced uncommanded roll oscillations while operating in icing
conditions after it departed Sacramento, California.154 The pilots were able to regain control of
the airplane and continued to their destination airport without further incident.
During postincident interviews, the pilots of Westair flight 7233 told Safety Board
investigators that the airplane accumulated ice during the descent into Sacramento, and they
expected to encounter similar icing conditions again during their climb out, so they activated the
leading edge deicing boots as soon as they entered the clouds (about 3,000 feet msl). Based on
their observations of the windshield, propeller spinners, and unprotected areas of the wing
leading edges, the pilots estimated that the airplane’s unprotected surfaces had accumulated
about ¼ inch to ½ inch of rime ice when the upset occurred, in what they described as moderate
icing conditions. The pilots stated that the leading edge deicing boots were operating in the
heavy mode, and when they visually inspected the wings, it appeared that the deicing boots were
152

Embraer SB 120-51-A004, Revision 1 was issued on November 10, 1997, and incorporated the
application of a coat of conductive edge sealer over the sealer/anti-static paint where applicable.
153
Westair is a regional air carrier based at Fresno, California, doing business as United Express.
154
See NTSB brief of accident report DCA98SA029.
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doing a good job of keeping the wing leading edges clean. They did not report observing any
intercycle ice accumulation, any ridge-type accumulations, or any ice accretion aft of the leading
edge deicing boot coverage.155
Shortly after the flight departed Sacramento, the pilots received ATC instructions
to enter a holding pattern. The pilots reported that the captain was performing flying pilot duties,
and was operating the airplane with the autopilot engaged. The first officer stated that when the
airplane arrived at the assigned holding fix, it was level at 10,000 feet msl and the engine torque
was reduced to between 50 and 55 percent to maintain their target holding airspeed of 170 knots.
The captain used the autopilot heading mode to begin a left turn to the outbound leg of the hold.
Both pilots reported that as the airplane began its left bank, they felt an unusual airplane
movement or vibration,156 but their scan of the instruments revealed no anomalies, except that
the airspeed was slightly below their target airspeed of 170 knots (the captain estimated the
airspeed was about 165 knots). When the airplane began to roll out of the left bank on its
outbound heading, the captain felt the airplane shudder again and noticed that the airplane’s pitch
had decreased and the roll angle had increased beyond the autopilot’s command limits (25o, +/2.5o). He reported that he added engine power (FDR information indicated that the engine power
increased to about 100 percent by 2037:37), but the airplane “was not doing what I wanted,” so
the captain applied “max power” and disengaged the autopilot about 2037:40.
At 2037:44, the airplane began a series of uncommanded roll and pitch
oscillations. During postincident interviews, both pilots estimated that the airplane reached right
and left 30o bank angles and lost about 500 feet during the excursion; the captain recalled
observing airspeeds as low as 125 to 130 knots during the event. The captain stated that during
the oscillations, neither the ailerons nor the elevator were responding normally to his flight
control inputs. However, he recalled an ALPA memo that advised pilots to extend the flaps if
they experienced an upset event, so he asked the first officer to extend 15o of flaps. The captain
stated that as the flaps extended, the flight controls became normally effective again; the pilots
flew the remainder of the flight with the flaps extended and landed without further incident.
FDR information from the Westair airplane indicated that the airplane’s airspeed
decreased below the pilots’ target airspeed of 170 knots about 3 minutes before the upset
occurred and continued to decrease, reaching 146 knots just before the autopilot disconnected
and the upset occurred. After the autopilot disconnected (during the subsequent roll and pitch
oscillations), the airspeed further decreased to about 123 knots before the pilots were able to
regain control. FDR data showed that when the pilots disengaged the autopilot, the airplane was
rolling right out of the left holding pattern turn. Within the next 4 seconds, the airplane began to
roll rapidly to the right to about 63o of right bank; the airplane rolled back to the left to about 45o
of left bank, then rolled right again to about 36o of right bank, and continued to oscillate back and
155

Although they did not report observing any ice accumulation aft of the leading edge deicing
boot coverage, the pilots stated that they saw some frost-type accretion on the aft (noninflatable) portion of the
leading edge deicing boots. They stated that they could see the boot surface through the frost; they reported that
because of the color of the paint on the wing surface, they could not determine if the frost extended aft of the deicing
boot material.
156
The captain reported that he felt a little “twitch” or a shudder; the first officer stated that he felt
a “rumble” or shudder.
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forth between shallower right and left banks for the next 50 seconds or so before it leveled off.
During these roll oscillations, the airplane also experienced pitch excursions from a maximum
nose-down pitch of about 7o to a maximum nose-up pitch of about 17o. The airplane lost about
500 feet (to 9,500 feet msl) during these excursions before it pitched up and began climbing; the
pilots declared an emergency, advising ATC that they were encountering icing conditions. The
pilots requested and received clearance to climb to a higher altitude (13,000 feet msl).
1.18.2.9.1

Meteorological Conditions Encountered by Westair Flight 7233

A surface weather observation taken at Sacramento (KSAC) at 2047 (about 17
minutes after the upset occurred) indicated moderate rain and fog near Sacramento when the
incident occurred. The 2056 surface weather observation taken at Stockton, California (KSCK),
located about 39 nm south-southeast of KSAC, indicated an overcast cloud layer at 3,900 feet
with 9 miles visibility. The most recent upper air data from Oakland, California, indicated
moisture from the surface to about 9,500 feet msl, with drier air above. The data indicated that
the freezing level in the Sacramento area was about 4,600 feet msl. There were two AIRMETs in
effect for the Sacramento area at the time of the incident; one AIRMET indicated that occasional
moderate rime/mixed icing was likely in clouds and in precipitation between the freezing level
and FL 180; the other AIRMET indicated the possibility of occasional moderate turbulence
below 15,000 feet msl. The Safety Board examined the PIREPs for the area about the time of the
incident; at 1728, an MD-80 flightcrew reported encountering the following icing conditions
during its descent 15 miles northeast of Sacramento: light rime icing at 15,000 feet msl;
moderate rime icing at 12,000 feet msl; and freezing rain/sleet between 8,000 and 7,000 feet msl.
1.18.2.9.2

Westair Flight 7233 Airspeed Indication and Flight Data Recorder Sensor
Information

During postincident discussions, Comair and ALPA representatives advised
Safety Board investigators that they frequently observed airspeed differences of up to 10 knots
between the captain’s and first officer’s airspeed indicators.157 They further indicated that
because airspeed information recorded by the FDR is from a different source than the captain’s
or first officer’s airspeed indicators, the airspeed information observed by the Westair pilots in
the cockpit (and used by the pilots to maintain safe/assigned airspeeds) might have been
significantly different from the airspeeds recorded by the FDR. The incident airplane’s
maintenance records indicated the following:
•
•

157

The airplane’s most recent air data sensor (ADS) output calibration was
accomplished during the FDR system check on December 27, 1997; no
discrepancies were noted.
The airplane’s most recent pitot/static system calibration was accomplished on
March 12, 1998 (one week after the incident); no discrepancies were noted

According to FAR Part 25.1323, the maximum allowable airspeed indicator variance (from
actual airspeed) is 5 knots or 3 percent, whichever is greater, throughout the airplane’s airspeed range.
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•

during this calibration. (The airplane’s previous pitot/static system calibration
was accomplished in March 1996.)
A review of the preceding 2 years of maintenance discrepancies for the
incident airplane revealed no reported discrepancies involving the accuracy of
the pitot/static system, airspeed indication errors, or FDR airspeed input
calibration problems.

On April 30, 1998, the Safety Board conducted a postincident demonstration
flight to document the observed and recorded airspeeds in the incident airplane. Examination of
the flightcrew’s airspeed indicators revealed that the indications matched under all tested
conditions/airspeeds except one; in the 150 knot test condition, the captain’s airspeed indicator
showed 150 knots, and the first officer’s airspeed indicator showed 148 knots. The FDR data
indicated that the recorded airspeed values were within +4/-3 knots of the targeted airspeed in all
conditions except one—at 170 knots with a left sideslip condition, the FDR-recorded airspeed
was 6 knots higher than the targeted airspeed and the airspeeds indicated by the flightcrew’s
instruments.
Although there were no sensor discrepancies noted during the FDR system check
on December 27, 1997, when the Safety Board reviewed the FDR from the incident airplane,
several discrepancies were noted. The rudder pedal position parameter contained numerous data
dropouts, and the CWP parameter recorded a constant value throughout the entire incident flight;
these anomalous data indicate that the sensors for these parameters were malfunctioning or
improperly installed.
1.18.3

Accident-Related Safety Board Recommendations (A-97-31 through –34) and
FAA Actions (Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 97-NM-46-AD and
Airworthiness Directive 97-26-06)

The FAA partially addressed some of the issues discussed during the March 13,
1997, meeting (see section 1.18.2.3) in its May 7, 1997, NPRM Docket 97-NM-46-AD, in which
the FAA required the installation and use of ice detection equipment on EMB-120 airplanes,
required EMB-120 operators to adjust their leading edge deicing boot operation procedures, and
identified a minimum airspeed for operating in icing conditions. Further, as a result of this
accident and the six previous EMB-120 icing-related events, on May 21, 1997, the Safety Board
issued Urgent Safety Recommendations A-97-31 through -34 to the FAA. The recommendation
letter stated the following, in part:
Information from the CVR indicates that the flightcrew activated the anti-ice
equipment for windshield, propellers, pitot tubes, angle-of-attack vanes,
sideslip angle vane, and total air temperature probes. There is no evidence
from the CVR, FDR, performance of the aircraft, or aircraft wreckage to
determine if the flightcrew activated the de-icing boots. These facts and the
airplane’s degraded aerodynamic performance strongly suggest that ice had
accumulated on the airframe, but may not have been seen or recognized as a
hazard by the flightcrew of Comair 3272.
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The NPRM addresses many of the safety issues discussed in this letter. The
Safety Board is evaluating whether the proposed 160 KIAS minimum
airspeed in icing conditions is appropriate, and if the single speed adequately
addresses the intent of what would have been our first recommendation: that
is, for FAA to approve for inclusion in Embraer’s EMB-120 airplane flight
manual minimum airspeeds for all flap settings and phases of flight, including
flight in icing conditions.
Therefore, the urgent safety recommendations asked the FAA to do the following:
Require air carriers to reflect FAA-approved minimum airspeeds for all flap
settings and phases of flight, including flight in icing conditions, in their
EMB-120 operating manuals. (A-97-31)
Ensure that the de-icing information and procedures in air carrier’s EMB-120
operating manuals and training programs are consistent with the revised
Embraer EMB-120 airplane flight manual. (A-97-32)
Direct principal operations inspectors (POIs) to ensure that all EMB-120
operators provide flightcrews with training that emphasizes the recognition of
icing conditions and the need to adhere to the procedure for using de-ice boots
that is specified in the revised Embraer EMB-120 airplane flight manual.
(A-97-33)
Require that all EMB-120 aircraft be equipped with automated ice detection
and crew alerting systems for detecting airframe ice accretion. (A-97-34)
On June 18, 1997, the FAA responded to Safety Recommendations A-97-31
through -34, indicating actions that the FAA was taking in regard to the recommendations. In
the June 18, 1997, letter, the FAA said that it would ensure that EMB-120 operating manuals and
pilot training programs reflected any changes that might result from the NPRM and that training
programs would emphasize the requirements of activation of ice protection systems. On July 1,
1997, the Safety Board commented on NPRM 97-NM-46-AD, and on September 30, 1997, the
Safety Board answered the FAA’s June 18, 1997, letter. In its September 1997 letter, the Safety
Board identified some shortcomings in the NPRM and in the FAA’s June 18, 1997, letter and
stated that “the NPRM does not address several key issues raised in the Board’s
recommendations.” Further, the Safety Board expressed concern that additional intercycle icing
tests “may show that a higher minimum airspeed is required to provide an adequate safety
margin. It is also not clear if the…NPRM establishes appropriate minimum speeds for all flap
settings and phases of flight.” The Safety Board also stated that “all EMB-120 pilots need to be
provided updated manuals and training to unlearn old habits and to emphasize the new de-icing
procedures.” As a result of the shortcomings in the FAA’s June 18, 1997, response letter and the
NPRM and pending clarification of the FAA’s planned actions, the Safety Board classified
Safety Recommendations A-97-31 through -33 “Open—Await Response.”
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The Safety Board’s response letter to the FAA strongly supported the FAA’s
action requiring all EMB-120 operators to install ice detection/alerting systems and make
appropriate revisions to their manuals, and based on the actions described in the NPRM, the
Safety Board classified Safety Recommendation A-97-34 “Open—Acceptable Response.”
The issues contained in the FAA’s May 7, 1997, NPRM were subsequently
addressed on December 19, 1997, when the FAA issued AD 97-26-06. This AD partially
responded to the Safety Board’s Safety Recommendations A-97-31 through -34. The AD was
issued with an effective date of January 23, 1998, and stated the following:
This amendment adopts a new airworthiness directive (AD), applicable to all
EMBRAER Model EMB-120 series airplanes, that requires revising the
Airplane Flight Manual (AFM) to include requirements for activation of the
ice protection systems, and to add information regarding operation in icing
conditions. This amendment also requires installing an ice detector system
and revising the AFM to include procedures for testing system integrity. This
amendment is prompted by reports indicating that flightcrews experienced
difficulties controlling the airplane during (or following) flight in normal icing
conditions, when the ice protection system either was not activated when ice
began to accumulate on the airplane, or the ice protection system was never
activated. These difficulties may have occurred because the flightcrews did
not recognize that a significant enough amount of ice had formed on the
airplane to require activation of the deicing equipment. The actions specified
by this AD are intended to ensure that the flightcrew is able to recognize the
formation of significant ice accretion and take appropriate action; such
formation of ice could result in reduced controllability of the airplane in
normal icing conditions.
In part, the AD required Embraer and EMB-120 operators to revise the EMB-120
AFM to state that when atmospheric icing conditions exist, flightcrews should activate the
leading edge ice protection system “at the first sign of ice formation anywhere on the aircraft,”
perform daily checks of the ice detection system, and maintain a minimum airspeed (with flaps
and landing gear retracted) of 160 knots. The AD further required operators to “[w]ithin 10
months after the effective date of this AD, install an ice detector in accordance with EMBRAER
SB No. 120-30-0027, dated May 9, 1997.”158 Excerpts from the AD stated the following:
--During flight, monitoring for icing conditions should start whenever the
indicated outside air temperature is near or below freezing or when operating
into icing conditions, as specified in the Limitations Section of this manual.

158

In March 1998, during a followup visit to Comair’s facilities in Cincinnati, investigators
examined several of Comair’s EMB-120s; all of the airplanes examined had the ice detection system installed and
operational. Full compliance with the ice detector portion of the AD is required by October 1998.
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--When operating in icing conditions, the front windshield corners (unheated
areas), propeller spinners, and wing leading edges will provide good visual
cues of ice accretion.
--For airplanes equipped with an ice detection system, icing conditions will
also be indicated by the illumination of the ICE CONDITION light on the
multiple alarm panel.
Visually evaluate the severity of the ice encounter and the rate of accretion
and select light or heavy mode [3 minute or 1 minute cycle, respectively]
based on this evaluation.
Increase approach and landing speeds…until landing is assured.
airspeed to cross runway threshold at Vref:

Reduce

Flaps 15—Increase Speed by 10 KIAS…
Flaps 25—Increase Speed by 10 KIAS…
Flaps 45—Increase Speed by 5 KIAS….
CAUTION: The ice protection systems must be turned on immediately
(except leading edge de-icers during takeoff) when the ICE CONDITION
light illuminates…or when any ice accretion is detected by visual observation
or other cues.
CAUTION: Do not interrupt the automatic sequence of operation of the
leading edge de-ice boots once it is turned ON. The system should be turned
OFF only after leaving the icing conditions and after the protected surfaces of
the wing are free of ice.
On July 8, 1998, based on the actions taken by the FAA, the Safety Board
classified Safety Recommendation A-97-34 “Closed—Acceptable Action.”
On August 13, 1998, the FAA issued a flight standards information bulletin
(FSIB) to “ensure that [NTSB] Safety Recommendations A-97-31, A-97-32, and A-97-33
concerning the Embraer EMB-120 airplane have been addressed.” Based on the actions taken in
AD 97-26-06, and pending a thorough review of the FSIB, Safety Recommendations A-97-31
through -33 are classified “Open—Acceptable Response.”
1.18.4

Previous Icing-Related Recommendations and Information

The Safety Board’s concern about the hazards of operating airplanes in icing
conditions dates back more than 20 years. On September 9, 1981, following a series of accidents
that involved in-flight icing encounters, the Safety Board published a report entitled “Aircraft
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Icing Avoidance and Protection,”159 which included six safety recommendations regarding icingrelated issues. The Board’s report stated, in part, that the “icing criteria for aircraft certification
as defined in 14 CFR 25 are based upon research done by NASA in the late 1950’s with the
transport aircraft of that period. Although the results of this research and the ensuing practices
and regulations that came out of it are still basically valid, there have been changes in aircraft,
deicing/anti-icing equipment, and improvements in the instruments used to measure atmospheric
icing parameters.” As a result, one of the recommendations issued by the Safety Board was
Safety Recommendation A-81-116, which recommended that the FAA do the following:
Review the icing criteria published in 14 CFR Part 25 in light of both recent
research into aircraft ice accretion under varying conditions of liquid water
content, drop size distribution, and temperature, and expand the certification
envelope to include freezing rain and mixed water droplet/ice crystal
conditions, as necessary.
In the years since that report was published, the Safety Board has issued
numerous additional safety recommendations regarding icing operations issues.
The
recommendations have addressed issues such as icing standards for aircraft certification, weather
forecasting/dissemination, aircraft performance in icing conditions, and methods for flightcrews
to positively determine when they are in icing conditions that exceed the limits for aircraft
certification. Despite these efforts, icing-related incidents and accidents continue to occur.
Based on its concerns, the Safety Board included this safety issue when it adopted the “Most
Wanted” Transportation Safety Improvements program in 1990. The issue continues to be
included on the “Most Wanted” list.
As a result of the recommendations included in the Safety Board’s “Aircraft Icing
Avoidance and Protection” report, in 1982 the FAA published a report entitled, “A Report on
Improving Forecasts of Icing Conditions for Aviation.” Further, the Aircraft Icing Program
Counsel was established in 1984 to continue the study of icing forecast methods. In 1986, the
FAA published another report entitled, “National Aircraft Icing Technology Plan,” which also
addressed the improved aircraft icing detection technologies on current generation aircraft. This
plan also promoted the development of aircraft ice detection technology that would be needed by
1995 to meet the goals set for the new generation of aircraft that were in development. (Details
of the FAA’s current three-phase plan are addressed in section 1.18.4.1.)
Although the FAA’s various reports and actions indicate an inclination towards a
favorable response, over time, not all of the FAA’s actions/responses were favorable. For
example, the Safety Board considered the FAA’s initial response to Safety Recommendation A81-116 to be unfavorable, and, in 1983, classified it “Open—Unacceptable Response.”
However, in 1986, the FAA sent a followup letter to the Safety Board, which stated that it had
“reconsidered the issue of considering freezing rain and drizzle as a criterion of aircraft for flight
in icing conditions. …current research and development efforts…will provide the data needed to
form a basis for determining the feasibility of any rulemaking action.” As a result of the FAA’s
159

See National Transportation Safety Board. 1981. Aircraft Icing Avoidance and Protection,
September 9, 1981. Safety Report NTSB-SR-81-1. Washington, DC.
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reconsideration and pending the Board’s review of the final action taken by the FAA, in March
1987, the Safety Board classified Safety Recommendation A-81-116 “Open—Acceptable
Response.” Additional correspondence between the FAA and the Safety Board resulted in
Safety Recommendation A-81-116 being reclassified “Open—Unacceptable Response” in April
1990.
In May 11, 1994, the Manager of the FAA’s Small Airplane Directorate, Aircraft
Certification Service issued a memo to the Manager of the Aircraft Engineering Division, in
which he stated, “[w]e understand that continued research on freezing rain and freezing drizzle
may be discontinued for lack of apparent support. I believe there is a need for this work and
request consideration be given to continuation of that work as resources and competing projects
allow.” The memo addressed, in part, the need for expanding the Part 25 appendix C icing
envelope to include SLD and other known critical icing conditions and stated the following:
“We do not see abatement…of susceptibility to this hazard. There is substantial interest in the
international community in this subject….I believe a rational research and development effort
leading toward a better understanding of the environment is appropriate.” On September 8,
1994, the Manager of the Aircraft Engineering Division responded in a memo, stating,
“[c]onsidering the research resources and desire for less regulations, this does not appear to be a
program that should be supported at this time.” The Safety Board received additional
correspondence from the FAA regarding Safety Recommendation A-81-116 on September 16,
1994, which stated the following, in part:
The FAA has reviewed the research and development projects that have been
conducted on various icing issues and especially with respect to the adequacy
of the icing criteria published in 14 CFR Part 25.…The FAA has concluded
that the icing criteria published in 14 CFR Part 25 is adequate with respect to
the issues outlined in Safety Recommendation A-81-116.
The FAA’s correspondence further stated the following:
The FAA has put in place major programs in recent years which have
addressed various anti-ice and deicing issues. At the same time the FAA has
sponsored or collaborated on numerous icing programs…However, none of
this work has established the foundation or justification to revise 14 CFR
Parts 25, 91, or 135.
Forty-five days after the Safety Board received the FAA’s letter, on October 31,
1994, the ATR-72 accident occurred at Roselawn, Indiana. On July 12, 1995, the Safety Board’s
response letter to the FAA stated the following:
In light of the accident on October 31, 1994…in which structural icing may
have been involved, the Safety Board believes the issue of icing criteria, as
related to the design and use of transport-category aircraft, warrants
reexamination by the FAA and the aviation industry. …the Safety Board
classifies Safety Recommendation A-81-116…“Open—Unacceptable
Response,” pending further action by the FAA on this matter.
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On August 28, 1995, the FAA responded, stating the following, in part:
The…FAA has taken actions to address the ATR 72 aircraft design and
operation in icing conditions. …[and] is currently evaluating similar aircraft
designs to ensure there are no adverse characteristics when operating in icing
conditions. The final phase of this evaluation is to review the current
certification requirements, applicable operating regulations, and forecasting
methodologies associated with ice under varying environmental conditions.
The FAA plans to conduct an international meeting in the spring of 1996 with
representatives from airworthiness authorities, the aviation industry, the
NTSB, and other interested parties.
This meeting will include a
comprehensive review of all aspects of airworthiness when operating in icing
conditions and determine where changes or modifications can be made to
provide an increased level of safety.
The Safety Board responded to the FAA on November 20, 1995, and indicated
that although the Board supported the FAA’s multi-phase plan to address icing concerns, the
Safety Board was disappointed that the FAA did not amend the icing certification regulations as
recommended by the Board in 1981. The Safety Board reclassified Safety Recommendation A81-116 “Closed—Unacceptable Action/Superseded” and superseded it by issuing Safety
Recommendation A-96-54 (issued with the Board’s ATR-72 accident report) to the FAA, which
stated the following:
Revise the icing criteria published in 14…CFR Parts 23 and 25, in light of
both recent research into aircraft ice accretion under varying conditions of
liquid water content, drop size distribution, and temperature, and recent
developments in both the design and use of aircraft. Also, expand Appendix
C icing certification envelope to include freezing drizzle/freezing rain and
mixed water/ice crystal conditions, as necessary.
On October 30, 1996, the FAA responded, stating that it would assign an ARAC
working group the task of developing certification criteria for the safe operation of airplanes in
icing conditions that are not covered by the current certification envelope. It further stated that
“pending availability of funds,” the FAA would support a research effort to gather SLD data;
lead an effort to collect, consolidate, and analyze existing SLD data; and undertake a study to
determine the magnitude of the hazard posed by operations in mixed-phase icing conditions. On
August 20, 1997, the Safety Board stated that it “strongly encourages the FAA to make every
effort to fund these important in-flight icing research projects.” Pending completion of the
aforementioned actions, the Board classified A-96-54 “Open—Acceptable Response.”
The FAA responded again on July 1, 1998, stating that the agency has tasked the
ARAC to form an Ice Protection Harmonization Working Group. In October 1997, the ARAC
approved a “terms of reference” document (published in the Federal Register on December 8,
1997) that identified several tasks assigned to the Ice Protection Harmonization Working Group.
One of the identified tasks stated, “define an icing environment that includes [SLD], and devise
requirements to assess the ability of aircraft to safely operate either for the period of time to exit
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or to operate without restriction in SLD aloft, in SLD at or near the surface, and in mixed phase
conditions if such conditions are determined to be more hazardous than the liquid phase icing
environment containing supercooled water droplets.”
The FAA further stated that data from the following research activities will be
provided to the Ice Protection Harmonization Working Group in support of the identified task to
define an icing environment:
1. A research effort to gather SLD data in the Great Lakes region was
accomplished during the winters of 1996-1998. The data from this effort are
to be analyzed and forwarded to the ARAC working group in the second
quarter of fiscal year (FY) 1999.
2. An effort to collect, consolidate, and analyze existing SLD data is underway.
The FAA plans to provide the results of this effort to the ARAC in the first
quarter of FY 1999.
3. The FAA completed a draft report, which surveys publicly available evidence
bearing on the possible safety hazards posed by operation in mixed-phase
conditions. The FAA plans to provide ARAC with a final report in the third
quarter of FY 1998.
The FAA stated that it would keep the Board informed of its progress. Based on
the FAA’s continued efforts to work with its ARAC on this issue, Safety Recommendation
A-96-54 remains classified “Open—Acceptable Response.”
The Safety Board also issued Safety Recommendation A-96-56 in the ATR-72
report, which stated the following:
Revise the icing certification testing regulation to ensure that airplanes are
properly tested for all conditions in which they are authorized to operate, or
are otherwise shown to be capable of safe flight into such conditions. If safe
operations cannot be demonstrated by the manufacturer, operational
limitations should be imposed to prohibit flight in such conditions and
flightcrews should be provided with the means to positively determine when
they are in icing conditions that exceed the limits for aircraft certification.
On October 30, 1996, the FAA responded, stating that although it did not believe
that the icing certification regulations needed to be changed for operation in icing conditions
defined by Part 25 appendix C, it acknowledged that airplanes may encounter icing conditions
outside the Part 25 appendix C envelope, for which there are no established certification criteria.
The FAA’s response indicated that the ARAC working group would be tasked to consider
development of a regulation that requires the installation of ice detectors, aerodynamic
performance monitors, or another acceptable means to warn flightcrews of ice accumulation on
critical surfaces. On August 20, 1997, the Safety Board stated that “such devices would provide
a reliable means for flightcrews to assess in-flight conditions to positively determine when they
are flying in icing conditions that may be beyond the airplane’s capabilities or exceed
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certification limits.” Pending completion of the FAA’s planned actions, the Safety Board
classified Safety Recommendation A-96-56 “Open—Acceptable Response.”
1.18.4.1

FAA’s Multi-Phase Plan to Address Icing-Related Concerns

As a result, in part, of the previously discussed Safety Board recommendations,
increased industry concerns regarding the hazards of severe icing after the Roselawn accident,
and its own concerns, the FAA initiated a program to address icing-related issues. In May 1996,
the FAA held a conference on in-flight icing; in October 1996, the FAA published its “In-Flight
Icing Product Development Plan: FY97 & FY98,” and in April 1997, the FAA published its
“…Inflight Aircraft Icing Plan.” (Excerpts from the FAA’s Inflight Aircraft Icing Plan are
included in appendix I.) According to FAA personnel,160 the program was structured as follows:
•
•
•

Phase I—remedy problems in the [ATR-42/-72] airplane type.
Phase II—screen other airplane types similar to the [ATR-42/-72] for
susceptibility to roll upset in severe icing and correct susceptible airplanes….
Phase III—re-examine all aspects of icing certification, including the largedroplet environment, weather forecasting, crew training, and aircraft
operation.

According to the FAA, Phase I was completed by the following means: (1) all
ATR-42/-72 airplanes are now equipped with extended deicing boots (nearly doubling the
coverage on the upper surface of the outer wings) to minimize the hazard during inadvertent
exposure to SLD icing conditions, (2) visual cues were identified to help pilots detect when the
airplane is operating in SLD icing conditions (after ATC has been advised that SLD icing is
identified, they are required to expedite the airplane’s egress from those conditions), and (3)
pilots are required to turn the autopilot off while operating in SLD icing conditions.
During Phase II the FAA examined the lateral controllability characteristics
(handling qualities, control wheel forces) of turbopropeller-driven airplanes that have pneumatic
deicing boots and unpowered ailerons and are used in scheduled passenger service (19 airplane
models, including the EMB-120), to determine whether they were susceptible to roll upsets when
operating in SLD icing conditions. According to the FAA’s Inflight Aircraft Icing Plan
(published in April 1997), in April 1996, the FAA issued 18 ADs requiring the revision of
operators’ flight manuals to provide flightcrews with recognition cues for, and procedures for
exiting from, SLD icing conditions.161
Phase III of the FAA’s program was intended to encompass all aircraft and the
freezing rain/freezing drizzle environment (and has since been expanded to include “sandpaper160

This information was presented to the Safety Board during a January 1998 meeting held at the
Safety Board’s headquarters in Washington, D.C. The information is also addressed in the previously discussed
article entitled “Pilots Can Minimize the Likelihood of Roll Upset in Severe Icing.” (See section 1.18.1.)
161
The FAA’s Inflight Aircraft Icing Plan states that the FAA will propose similar rulemaking to
address these issues for Part 25 and Part 23 airplanes that have not been addressed in the previous ADs; the FAA
published final ADs in this area in 1998.
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type” icing conditions, which fall within Part 25 appendix C, but have not typically been
represented during certification flight tests). Phase III was intended to bring icing experts
together to review available data, determine what changes need to be made, and develop plans
and tasks to enact those changes. This phase was initiated at an FAA-sponsored conference in
May 1996, during which six areas were identified for additional research and revisions; these six
areas included 1) operations regulations, procedures, and guidance material; 2) forecasting and
in-flight detection of icing conditions; 3) certification regulations and guidance materials; 4)
icing simulation methods; 5) ice accretion and its effects on performance/stability and control;
and 6) SLD characterization and mixed phase icing conditions assessment. Some of the work
areas had projected completion dates extending beyond the year 2000.
In January 1998, the FAA’s Environmental Icing NRS briefed Safety Board
personnel regarding the status of various activities described in the FAA’s April 1997 Inflight
Aircraft Icing Plan (Phase III work), which he summarized as follows:
•

•

•

•

•

Operations regulations, procedures, and guidance material—Proposed
changes to procedures regarding flightcrew activation of ice protection
systems raised questions concerning bridging; the FAA and NASA cosponsored a bridging conference; work in this area will/may result in changes
in pilot training, procedural guidance contained in company manuals, ATC
priorities, autopilot usage, etc. (The bridging conference will be discussed in
more detail in section 1.18.4.2.)
Weather forecasting and in-flight detection of icing conditions—Weather
research is being conducted in many areas, with goals of improving weather
predicting capabilities (optimally, to provide 5 minute advance notification for
flightcrews) and to better define weather conditions.
Certification regulations and guidance materials—FAA personnel are, in part:
reviewing airplane icing certification requirements, attempting to determine
whether they need to require ice detection equipment on all airplanes,
reviewing autopilot disconnect systems on airplanes. The FAA is developing
an advisory circular to provide guidance regarding the susceptibility of a
horizontal tail to stall. The FAA is also developing advisory circulars and
rulemaking to address icing certification changes to Part 23/25 and appendix
C.
Icing simulation/modeling methods—The FAA is working to ensure that the
computer coding/programming used for engineering simulations are valid and
reliable, and that the ice shapes and airfoils used in wind tunnel testing reflect
real-world conditions—dynamic conditions (changes in angle of attack, flow
separations, etc.) on wings with flight controls.
Ice accretion (various types and locations) and its effects on
performance/stability and control—The FAA formed working groups to
examine the following: 1) categories of ice accretion (including sandpaper ice,
inter-cycle ice, rime ice, glaze ice, SLD ice accretions beyond the predicted
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•
1.18.4.2

impingement area, etc.),162 2) manufacturers’ criteria for certification ice
shapes, and 3) to research the effects of tailplane icing and spanwise accretion
of large droplet ice.
SLD characterization and mixed phase icing conditions assessment.

FAA/NASA Airplane Deicing Boot Ice Bridging Workshop

According to the FAA’s Environmental Icing NRS, the practice of early
activation of deicing boots encountered resistance with pilots and operators around the world
because of the longstanding theory that early activation of leading edge deicing boots could
result in “ice bridging.” According to FAA and NASA icing experts, although the practice of
delaying activation of the ice protection system until ice thicknesses between ¼ inch to 1½
inches had accumulated did not result in ice bridging, that practice has also “contributed
to…losses of airplane performance and maneuver margins, departures from controlled flight, and
may have contributed to one or more accidents.”
In September 1995, the United Kingdom (U.K.) Civil Aviation Authority (CAA)
published a safety study (paper 95007) entitled “Ice Detection for Turboprop Aircraft,” which
also addressed pilots’ concerns regarding ice bridging, and stated the following, in part:
Discussions with technical personnel employed by the manufacturers of
pneumatic de-icing boots, indicated that they do not believe that ice bridging
occurs for turboprop aircraft with fully serviceable boot systems. From the
interviews with pilots, although they frequently observed residual ice on the
boots, the only reported ice bridging incident happened to a light twin piston
engined aircraft. Piston engined aircraft have a pneumatic system which
operates from an engine driven pump, rather than engine bleed air. This
means that compared to a turboprop aircraft, the system pressures are lower
and the boot inflation times are longer. These differences may be crucial and
may explain why ice bridging does not appear to occur for turboprop aircraft.
The aviation community needs to decide whether or not ice bridging is a real
possibility for turboprop aircraft. If it is not, the need for accurate
measurement of ice thickness disappears, and the issue becomes one of
detecting airframe ice.
Ice bridging may still be a problem for turboprop aircraft when the pressure in
the de-icing boots [is] low. This may be due to a puncture/leak in the system,
162

A representative from the “Working Group on Categories of Ice Accretion” gave a presentation
at a June 1998 icing conference that Safety Board staff attended. He stated that the group’s charter required it to
“Develop guidance material, working methods, and recommendations for the criticality of ice accretion
characteristics on aircraft aerodynamic performance and handling qualities useful for certification.” He stated that
the group’s work would “provide the basis for guidance based on current technology and knowledge, as well as
describe research that could improve the relevant knowledge base and technology.” He indicated that the group’s
goal was to have surveyed and assessed the available data and complete a final report (published by the FAA) with
recommendations by early 1999.
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but one manufacturer did comment on the difficulty of always maintaining
adequate pressure at low engine pressure settings (e.g. on approach).
If ice bridging is not an issue, this fact should be communicated to pilots, so
that the recommended ice thicknesses for boot operation can be viewed as
approximate rather than absolute. In addition, if ice bridging does not occur,
it may then be possible to use pneumatic boots on turboprop aircraft as antiicing devices. However use as an anti-icing system will increase the number
of boot cycles when compared with use as a de-icing system.
In an attempt to answer the questions and address the concerns expressed by
pilots and operators regarding the relative hazards of ice bridging associated with activating the
leading edge deicing boots at the initial detection of in-flight icing, in November 1997, the FAA
and NASA co-sponsored the Airplane Deicing Boot Ice Bridging Workshop, an industry forum
for investigating the existence of the ice bridging phenomenon.163 Evidence presented at the
workshop indicated that concern regarding ice bridging in turbopropeller-driven airplanes
appeared to be based on “myth or anecdotal incidents,” dating back to earlier deicing boot
designs (which typically consisted of long, larger-radius tubes, operated at slower
inflation/deflation speeds and lower pneumatic pressures) or based on experiences in
reciprocating engine-driven airplanes (with engine-driven pumps providing pressure to operate
deicing boots). Because the deicing boots installed on reciprocating engine-driven airplanes and
earlier design turbopropeller-driven airplanes might have contributed to ice bridging when they
were activated with only thin layers of ice accumulated, pilots, manufacturers, and operators
began to allow ice to accumulate to a greater thickness before activating the deicing boots.
According to the information presented at the workshop, there is no factual
evidence that bridging is a problem in modern turbine-powered airplanes. Modern deicing boots
are made up of smaller expansion tube segments, which are inflated/deflated at faster rates and at
higher air pressures (typically operated by pneumatic pressure from turbine engine bleed air),
and appear to have reduced the potential for ice bridging. Representatives from Embraer,
Cessna, and Aerazur (foreign airplane manufacturer) presented evidence obtained from their
wind tunnel and flight tests. Based on the data developed during these tests, and the lack of
reported instances in recent history, the manufacturers independently concluded that ice bridging
does not appear to be a significant hazard for turbopropeller-driven aircraft with modern,
properly designed, maintained, and operating pneumatic deicing boot systems. The airframe and
deicing boot manufacturers reported that deicing boots activated at the onset of ice accumulation
were capable of shedding ice effectively; further, they noted that any ice that was not shed during
the initial inflation cycle would simply continue to increase in thickness and shed with
subsequent inflation cycles. Additionally, B.F. Goodrich personnel stated that “if the de-icers
are activated when ice thickness is less than the recommended thickness, the shed will not be as
clean (by area). However, even if this occurs, the ice layer will eventually shed.”
163

The Airplane Deicing Boot Ice Bridging Workshop was conducted in Cleveland, Ohio, on
November 18, 1997. Attendees included representatives from the FAA, NTSB, NASA, UIUC, Wichita State
University, Transport Canada Aviation, ALPA, Comair, AMR Eagle, Inc., de Havilland Inc., Aerazur, Aerospatiale
Aircraft Division, CASA, Embraer, Cessna Aircraft, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Boeing, SAAB Aircraft of
America, Raytheon Aircraft Company, Innovative Dynamics, Inc., and B.F. Goodrich.
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B.F. Goodrich personnel further stated that they had seen no indication of ice
bridging during wind tunnel and natural icing tests with modern pneumatic deicing boots and
concluded that “classical ice bridging may be extremely ‘rare’ or may not exist as traditionally
defined.” However, they cautioned that deicing boot system maintenance was critical to ensure
optimum ice removal performance164 and that each airplane and flight condition (airspeed,
temperature, moisture content, AOA, etc.) was unique.
Despite the lack of evidence that ice bridging is a problem in modern
turbopropeller-driven aircraft, the FAA’s EMB-120 Aircraft Certification Program Manager and
Environmental Icing NRS indicated that many pilots and operators have deeply ingrained beliefs
that they should delay deicing boot activation to avoid ice bridging. The FAA’s EMB-120
Aircraft Certification Program Manager stated that initially, even within FAA ACO and AEG
personnel, the deicing boot procedural change was controversial because of ice bridging
concerns. She told Safety Board staff that before revision 43 was approved by the FAA/CTA,
there were many discussions and debates regarding the procedural change; however, after talks
with Embraer, B.F. Goodrich, and other industry personnel eased those concerns, the FAA
approved revision 43. In addition, recent (spring 1998) discussions with ALPA and other EMB120 pilots indicated that many pilots may still be resistant to the deicing boot procedural change.
According to the FAA’s Environment Icing NRS, the FAA, NASA, and ALPA are organizing an
industry-wide pilot training campaign in an attempt to update the pilots’ (and operators’)
perceptions and understanding regarding the ice bridging phenomenon and safe deicing boot
procedures.
1.18.5

Previous Safety Board Recommendations Regarding Autopilot-Related
Upset Events

During the past 15 years, the Safety Board has made several safety
recommendations to the FAA regarding autopilot-related (autopilot-masked) upset events that
involved air carrier airplanes. There is evidence that pilots’ previous experience with autopilot
systems (the autopilot’s reliability and ability to consistently control the airplane as commanded)
can result in an increased level of confidence in the autopilot system, which may lead to less
vigilant flightcrew monitoring of the airplane’s performance while operating with the autopilot
engaged. Researchers Parasuraman and Riley165 stated the following:
Operators may not sufficiently monitor the inputs to automated systems in
order to reach effective decisions should the automation malfunction or
fail….[although gross] autopilot failures are relatively easy to detect because
they are so salient, “slow-over” rolls, in which the autopilot rolls the aircraft
gradually and smoothly, are much less salient and can go undetected until the
aircraft wings are nearly vertical.
164

B.F. Goodrich personnel estimated that even an effective deicing boot cycle might leave 20 to
25 percent residual ice coverage.
165
Parasuraman, R. and Riley, V. 1997. “Humans and Automation: Use, Misuse, Disuse, Abuse.”
Human Factors, 39, 230-253.
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In May 1992, the Safety Board issued several recommendations as a result of
safety issues that were identified while the Board assisted the Transportation Safety Board of
Canada in the investigation of such a “slow-over” roll and upset event. The upset incident
occurred on December 12, 1991, and involved an Evergreen International Airlines Boeing 747
night cargo flight. The airplane was in autopilot-controlled cruise flight at FL 310 when the
pilots noted the inertial navigation system FAIL light had illuminated. When they crosschecked
their flight instruments, they observed that the airplane was in a steep right bank in a nose-down
pitch attitude. The pilots initiated the recovery by disengaging the autopilot, rolling wings level,
and adding back pressure on the control column to pull the nose up. However, the airplane
exceeded 90o of bank, lost about 10,000 feet of altitude, and approached supersonic airspeeds
before the recovery was accomplished. The Board issued Safety Recommendations A-92-31
through -35, which asked the FAA to do the following:
•

Review the Boeing 747 series autopilot system designs and installations
to identify all possible failure modes that could generate autopilot flight
control commands that would cause the airplane to initiate an
uncommanded roll. Following the completion of the review, implement
design changes to prevent or limit excursions of the airplane as a result
of any autopilot system malfunctions or failures. (A-92-31)

•

Issue an airworthiness directive to require the installation of devices in
Boeing 747 series airplanes that provide aural and visual warnings of
bank angles that exceed normal flight attitudes. (A-92-32)

•

Issue an air carrier operations bulletin to principal operations inspectors
to advise Boeing 747 operators of the potential for a slow roll input in
the event of an autopilot system failure. (A-92-33)

•

Review in-flight incident data for all transport-category airplanes in an
effort to determine if similar potential autopilot failure conditions exist
with other airplanes and issue the appropriate directives. (A-92-34)

•

Revise Advisory Circular 25.1329-1A to add guidance regarding
autopilot failures that can result in changes in attitude at rates that may
be imperceptible to the flightcrew and thus remain undetected until the
airplane reaches significant attitude deviations. (A-92-35)

The FAA’s responses to Safety Recommendations A-92-31, -33, and -34 resulted
in the Safety Board classifying these recommendations “Closed—Acceptable Action” on October
4, 1995. Further, in its May 13, 1996, response letter, the FAA indicated that it had tasked the
FAA/Joint Airworthiness Authorities Working Group to review proposed changes to AC
25.1329-1A, to include guidance stipulated in Safety Recommendation A-92-35; pending final
publication of the revised AC 25.1329-1A, the Safety Board classified Safety Recommendation
A-92-35 “Open—Acceptable Response” on June 5, 1996. However, the FAA’s April 14, 1997,
response letter indicated a less favorable response to Safety Recommendation A-92-32. The
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FAA stated that autopilot-related Boeing 747 roll incidents occurred “at a rate below the design
goal of 1 per 100,000 flight hours”166 and “far less than the regulatory requirements for the
system.” Further, the FAA noted that Boeing installs a GPWS that provides an aural warning to
the flightcrew when a preset bank angle threshold is exceeded in its new production 747
airplanes.167 Consequently, the FAA’s April 14, 1997, response letter indicated that “an
airworthiness directive to require the installation of a bank angle exceedence device on Boeing
747 series airplanes is not warranted,” and the FAA planned no further action; on January 21,
1998, the Safety Board classified Safety Recommendation A-92-32 “Closed—Unacceptable
Action.”
The Safety Board also addressed the issue of autopilot use in icing conditions in
its report regarding the ATR-72 accident near Roselawn, Indiana, in which it noted that autopilot
control of an airplane in icing conditions can hinder pilot recognition of alterations in
performance/flightpath that may result from ice accretions. On November 4, 1994, the Safety
Board issued Safety Recommendation A-94-184, which recommended that the FAA do the
following:
Provide guidance and direction to pilots of ATR 42 and ATR 72 airplanes in
the event of inadvertent encounter with icing conditions by the following
actions: (1) define optimum airplane configuration and speed information; (2)
prohibit the use of autopilot; (3) require the monitoring of lateral control
forces; (4) and define a positive procedure for reducing angle of attack.
On November 16, 1994, the FAA issued telegraphic AD T94-24-51, which, in
part, prohibited pilots of ATR-42 and ATR-72 airplanes from using the autopilot in icing
conditions or in moderate or greater turbulence. The FAA addressed other aspects of the
recommendation in AD 96-09-28, which it issued on April 24, 1996. Based on the FAA’s
responses, on January 27, 1997, the Safety Board classified Safety Recommendation A-94-184
“Closed—Acceptable Action.”
1.18.6

Standard Air Traffic Control Procedures/Separation/Wake Turbulence

According to DTW ATCT Order 7110.9D, when the ILS to runway 3 is being
used, the standard procedure is for ARTCC personnel to position arrival traffic at 11,000
(turbopropeller-driven aircraft) and 12,000 feet msl (turbo-jet aircraft) before they are handed off
to TRACON at or around MIZAR. According to FAA Order 7110.65J, “Air Traffic Control,”
controllers should separate radar-identified aircraft by 3 miles when they are less than 40 miles
from the radar antenna or by 5 miles when the aircraft are 40 miles or more from the radar
antenna. (These minima apply when Broadband Radar System or ASR-9/Full Digital Terminal
Radar System are used. DTW used ASR-9 radar at the time of the accident, and Comair flight
166

According to the FAA’s letter, “[t]his design goal is predicated on the pilot’s responsibility to
monitor cockpit instruments and to detect any rare occurrences of control upset.”
167
The FAA’s response letter stated that “while the new ground proximity warning computer is a
more efficient system and a safety enhancement, it is not required for safe flight or to meet certification standards.”
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3272 and Cactus 50 were within 40 miles of the radar antenna when the accident occurred.)
FAA Order 7110.65J also contains a note, which states, “Wake turbulence procedures specify
increased separation minima required for certain classes of aircraft because of the possible
effects of wake turbulence.” In addition, under the heading “Wake Turbulence Application,”
FAA Order 7110.65J states the following, in part:
[S]eparate an aircraft landing behind another aircraft on the same runway…by
ensuring the following minima will exist at the time the preceding aircraft is
over the landing threshold:
1. Small behind large—4 miles
2. Small behind a B757—5 miles
3. Small behind heavy—6 miles.
According to the AIM (pages 7-3-1 through 7-3-3 discuss wake turbulence),
“vortices from larger…aircraft sink at a rate of several hundred feet per minute, slowing their
descent and diminishing in strength with time and distance behind the generating
aircraft….vertical separation of 1,000 feet may be considered safe.”
On July 16, 1996, the FAA issued Notice 7110.157, “Wake Turbulence,” which
stated that controllers should apply wake turbulence separation procedures to aircraft as follows:
For the purposes of Wake Turbulence Separation minima, the weight
classification definitions of Heavy, Large, and Small are as follows:
(1) Heavy. Aircraft capable of takeoff weights of more than 255,000
pounds whether or not they are operating at this weight during a
particular phase of flight.
(2) Large. Aircraft of more than 41,000 pounds maximum certificated
takeoff weight, up to 255,000 pounds.
(3) Small. Aircraft of 41,000 pounds or less maximum certificated
takeoff weight
The EMB-120 has a maximum takeoff weight of less than 41,000 pounds.
Cactus 50 was an Airbus 320, which has a maximum takeoff weight of more than 41,000
pounds, and less than 255,000 pounds.
Examination of radar data revealed that at 1552, Cactus 50 was descending
through 5,500 feet msl at the point where the airplanes’ flightpaths would later converge; about 2
minutes later, when Comair flight 3272 reached that point, the accident airplane was leveling at
4,000 feet msl. At 1554, the separation between Cactus 50 and Comair flight 3272 was 4.03
miles and increasing. Radar data indicated that by 1554:24.725 (the time of the upset), the
airplanes were more than 5 miles apart. The Safety Board’s wake vortex sink rate calculations
indicated that during the 2 minutes that separated Cactus 50 and Comair flight 3272 at the point
of the upset, Cactus 50’s wake vortices could not have sunk below 4,500 feet msl. The Board
sought the assistance of an expert in wake vortices from NASA, who (upon review of the radar
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and meteorological data) stated that based on known wake vortex movements, he was unable to
generate circumstances that would have allowed Cactus 50’s wake to sink to 4,000 feet in the 2
minutes that separated the airplanes. He further stated that “[I]f the radar data is correct, that
would rule out a vortex encounter.”
1.18.7

Information Regarding Tailplane Icing

The Safety Board has investigated several icing-related accidents that have
involved tailplane icing, including the December 29, 1989, accident involving United Express
flight 2415, a British Aerospace 3101 (BA-3101), that crashed while conducting an instrument
approach to the airport at Pasco, Washington, and the January 20, 1991, accident involving a CC
Air168 BA-3101 that crashed while conducting an instrument approach to the airport at Beckley,
West Virginia.169 Evidence from these accidents indicated that both airplanes pitched nose down
and crashed on or near the runway after the flaps were extended from an intermediate setting to
the landing flaps setting. In addition, the BA-3101 that crashed at Beckley, West Virginia, had
been operating in icing conditions with inoperative deicing boots.
After the accident in Beckley, West Virginia, a series of BA-3101 flight tests
were conducted using varying flap configurations and ice accumulations on protected surfaces
(to simulate leading edge deicing systems that were not activated or were not operating
properly). Flight tests conducted with 50o of flaps extended and 1 inch of ice on the leading
edges (at varying airspeeds) revealed that during 0.5 G maneuvers the control column exhibited a
tendency to move forward if unrestrained. The Safety Board’s report stated that “…the results
and…the pilots’ [observations indicated that]…higher speeds gave more adverse characteristics
in that the reduction in stick forces were more pronounced.” The Safety Board’s analysis of the
Pasco, Washington, accident stated that “[o]ne of the most insidious hazards of ice
contamination is that the aerodynamic stall can occur at an airspeed that the pilot perceives as
safe and at a corresponding AOA that is below that at which the stall protection devices
activate.” Further, it stated that “an accretion of ice on the leading edge of the stabilizer that
degrades its aerodynamic efficiency can significantly affect its ability to maintain stabilized
flight.…The pitchover of the airplane upon selection of 50o [of] flaps can be explained by a
sudden reduction in the down force produced by the horizontal stabilizer.”
The Safety Board’s report further stated that British Aerospace and the regulatory
authorities responded to this information by reducing the maximum operating airspeed with 50o
of flaps extended from 153 knots to 130 knots and limiting the landing flap setting to 20o “when
there is any visible ice accretion on any part of the aircraft.” As a result of the accident at Pasco,
in 1991, the Safety Board issued 5 icing-related recommendations to the FAA, including Safety
Recommendations A-91-87 and A-91-88, which asked the FAA to do the following:
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Carolina Commuter, Inc.
Both accidents are discussed in National Transportation Safety Board. 1991. NPA, Inc., dba
United Express flight 2415, British Aerospace BA-3101, N410UE, Tri-Cities Airport, Pasco, Washington, December
29, 1989. Aircraft Accident Report NTSB/AAR-91/06. Washington, DC.
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•

Amend the icing certification rules to require flight tests wherein ice is
accumulated in those cruise and approach flap configurations in which
extensive exposure to icing conditions can be expected, and require
subsequent changes in configuration, to include landing flaps. (A-91-87)
Review the airframe icing certification data for existing Part 23 and Part 25
airplanes to verify that the flight profiles examined included ice accumulated
at those cruise and approach flap configurations in which extensive exposure
to icing conditions can be expected, with subsequent changes in
configuration, to include landing flaps. Require additional flight tests as
necessary. (A-91-88)

As a result of these recommendations, on April 29, 1994, the FAA issued a policy
memo to all ACOs describing the tailplane stall phenomenon and defining a flight test maneuver
(zero-G pushover maneuver) to identify susceptibility to ice-contaminated tailplane stall,
implemented a program to screen and rank the turbopropeller airplane fleet based on the
tailplane stall margin under certain aerodynamic and ice accretion conditions, and indicated that
it intended to revise the icing-related certification regulations and advisory circulars and to issue
NPRMs and ADs, as appropriate, to ensure adequate icing certification of the existing fleet.
Based on the FAA’s responses (dated January 31, 1992 and February 13, 1996), Safety
Recommendation A-91-87 was classified “Open—Acceptable Alternate Response,” and Safety
Recommendation A-91-88 was classified “Open—Acceptable Response,” pending receipt of the
pertinent revisions, NPRMs and ADs. In the Safety Board’s July 19, 1996, letter to the FAA
Administrator, the Board stated, “[a]lthough the Safety Board is pleased with the generally
positive response by the FAA…the Board is concerned that there is no final action yet on these
recommendations that were issued more than 4 years ago.” In an e-mail dated August 18, 1998,
the FAA’s Director of Aircraft Certification Services advised the Safety Board that the FAA has
“issued all but the Lockheed Electra AD;” subsequently, the FAA provided the Safety Board
with a list of eight ADs and an NPRM (for the Lockheed Electra) that the FAA indicated were
actions taken in response to Safety Recommendation A-91-88. Further, the Safety Board has
been informed that the FAA is preparing another letter setting forth the actions the FAA has take
in response to this recommendation. Pending receipt of that letter, Safety Recommendations A91-87 and -88 remain classified “Open—Acceptable Alternate Response” and “Open—
Acceptable Response,” respectively.
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2. ANALYSIS
2.1

General

The pilots were properly qualified and certificated to perform the flight during
which the accident occurred, and each crewmember had received the training and off-duty time
prescribed by the Federal regulations. There was no evidence of any preexisting medical or
behavioral conditions that might have adversely affected the flightcrew’s performance.
The airplane was certificated, equipped, and dispatched in accordance with
Federal regulations and approved Comair procedures. There was no evidence of preexisting
mechanical malfunction or other failure of the airplane structure, flight control or other systems,
powerplants or propellers that would have contributed to the accident. (The absence of
conductive edge sealer on some leading edge deicing boot segments will be discussed in section
2.4.1)
Although postaccident examination of the leading edge deicing boot system
components revealed no evidence of preimpact malfunction or failure (missing patches, holes,
etc.), impact damage to the deice system switches and timers made it impossible to determine
switch positions at the time of impact. However, a postaccident statement obtained from the first
officer who flew the accident airplane during the preceding flight indicated that the airplane’s
leading edge deicing boot system operated normally during that trip segment. Further, the
cockpit voice recorder (CVR) did not record any flightcrew references to leading edge deicing
boot failure during the accident flight. Therefore, the Safety Board concludes that it is likely that
the leading edge deicing system was capable of normal operation during the accident flight.
The Detroit terminal radar approach (TRACON) controllers who were involved
with flight 3272 were properly qualified and certificated. A review of air traffic control (ATC)
and facility procedures revealed that the controllers followed applicable air traffic and wake
turbulence separation rules, and air traffic separation was assured during flight 3272’s approach
to the runway.
Although the radar ground tracks of Cactus 50 and Comair flight 3272 converged
near the accident site, the Safety Board’s review of winds aloft and wake vortex sink rates
indicated that Cactus 50’s wake vortices would have been above and northeast of Comair flight
3272’s flightpath near the upset location. Thus, Comair flight 3272 was separated from the
vortices vertically and horizontally, and, therefore, wake turbulence was not a factor in the
accident.
After summarizing the accident sequence, this analysis will address the weather
conditions that Comair flight 3272 encountered, the aerodynamic effect of thin rough ice,
possible factors in the left roll tendency that the accident airplane exhibited during the seconds
before the autopilot disengaged, flightcrew actions, including the use of ice protection equipment
and airplane airspeed/flap configuration, the airspeed guidance available to the flightcrew, the
operation of the stall warning/protection system, autopilot warnings and use in icing conditions,
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FAA oversight, icing certification standards and continuing airworthiness issues, flight data
recorder (FDR) sensor information, and the lack of available icing-related pilot reports (PIREPs).
2.2

Summary of Accident Sequence

According to CVR and ATC information, during the 20 minutes preceding the
accident, the pilots received a series of clearances from ATC that included descent, airspeed, and
heading instructions. FDR and radar data indicated that the airplane’s descent from the en route
cruise altitude of flight level (FL) 210 to 4,000 feet msl was stable and controlled and was
accomplished at airspeeds and headings consistent with those assigned by ATC. Meteorological
information and pilot reports indicated that the airplane was probably intermittently in clouds as
it descended between about 11,000 feet msl and 8,200 feet msl; below 8,200 feet msl, the
airplane was probably operating predominantly in the clouds.
The pilots were operating with the autopilot engaged during the descent. They
had completed the descent checklist (including the activation of the propeller deicing and
windshield heat at the ice protection checklist prompt) and the first four of the six items on the
approach checklist170 before the airplane reached 4,000 feet msl during its descent. At 1553:59,
when the autopilot was leveling the airplane at 4,000 feet msl on a heading of 180o, the airplane
was in the clean configuration (no flaps or gear extended) at an airspeed of about 166 knots (the
pilots were beginning to reduce the airspeed to the ATC-assigned airspeed of 150 knots). At that
time, ATC instructed the pilots of flight 3272 to turn left to a heading of 090o. Shortly after the
pilots initiated the left turn (by selecting the assigned heading for the autopilot), the airplane
reached its selected altitude and (at 1554:08) the autopilot automatically transitioned to the
altitude hold mode. As the autopilot attempted to maintain the selected altitude, the airplane’s
angle-of-attack (AOA) began to increase and the airspeed continued to decrease; at 1554:10, the
autopilot began to trim the elevator (pitch trim) to an increasingly nose-up position.
The accident airplane’s FDR data indicated that at 1554:10 the airplane’s left
bank steepened beyond 20o (moving toward the autopilot’s command limit in the heading mode
of 25o, +/- 2.5o). At that point (according to the autopilot design and FDR information), the roll
rate exceeded that required by the autopilot’s design logic to achieve the commanded roll angle,
and the autopilot’s input to the aileron servos moved the ailerons (and thus the airplane’s control
wheel) in the right-wing-down (RWD) direction to counter the increasing left roll rate. FDR data
indicated that, during the next 3 seconds, the left and right AOA vanes began to diverge,
indicating a left sideslip/yaw condition, and the lateral acceleration values began to increase to
the left while the autopilot increased the control wheel input to the right in an attempt to control
the roll. Thus, by 1554:10, as the airspeed decreased through 155 knots, the airplane
experienced the beginning of a significant asymmetry in the lift distribution between the right
and left wings and an uncommanded yaw and roll to the left.171 The roll and control wheel
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According to several Comair EMB-120 pilots, the remaining approach checklist items—flight
attendants, notified and flaps, 15/15/checked—would normally be accomplished later during the approach, as the
airplane neared the destination airport.
171
Evaluation of the FDR information revealed that a slight asymmetry of lift because of ice
existed earlier in the flight; however, it became aerodynamically significant about 1554:10. See section 1.16 in its
entirety and sections 2.3 and 2.4 for further discussion of the ice accretion and its effects.
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position (CWP) parameters continued to trend in opposite directions, and the left and right AOA
vanes continued to split for the next 14 seconds, until the autopilot disconnected at 1554:24.125.
(For further discussion of the airplane’s tendency to roll left, see section 2.4.1.)
Just after 1554:15, as the airplane’s airspeed began to decrease below 150 knots,
the pilots began to increase the engine power;172 however, the airplane’s airspeed continued to
decrease. When the captain drew the first officer’s attention to the low airspeed indication at
1554:20.8, the airplane’s airspeed had decreased to 147 knots. During the next 2 seconds, the
pilots more aggressively increased the engine power, and a significant torque split occurred; the
torque values peaked at 108 percent on the left engine and 138 percent on the right engine. The
Safety Board considered several possible reasons for the significant torque split, including
uneven throttle movement by the pilots, ice ingestion by the left engine, a misrigged engine, or
an improper engine trim adjustment on the newly installed right engine; however, it was not
possible to positively determine the cause of the torque split. Postaccident simulations indicated
that this torque split had a significant yaw-producing effect at a critical time in the upset event,
exacerbating the airplane’s excessive left roll tendency (see section 2.4.1). The airplane’s
airspeed decreased further to 146 knots, the left roll angle increased beyond the autopilot’s 45o
limit, and (at 1554:24.1) the autopilot disconnect warning began to sound. One second later, the
stick shaker activated. The sudden disengagement of the autopilot (at 1554:24.125) greatly
accelerated the left rolling moment that had been developing, suddenly putting the airplane in an
unusual attitude. Although the pilots were likely surprised by the upset event, interpretation of
the FDR data indicated that the pilots responded with control wheel inputs to counter the left roll
within 1 second of the autopilot disengagement and continued to apply control inputs in an
apparent attempt to regain control of the airplane until the FDR recording ceased.
2.3

Meteorological Factors

Although Comair flight 3272 was operating in winter weather conditions
throughout its flight from the Cincinnati area to Detroit, CVR and weather information indicated
that the airplane was operating above the cloud tops at its cruise altitude of 21,000 feet msl.
Further, the temperatures at the altitudes flown during the en route phase of the flight were too
cold to be conducive to airframe ice accretion, and examination of the FDR data did not reflect
degraded airplane performance until later in the airplane’s descent (see section 1.16.1.1).
Therefore, the Safety Board concludes that the airplane was aerodynamically clean, with no
effective ice accreted, when it began its descent to the Detroit area.
A study conducted by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
indicated that there was strong evidence for the existence of icing conditions in the clouds along
the accident airplane’s descent path below 11,000 feet msl. In addition, weather radar data
172

An engine torque split manifested itself during this application of power—at 1554:17, the FDR
recorded torque values of 33.3 percent and 39.3 percent on the left and right engines, respectively. The engine
torque split ranged from 6 to 10 percent between 1554:17 and 1554:22, when torque values (and the range of the
torque split) began to increase abruptly. Simulator test flights that replicated the accident scenario demonstrated that
the initial 6 to 10 percent torque split did not have a large aerodynamic effect on the airplane’s left roll; however, the
larger torque split that occurred later in the accident sequence had a significant aerodynamic effect (see section
2.4.1) .
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showed generally light precipitation intensities in the area west of Detroit, with weather echoes
of increasing intensity below 11,000 feet msl along the airplane’s descent path. The weather
radar data indicated that the highest precipitation intensities likely existed between 4,100 feet
msl and 3,900 feet msl.
The NCAR research meteorologists reported that the average liquid water content
(LWC) in the clouds near the accident site likely varied from 0.025 to 0.4 grams per cubic meter
when averaged over the cloud depth. However, according to an NCAR research meteorologist,
droplet size and LWC are rarely evenly distributed through the depth of a cloud; he stated that, in
a typical cloud distribution, the larger droplet sizes with corresponding lower LWC would likely
exist near the cloud bases, whereas smaller droplet sizes with higher LWC would typically exist
near the cloud tops. He stated that the accident airplane might have encountered higher LWC
values (0.5-0.8 grams per cubic meter) with smaller droplets (non-SLD [supercooled large
droplets], 10-30 microns) near the cloud tops and lower LWC values (0.025 to 0.4 grams per
cubic meter) with larger droplets (larger than 30 microns) near the cloud bases (consistent with
the previously discussed weather radar data). Further, the NCAR research meteorologist stated,
“if any SLD existed…it would have been more likely to be lower in the cloud…be mixed with
smaller drops…the larger drops in the spectrum of those that may have existed there would have
been in the 200-400 micron…range.”
In addition, the accident airplane’s descent path passed through an area of
relatively low radar reflectivity during the 4 to 5 minutes before the accident. According to the
NCAR report, the area of reduced reflectivity indicated that “the snow-making process was less
efficient there, thus allowing a greater opportunity for liquid cloud to exist.” Postaccident
statements obtained from the other pilots who were operating along the accident airplane’s
flightpath (and passed through the area of low reflectivity) near the time of the accident indicated
that they encountered widely variable conditions. For example, the pilots of Cactus 50 reported
moderate rime icing with the possibility of freezing drizzle, the pilots of NW flight 272
encountered moderate-to-severe rime icing as soon as they leveled off at 4,000 feet msl, and the
pilots of NW flight 483 reported no icing.
Comparison of data from the airplanes indicates that the differences in airframe
ice accretion reported by the pilots can be attributed to slight differences in timing, altitude,
location (ground track), airspeed, and icing exposure time (and time within the area of reduced
reflectivity) of the airplanes. Based on weather radar information and pilot statements, the
Safety Board concludes that the weather conditions near the accident site were highly variable
and were conducive to the formation of rime or mixed ice at various altitudes and in various
amounts, rates, and types of accumulation; if SLD icing conditions were present, the droplet
sizes probably did not exceed 400 microns and most likely existed near 4,000 feet msl.
2.4

Aerodynamic Effect of the Ice Accretion on Comair Flight 3272

To help assess the type, amount, and effect of the ice that might have been
accumulated by Comair flight 3272 during its descent, the Safety Board reviewed the available
icing and wind tunnel research data, conducted additional airplane performance
studies/simulations, and requested NASA’s assistance in conducting icing research tunnel (IRT)
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tests and computational studies. In addition, the Safety Board reviewed wind tunnel test data
obtained during research conducted by the FAA at the University of Illinois at
Urbana/Champaign (UIUC).
The Safety Board’s study of the accident airplane’s aerodynamic performance
indicated that it began to degrade from ice accumulation173 about 4½ to 5 minutes before the
autopilot disengaged, as the airplane descended through 7,000 feet msl; the amount of
degradation increased gradually as the airplane descended to 4,000 feet msl. (See section
1.16.1.2.) Based on this gradual performance degradation, weather radar data that showed light
precipitation intensities, pilot reports of moderate or less ice accretions,174 and the Safety Board
and NCAR weather studies, it appeared likely that Comair flight 3272 encountered icing
conditions that fell within the Part 25 appendix C envelope (see section 1.6.1) and/or the lower
portion of the SLD icing range during its descent to 4,000 feet msl. Thus, the postaccident icing
tunnel tests were performed using LWCs between 0.52 and 0.85 grams per cubic meter and
water droplet sizes between 20 microns and 270 microns. Total air temperatures (TAT) used in
the icing tunnel tests ranged between 26o F and 31o F (-3o C and -0.5o C),175 consistent with the
static air temperature (SAT) values recorded by the FDR during the airplane’s descent from
7,000 to 4,000 feet msl. The exposure time used in the icing tunnel tests was 5 minutes;
additional runs were conducted under some test conditions to determine the effect that deicing
boot activation had on cleaning the leading edge and on subsequent ice accretions.
The icing tunnel tests did not result in thick ice accumulation under any test
condition (including SLD droplets); rather, the tests consistently resulted in a thin (0.25 inch
accumulation or less), rough “sandpaper-type” ice coverage over a large portion of the airfoil’s
leading edge deicing boot surface area (and aft of the deicing boot on the lower wing surface in
some test conditions). In addition, in many IRT test conditions, small (½ inch) ice ridges
accreted along the leading edge deicing boot seams. (The effects of these ridges will be
discussed later in this section.) According to NASA and Safety Board IRT test observers, the
thin, rough ice coverages (and ice ridges, where applicable) that accreted on the EMB-120 wing
were somewhat translucent and were often difficult to perceive from the observation window.
The IRT observers further noted that IRT lighting conditions and cloud (spray) type greatly
affected the conspicuity of the ice accumulation, making it difficult to perceive the ice
accumulation during the icing exposure periods. NASA-Lewis’s scientists described the IRT ice
accretions as mostly “glaze” ice, like mixed or clear ice in nature, although it looked slightly like
rime ice when the IRT was brightly lighted for photographic documentation of the ice accretions
because of its roughness. The Safety Board notes that it is possible that such an accumulation
would be difficult for pilots to perceive visually during flight, particularly in low light conditions.
This type of accumulation would be consistent with the accident airplane’s CVR, which did not
173

Although the Safety Board considered other possible sources for the aerodynamic degradation
(such as a mechanical malfunction), the physical evidence did not support a system or structural failure, and the
FDR data indicated a gradual, steadily increasing performance degradation that was consistent with degradation
observed by the Safety Board in data from events in which icing was a known factor.
174
All pilot reports indicated moderate or less ice accretions, except the pilots of NW flight 272,
who reported that they encountered a trace of rime ice during the descent, then encountered moderate-to-severe
icing at 4,000 feet msl about 2 minutes after the accident.
175
These TATs are equivalent to SATs of 21o F (-6o C) to 25.5o F (-3o C).
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record any crew discussion of perceived ice accumulation and/or the need to activate deicing
boots during the last 5 minutes of the accident flight.
The location of rough ice coverage observed during the icing tunnel tests varied,
depending on AOA; at lower AOAs, the ice accretions extended farther aft on the upper wing
surface (to the aft edge of the deicing boot on the upper wing surface, about 7 percent of the wing
chord at the aileron midspan), whereas at higher AOAs, the ice accretions extended farther aft on
the lower wing surface. In some IRT test conditions, sparse feather-type ice accretion extended
aft of the deicing boot coverage on the lower wing surface (which extends to about 10½ percent
of the airfoil chord at the aileron midspan) as far as 30 to 35 percent of the airfoil’s chord.176
The density of the rough ice coverage also varied, depending on the exposure
time; a sparse layer of rough ice usually accreted on the entire impingement area during the first
30 seconds to 1 minute of exposure, and the layer became thicker and more dense as exposure
time increased. The NASA-Lewis and FAA/UIUC tests indicated that thin, rough ice accretions
located on the leading edge and lower surface of the airfoil primarily resulted in increases in
drag, whereas thin, rough ice accretions located on the leading edge and upper wing surface had
an adverse effect on both lift and drag; this is consistent with information that has been obtained
during NACA/NASA icing research conducted since the late 1930s. Data from research
conducted in the 1940s and 1950s indicate that an airfoil’s performance can be significantly
affected by even a relatively small amount of ice accumulated on the leading edge area, if that
accumulation has a rough, sandpaper-type surface.
Consistent with these data, NASA’s drag calculations indicated that the thin,
rough layer of sandpaper-type ice accumulation resulted in significant drag and lift degradation
on the EMB-120 wing section. Further, the thin rough ice accumulation resulted in a decrease in
stall AOA similar to that observed in wind tunnel tests with 3-inch ram’s horn ice shapes on
protected surfaces and frequently demonstrated a more drastic drop off/break at the stall AOA.
FAA/UIUC conducted wind tunnel tests using generic shapes to represent the sandpaper-type
roughness with ridges placed on the upper wing surface at 6 percent of the wing chord (farther
aft than the ice ridges observed during NASA’s IRT tests); these tests further demonstrated that
the ridge type of ice accretion resulted in more adverse aerodynamic effect than the 3-inch ram’s
horn ice shapes.
As previously noted, NASA’s IRT tests indicated that when an EMB-120 wing is
exposed to conditions similar to those encountered by Comair flight 3272 before the accident,
the airfoil tended to accrete a small ice ridge (or ridges) along the deicing boot tube segment
176

According to NASA-Lewis scientists, some of the frost accretion observed aft of the deicing
boot on the lower wing surface during the icing tunnel tests might have been an artifact of the icing research tunnel
(resulting from the higher turbulence, humidity, and heat transfer characteristics of the tunnel); however, the B.F.
Goodrich impingement study and NASA’s LEWICE program (see section 1.16.2) also predicted a sparse, rough ice
accretion aft of the deicing boot on the lower wing surface for some of the tested conditions. However, no ice
accretion aft of the deicing boot was noticed during the natural icing certification tests. (See section 2.5.1.)
Although it is possible that some of the drag observed in the accident airplane’s performance was the result of a
sparse, rough ice accumulation aft of the deicing boot on the lower wing surface, it was not possible to positively
determine whether the accident airplane’s ice accretion extended beyond the deicing boot coverage.
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stitchlines. During tests conducted at a TAT of 26o F, a small, but prominent (½ inch) ridge of
ice frequently appeared on the forward portion (0.5 to 1 percent MAC) of the leading edge
deicing boot’s upper surface.
The IRT test results were used in NASA’s computational studies, which indicated
that these pronounced ice ridges tended to act as stall strips, creating more disrupted airflow over
the airfoil’s upper surface, further decreasing the lift produced by the airfoil, and resulting in a
lower stall AOA than the rough ice accretions alone. NASA’s computational study data
indicated that a thin, rough ice accretion with a small, prominent ice ridge can result in a lower
stall AOA and a more dramatic drop off/break than the 3-inch ram’s horn ice shape commonly
used during initial icing certification testing. The implications of this finding for FAA icing
certification criteria are discussed in section 2.6.2.
The accident airplane’s performance displayed evidence of adverse effects on
both lift and drag during the airplane’s descent to 4,000 feet msl. The degradation exhibited by
the accident airplane was consistent with a combination of thin, rough ice accumulation on the
impingement area (including both upper and lower wing leading edge surfaces), with possible
ice ridge accumulation. Thus, based on its evaluation of the weather, radar, drag information,
CVR, existing icing research data, and postaccident icing and wind tunnel test information, the
Safety Board concludes that it is likely that Comair flight 3272 gradually accumulated a thin,
rough glaze/mixed ice coverage on the leading edge deicing boot surfaces, possibly with ice
ridge formation on the leading edge upper surface, as the airplane descended from 7,000 feet msl
to 4,000 feet msl in icing conditions; further, this type of ice accretion might have been
imperceptible to the pilots.
The Safety Board notes that FAA Order 7110.10L, “Flight Services,” contains a
definition of “trace” ice accumulations, that states, in part, “A trace of ice is when ice becomes
perceptible….It is not hazardous even though deicing/anti-icing equipment is not utilized unless
encountered for an extended period of time [over 1 hour].” Information obtained during this
investigation, which echoed the results of research conducted in the 1930s and 1940s, indicated
that thin, rough amounts of ice, even in trace amounts can result in hazardous flight conditions.
The Safety Board concludes that the suggestion in current FAA publications that “trace” icing is
“not hazardous” can mislead pilots and operators about the adverse effects of thin, rough ice
accretions. Therefore, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should amend the definition of
trace ice contained in FAA Order 7110.10L (and in other FAA documents as applicable) so that
it does not indicate that trace icing is not hazardous.
The Safety Board notes that in some icing exposure scenarios, pilots could
become aware of the performance degradation without observing a significant accumulation of
ice on the airplane by observing other cues, such as a decrease in airspeed, excessive pitch trim
usage, a higher-than-normal amount of engine power needed to maintain a stabilized condition,
and/or anomalous rates of climb or descent. However, the Safety Board concludes that because
the pilots of Comair flight 3272 were operating the airplane with the autopilot engaged during a
series of descents, right and left turns, power adjustments, and airspeed reductions, they might
not have perceived the airplane’s gradually deteriorating performance.
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Further, although it is possible (based on the icing reported by the pilots of NW
flight 272 and the NCAR scientist’s estimation of the likely droplet size distribution in the
clouds) that the accident flight encountered SLD icing177 as it reached 4,000 feet msl, the airplane
was only at that altitude for about 25 seconds before the upset occurred; during most of that 25
seconds, the FDR data showed that the autopilot was countering the increasing left roll tendency
and a sideslip condition was developing. However, even if the accident flight had accumulated
ice at the rapid rate reported by the pilots of NW flight 272 (about ½ inch per minute), the
accident flight could not have accumulated a large amount of ice during the brief period of time
it spent at 4,000 feet before the autopilot disengaged and the loss of control occurred. Further,
icing of the magnitude described by the pilots of NW flight 272 would have produced strong
visual cues, and it is likely that the pilots would have commented on such a rapid accumulation,
had it occurred. As previously noted, the accident airplane’s CVR did not record any flightcrew
comments about ice accumulation or the need to activate the leading edge deicing boots during
the last 5 minutes of the accident flight; this is consistent with an ice accumulation that was
either not observed by the pilots or that was observed, but considered to be unremarkable.
2.4.1

Possible Factors in Left Roll Tendency

Although the accident airplane’s entire airframe was exposed to roughly
equivalent icing conditions, making it theoretically possible that ice accumulation would be
symmetrical, icing research and wind tunnel tests revealed that ice accumulation (especially ice
accumulated at near freezing temperatures, as occurred in this accident) is rarely totally
symmetrical, either physically or aerodynamically. FDR information showed that, from the time
the airplane leveled at 4,000 feet msl, and then began the left turn, the airplane exhibited an
increasing left roll tendency. The Safety Board identified several factors that might have
contributed in varying degrees to the left roll, asymmetric conditions, and loss of control
observed in this accident. These possible factors included the following:
•

•

177

asymmetrical ice accumulation effects, possibly caused by ice self-shedding.
NASA’s IRT tests indicated that the TAT present at the time of the accident
was likely to result in asymmetrical ice self-shedding. Increased vertical
acceleration values might have exacerbated the ice self-shedding because of
wing bending.
the aerodynamic effects of aileron deflections on airfoils with an ice
contaminated leading edge (after the left bank was established, the autopilot
commanded right-wing-down aileron deflections—left aileron down, right
aileron up—to resist the steepening left roll) during the left turn.
Computational two-dimensional studies and wind tunnel research indicated
that at higher AOAs the downward aileron deflection could initiate a localized
flow separation, which resulted in a decrease in lift on the left wing. The

Results from the SLD icing tanker tests suggest that the visual cues for SLD ice accumulations
(unusually extensive ice accreted on the airframe in areas not normally observed to collect ice, accumulation of ice
on the upper surface of the wing aft of the protected area, and on the propeller spinner farther aft than normally
observed) would have been very apparent to the pilots and might have resulted in a comment.
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•
•

•

•

localized flow separation occurred at a lower AOA on the downward
deflecting aileron than the upward deflecting aileron, thereby considerably
reducing (or even reversing)178 the rolling moment induced by the wheel
inputs. The studies showed that this effect was most pronounced when a
leading edge ridge of ice was present.
differences in local airflow over left and right wings because of propeller
thrust—both propellers rotating in a clockwise direction results in
asymmetrical thrust and a left yaw tendency.
the airplane leveling off at its assigned altitude and slowing to its assigned
airspeed resulted in an increased AOA and movement of the stagnation point
on the leading edge of both wings, which might have exacerbated the effects
listed above.
left yaw resulting from the asymmetrical engine power application that
occurred less than 3 seconds before the autopilot automatically disengaged.
Flight simulations that varied the timing and symmetry of the engine power
application indicated that when power was applied earlier and/or more
symmetrically, the simulator’s bank did not exceed the autopilot’s command
limit, the autopilot did not abruptly disengage, and the upset did not occur.
However, flight simulations indicated that the asymmetrical engine power
application observed in the accident FDR data would not have resulted in an
upset if the aerodynamic degradation from ice was not present. (See sections
1.16.1.2 and 2.2.)
the effects of the autopilot disengagement—when the autopilot (which had
been commanding RWD aileron to resist the left roll) automatically
disengaged, the sudden absence of resistance resulted in a significant increase
in the left roll and roll rate. (See section 2.5.4.)

The Safety Board also considered the possibility that the absence of conductive
edge sealer on the left wing leading edge segments (see section 1.12.2) might have contributed
to an asymmetrical ice accretion that would have increased the left roll tendency. Postaccident
examination revealed that the leading edge segments that did not have the conductive edge sealer
applied were as smooth to the touch as any other part of the deicing boot/leading edge; further,
there was no roughness, cracking, splitting, or delamination observed in the area where the
conductive edge sealer should have been. Safety Board staff asked the scientists at NASA-Lewis
179
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NASA’s two-dimensional studies indicated that such a reversal is possible at small aileron
deflections and higher AOAs; FDR data indicated that during the last minute before the upset, the aileron deflection
and AOA was frequently changing.
179
It was not possible to determine when and/or how the conductive edge sealer came to be
missing; whether it eroded or wore off during flight, during the accident sequence, as a result of application of
ICEX, or whether the conductive edge sealer was not applied properly during deicing boot installation. The left
wing leading edge deicing boot segments were most recently replaced in July 1996—it strains credibility to presume
that the pilots and mechanics who examined the airplane’s leading edges during preflight and maintenance
inspections between July 1996 and the day of the accident did not observe inconsistently applied conductive edge
sealer. Further, during postaccident interviews, Comair’s maintenance personnel appeared to be very familiar with
the conductive edge sealer application.
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whether the lack of conductive edge sealer on the upper wing surface at the aft edge of the
leading edge deicing boot had potential to act as a preferred ice accumulation location. The
NASA-Lewis scientists stated that it was unlikely because there were no perceivable tactile
differences (gaps, edges, roughness, etc.) between the leading edge deicing boot and the wing
skin to trigger ice accumulation. More importantly, the NASA-Lewis scientists stated that IRT
tests had demonstrated that ice accretion that far aft on the upper wing surface would be unlikely
to occur in a non-SLD icing environment—it would be more likely to occur in larger SLD
droplet sizes, because of the resultant runback and secondary ice accumulation.
The Safety Board concludes that the accident airplane’s left roll tendency was
precipitated by a thin layer of rough ice that accumulated on the leading edge of the wing during
the airplane’s cruise descent and was then affected by some or all of the following factors: the
autopilot-commanded left roll, asymmetrical ice self-shedding, aileron deflection effects
(localized airflow separations), the effects of engine/propeller thrust, the asymmetrical engine
power application, and the disengagement of the autopilot. It is unlikely that the absence of
conductive edge sealer on the left wing leading edge deicing boot segments was a factor in the
airplane’s excessive left roll.
2.5

Flightcrew Actions

2.5.1

Use of Deice/Anti-ice Equipment

The Safety Board attempted to determine whether the airplane’s ice protection
systems were operated during the accident airplane’s descent and approach to Detroit
Metropolitan/Wayne County Airport (DTW). CVR information showed that when the pilots
performed the descent checklist at 1547, they confirmed that the airplane’s “standard seven”
anti-ice systems were activated and activated the windshield heat and the propeller deice
system.180 This was consistent with guidance contained in Comair’s EMB-120 Flight Standards
Manual (FSM), which stated that anti-ice systems should be activated “before flying into known
icing conditions” to prevent ice accumulation on the affected surfaces. Comair’s EMB-120 FSM
defined icing conditions as existing “when the OAT [outside air temperature] is +5o C or below
and visible moisture in any form is present (such as clouds, rain, snow, sleet, ice crystals, or fog
with visibility of one mile or less).”
For years, airplane manufacturers have incorporated leading edge deicing boots in
the design of airplanes that are to be certificated for operation in icing conditions; the purpose of
deicing boots is to shed the ice that accumulates on protected surfaces of the airframe. Over the
years, leading edge deicing boots have demonstrated their effectiveness to operators and pilots
by keeping the wing and tail leading edges relatively clear of aerodynamically degrading ice
accumulations, to the point that operators and pilots have become confident that the airplanes can
be flown safely in icing conditions as long as the airplane’s deicing boots are operated (and
functioning) properly. However, based on problems with earlier deicing boot designs (which
180

Although Embraer’s nomenclature identifies the propeller ice protection mechanism as a
deicing system, it functions as an anti-icing system because it is activated before ice accumulates on the airframe.
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used larger tubes and lower pressures, resulting in slower inflation/deflation rates),
manufacturers, operators, and pilots developed the belief that premature activation of the leading
edge deicing boots could (as cautioned in Comair’s EMB-120 FSM) “result in the ice forming
the shape of an inflated de-ice boot, making further attempts to deice in flight impossible [ice
bridging].” Thus, at the time of the accident, Comair’s (and most other EMB-120 operators’)
guidance indicated that pilots should delay activation of the leading edge deicing boots until they
observed ¼ inch to ½ inch ice accumulation, despite Embraer’s FAA and Centro Tecnico
Aeroespacial of Brazil (CTA) approved EMB-120 Airplane Flight Manual (AFM) revision 43,
which indicated that pilots should activate the leading edge deicing boots at the first sign of ice
accumulation (see discussion later in this section).
The pilots’ activation of the propeller and windshield ice protection systems when
the airplane entered the clouds would indicate that they were aware that the airplane was
operating in icing conditions. If they had activated the leading edge deicing boots, at least some
of the airplane’s degraded performance would have been restored. However, even if the pilots
observed any of the thin, rough ice accretion that likely existed before the loss of control, they
probably would not have activated the deicing boots because Comair’s guidance to its pilots
advised against activating the deicing boots until they observed a thicker ice accumulation.
Therefore, based on CVR information and on the steady degradation of airplane performance
that was clearly uninterrupted by leading edge deicing boot activation, the Safety Board
concludes that, consistent with Comair’s procedures regarding ice protection systems, the pilots
did not activate the leading edge deicing boots during their descent and approach to the Detroit
area, likely because they did not perceive that the airplane was accreting significant (if any)
structural ice.
During the postaccident (November 1997) Airplane Deicing Boot Ice Bridging
Workshop, information regarding recent icing tunnel and flight test research into the ice bridging
phenomenon was disseminated and discussed among industry personnel (see section 1.18.4.2).
The recent research revealed that modern turbine-powered airplanes, with their high-pressure,
segmented pneumatic deicing boots, are not at risk for ice bridging.181 However, in April 1996
when Embraer issued (FAA- and CTA-approved) revision 43 to the EMB-120 AFM, the
procedure it recommended—activation of the leading edge deicing boots at the first sign of ice
accretion—was not consistent with traditional industry concerns about ice bridging. According
to the FAA’s EMB-120 Aircraft Certification Program Manager, when the EMB-120 AFM
revision was proposed by Embraer in late 1995, the deicing boot procedural change was very
controversial and generated numerous discussions among FAA and industry personnel. The
FAA’s EMB-120 Aircraft Certification Program Manager stated that the aircraft evaluation
group (AEG) personnel involved in the discussions about the six EMB-120 icing-related events,
the EMB-120 in-flight icing tanker tests, and the deicing boot procedural change were initially
resistant to the deicing boot procedural change because of the perceived potential for ice
bridging.
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It is important to note that ice bridging may still be a potential hazard for airplanes with older
technology deicing boots that have slower inflation/deflation rates.
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The Safety Board notes that during the winter of 1995/1996, senior Comair
personnel (and representatives from other EMB-120 operators) were involved in numerous
meetings and discussions regarding the six preaccident icing-related events and that they
subsequently received Embraer’s Operational Bulletin (OB) 120-002/96 and revision 43 to the
EMB-120 AFM, with its controversial deicing boot procedural change. Although these
discussions and documents apparently heightened senior Comair personnel’s awareness and
concern about EMB-120 operations in icing conditions (as evidenced by the December 1995
interoffice memo, entitled “Winter Operating Tips,” and the October 1996 FSB 96-04, entitled
“Winter Flying Tips”), until the (postaccident) ice bridging workshop, there was insufficient
information available to allay the company’s concerns regarding the perceived hazards of ice
bridging. Because Comair management personnel were still concerned that ice bridging was a
problem for modern turbopropeller-driven airplanes, at the time of the accident, the company’s
deicing boot activation procedures had not been revised in accordance with AFM revision 43.
The Safety Board recognizes the concerns regarding ice bridging that Comair had at the time of
the accident (before the ice bridging workshop) and notes that the FAA had not mandated
incorporation of the procedural revision or engaged in discussions with EMB-120
operators/pilots regarding the merit of the procedural change. Apparently, Comair was not the
only EMB-120 operator with concerns regarding the deicing boot procedural change because the
air carriers’ records indicated that at the time of the accident, only two of seven U.S.-based
EMB-120 operators had incorporated the revision into its procedural guidance. However, the
Board is concerned that Comair’s EMB-120 pilots did not have access to the most current
information regarding operating the EMB-120 in icing conditions.
The Safety Board concludes that had the pilots of Comair flight 3272 been aware
of the specific airspeed, configuration, and icing circumstances of the six previous EMB-120
icing-related events and of the information contained in OB 120-002/96 and revision 43 to the
EMB-120 AFM, it is possible that they would have operated the airplane more conservatively
with regard to airspeed and flap configuration or activated the deicing boots when they knew
they were in icing conditions. Therefore, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should require
principal operations inspectors (POIs) to discuss the information contained in AFM revisions
and/or manufacturers’ OBs with affected air carrier operators and, if the POI determines that the
information contained in those publications is important information for flight operations, to
encourage the affected air carrier operators to share that information with the pilots who are
operating those airplanes.
According to EMB-120 pilots from Comair and the Air Line Pilots Association
(ALPA), their discussions with other EMB-120 flightcrews indicate that the procedural change is
still a controversial issue, despite the information revealed during this accident investigation and
at the November 1997 Airplane Deicing Boot Ice Bridging Workshop. This illustrates how
thoroughly ingrained the ice bridging concept was in pilots and operators and the importance of
an ice bridging pilot education program. Therefore, a thin, yet performance-decreasing type of
ice (similar to that likely accumulated by Comair flight 3272) can present a more hazardous
situation than a 3-inch ram’s horn ice accumulation because it would not necessarily prompt the
activation of the boots. Based on this information, the Safety Board concludes that the current
operating procedures recommending that pilots wait until ice accumulates to an observable
thickness before activating leading edge deicing boots results in unnecessary exposure to a
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significant risk for turbopropeller-driven airplane flight operations. Based primarily on concerns
about ice bridging, pilots continue to use procedures and practices that increase the likelihood of
(potentially hazardous) degraded airplane performance resulting from small amounts of rough
ice accumulated on the leading edges.
The Safety Board is aware that the FAA, NASA, and ALPA plan to organize an
industry-wide air carrier pilot training campaign to increase pilots’ understanding of the ice
bridging phenomenon and safe operation of deicing boots. Unfortunately, according to NASA
personnel, the training program has not yet begun because the FAA is still developing its
position based on information from the Ice Bridging Workshop. The Safety Board appreciates
the FAA’s intention to initiate the development of ice bridging training and its desire to ensure
that the training is as thorough and accurate as possible; however, the Board is concerned that the
planned training is being delayed. Further, the planned training primarily targets air carrier
pilots, and the Board considers it important that the information be disseminated to all affected
pilots/operators. The Safety Board is concerned that if nonair carrier pilots and operators do not
receive the training, they may operate turbopropeller-driven airplanes in icing conditions using
deicing boot procedures that result in less safe flight operations. A training program that reaches
only a limited part of the pilot population may not be sufficient to eliminate the pervasive beliefs
regarding the potential for ice bridging in turbopropeller-driven airplanes.
Therefore, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should (with NASA and other
interested aviation organizations) organize and implement an industry-wide training effort to
educate manufacturers, operators, and pilots of air carrier and general aviation turbopropellerdriven airplanes regarding the hazards of thin, possibly imperceptible, rough ice accumulations,
the importance of activating the leading edge deicing boots as soon as the airplane enters icing
conditions (for those airplanes in which ice bridging is not a concern), and the importance of
maintaining minimum airspeeds in icing conditions. The Safety Board encourages the FAA and
NASA to expedite this training effort. Further, because ice bridging is not a concern in modern
turbopropeller-driven airplanes and because thin amounts of rough ice can be extremely
hazardous, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should require manufacturers and operators
of modern turbopropeller-driven airplanes in which ice bridging is not a concern to review and
revise the guidance contained in their manuals and training programs to include updated icing
information and to emphasize that leading edge deicing boots should be activated as soon as the
airplane enters icing conditions.
It is important to note that although leading edge deicing boots are useful in
minimizing the adverse affects of ice accumulation on an airplane’s protected surfaces,
activation of deicing boots does not result in a completely clean boot surface; some residual ice
remains on the deicing boot after it cycles, and intercycle ice accumulates between deicing boot
cycles (on the EMB-120, during the 54-second or 174-second intervals, depending on the mode
of boot operation selected). Icing tunnel tests indicate that when the deicing boots are activated
early, the initial deicing boot cycle leaves a higher percentage of residual ice than it would with
delayed deicing boot activation. However, when the deicing boots remained operating during
the remainder of the ice encounter, subsequent deicing boot cycles resulted in a wing leading
edge about as clean as would occur with delayed boot activation.
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The FAA/UIUC wind tunnel tests revealed that even a thin, sparse (5 percent to
10 percent density ice coverage) amount of rough ice accumulation over the leading edge deicing
boot coverage area resulted in significant aerodynamic degradation. This information raises
questions about the effectiveness of leading edge deicing boots when dealing with this type of
ice accumulation, especially considering the B.F. Goodrich estimation that a good, effective
deicing boot shed leaves about 20 percent of the accumulated ice on the boots. The sparse ice
coverage observed during the first 30 to 60 seconds of exposure time in some of NASA’s icing
tunnel test conditions (and which could occur between deicing boot cycles) was estimated by
observers to be about 10 percent. This combined research indicates that it is possible for a
hazardous situation to occur even if pilots operate the deicing boots early and throughout the
icing encounter. The Westair flight 7233 incident, in which uncommanded roll and pitch
excursions occurred despite the fact that the pilots stated that they had activated the leading edge
deicing boots and selected the heavy boot operation mode,182 may be an example of such a
hazardous situation.
In addition, a hazardous situation may develop even if deicing boots are operated
throughout an icing encounter as a result of ice accretions on an airplane’s unprotected surfaces,
such as aft of the deicing boots. As previously noted, the B.F. Goodrich impingement study,
NASA’s LEWICE calculations, and NASA IRT tests indicated that a light accretion may occur
on the unprotected lower wing surfaces aft of the deicing boot on the EMB-120. However,
Embraer representatives stated that such an ice accretion would result in only a trace of ice
accumulating aft of the deicing boots and would have a minimal aerodynamic penalty in drag
only. Although there was no evidence of ice accretion aft of the deicing boot during the EMB120 certification natural icing tests and it was not possible to determine whether the accident
airplane’s ice accretion extended aft of the deicing boot coverage, it is possible that ice accretion
on the unprotected surface aft of the deicing boot could exacerbate a potentially hazardous icing
situation.
Based on icing and wind tunnel research and information from the Westair
incident, the Safety Board concludes that it is possible that ice accretion on unprotected surfaces
and intercycle ice accretions on protected surfaces can significantly and adversely affect the
aerodynamic performance of an airplane even when leading edge deicing boots are activated and
operating normally. Thus, pilots can minimize (but not always prevent) the adverse effects of ice
accumulation on the airplane’s leading edges by activating the leading edge deicing boots at the
first sign of ice accretion. It is not clear what effect residual ice/ice accretions on unprotected
nonleading edge airframe surfaces have on flight handling characteristics. Because not enough
is known or understood about icing in general, and especially about the effects of intercycle and
residual ice, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should (with NASA and other interested
aviation organizations) conduct additional research to identify realistic ice accumulations, to
include intercycle and residual ice accumulations and ice accumulations on unprotected surfaces
aft of the deicing boots, and to determine the effects and criticality of such ice accumulations;
182

According to the pilots of Westair flight 7233, they were aware that they were operating in
“icing conditions;” they stated that they observed ice accumulating on the airplane and had activated the leading
edge deicing boots when the airplane entered the clouds during their departure.
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further, the information developed through such research should be incorporated into aircraft
certification requirements and pilot training programs at all levels.
The Safety Board considers it likely that future ice detection/protection systems
will decrease the hazards associated with icing by incorporating ice detection and protection
(automatic activation of deicing boots or anti-icing systems) for individual surfaces, including
the horizontal stabilizers, of all airplanes certificated for flight in icing conditions. However,
because ice accretions and their effects are not yet fully understood, the Safety Board concludes
that current ice detection/protection requirements and application of technology (particularly
deice boots) may not provide adequate protection for a variety of ice accumulation scenarios
(tailplane, SLD, thin, rough ice accumulations, etc.). Therefore, the Safety Board believes that
the FAA should actively pursue research with airframe manufacturers and other industry
personnel to develop effective ice detection/protection systems that will keep critical airplane
surfaces free of ice; then require their installation on newly manufactured and in-service
airplanes certificated for flight in icing conditions.
2.5.2

Airspeed and Flap Configuration Information

Simulator studies conducted during the investigation revealed that the accident
airplane’s decreasing airspeed in icing conditions was critical in the development of the accident
scenario. According to FDR data, the airplane began to exhibit signs of departure from
controlled flight as it decelerated from 155 to 156 knots. Because the pilots accepted an ATC
instruction to slow to 150 knots and maintained a flaps-up configuration, the Safety Board
evaluated the guidance that Comair provided to its EMB-120 pilots on minimum airspeed in the
flaps-up configuration, the Comair flight 3272 flightcrew’s acceptance of this airspeed without
adjusting the airplane’s configuration, and the FAA’s requirements for airplane manufacturers
with regard to minimum airspeeds.
2.5.2.1

Comair’s Airspeed Guidance

During postaccident interviews, some of Comair’s pilot training personnel
indicated that the company’s EMB-120 pilot training emphasized the 160-knot minimum
airspeed for operating in icing conditions, and Comair’s EMB-120 Program Manager told Safety
Board investigators that 170 knots is the only airspeed the company supports for operating with
the landing gear and flaps retracted. Although the Safety Board’s review of the airspeed
guidance contained in Comair’s EMB-120 FSM revealed that it did not contain specific
minimum maneuvering airspeeds for flight in icing conditions and for various airplane
configurations, it did contain general airspeed information in descriptions of normal and nonnormal procedures and maneuvers. For example, the technique outlined in Comair’s FSM for an
instrument landing system (ILS) approach associated the base leg vector position (which was the
accident airplane’s approximate position on the approach before the upset, albeit still about 20
miles from the destination airport) with 170 knots and the flaps 15 configuration. Additional
guidance for the ILS approach procedure associated 150 knots airspeed with the selection of 25o
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of flaps. (This guidance did not constitute minimum airspeed guidance, but it did represent how
Comair intended the airplane to be flown and configured on an ILS approach.)
Comair’s EMB-120 airspeed reference cards (readily available and used by the
flightcrew in the cockpit) addressed a reference airspeed at an airplane gross weight of 24,000
pounds with gear and flaps retracted (Vref0) of 147 knots, and a final segment airspeed (Vfs)183 of
143 knots (airspeeds varied, depending on the airplane’s gross landing weight and temperatures).
Comair’s EMB-120 FSM addressed Vref0 and Vfs airspeeds consistent with the cockpit airspeed
reference cards. The FSM also contained guidance for a no-flaps approach and landing (a nonnormal procedure) that specified a minimum airspeed of 160 knots while maneuvering on the
approach, with a slight airspeed reduction (the amount varying with the weight of the airplane)
once established on final approach. Further, the flap control fault (a non-normal procedure)
checklist procedure advised pilots to add 35 knots to the reference airspeed for 45o of flaps for
the zero flaps configuration, resulting in airspeeds between 140 and 150 knots (again depending
on the airplane’s gross weight). The published stall airspeed for the EMB-120 at 24,000 pounds
gross weight with landing gear and flaps retracted was 114 knots.
During the 13 months before the accident, Comair had issued an interoffice
memorandum (memo) and a flight standards bulletin (FSB) that contained guidance advising
EMB-120 pilots to maintain higher airspeeds than normal when operating in icing conditions.
The Comair interoffice memo, issued on December 8, 1995, advised pilots not to operate the
EMB-120 at less than 160 knots in icing conditions and to use 170 knots for holding in icing
conditions. According to Comair, this memo was distributed to all EMB-120 pilots through their
company mailboxes and a 30-day pilot-read binder but was not incorporated into a flight
standards bulletin (FSB) or a revision to the Comair EMB-120 flight standards manual (FSM).
The FSB, issued on October 18, 1996 (to be inserted at the back of the FSM), advised pilots to
maintain a minimum airspeed of 170 knots when climbing on autopilot or holding in icing
conditions, with no mention of a minimum airspeed for non-climbing/non-holding icing
operations. Comair’s October 1996 FSB did not support or repeat the interoffice memo’s
blanket 160-knot minimum airspeed for operating an EMB-120 in icing conditions. The Safety
Board notes that the language used, the different airspeeds and criteria contained in the guidance,
Comair’s methods of distribution, and the company’s failure to incorporate the guidance as a
formal, permanent revision to the FSM might have caused pilots to be uncertain of the
appropriate airspeeds for their circumstances.
Additional preaccident airspeed guidance was contained on the same page as
revision 43 to Embraer’s EMB-120 AFM (issued in April 1996), which stated that the
manufacturer’s recommended minimum airspeed for the EMB-120 in icing conditions with
landing gear and flaps retracted was 160 knots. However, at the time of the accident, Comair
had not incorporated the AFM revision 43 information into its EMB-120 FSM. Further, Comair
had not incorporated long-standing AFM information into its FAA-approved EMB-120 FSM;
specifically, Comair’s FSM did not contain the note advising pilots to increase their approach
airspeeds by 5 to 10 knots in icing conditions. (The Safety Board notes that this guidance had
been included in Embraer’s EMB-120 AFM at least since August 1991, and Comair’s FAA POI
183

Vfs is the target airspeed for flap retraction after takeoff or during go-around.
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had not required the company to incorporate the icing-related airspeed guidance into its FSM.)
Because Comair’s pilots used the company’s Operations Manual and FSM as their primary
sources of procedural guidance (rather than the EMB-120 AFM), it is likely that many Comair
pilots were not aware that Embraer considered 160 knots to be the minimum airspeed for
operating the EMB-120 in icing conditions. This is supported by the variations in the responses
provided during postaccident interviews by the 16 Comair EMB-120 pilots (including line pilots,
flight instructors, and line check airmen) when they were asked about the minimum airspeed for
operating the EMB-120 without flaps extended in icing conditions.
Several of the pilots interviewed stated that they would not have been comfortable
operating an EMB-120 in icing conditions at an airspeed of 150 knots without flaps extended,
citing 160 knots or 170 knots as more acceptable airspeeds, based on previous bulletins and
memos.184 Other pilots indicated that there was no operational requirement to maintain a higher
airspeed in icing conditions but cited a note in Comair’s FSM that advised pilots to increase
approach airspeeds by 5 to 10 knots when operating in icing conditions. However, three Comair
EMB-120 pilots made no special reference to icing conditions and told investigators that the
minimum operating airspeed for the EMB-120 flaps up was below 150 knots. One Comair
EMB-120 captain stated that he considered the absolute minimum airspeed for operating the
airplane without flaps [in nonicing conditions] to be the Vfs airspeed; a Comair EMB-120 flight
instructor cited a minimum EMB-120 maneuvering airspeed without flaps of 140 knots; and an
EMB-120 line check airman stated that “the airplane should fly safely at 150 knots clean, but this
is not a practice [we] advocate….Vfs (141 knots to 147 knots), those are the minimum clean
speeds.”
Thus, although Comair’s pilot training personnel indicated that the company’s
EMB-120 pilot training emphasized the 160-knot minimum airspeed for operating in icing
conditions, the varied responses received from EMB-120 pilots during postaccident interviews
indicate that the guidance provided was not consistently understood by Comair’s pilots. Based
on the inconsistencies in the answers provided by Comair pilots during the postaccident
interviews and the complex and varied minimum airspeed requirements established by Comair
for both icing and nonicing conditions, the Safety Board concludes that the guidance provided by
Comair in its memos, bulletins, manuals, and training program did not adequately communicate
or emphasize specific minimum airspeeds for operating the EMB-120 in the flaps-up
configuration, in or out of icing conditions, and thus contributed to the accident.
2.5.2.2

Flightcrew’s Airspeed/Configuration Decisions and Actions

The Safety Board’s review of the flightcrew’s actions revealed that there was no
pilot discussion of flap usage, stall speeds, recommended minimum airspeeds for icing
conditions, ice accumulation (potential or observed) and its effects on the airplane’s performance
184

Although many of Comair’s line pilots, flight instructors, and line check airmen appeared
uncertain of the minimum airspeed for operating an EMB-120 in icing conditions without landing gear or flaps
extended, most of the pilots interviewed were aware that Comair’s FSB 96-04 stated that the minimum airspeed for
holding in icing conditions was 170 knots.
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at any time during the descent from cruise altitude, nor was there any requirement for such
discussion. The Safety Board considers it likely that the pilots would have commented and/or
taken action (such as activating the deicing boots and/or extending the flaps) if they had
perceived an unsafe condition, either as the result of a significant ice accumulation or an unsafe
airspeed assignment for the airplane’s configuration. The Safety Board acknowledges that
increasing the airspeed by some increment (Vref + 5 knots according to Comair’s EMB-120
FSM) when ice accretion is observed is a fairly standard adjustment in the aviation industry, and
Comair’s FSB 96-04 specified a minimum airspeed of 170 knots for holding in icing conditions.
However, ATC had not issued holding instructions to the pilots of Comair flight 3272, nor had
ATC indicated that the pilots should expect to receive holding instructions during the approach
to DTW. Therefore, the pilots might not have considered the 170-knot minimum airspeed for
holding in icing conditions. Additionally, as previously discussed, the pilots might not have
recognized that they were operating in icing conditions because it is possible that the accident
airplane accreted a thin, rough layer of glaze ice that was imperceptible to the pilots. Because
there were no comments recorded by the CVR and because the pilots accepted the 150-knot
airspeed assignment without hesitation, comment, or reconfiguration, the Safety Board concludes
that the pilots likely did not recognize the need to abide by special restrictions on airspeeds that
were established for icing conditions because they did not perceive the significance (or presence)
of Comair flight 3272’s ice accumulation. Further, based on the uncertainty regarding minimum
airspeeds exhibited by Comair pilots during postaccident interviews, the Safety Board considers
it likely that under conditions similar to those encountered by the pilots of Comair flight 3272,
other Comair pilots might have accepted the same 150-knot airspeed assignment.
Although the Safety Board considers Comair’s airspeed guidance ambiguous and
unclear and acknowledges that the flightcrew might not have perceived that the airplane was
accumulating ice that affected its flight handling characteristics, the Safety Board notes that the
preponderance of the airspeed guidance available to the pilots indicated that EMB-120 operating
airspeeds of 160 or 170 knots were standard for operating without flaps extended under any
(icing or nonicing) conditions. Though these airspeeds were not established minimum airspeeds,
they were the operator’s procedural guidance and the standards to which Comair’s pilots were
trained. The Safety Board considers that any pilot deviations from standard procedures during
flight operations (although not prohibited and not necessarily unsafe) should be accomplished
thoughtfully and with full consideration given to the possible risks involved. In this case,
operating at 150 knots provided the pilots with a reduced safety margin above the airplane’s stall
speed. The reduction in stall margin was especially critical to the accident flight because the
accident airplane had accreted structural ice during its descent, which was having an adverse
effect on the airplane’s performance characteristics. The Safety Board notes that the pilots could
have increased the stall margin by extending 15o of flaps and still complied with ATC’s airspeed
assignment. Further, there was no safety or operational reason to avoid extending the flaps.185
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The Safety Board considered the possibility that the flightcrew avoided extending the flaps
because of guidance to avoid extended operations in icing conditions with flaps extended. However, as previously
discussed, there were numerous indications that the flightcrew was not considering icing as a significant factor in
the airplane’s operation at the time. The Safety Board also considered that the pilots might have believed that they
had already extended the flaps to 15o at the time that they accepted the 150 knot ATC-assigned airspeed. However,
at that time, the airplane was about 20 miles from the destination airport and maintaining an assigned airspeed of
190 knots; thus, the pilots had not received any of the usual (distance and airspeed-related) cues to extend the flaps.
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The Safety Board considers it critical that pilots take into consideration potential
adverse conditions, and make correspondingly conservative decisions where they are warranted.
Although the pilots might not have perceived that the airplane was accumulating any ice, their
activation of the propeller and windshield heat when the airplane entered icing conditions was an
indication that they were aware that they were entering conditions in which ice accumulation
was possible.
Based on Comair’s guidance for an ILS approach (which Comair uses during
pilot training) that associates 170 knots with 15o of flaps on the base leg position, and additional
airspeed guidance suggesting airspeeds of 160 to 170 knots for the accident flight’s conditions,
and the pilots’ responsibility to make safe, conservative decisions consistent with flight in icing
conditions, the Safety Board concludes that whether the pilots perceived ice accumulating on the
airplane or not, they should have recognized that operating in icing conditions at the ATCassigned airspeed of 150 knots with flaps retracted could result in an unsafe flight situation;
therefore, their acceptance of the 150-knot airspeed assignment in icing conditions without
extending flaps contributed to the accident.
2.5.2.3

FAA-related Information Regarding Minimum Airspeeds

Because the issue of safe minimum airspeeds is complex and critical to safe flight
operations, in May 1997 the Safety Board issued Safety Recommendation A-97-31, which asked
the FAA to require air carriers to reflect FAA-approved minimum airspeeds for all flap settings
and phases of flight, including flight in icing conditions, in their EMB-120 operating manuals.
The Safety Board’s recommendation letter referenced the FAA’s notice of proposed rulemaking
(NPRM) 97-NM-46-AD, which established a minimum safe EMB-120 airspeed in icing
conditions of 160 knots based on initial icing certification flight test data, stating the following,
in part:
The NPRM addresses many of the safety issues discussed in this letter. The
Safety Board is evaluating whether the proposed 160 KIAS minimum
airspeed in icing conditions is appropriate, and if the single speed adequately
addresses the intent of what would have been our first recommendation: that
is, for the FAA to approve for inclusion in Embraer’s EMB-120 airplane flight
manual minimum airspeeds for all flap settings and phases of flight, including
flight in icing conditions.
The Safety Board reiterated its concerns on this subject in its response to the
FAA’s NPRM 97-NM-46-AD. Despite the Board’s concerns, the FAA’s final rulemaking for
airworthiness directive (AD) 97-26-06 indicated that Embraer’s initial icing certification flight
tests demonstrated that a minimum airspeed of 160 knots provided an adequate stall margin,
“provided the ice protection systems are properly activated.” Currently, the FAA-required

The Safety Board was unable to determine whether the pilots believed they had extended the flaps at any subsequent
time.
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minimum EMB-120 airspeed guidance consists of 160 knots minimum airspeed for operating in
icing conditions.
AD 97-26-06 did not satisfactorily address the concerns that were expressed by
the Safety Board in its communications regarding Safety Recommendation A-97-31 and in its
response to the NPRM because the 160-knot airspeed was not scientifically determined and does
not ensure an acceptable safety margin for all foreseeable flight conditions (evidence of Comair
flight 3272’s loss of control were apparent at 156 knots—with a slightly different ice
accumulation scenario, the loss of control might have occurred earlier in the event) and because
the FAA’s response did not adequately address the complicated issue of the minimum operating
airspeeds (at various flap settings) for the EMB-120 in icing conditions. The Safety Board notes
that after this accident, because Comair did not believe that a 160-knot airspeed ensured
adequate stall margin, the company established a minimum airspeed of 170 knots for operating
the EMB-120 in icing conditions, thus increasing the stall margin in icing conditions beyond that
required by the FAA. The Safety Board is concerned that absent the scientifically determined
airspeed guidance it requested from the FAA, some operators are arbitrarily electing to increase
their minimum EMB-120 airspeeds, whereas others may continue to follow current FAA
guidance that provides an inadequate safety margin. Although an airspeed greater than 160
knots should be required to provide an adequate safety margin, without a scientifically based
determination of minimum operating airspeed in icing conditions, some operators may increase
the airspeed too much, increasing the risk of tailplane stall (see section 1.18.7).
The Safety Board is aware that manufacturers and operators of many large air
transport airplanes have published minimum airspeeds associated with various flap
configurations and phases and conditions of flight. These airspeeds are incorporated into
operator’s manuals and pilot training programs and are helpful for pilots of these airplanes
during flight operations. The Safety Board again concludes that minimum airspeed information
for various flap configurations and phases and conditions of flight would be helpful to pilots of
all passenger-carrying airplanes. Therefore, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should
require manufacturers of all turbine-engine driven airplanes (including the EMB-120) to provide
minimum maneuvering airspeed information for all airplane configurations, phases, and
conditions of flight (icing and nonicing conditions); minimum airspeeds also should take into
consideration the effects of various types, amounts, and locations of ice accumulation, including
thin amounts of very rough ice, ice accumulated in SLD icing conditions, and tailplane icing.
The circumstances of the Westair incident indicate that despite the increased
availability of icing-related information since the Comair accident, the increase in icing-related
regulations and the heightened awareness of the hazards of structural icing among the
operator/pilot population that has resulted from recent icing-related aviation accidents, some
EMB-120 pilots remain less vigilant to decreases in airspeed than is prudent. Although EMB120 pilots have more icing-related information available to them now than they did before the
Comair flight 3272 accident, adequate guidance has still not been provided on minimum
operating airspeeds and the hazards of various types and amounts (sometimes imperceptible) of
ice accumulation. Therefore, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should require the
operators of all turbine-engine driven airplanes (including the EMB-120) to incorporate the
manufacturer’s minimum maneuvering airspeeds for various airplane configurations and phases
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and conditions of flight in their operating manuals and pilot training programs in a clear and
concise manner, with emphasis on maintaining minimum safe airspeeds while operating in icing
conditions.
2.5.3

Stall Warning/Protection System

The stall warning systems that are required by 14 Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) Part 25 are intended to provide flightcrews with adequate warning of proximity to the stall
AOA; however, they often do not provide adequate warning when the airplane is operating in
icing conditions in which the stall AOA is markedly reduced. This was the case in this accident;
the airplane had departed from controlled flight before activation of the stick shaker.
The accident airplane’s stall warning/protection system used information from the
sideslip sensor and the right and left AOA sensors to determine an approaching aerodynamic
stall condition. Under normal conditions, with uncontaminated airfoils and the airplane
operating with the landing gear and flaps retracted, EMB-120 stick shaker activation would
occur at 10o and the AOA at which the airplane actually stalled would be 18o, providing a margin
of about 8o. However, with the wings contaminated, the airflow over the upper wing surface is
disrupted, the stall airspeed is increased, and the stall AOA is reduced,186 thus decreasing the
margin between stall warning and actual stall. The decreased margin can result in a
contaminated airplane stalling with little or no prestall warning (i.e., the stick shaker) provided to
the pilots and at a higher airspeed and lower AOA than a pilot might expect. Further, if a pilot
was confident that the airplane’s stall warning/protection system would provide an adequate stall
warning margin, that pilot may not be overly concerned about the flight conditions at that time.
The Safety Board notes that the stall warning system installed on the Avions de
Transport Regional (ATR) 42/72 decreases the critical AOA for aural alert and stick shaker from
12.5o to 7.5o when the anti-icing system is activated. The 7.5o AOA threshold was selected by
ATR to account for a reduced stall AOA with an ice accumulation. In addition, the Safety Board
is aware that stall warning/protection systems exist that incorporate airflow sensors into their
logic and adjust the stick shaker/pusher activation to compensate for the disruptions in airflow
that result from ice accumulation on the airfoil.
Because the accident airplane’s FDR and CVR data indicated that the autopilot
disengaged and the roll upset occurred before the stick shaker activated, the Safety Board
concludes that the stall warning system installed in the accident airplane did not provide an
adequate warning to the pilots because ice contamination was present on the airplane’s airfoils
and the system was not designed to account for aerodynamic degradation or adjust its warning to
compensate for the reduced stall warning margin caused by the ice. Thus, the Safety Board
believes that the FAA should require the manufacturers and operators of all airplanes that are
certificated to operate in icing conditions to install stall warning/protection systems that provide
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FAA and NASA wind/icing tunnel data indicate that the NACA 23012 airfoil with a thin layer
of rough ice on the leading edge with a small ice ridge can stall at angles of attack as low as 5o or 6o.
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a cockpit warning (aural warning and/or stick shaker) before the onset of stall when the airplane
is operating in icing conditions.
2.5.4

Operation of the Autopilot

The Safety Board was unable to positively determine whether the autopilot was
operating properly based on physical evidence (impact damage precluded functional tests).
However, based on FDR data and a review of the autopilot design characteristics, the Safety
Board concludes that the accident airplane’s autopilot was capable of normal operation and
appeared to be operating normally during the last minutes of the accident flight, and the autopilot
disconnect and warning systems operated in a manner consistent with their design logic.
The Safety Board evaluated the flightcrew’s use of the autopilot as it affected the
cues presented to the pilots about the impending loss of control and the behavior of the ailerons
as the loss of control developed. The autopilot’s actions during the last seconds before it
disengaged provided some visual cues that could have warned the pilots of the airplane’s
performance degradation. For example, during the 15 seconds before the autopilot disengaged, it
moved the control wheel to command the ailerons to move in a RWD direction, while the flight
instruments (EADIs) and the pilots’ heading selection indicated that the airplane was in a left
bank. Although it would have been possible for the pilots to observe this and deduce that an
anomalous flight condition existed, these visual cues began very gradually and were subtle and
short lived. The control wheel did not move more than 10o, and the roll angle did not exceed 30o
(only slightly greater than the normal autopilot bank limit for the selected left turn), until about 8
seconds before the upset. The deviations from the desired airplane attitude were becoming
noticeable about the time that the pilots were increasing engine power to maintain 150 knots and
continued as the captain directed the first officer’s attention to the airplane’s airspeed (about 5
seconds before the upset). Given this distraction, it is likely that the subtle visual cues that were
available were not adequate to prompt the pilots to take the direct and aggressive action that
would have been necessary to avoid the upset.
If at least one of the pilots had been manually monitoring the airplane’s
(autopilot’s) performance by maintaining a light grip on the control wheel, it is more likely that
the autopilot-commanded right control wheel application (control wheel movement in the
opposite direction to the turn) would have been noticed at some point before the autopilot
disengaged. However, the pilots could not have identified the buildup in control wheel forces
that would have preceded and accompanied the RWD control wheel movements unless the
autopilot had been disengaged and they were flying the airplane manually.
Postaccident simulator tests indicated that throughout most of the airplane’s left
roll, even up to the time the autopilot disengaged, the pilots could have prevented the loss of
control of the airplane by decreasing the AOA. However, when the autopilot suddenly
disengaged, the release of the autopilot’s RWD control input allowed the ailerons to move
rapidly in the LWD direction, which caused the airplane to immediately roll to a nearly inverted
attitude.
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The sudden disengagement of the autopilot with no warning to the flightcrew is
an essential difference between the Comair flight 3272 accident and the Westair flight 7233
incident (other differences include the following: according to their statements, the Westair
pilots had activated the leading edge deicing boots, and the Westair airplane’s airspeed was
below its target airspeed for about 3½ minutes, whereas Comair’s airspeed was below the target
airspeed for 10 seconds). The Westair pilots intentionally disengaged the autopilot and resumed
flying the airplane manually when they felt the airplane shudder or rumble, before an unusual
attitude developed. Although the Westair pilots subsequently experienced several roll
oscillations and deviated 600 feet below their assigned altitude before they extended 15o of flaps,
they were able to regain control of the airplane. Comair flight 3272’s autopilot automatically
disengaged, and, because of the left roll tendency, the airplane rolled left to a nearly inverted
attitude almost immediately after the autopilot disengaged—before the pilots had their hands on
the controls. The Westair airplane remained moderately more controllable because the pilots had
their hands on the control wheel and were manually flying the airplane as soon as the autopilot
was disengaged; further, the excessive roll oscillations did not begin until about 4 seconds after
the autopilot disengaged. It is likely that the Comair flight 3272 upset event would have been
more controllable if the Comair pilots had recognized the airplane’s degraded aerodynamic
condition and disengaged the autopilot to fly the airplane manually before the autopilot
disengaged automatically and unexpectedly. The Safety Board concludes that, had the pilots
been flying the airplane manually (without the autopilot engaged), they likely would have noted
the increased RWD control wheel force needed to maintain the desired left bank, become aware
of the airplane’s altered performance characteristics, and increased their airspeed or otherwise
altered their flight situation to avoid the loss of control.
After the ATR-72 accident near Roselawn, Indiana, the Safety Board issued
Urgent Safety Recommendation A-94-184 to the FAA recommending, in part, that it prohibit
ATR-42/-72 pilots from using the autopilot in icing conditions because of the autopilot’s ability
to mask the airplane’s changing flight condition. The FAA’s response prohibited ATR 42/72
pilots from using the autopilot in icing conditions unless specific modifications were
accomplished or alternative procedures and training were adopted, and the Safety Board
reclassified Safety Recommendation A-94-184 “Closed—Acceptable Action.” Further, based on
the FAA’s AD 96-09-24, in the summer of 1996, Comair revised its manuals (based on Embraer
changes) to indicate that because “the autopilot may mask cues that indicate adverse changes in
handling characteristics, use of the autopilot is prohibited” in SLD icing conditions.
However, the circumstances of the Comair accident demonstrate that restricting
use of the autopilot only when the airplane is operating in SLD icing conditions may not be
adequate. Moreover, an airplane may encounter a hazardous flight condition from use of the
autopilot in icing conditions that may not be perceptible to the flightcrew. Case histories
indicate that relying on pilots to activate deicing boot systems or maintain minimum airspeeds in
icing conditions does not ensure safe operation of an airplane in icing conditions; pilots may not
always be attentive enough to airspeeds, they may not recognize the onset of ice accumulation to
trigger deicing boot activation, or deicing boot activation may not be sufficient to prevent icingrelated flight control anomalies in some conditions because of intercycle icing. However, if the
pilots of Comair flight 3272 had intentionally disengaged the autopilot upon the onset of ice
accretion, the autopilot would not have masked the tactile cues to the airplane’s aerodynamic
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degradation, nor would the autopilot have automatically disengaged at a subsequent, more
critical time. Thus, the pilots would not have initiated their recovery from an extremely unusual
attitude.
The Safety Board considered whether operation of the autopilot in the “[½ bank]
angle” mode, as recommended in the “Descent/Holding/Landing” section of Embraer’s OB No.
120-002/96, “Operation in Icing Conditions,” might provide an adequate level of safety for use
of the autopilot during maneuvering flight in icing conditions. The Safety Board notes that the
sideslip and severe asymmetric degradation of the accident airplane appeared not to have begun
(based on FDR data) until the airplane reached 20o of left bank (at 1554:10). However, the
Safety Board also notes that the autopilot’s ½ bank angle mode only applies to the lateral control
mode in which it is selected—when the autopilot lateral control mode changes during flight
(either pilot-commanded, or pilot preselected, such as during the transition from heading mode to
approach mode), the autopilot reverts to commanding standard bank angles. Thus, the pilot
would need to reengage the ½ bank angle mode in the new lateral control mode, if ½ bank angle
mode is desired. This would result in an increased pilot workload during the approach phase of
flight (already a high workload phase of flight) or the task (reengaging ½ bank angle mode)
might not be accomplished. Thus, the Safety Board considers it unlikely that the use of the
autopilot’s ½ bank angle mode while operating in icing conditions (as recommended in
Embraer’s OB 120-002/96) would ensure an adequate level of safety to EMB-120 pilots
operating in conditions conducive to the formation of structural ice.
Therefore, the Safety Board concludes that disengagement of the autopilot during
all operations in icing conditions is necessary to enable pilots to sense the aerodynamic effects of
icing and enhance their ability to retain control of the airplane. Because there is no reason to
believe that these circumstances may be confined to the ATR-72 and the EMB-120, the Safety
Board believes that the FAA should require all operators of turbopropeller-driven air carrier
airplanes to require pilots to disengage the autopilot and fly the airplane manually when they
activate the anti-ice systems.
Further, based on this accident and other air carrier incidents (such as the
Evergreen International B-747 discussed in section 1.18.5), the Safety Board has considered the
feasibility and value of a cockpit warning when an airplane first exceeds the autopilot’s
maximum bank and/or pitch command limits to alert pilots to an anomalous situation.
According to AlliedSignal personnel, it is possible to adjust their recent model ground proximity
warning systems (GPWS) to provide a cockpit bank angle warning when the airplane’s bank
angle exceeds the autopilot’s normal command limit with the autopilot activated. The Safety
Board concludes that if the pilots of Comair flight 3272 had received a GPWS, autopilot, or other
system-generated cockpit warning when the airplane first exceeded the autopilot’s maximum
bank command limits with the autopilot activated, they might have been able to avoid the
unusual attitude condition that resulted from the autopilot’s sudden disengagement. Therefore,
the Safety Board believes that the FAA should require all manufacturers of transport-category
airplanes to incorporate logic into all new and existing transport-category airplanes that have
autopilots installed to provide a cockpit aural warning to alert pilots when the airplane’s bank
and/or pitch exceeds the autopilot’s maximum bank and/or pitch command limits.
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2.5.5

Flightcrew’s Ability to Recover From the Upset

Although the FDR data indicated that the pilots responded to the upset within 1
second of the autopilot disengagement, and the airplane responded somewhat to the control
wheel inputs, the airplane did not respond normally or promptly. This is likely because the
airplane’s flight handling characteristics were altered by ice accumulation and the highly
dynamic nature of the subsequent maneuvers. The pilots of Comair flight 3272 had received
unusual attitude training, including rolls into extreme attitudes and recoveries, which the Safety
Board advocates for all air carrier pilots. However, because of the degraded lateral and
longitudinal control response (and the unknown degree to which these controls were degraded),
the Safety Board was unable to determine the extent to which the unusual attitude training
received by the pilots (or any other variant of this training) might have allowed them to affect a
recovery. Although the pilots reacted promptly to the autopilot disengagement and applied
control wheel inputs to counter the resultant abrupt left roll, they were not able to regain control
of the airplane because of the airplane’s extreme unusual attitude, the highly dynamic nature of
the subsequent maneuvers, the presence and effect of ice on the wings, and the low altitude at
which the loss of control occurred. The airplane entered an extreme nose-down pitch attitude
from which it did not recover.
2.6

FAA Oversight Issues

The Safety Board’s investigation of this accident raised concerns about the FAA’s
continuing airworthiness oversight of the EMB-120 and the agency’s oversight of icing-related
incidents and accidents involving turbopropeller-driven transport airplanes, the adequacy of
existing FAA regulatory requirements for the certification of transport-category airplanes for
flight into icing conditions (specifically 14 CFR Part 25 appendix C and Section 25.1419), the
FAA’s policies for AFM and air carrier operating manual revisions, and the sharing of
information related to such revisions between the FAA’s certification and flight standards
personnel.
2.6.1

FAA Continuing Airworthiness Oversight Issues

The Safety Board notes that, like the ATR-42 and -72, the EMB-120 exhibited a
history of icing-related upsets/losses of control before being involved in a related fatal accident.
At the time of the Comair accident, six icing-related EMB-120 events had been documented, the
first of which occurred in June 1989.187 The Safety Board’s review of these incidents shows that
before the Comair accident, the EMB-120 fleet had experienced repeated instances of roll upsets
associated with ice accumulations that the pilots either did not observe or did not consider
sufficient to prompt activation of the deicing boots.

187

Similarly, before the ATR-72 accident at Roselawn, Indiana, the FAA had been aware of a
number of prior ATR upset events. The FAA had concluded that these incidents were essentially pilot-induced stall
events; however, further investigation revealed that there were more complex airplane controllability issues
involved in the ATR upset events.
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FAA and Embraer personnel had noted the recurring events, and the FAA
presented a summary of the six events at an FAA/industry meeting (attended by Safety Board
staff) on November 7, 1995. Further, the FAA and Embraer discussed the events with
representatives from Comair and other operators at a meeting on November 15, 1995, and
additional discussion took place during the EMB-120 SLD icing tanker tests in December 1995.
An FAA engineer reviewed these six incidents in a draft report dated January 26, 1996 (see
section 1.18.2.3).
The Safety Board has been unable to obtain information about the specific
disposition of the draft report within the FAA, although the FAA asserted after the accident that
this report did not reflect the official views of the FAA. Nevertheless, the Safety Board notes
that more than 1 year before the accident, at least some members of the FAA certification staff
responsible for handling EMB-120 icing issues were concerned about, and were considering
recommendations on, the following issues: 1) the airplane’s roll behavior with ice accretion, 2)
high drag from ice accretions that are not considered by the flightcrew to warrant activating the
deicing boots, 3) inadequate stall warning in icing conditions, 4) inadequate stall margin with the
airspeed established for use in icing conditions, and 5) problems stemming from the use of the
autopilot in these conditions.
The FAA’s official response to the six preaccident EMB-120 icing-related events,
as expressed to the Safety Board by aircraft certification office (ACO) personnel, was that these
incidents shared a common factor—flightcrew failure to activate the leading edge deicing boots.
The FAA apparently believed that the EMB-120 was safe to operate in icing conditions as long
as the boots were operated.
Hence, the FAA’s primary action regarding EMB-120 icing before the accident
was to approve the Embraer-proposed, CTA-approved revision to the AFM that pilots activate
the boots at the first indication of ice accumulation (revision 43). In doing so, the FAA ACO
apparently did not accept the draft report’s conclusions, which recognized that pilots would not
activate the boots if they did not recognize ice accumulation, that an engaged autopilot masked
the tactile cues of icing, and that under these conditions, the flightcrew also could be deprived of
an adequate stall warning.
The Safety Board notes with disappointment that this was the latest in a series of
limited actions taken by the FAA to address the problems of structural icing in transport airplane
certification and operation. Basic knowledge about the aerodynamics of icing (including the
knowledge regarding the hazards of small amounts of surface roughness/ice) has been well
established for the past 50 years (see section 1.18.1), and there is nothing that has been learned in
the most recent, postaccident wind tunnel tests and analyses that could not have been learned
before this Comair accident.
Many of the concerns raised about icing in this investigation were previously
identified by the Safety Board as early as its September 1981 study on icing avoidance and
protection. The study raised concerns about the adequacy of the Part 25 appendix C envelope
and icing certification and the difficulties in defining and forecasting icing conditions; as a result
of the study, the Safety Board recommended, in part, that the FAA evaluate individual aircraft
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performance in icing conditions and establish operational limits, review icing criteria in Part 25
and expand (adjust) the Part 25 appendix C envelope as necessary, and establish standardized
procedures for icing certification. For many years, the FAA did not respond positively to the
Safety Board’s recommendations, indicating that icing was not a significant problem for
airplanes certificated under Part 25 appendix C. However, subsequent icing-related accidents at
Pasco, Washington (in December 1989), and Beckley, West Virginia (in January 1991), revealed
that flight control anomalies could result from tailplane icing (see section 1.18.7) and an icingrelated accident at Cleveland, Ohio (in February 1991), revealed that slightly rough ice
accumulations on the wing upper surface can result in hazardous flight handling
characteristics.188
Further, the October 1994 ATR-72 accident at Roselawn, Indiana,
demonstrated that icing outside the Part 25 appendix C envelope could be a significant problem
for airplanes certificated to operate in icing conditions.
After this series of fatal accidents (all of which involved icing in transport
airplanes operated in air carrier service) drew attention to icing-related hazards, the FAA reacted
incrementally to tailplane icing, then rough ice accumulations on the upper wing, and then, later,
to runback icing (SLD). The Safety Board recognizes that following the Comair flight 3272
accident, the FAA began an important icing-related research program with Embraer and the
UIUC. This work has resulted in findings about the effects of thin/rough ice accretions and ice
ridges on boots, with other possible factors (such as intercycle icing and residual ice on boots) as
yet unknown or unresolved. However, had the FAA adequately responded to the Safety Board’s
1981 icing recommendation, the earlier accidents, or the concerns expressed in its own staff’s
draft report on the EMB-120 and conducted a thorough program of icing-related research that
defined a course of action to prevent similar incidents by addressing the certification and
operational issues (autopilot use in icing conditions, no autopilot bank angle exceedence
warning, no stall warning/protection system adjustment for icing conditions, the effects of thin,
rough ice and SLD accretions, etc.), this accident would likely have been avoided.
The Safety Board notes that the failure of the FAA to promptly and systematically
address these certification and operational issues resulted in the pilots of Comair flight 3272
being in a situation in which they lacked sufficient tools (autopilot bank angle warning, adjusted
stall warning/protection system, ice detection system, adequate deice procedures) and
information (airspeed guidance, hazards of thin rough ice accretions, and absence of ice
bridging) to operate safely. The Safety Board concludes that despite the accumulated lessons of
several major accidents and (in the case of the EMB-120) the specific findings of a staff
engineer, the FAA failed to adopt a systematic and proactive (rather than incremental and
reactive) approach to the certification and operational issues of turbopropeller-driven transport
airplane icing, which was causal to this accident.
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As discussed in section 1.18.1.1, there have been five DC-9 series 10 airplane takeoff accidents
attributed to upper wing ice contamination in the United States since 1968. Although these accidents involved
turbojet-driven airplanes (not turbopropeller-driven airplanes, like the other icing-related incidents/accidents
discussed in this report), the issue of the FAA’s failure to address icing-related operational and certification issues is
pertinent to all airplanes certificated for flight in icing conditions.
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2.6.2

Icing Certification Requirements

The Safety Board reviewed EMB-120 test data from the original certification of
the airplane for flight in icing conditions (U.S. and Canadian tests) and the subsequent SLD icing
certification tests, which were conducted in 1995 as a result of the ATR-72 accident near
Roselawn, Indiana. The Safety Board found no evidence that the EMB-120 did not satisfy the
tests to which it was subjected; in fact, during these tests, Embraer demonstrated the airplane’s
flight handling qualities under conditions that exceeded the boundaries of the Part 25 appendix C
envelope in terms of LWC.
Despite the apparent fulfillment of all icing certification requirements by the
EMB-120, Comair flight 3272 crashed after apparently accreting a thin layer of rough,
“sandpaper-type” ice, in icing conditions that likely fell mostly within the boundaries of Part 25
appendix C, although droplets as large as 400 microns might have been present.
Consequently, the Safety Board reviewed the adequacy of the current FAA
requirements for the certification of airplanes for flight in icing conditions. For an airplane to be
certificated for flight in icing conditions, the FAA requires the manufacturer to demonstrate a
limited number of test data points within the Part 25 appendix C envelope. The FAA’s icing
certification requirements are based on fully functioning and operating anti-icing and deicing
systems. Although there is no requirement for manufacturers to consider the effects of delayed
activation of ice protection systems, intercycle or residual ice accumulations, or other variables
that might result in significant aerodynamic effects, Embraer exceeded the minimum FAA
requirements when Embraer tested the EMB-120 with ¾-inch (U.S.) and 1-inch (Canada) ice
accretions/shapes during initial icing certification.189 Certification records indicate that the
EMB-120 successfully exhibited satisfactory flight handling characteristics with 3-inch ram’s
horn ice shapes installed on unprotected surfaces. Further, during the SLD icing controllability
tests, the FAA tested the EMB-120 with quarter-round artificial ice shapes as large as 1 inch
located at the aft edge of the farthest aft inflatable deicing boot segment (to represent ice
accumulated in icing conditions that fall outside the Part 25 appendix C envelope). The airplane
exhibited full lateral controllability and satisfactory stall warning characteristics in this
condition.190
However, Embraer had not demonstrated (nor was the company required by the
certification authorities to demonstrate) the EMB-120’s performance in other ice configurations
that would result from weather conditions within the Part 25 appendix C LWC and droplet size
189

For U.S. (FAA) icing certification, the EMB-120 was tested with ¼ inch, ½ inch, and ¾ inch of
natural ice on protected surfaces, up to 4 inches of natural ice accumulation on unprotected airfoil surfaces, and 3inch ram’s horn artificial ice shapes on unprotected surfaces; except for the ¾-inch natural ice on protected surfaces,
these conditions could be encountered while operating in icing conditions in accordance with procedures outlined in
the EMB-120 AFM. However, for Canadian icing certification, the EMB-120 was tested with artificial ice shapes
representing conditions considered to be outside normal operation with deicing boots activated (1-inch ram’s horn
ice shapes on protected surfaces).
190
Although some control wheel force exceedences were observed, tanker tests identified more
realistic ice shapes; during subsequent tests with the realistic ice shapes, no excessive control wheel forces or other
anomalies were noted.
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envelope, including realistic ice shapes (or natural ice) representing a thin layer of sandpapertype ice with a small ice ridge (as may have been experienced by Comair flight 3272). As
discussed in section 2.4, postaccident icing and wind tunnel information indicated that with a
small ice ridge along that thin rough surface, the aerodynamic effect on handling and stall
margin/stall warning (reduced stall AOA and rapid decrease in lift) can be worse than any of the
ice shapes that the FAA required for icing certification.
The Safety Board’s review of data from natural icing flight tests revealed that the
airplane’s handling characteristics were evaluated with ½-inch accretions on protected surfaces
and that the deicing boots’ ability to remove ice accretions of up to ½ inch was assessed.
Embraer was not required to demonstrate the EMB-120’s stall characteristics in adverse
operational scenarios, including delayed boot activation, intercycle ice accretion, or residual ice
on boots. As a result of the existing icing certification procedures, the FAA did not account for a
thin ice accumulation (as was identified during this investigation, and which may not be
observed or perceived by pilots to be a threat) that could result in a more hazardous situation
than the 3-inch ram’s horn shape (which is readily recognizable by pilots as a hazard and would
certainly prompt activation of the boots). The Safety Board is concerned that there may be other
unaccounted for ice shapes and/or accretion patterns that could result in potentially hazardous
performance degradation.
The Safety Board is also concerned that the current icing certification process is
overly dependent upon pilot performance; the FAA has long based its icing certification policies
and practices on the assumption that pilots will perform their duties without error or
misperception. FAA icing-related publications indicate that if ice formations other than those
considered in the certification process are present, the airplane’s airworthiness may be
compromised. After an airplane is certificated by the FAA for flight in appendix C icing
conditions, it becomes primarily the pilots’ responsibility to ensure that the airplane is operated
in icing conditions for which it was certificated. However, as noted during the investigation of
the ATR-72 accident at Roselawn, during normal flight operations, pilots often cannot tell the
difference between icing conditions that fall within the appendix C envelope and icing conditions
outside the appendix C envelope.191 (For example, a pilot cannot differentiate between 40
micron droplets and 100 micron droplets.) Because pilots often cannot determine whether icing
conditions are consistent with “those considered in the certification process” (i.e., limited points
within the appendix C certification envelope), or not (i.e., SLD icing conditions, or other
potentially hazardous conditions that were not subjected to testing, analysis, or demonstration
during icing certification work), it is virtually inevitable that the airplane will unknowingly be
operated in icing conditions that fall outside the certification envelope, or in which the airplane
had not demonstrated that it could operate safely.
Further, as has been recognized for 50 years or more, and demonstrated in
accidents in the 1970s, 1980s, and early 1990s, and then again in the Comair flight 3272
accident, surface roughness/ice accretions that may be imperceptible or appear insignificant to
191

The FAA has since required manufacturers of turbopropeller-driven airplanes to develop visual
cues for SLD icing; however, the cues were based on very limited testing. Thus, the Safety Board is not convinced
that such cues will exist for all icing conditions outside the appendix C icing envelope.
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pilots can adversely affect the operation of the airplane. However, because of the imperceptible
or seemingly insignificant nature of those accretions, pilots who operate the airplane’s deicing
boots in accordance with manufacturer’s guidance (that advises them to wait until a
recommended thickness of ice accretes) may not activate the deicing boots under these
circumstances. An article written by a Douglas Aircraft Company design engineer (published in
January 1979) indicated that although most pilots are aware of the adverse aerodynamic effects
of large amounts of ice, pilots appear less aware that seemingly insignificant amounts of thin,
rough ice on an airfoil’s leading edge can significantly degrade the airplane’s flight
characteristics. The deicing boot operating procedures now contained in most airplane manuals
contribute to this lack of awareness by advising pilots to wait until a recommended thickness of
ice accretes.
During the investigation of this accident, arguments were made that the pilots
caused the accident because they accepted an airspeed 10 knots slower than Comair’s FSM
recommended for holding in icing conditions. However, the Safety Board notes that an EMB120 loaded and configured similar to Comair flight 3272, and operated at 150 knots without any
ice accretions, would have a 36-knot margin between its operating airspeed and the stall speed.
This margin would likely appear to be an adequate safety margin to a pilot who did not recognize
that the airplane was accumulating ice or did not believe that enough ice had accumulated to
warrant activation of the deicing boots. The flight handling testing that occurred during the icing
certification process did not identify that control problems that were observed in the accident
airplane’s performance at an airspeed of about 156 knots (only 4 knots below the 160-knot
minimum speed for flight in icing conditions set by the FAA following the Comair accident)
with only a small amount of ice accreted on the deicing boots. It is possible that if the FAA had
required manufacturers to conduct tests with small amounts of rough-textured ice accreted on the
protected surfaces (as might occur before boot activation and between boot cycles) during icing
certification testing, the absence of an adequate safety margin above the stall speed would have
been identified. Further, the FAA could have ensured pilot awareness of icing and adequate stall
warning by requiring manufacturers to install ice detectors192 and stall warning systems with
reduced AOA thresholds for operations in icing conditions.
Based on its concerns that the current icing certification standards did not require
testing for all realistic hazardous ice accretion scenarios, in its 1981 icing-related safety study,
the Safety Board recommended that the FAA review the adequacy of the 1950s-era Part 25
appendix C icing envelope, update the procedures for aircraft icing certification , and oversee the
manufacturers’ evaluations of aircraft performance in various icing conditions. The circumstances of the Comair flight 3272 accident demonstrated again the continuing need for these
FAA actions. The Safety Board considers the information that has been available regarding thin,
rough ice accretions sufficient to have prompted the FAA to require additional testing within
the appendix C envelope to demonstrate the effects of thin, rough ice as part of the icing
certification process. Had the FAA required such additional testing, the resultant information
regarding the stall margin and operational envelope of the EMB-120 might have been used to
define minimum airspeeds for operating the airplane in icing conditions. Therefore, based on its
192
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Rosemount ice detectors were first used in military and transport-category airplanes in the early
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review of the history of icing information, the icing-related incident and accident history, the
EMB-120 initial icing certification data, the EMB-120 SLD icing controllability test results, and
the circumstances of this accident, the Safety Board concludes that the icing certification process
has been inadequate because it has not required manufacturers to demonstrate the airplane’s
flight handling and stall characteristics under a sufficiently realistic range of adverse ice
accretion/flight handling conditions.
As a result of its investigation of the 1994 Roselawn accident, the Safety Board
issued Safety Recommendations A-96-54 and A-96-56 (currently classified “Open—Acceptable
Response”), which, respectively, stated that the FAA should do the following:
Revise the icing criteria published in 14 CFR Parts 23 and 25, in light of both
recent research into aircraft ice accretion under varying conditions of liquid
water content, drop size distribution, and temperature, and recent
developments in both the design and use of aircraft. Also, expand the
Appendix C icing certification envelope to include freezing drizzle/freezing
rain and mixed water/ice crystal conditions as necessary.
Revise the icing certification testing regulation to ensure that airplanes are
properly tested for all conditions in which they are authorized to operate, or
are otherwise shown to be capable of safe flight into such conditions. If safe
operations cannot be demonstrated by the manufacturer, operational
limitations should be imposed to prohibit flight in such conditions and
flightcrews should be provided with the means to positively determine when
they are in icing conditions that exceed the limits for aircraft certification.
(The status of these recommendations is discussed in section 1.18.3.)
Further, based on a perceived depletion of the FAA’s technical expertise, the
1993 U.S. General Accounting Office report entitled “Aircraft Certification: New FAA
Approach Needed to Meet Challenges of Advanced Technology” recommended that the FAA
should hire more technical subject matter specialists in various areas, including that of
environmental icing. (See section 1.17.2.2.) After the Roselawn accident, the FAA developed a
three-phase, multi-pronged plan to address icing-related concerns, including operational issues,
forecasting/defining icing conditions, certification issues, validating simulation methods,
identifying the aerodynamic effects of accretion, and identifying visual cues to various hazardous
icing conditions and (about 2 years after the Roselawn accident) hired its current Environmental
Icing National Resource Specialist (NRS). In January 1998, the FAA’s Environmental Icing
NRS updated the Safety Board on the FAA’s progress with its plan, indicating that the first two
phases have been completed and progress is being made in several aspects of Phase III
(specifically in the areas of understanding the effects of various ice accretions, operational issues
such as bridging, and development of ice detection/protection equipment).
The Safety Board notes that the FAA’s three-phase plan could potentially satisfy
the need for a comprehensive review of all aspects of structural icing in turbopropeller-driven
transport airplanes. However, the regulatory/certification changes addressed during Phase III
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have encountered delays. FAA personnel reported to the Safety Board that their attempts to
produce an advisory circular (AC) that would appropriately revise methods of compliance with
Parts 23/25 and Part 25 appendix C were not successful;193 therefore, they changed their
approach to the problem and issued two of three proposed ACs addressing changes to methods of
compliance and are going through the rulemaking process for the needed regulatory changes.
According to FAA personnel, ACs addressing methods of compliance with Parts 23 and 25 were
issued on August 19, 1998, and March 31, 1998, respectively, and the newly created AC 25.1419
is currently in draft form, with no estimated issue date available. FAA personnel estimated that
the rulemaking process will probably not be completed until January 2000.
In response to the Safety Board’s Safety Recommendations A-96-54 and A-9656, the FAA assigned ARAC working groups to accomplish, in part, the following: to establish
criticality of ice accretions on airplane performance and handling qualities, to develop icing
certification criteria for the safe operation of airplanes in icing conditions that are not covered by
the current certification envelope, and to consider the development of a regulation requiring the
installation of ice detectors or equivalent means to warn flightcrews of ice accumulations. The
Safety Board appreciates the efforts of the FAA Environmental Icing NRS and the ARAC
working groups, and the Safety Board concludes that the work conducted by the FAA
Environmental Icing NRS and the ARAC icing-related working groups is of crucial importance
to the future safety of icing operations. Consequently, the Safety Board believes that the FAA
should expedite the research, development, and implementation of revisions to the icing
certification testing regulations to ensure that airplanes are adequately tested for the conditions in
which they are certificated to operate; the research should include identification (and
incorporation into icing certification requirements) of realistic ice shapes and their effects and
criticality. Further, the Board reiterates Safety Recommendation A-96-54 and A-96-56 to the
FAA.
The Safety Board further notes that according to the FAA’s EMB-120 Aircraft
Certification Program Manager and Environmental Icing NRS, the new standards, criteria, and
methods of compliance contained in Parts 23 and 25 and corresponding advisory circulars (ACs)
that are currently being developed would be applied only to future icing certification projects and
would not be retroactively applied to airplanes currently certificated for flight in icing conditions.
The Safety Board is concerned that if the FAA does not retroactively apply the revised icing
certification standards and methods of compliance to airplanes currently certificated for flight in
icing conditions, flight handling/controllability anomalies that have not been accounted for may
remain unaccounted for until after a fatal accident, as occurred in the ATR-72 accident at
Roselawn and the EMB-120 accident at Monroe, Michigan. The Safety Board concludes that the
potential consequences of operating an airplane in icing conditions without first having
thoroughly demonstrated adequate handling/controllability characteristics in those conditions are
sufficiently severe that they warrant as thorough a certification test program as possible,
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According to the FAA’s Environmental Icing NRS, FAA legal personnel determined that
portions of the AC appeared to require regulatory changes and therefore could not be addressed solely by means of
an AC.
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including application of revised standards to airplanes currently certificated for flight in icing
conditions.
Therefore, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should, when the revised icing
certification standards and criteria are complete, review the icing certification of all
turbopropeller-driven airplanes that are currently certificated for operation in icing conditions
and perform additional testing and take action as required to ensure that these airplanes fulfill the
requirements of the revised icing certification standards. Further, pending the accomplishment
of these actions, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should review turbopropeller-driven
airplane manufacturers’ AFMs and air carrier flightcrew operating manuals (where applicable) to
ensure that these manuals provide operational procedures for flight in icing conditions, including
the activation of leading edge deicing boots, the use of increased airspeeds, and disengagement
of autopilot systems before entering icing conditions (that is, when other anti-icing systems have
traditionally been activated).
2.6.3

FAA Policies for Airplane Flight Manuals and Air Carrier Operating
Manual Revisions

Because FAA Order 8400.10, “Air Transportation Operations Inspector’s
Handbook,” only requires operators to maintain a flight manual that complies with existing
regulations and “safe operating procedures,” Comair was not required to incorporate
manufacturer-recommended procedures or revisions. In addition to the air carrier’s decision not
to incorporate the procedures contained in Embraer’s EMB-120 AFM revision 43 into its own
FSM, Comair also had not incorporated Embraer’s long-standing procedures for the use of
engine ignition and inlet deice boots in icing conditions. Because this investigation revealed
several instances in which Comair elected not to incorporate potentially critical safety-of-flight
AFM procedures into its operating manual and because the POI for Comair (although he had
received a copy of AFM revision 43 from Embraer) was apparently not concerned by the
operators’ failure to incorporate such procedures, the Safety Board became concerned that the
FAA’s procedures for the management and oversight of air carriers’ manuals may not be
adequate.
Although it was somewhat controversial, revision 43 had been reviewed by FAA
and CTA certification personnel and had been approved by these certification authorities as the
proper way to operate the equipment. However, at the time of the accident, Comair and four of
the other six U.S.-based EMB-120 operators had not incorporated revision 43 in their flightcrew
operating manuals. This was possible, in part, because the FAA had not mandated incorporation
of AFM revision 43 into operators’ procedures. (Further, the FAA had not required Comair to
incorporate AFM guidance advising pilots to increase approach airspeeds by 5 to 10 knots when
operating in icing conditions.) In its October 1997 memo, the FAA stated that it would only
issue an AD to mandate an AFM revision when it considered the change “significant enough to
warrant retroactive application to all aircraft.” No AD was issued when revision 43 to the EMB120 AFM was approved; therefore, the FAA apparently did not consider the procedural changes
contained in AFM revision 43 “significant enough” to require air carriers’ compliance. Further,
existing FAA policy does not require interaction or dialog between FAA flight standards and air
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carrier personnel regarding AFM procedures or revisions. Because Comair had not adopted the
AFM revision 43 procedures, the pilots of flight 3272 were (unknowingly) operating in icing
conditions without the most current, safest icing-related guidance. Had Comair incorporated
AFM revision 43 into its EMB-120 operating procedures, the flightcrew might have activated the
deicing boots before the loss of control of the airplane, possibly precluding the accident.
Therefore, the Safety Board concludes that the current FAA policy allowing air carriers to elect
not to adopt AFM operational procedures without clear written justification can result in air
carriers using procedures that may not reflect the safest operating practices. The Safety Board
believes that the FAA should require air carriers to adopt the operating procedures contained in
the manufacturer’s AFM and subsequent approved revisions or provide written justification that
an equivalent safety level results from an alternative procedure.
Based on the history of revision 43 and the need for the FAA to more closely
review and approve air carrier compliance with AFM procedures, the Safety Board assessed the
capacity of the FAA flight standards organization to perform such an enhanced function. The
Safety Board considers the FAA’s current system inadequate because it allows for less than
thorough review and communication regarding safety-of-flight data/information in a number of
areas (i.e., certification, icing certification, continuing airworthiness/oversight). Before the
Comair accident, the FAA POI who was responsible for oversight of Comair was not aware of
the background information justifying revision 43 to the EMB-120 AFM and thus did not pursue
corresponding procedural changes with Comair. According to a memo received by the Safety
Board in October 1997 from FAA personnel (the Acting Director of Flight Standards Service and
the Director of Aircraft Certification Service), at the time of the accident, there was no procedure
to ensure that information (including AFM changes) not mandated by an AD was shared
between ACO and/or AEG personnel and other Flight Standards personnel (specifically, the
POIs). The memo stated that although informal communications (described by FAA personnel
as “discretionary”) can occur in some cases between ACO and/or AEG personnel and POIs,
there was no formal procedure to ensure that the necessary communication and coordination take
place. (The memo further stated that the airplane operators “typically supply that revision to the
POI.”)
According to the authors of the memo, when the FAA receives an AFM revision
from a manufacturer, the ACO personnel would not engage in discussions with Flight Standards
personnel unless they believed that the AFM revision was particularly noteworthy, in which case
they would discuss it with flight standards AEG personnel. Further, there was no explicit line of
communication between the AEG and POIs. Thus, under the current system, the POI (or other
pertinent flight standards personnel) might never know about the revision (if ACO personnel
deemed it unnoteworthy) unless they receive a copy from the manufacturer (as was the case with
Embraer’s AFM revision 43) or unless an operator requests approval for an associated change to
its flightcrew operating manual.
The Safety Board has observed similar communication/coordination problems
between FAA offices during other investigations—specifically, during the investigation of the
1987 CASA C-212-CC accident at Romulus, Michigan, and the 1994 ATR-72 accident at
Roselawn. As a result of the ATR-72 accident, the Safety Board recommended (in Safety
Recommendation A-96-62) that the FAA develop an organizational structure and
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communications system to ensure that accident/incident information is disseminated to ensure
effective continuing airworthiness oversight, with specific emphasis on the AEG. In April 1997,
the FAA agreed that it would review its then-current organizational structure and processes to
determine the adequacy of the communications and monitoring of the continuing airworthiness
of aircraft, and the Safety Board classified the recommendation “Open—Acceptable Response.”
On February 25, 1998, the FAA responded that it had initiated positive improvements (see
section 1.17.2.2). Based on this action and the Board’s continuing dialogue with the FAA on
this issue, Safety Recommendation A-96-62 remains classified “Open—Acceptable Response.”
During a June 11, 1998, meeting, FAA management personnel advised Safety
Board staff that the FAA had completed the review of its internal communications procedures
and had identified areas in which improvements were warranted. The Director of Aircraft
Certification Services stated that the FAA is “committed to making changes, [and is] putting a
team together” to establish new procedures to ensure that information is shared with all pertinent
personnel in all branches of the FAA. He reported that under the new system, the ACO Project
Manager and Flight Test Manager will discuss all flight manual revisions with flight standards
AEG personnel, who will in turn discuss the revisions with the POIs whose operators are
affected; the discussions will not hinge on a subjective determination of significance, and a
dispute resolution process will be established. The Safety Board considers these improved
communication procedures to be essential under both the existing FAA policy in which air
carrier adoption of AFM procedures is optional, and the Safety Board’s proposed policy that
would in most cases mandate adoption of these procedures. Under the proposed policy, flight
standards and ACO personnel would need to coordinate the evaluation of AFM revisions and the
equivalence of alternatives proposed by the air carriers.
Thus, the Safety Board concludes that at the time of the Comair flight 3272
accident, pertinent flight standards personnel (specifically, the POI assigned to Comair) lacked
information critical to the continued safe operation of the EMB-120 fleet and would have been
unable to evaluate the need to incorporate AFM revision 43 or any alternatives proposed by air
carriers. Therefore, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should ensure that flight standards
personnel at all levels (from AEGs to certificate management offices) are informed about all
manufacturer OBs and AFM revisions, including the background and justification for the
revision.
2.6.4

Westair EMB-120 FDR Sensor Information

The Safety Board has observed anomalous FDR-recorded values for flight control
parameters on seven of eight Embraer EMB-120 FDRs it has reviewed, including the FDRs from
the Comair and the Westair airplanes. The Westair incident occurred after the FAA established
new FDR inspection/potentiometer calibration requirements for operators of EMB-120 airplanes,
and Westair’s maintenance records indicated that an FDR system check was conducted on the
incident airplane on December 27, 1997, with no system discrepancies noted. The test procedure
was conducted with the airplane stationary and the engines not running; there was no
requirement for an FDR readout during the test procedure.
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Although there were no sensor discrepancies noted during the Westair FDR
system check, the Safety Board’s postincident review of the incident airplane’s FDR data
revealed discrepancies in the control wheel and rudder pedal position parameters. The Safety
Board’s evaluation of the potentiometer calibration test criteria and the symptoms displayed by
the problem sensors indicated that the sensor anomalies may not have been detectable during
static tests on the ground. The test procedure did not provide an evaluation of sensor
performance under normal operating conditions and, therefore, may be of limited use in
detecting noisy signals or invalid signals that are confined to only a portion of the sensor’s
normal operating range. The Safety Board considers it likely that if an FDR readout had been
conducted and pertinent parameters reviewed in conjunction with the FDR system check, the
CWP and rudder sensor anomalies would have been observed, and efforts would have been taken
to correct them.
Reliable FDR information is critical to understanding accident/incident scenarios
and invaluable in identifying complex safety issues and solutions; when FDR information is not
recorded (or is recorded incorrectly) for any given parameter, it becomes more likely that
potentially significant safety issues will not be identified. Further (as noted in the Safety Board’s
report regarding the August 1997 accident involving a Fine Airlines Douglas DC-8-61 at Miami,
Florida),194 reliable FDR data, read out at regular inspection intervals, can be useful for purposes
other than accident/incident investigation. Analysis of such FDR data could be used by
operators to monitor trends and efficiency in their flight operations through a flight operations
quality assurance program and could be used on an industry-wide basis to streamline flight
operations, refine ATC procedures and airport configurations, and improve aircraft designs.
The Safety Board concludes that the FAA’s current EMB-120 FDR system
inspection procedure is inadequate because it allows existing flight control sensor anomalies to
go undetected, and thus uncorrected. Therefore, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should
revise its current EMB-120 FDR system inspection procedure to include an FDR readout and
evaluation of parameter values from normal operations to ensure a more accurate assessment of
the operating status of the flight control position sensors on board the airplane.
2.7

The Lack of Additional Icing-Related Pilot Reports

The Safety Board’s investigation of the meteorological aspects of this accident
revealed that about 16 icing-related pilot reports (PIREPs) were issued by pilots operating in the
northwestern Ohio/southern Michigan area between 1300 and 1700 on the day of the accident.
However, when the Safety Board distributed a weather conditions survey to additional
flightcrews that were operating near Detroit about the time of the accident, 9 of the 11 pilots who
responded to the survey reported that they encountered icing conditions. Of the nine pilots who
indicated that they encountered icing conditions, only one pilot had submitted a pilot report for
the conditions they observed on the day of the accident. (In response to a survey question that
asked if they submitted a PIREP, two pilots stated that they did not submit a PIREP because the
194

See section 1.11.2.1, and National Transportation Safety Board. 1998. Fine Airlines Flight
101, Douglas DC-8-61, N27UA, Miami, Florida, August 7, 1997. Aircraft Accident Report NTSB/AAR-98/02.
Washington, DC.
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conditions encountered were consistent with the forecast icing conditions; one pilot reported that
he did not submit a PIREP because of accident-related congestion on the ATC frequency; and
the pilots of another airplane reported that they were too busy during the approach, landing, and
taxi to submit a PIREP. The survey responses from the other four responding pilots did not state
why they did not submit PIREPs.)
Although the Safety Board does not believe that the absence of these additional
PIREPs affected the accident flightcrew’s actions (because they were provided with adequate
preflight, en route, and arrival weather information to conduct the flight safely; they should have
been aware that they would be operating in potential icing conditions), it is possible that the
PIREP information would have greatly benefited other pilots. Because PIREPs are an important
and valuable source of weather information for pilots, the Safety Board is concerned that pilots
had observed icing in the Detroit area the day of the accident but did not share that information
with other pilots. Thus, the Safety Board concludes that the failure of pilots who encounter inflight icing to report the information to the appropriate facility denies other pilots operating in
the area the access to valuable and timely information that could prevent an accident. Therefore,
the Safety Board believes that the FAA should reemphasize to pilots, on a periodic basis, their
responsibility to report meteorological conditions that may adversely affect the safety of other
flights, such as in-flight icing and turbulence, to the appropriate facility as soon as practicable.
Also, because a Detroit air traffic controller did not disseminate icing-related
information that he had received from another flight operating in the area about 20 minutes
before the accident, the Safety Board examined the dissemination of icing-related information
through the ATC system. The Board notes that the Standard Operating Procedures handbook for
DTW Air Traffic Control Tower and TRACON did not require that icing reports be included on
the automatic terminal information service (ATIS) recording that is monitored by all pilots.
Although FAA Order 7110.65 “Air Traffic Control,” contains guidance that PIREPs of any type
should be included in the ATIS broadcast “as appropriate” and “pertinent to operations in the
terminal area,” this guidance is too broad and subjective to adequately ensure the transmission of
icing-related information in an airport terminal environment. Reports of icing conditions should
be of interest to all pilots operating within that environment, especially considering the normally
reduced airspeeds and decreased stall margins for airplanes operating in the approach and
departure phases of flight. Therefore, the Safety Board concludes that the FAA ATC system has
not established adequate procedures for the dissemination of icing-related pilot reports received
in the airport terminal environment; these reports should be incorporated into ATIS broadcasts so
that all arriving and departing pilots can become aware of icing conditions in the area.
Consequently, the Safety Board believes that the FAA should amend FAA Order 7110.65, “Air
Traffic Control,” to require that ATIS broadcasts include information regarding the existence of
pilot reports of icing conditions in that airport terminal’s environment (and adjacent airport
terminal environments as meteorologically pertinent and operationally feasible) as soon as
practicable after receipt of the pilot report.
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3. CONCLUSIONS
3.1

Findings
1.

The pilots were properly qualified and certificated to perform the flight
during which the accident occurred, and each crewmember had received the
training and off-duty time prescribed by the Federal regulations. There was
no evidence of any preexisting medical or behavioral conditions that might
have adversely affected the flightcrew’s performance.

2.

The airplane was certificated, equipped, and dispatched in accordance with
Federal regulations and approved Comair procedures. There was no
evidence of preexisting mechanical malfunction or other failure of the
airplane structure, flight control or other systems, powerplants or propellers
that would have contributed to the accident.

3.

It is likely that the leading edge deicing system was capable of normal
operation during the accident flight.

4.

The Detroit terminal radar approach controllers who were involved with
flight 3272 were properly qualified and certificated. A review of air traffic
control and facility procedures revealed that the controllers followed
applicable air traffic and wake turbulence separation rules, and air traffic
separation was assured during flight 3272’s approach to the runway.

5.

Although the radar ground tracks of Cactus 50 and Comair flight 3272
converged near the accident site, the Safety Board’s review of winds aloft
and wake vortex sink rates indicated that Cactus 50’s wake vortices would
have been above and northeast of Comair flight 3272’s flightpath near the
upset location. Thus, Comair flight 3272 was separated from the vortices
vertically and horizontally, and, therefore, wake turbulence was not a factor
in the accident.

6.

The airplane was aerodynamically clean, with no effective ice accreted,
when it began its descent to the Detroit area.

7.

The weather conditions near the accident site were highly variable and were
conducive to the formation of rime or mixed ice at various altitudes and in
various amounts, rates, and types of accumulation; if supercooled large
droplet icing conditions were present, the droplet sizes probably did not
exceed 400 microns and most likely existed near 4,000 feet mean sea level.

8.

It is likely that Comair flight 3272 gradually accumulated a thin, rough
glaze/mixed ice coverage on the leading edge deicing boot surfaces,
possibly with ice ridge formation on the leading edge upper surface, as the
airplane descended from 7,000 feet mean sea level (msl) to 4,000 feet msl in
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icing conditions; further, this type of ice accretion might have been
imperceptible to the pilots.
9.

The suggestion in current Federal Aviation Administration publications that
“trace” icing is “not hazardous” can mislead pilots and operators about the
adverse effects of thin, rough ice accretions.

10.

Because the pilots of Comair flight 3272 were operating the airplane with
the autopilot engaged during a series of descents, right and left turns, power
adjustments, and airspeed reductions, they might not have perceived the
airplane’s gradually deteriorating performance.

11.

The accident airplane’s left roll tendency was precipitated by a thin layer of
rough ice that accumulated on the leading edge of the wing during the
airplane’s cruise descent, and was then affected by some or all of the
following factors: the autopilot-commanded left roll, asymmetrical ice selfshedding, aileron deflection effects (localized airflow separations), the
effects of engine/propeller thrust, the asymmetrical power application, and
the disengagement of the autopilot. It is unlikely that the absence of
conductive edge sealer on the left wing leading edge deicing boot segments
was a factor in the airplane’s excessive left roll.

12.

Consistent with Comair’s procedures regarding ice protection systems, the
pilots did not activate the leading edge deicing boots during their descent
and approach to the Detroit area, likely because they did not perceive that
the airplane was accreting significant (if any) structural ice.

13.

Had the pilots of Comair flight 3272 been aware of the specific airspeed,
configuration, and icing circumstances of the six previous EMB-120 icingrelated events and of the information contained in operational bulletin 120002/96 and revision 43 to the EMB-120 airplane flight manual, it is possible
that they would have operated the airplane more conservatively with regard
to airspeed and flap configuration or activated the deicing boots when they
knew they were in icing conditions.

14.

The current operating procedures recommending that pilots wait until ice
accumulates to an observable thickness before activating leading edge
deicing boots results in unnecessary exposure to a significant risk for
turbopropeller-driven airplane flight operations. Based primarily on
concerns about ice bridging, pilots continue to use procedures and practices
that increase the likelihood of (potentially hazardous) degraded airplane
performance resulting from small amounts of rough ice accumulated on the
leading edges.

15.

It is possible that ice accretion on unprotected surfaces and intercycle ice
accretions on protected surfaces can significantly and adversely affect the
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aerodynamic performance of an airplane even when leading edge deicing
boots are activated and operating normally.
16.

Current ice detection/protection requirements and application of technology
(particularly deice boots) may not provide adequate protection for a variety
of ice accumulation scenarios (tailplane, supercooled large droplets, thin,
rough ice accumulations, etc.).

17.

The guidance provided by Comair in its memos, bulletins, manuals, and
training program did not adequately communicate or emphasize specific
minimum airspeeds for operating the EMB-120 in the flaps-up
configuration, in or out of icing conditions, and thus contributed to the
accident.

18.

The pilots likely did not recognize the need to abide by special restrictions
on airspeeds that were established for icing conditions because they did not
perceive the significance (or presence) of Comair flight 3272’s ice
accumulation.

19.

Whether the pilots perceived ice accumulating on the airplane or not, they
should have recognized that operating in icing conditions at the air traffic
control-assigned airspeed of 150 knots with flaps retracted could result in an
unsafe flight situation; therefore, their acceptance of the 150-knot airspeed
assignment in icing conditions without extending flaps contributed to the
accident.

20.

Minimum airspeed information for various flap configurations and phases
and conditions of flight would be helpful to pilots of all passenger-carrying
airplanes.

21.

The stall warning system installed in the accident airplane did not provide
an adequate warning to the pilots because ice contamination was present on
the airplane’s airfoils, and the system was not designed to account for
aerodynamic degradation or adjust its warning to compensate for the
reduced stall warning margin caused by the ice.

22.

The accident airplane’s autopilot was capable of normal operation and
appeared to be operating normally during the last minutes of the accident
flight, and the autopilot disconnect and warning systems operated in a
manner consistent with their design logic.

23.

Had the pilots been flying the airplane manually (without the autopilot
engaged) they likely would have noted the increased right-wing-down
control wheel force needed to maintain the desired left bank, become aware
of the airplane’s altered performance characteristics, and increased their
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airspeed or otherwise altered their flight situation to avoid the loss of
control.
24.

Disengagement of the autopilot during all operations in icing conditions is
necessary to enable pilots to sense the aerodynamic effects of icing and
enhance their ability to retain control of the airplane.

25.

If the pilots of Comair flight 3272 had received a ground proximity warning
system, autopilot, or other system-generated cockpit warning when the
airplane first exceeded the autopilot’s maximum bank command limits with
the autopilot activated, they might have been able to avoid the unusual
attitude condition that resulted from the autopilot’s sudden disengagement.

26.

Despite the accumulated lessons of several major accidents and (in the case
of the EMB-120) the specific findings of a staff engineer, the Federal
Aviation Administration failed to adopt a systematic and proactive (rather
than incremental and reactive) approach to the certification and operational
issues of turbopropeller-driven transport airplane icing, which was causal to
this accident.

27.

The icing certification process has been inadequate because it has not
required manufacturers to demonstrate the airplane’s flight handling and
stall characteristics under a sufficiently realistic range of adverse ice
accretion/flight handling conditions.

28.

The work conducted by the Federal Aviation Administration Environmental
Icing National Resource Specialist and the Aviation Rulemaking Advisory
Committee’s icing-related working groups is of crucial importance to the
future safety of icing operations.

29.

The potential consequences of operating an airplane in icing conditions
without
first
having
thoroughly
demonstrated
adequate
handling/controllability characteristics in those conditions are sufficiently
severe that they warrant as thorough a certification test program as possible,
including application of revised standards to airplanes currently certificated
for flight in icing conditions.

30.

The current Federal Aviation Administration policy allowing air carriers to
elect not to adopt airplane flight manual operational procedures without
clear written justification can result in air carriers using procedures that may
not reflect the safest operating practices.

31.

At the time of the Comair flight 3272 accident, pertinent flight standards
personnel (specifically, the principal operations inspector assigned to
Comair) lacked information critical to the continued safe operation of the
EMB-120 fleet and would have been unable to evaluate the need to
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incorporate airplane flight manual revision 43 or any alternatives proposed
by air carriers.
32.

The Federal Aviation Administration’s current EMB-120 flight data
recorder system inspection procedure is inadequate because it allows
existing flight control sensor anomalies to go undetected, and thus
uncorrected.

33.

The failure of pilots who encounter in-flight icing to report the information
to the appropriate facility denies other pilots operating in the area the access
to valuable and timely information that could prevent an accident.

34.

The Federal Aviation Administration air traffic control system has not
established adequate procedures for the dissemination of icing-related pilot
reports received in the airport terminal environment; these reports should be
incorporated into automatic terminal information service broadcasts so that
all arriving and departing pilots can become aware of icing conditions in the
area.
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3.2

Probable Cause

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable cause of
this accident was the FAA’s failure to establish adequate aircraft certification standards for flight
in icing conditions, the FAA’s failure to ensure that a Centro Tecnico Aeroespacial/FAAapproved procedure for the accident airplane’s deice system operation was implemented by U.S.based air carriers, and the FAA’s failure to require the establishment of adequate minimum
airspeeds for icing conditions, which led to the loss of control when the airplane accumulated a
thin, rough accretion of ice on its lifting surfaces.
Contributing to the accident were the flightcrew’s decision to operate in icing
conditions near the lower margin of the operating airspeed envelope (with flaps retracted), and
Comair’s failure to establish and adequately disseminate unambiguous minimum airspeed values
for flap configurations and for flight in icing conditions.
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of the investigation of this accident, the National Transportation Safety
Board makes the following recommendations:
--to the Federal Aviation Administration:
Amend the definition of trace ice contained in Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) Order 7110.10L, “Flight Services,” (and in other FAA
documents as applicable) so that it does not indicate that trace icing is not
hazardous.
(A-98-88)
Require principal operations inspectors (POIs) to discuss the information
contained in airplane flight manual revisions and/or manufacturers’
operational bulletins with affected air carrier operators and, if the POI
determines that the information contained in those publications is important
information for flight operations, to encourage the affected air carrier
operators to share that information with the pilots who are operating those
airplanes. (A-98-89)
With the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and other interested
aviation organizations, organize and implement an industry-wide training
effort to educate manufacturers, operators, and pilots of air carrier and general
aviation turbopropeller-driven airplanes regarding the hazards of thin,
possibly imperceptible, rough ice accumulations, the importance of activating
the leading edge deicing boots as soon as the airplane enters icing conditions
(for those airplanes in which ice bridging is not a concern), and the
importance of maintaining minimum airspeeds in icing conditions. (A-98-90)
Require manufacturers and operators of modern turbopropeller-driven
airplanes in which ice bridging is not a concern to review and revise the
guidance contained in their manuals and training programs to include updated
icing information and to emphasize that leading edge deicing boots should be
activated as soon as the airplane enters icing conditions. (A-98-91)
With the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and other interested
aviation organizations, conduct additional research to identify realistic ice
accumulations, to include intercycle and residual ice accumulations and ice
accumulations on unprotected surfaces aft of the deicing boots, and to
determine the effects and criticality of such ice accumulations; further, the
information developed through such research should be incorporated into
aircraft certification requirements and pilot training programs at all levels.
(A-98-92)
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Actively pursue research with airframe manufacturers and other industry
personnel to develop effective ice detection/protection systems that will keep
critical airplane surfaces free of ice; then require their installation on newly
manufactured and in-service airplanes certificated for flight in icing
conditions. (A-98-93)
Require manufacturers of all turbine-engine driven airplanes (including the
EMB-120) to provide minimum maneuvering airspeed information for all
airplane configurations, phases, and conditions of flight (icing and nonicing
conditions); minimum airspeeds also should take into consideration the effects
of various types, amounts, and locations of ice accumulation, including thin
amounts of very rough ice, ice accumulated in supercooled large droplet icing
conditions, and tailplane icing. (A-98-94)
Require the operators of all turbine-engine driven airplanes (including the
EMB-120) to incorporate the manufacturer’s minimum maneuvering
airspeeds for various airplane configurations and phases and conditions of
flight in their operating manuals and pilot training programs in a clear and
concise manner, with emphasis on maintaining minimum safe airspeeds while
operating in icing conditions. (A-98-95)
Require the manufacturers and operators of all airplanes that are certificated to
operate in icing conditions to install stall warning/protection systems that
provide a cockpit warning (aural warning and/or stick shaker) before the onset
of stall when the airplane is operating in icing conditions. (A-98-96)
Require all operators of turbopropeller-driven air carrier airplanes to require
pilots to disengage the autopilot and fly the airplane manually when they
activate the anti-ice systems. (A-98-97)
Require all manufacturers of transport-category airplanes to incorporate logic
into all new and existing transport-category airplanes that have autopilots
installed to provide a cockpit aural warning to alert pilots when the airplane’s
bank and/or pitch exceeds the autopilot’s maximum bank and/or pitch
command limits. (A-98-98)
Expedite the research, development, and implementation of revisions to the
icing certification testing regulations to ensure that airplanes are adequately
tested for the conditions in which they are certificated to operate; the research
should include identification (and incorporation into icing certification
requirements) of realistic ice shapes and their effects and criticality. (A-98-99)
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When the revised icing certification standards and criteria are complete,
review the icing certification of all turbopropeller-driven airplanes that are
currently certificated for operation in icing conditions and perform additional
testing and take action as required to ensure that these airplanes fulfill the
requirements of the revised icing certification standards. (A-98-100)
Review turbopropeller-driven airplane manufacturers’ airplane flight manuals
and air carrier flightcrew operating manuals (where applicable) to ensure that
these manuals provide operational procedures for flight in icing conditions,
including the activation of leading edge deicing boots, the use of increased
airspeeds, and disengagement of autopilot systems before entering icing
conditions (that is, when other anti-icing systems have traditionally been
activated). (A-98-101)
Require air carriers to adopt the operating procedures contained in the
manufacturer’s airplane flight manual and subsequent approved revisions or
provide written justification that an equivalent safety level results from an
alternative procedure. (A-98-102)
Ensure that flight standards personnel at all levels (from aircraft evaluation
groups to certificate management offices) are informed about all manufacturer
operational bulletins and airplane flight manual revisions, including the
background and justification for the revision. (A-98-103)
Revise its current EMB-120 flight data recorder (FDR) system inspection
procedure to include a FDR readout and evaluation of parameter values from
normal operations to ensure a more accurate assessment of the operating
status of the flight control position sensors on board the airplane. (A-98-104)
Reemphasize to pilots, on a periodic basis, their responsibility to report
meteorological conditions that may adversely affect the safety of other flights,
such as in-flight icing and turbulence, to the appropriate facility as soon as
practicable. (A-98-105)
Amend Federal Aviation Administration Order 7110.65, “Air Traffic
Control,” to require that automatic terminal information service broadcasts
include information regarding the existence of pilot reports of icing conditions
in that airport terminal’s environment (and adjacent airport terminal
environments as meteorologically pertinent and operationally feasible) as
soon as practicable after receipt of the pilot report. (A-98-106)
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--to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration:
With the Federal Aviation Administration and other interested aviation
organizations, organize and implement an industry-wide training effort to
educate manufacturers, operators, and pilots of air carrier and general aviation
turbopropeller-driven airplanes regarding the hazards of thin, possibly
imperceptible, rough ice accumulations, the importance of activating the
leading edge deicing boots as soon as the airplane enters icing conditions (for
those airplanes in which ice bridging is not a concern), and the importance of
maintaining minimum airspeeds in icing conditions. (A-98-107)
With the Federal Aviation Administration and other interested aviation
organizations, conduct additional research to identify realistic ice
accumulations, to include intercycle and residual ice accumulations and ice
accumulations on unprotected surfaces aft of the deicing boots, and to
determine the effects and criticality of such ice accumulations; further, the
information developed through such research should be incorporated into
aircraft certification requirements and pilot training programs at all levels.
(A-98-108)
In addition, the Safety Board reiterates the following safety recommendations to
the Federal Aviation Administration:
Revise the icing criteria published in 14 Code of Federal Regulations Parts 23
and 25, in light of both recent research into aircraft ice accretion under
varying conditions of liquid water content, drop size distribution and
temperature, and recent development in both the design and use of aircraft.
Also, expand the Part 25 appendix C icing certification envelope to include
freezing drizzle/freezing rain and mixed water/ice crystal conditions as
necessary.
(A-96-54)
Revise the icing certification testing regulation to ensure that airplanes are
properly tested for all conditions in which they are authorized to operate, or
are otherwise shown to be capable of safe flight into such conditions. If safe
operations cannot be demonstrated by the manufacturer, operational
limitations should be imposed to prohibit flight in such conditions and
flightcrews should be provided with the means to positively determine when
they are in icing conditions that exceed the limits for aircraft certification.
(A-96-56)
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Safety Recommendations A-96-54 and A-96-56.
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5. APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A—INVESTIGATION AND HEARING
1.

Investigation

The National Transportation Safety Board was initially notified of this accident
by the FAA’s Communications Center in Washington, D.C., about 1700 eastern standard time on
January 9, 1997. A full go-team from Safety Board headquarters in Washington, D.C., was
dispatched to Monroe, Michigan, about 2000 that evening. In addition, three Safety Board
employees from the North Central Regional Office in Chicago, Illinois, and one employee from
the Northwest Field Office in Anchorage, Alaska, were dispatched to the accident site to assist
with the investigation. The following investigative groups were formed: operations/human
performance, structures, systems, powerplants, maintenance records, air traffic control, weather,
aircraft performance, witness, cockpit voice recorder, and flight data recorder. Member John
Hammerschmidt traveled separately from his home and joined the investigative team at the
accident site. Chairman James Hall also visited the accident site. Additionally, one public
affairs staff member and three family assistance staff members traveled to the accident site.
An accredited representative appointed by the Center for the Investigation and
Prevention of Accidents of Brazil (state of manufacture of the airplane) participated and
provided assistance throughout the investigation. Transportation Safety Board of Canada (state
of manufacture of the engines), did not appoint an Accredited Representative to participate in the
investigation.
Parties to the investigation were the Federal Aviation Administration, COMAIR,
Inc., Empresa Brasileira de Aeronautica, S/A, the Pratt and Whitney Canada and Hamilton
Standard Divisions of United Technologies Corporation, the National Weather Service, the
National Air Traffic Controllers’ Association, and the Air Line Pilots Association.
2.

Public Hearing
No public hearing was held in connection with this accident.
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APPENDIX B—COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER TRANSCRIPT

CAM

Cockpit area microphone

HOT

Crewmember hot microphone

RDO

Radio transmission from accident aircraft

-1

Voice (or position) identified as Captain

-2

Voice (or position) identified as First Officer

-3

Voice identified as Flight Attendant

-?

Unidentifiable voice

COM

Misc. radio communications or aircraft aural warnings heard on
crewmember CVR channels

ZID

Indianapolis Air Route Traffic Control Center

ZOB

Cleveland Alr Route Traffic Control Center

DTW

Detroit Metro ATCT

OPS

Airline Operations

CACT50

America West Airlines Flight Fifty

*

Unintelligible word

#

Expletive deleted

...

Pause

()

Questionable text

[]

Editorial insertion

.

Break in continuity

Page 1 of 22
INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

1523:37
CAM

[start of recording]

1523:37
CAM

[start of transcript]

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

1523:39
RDO-1
1523:41
INT-2

CONTENT

thanks.

he's gotta use the phone.
1523:49
ZID

1523:57
INT-2

twenty-one.

1523:59
INT-1

set once and set twice.

1525:44
CAM

[sound of three tones similar to that of the altitude alerter]
1526:59
ZID

flight level two one zero comair thirty-two seventy-two,
thank you.

comair ah thirty-two seventy-two any improvements ah
with the climb there?

DCA97MA017
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1523:52
RDO-1

comair thirty-two seventy-two climb maintain flight level
two one zero.

Page 2 of 22
INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE
1527:03
RDO-1

1527:11
ZID
1528:54
INT-1

well, ready for cruise?

1528:56
INT-2

yup, thanks.

1529:13
CAM
1529:52
INT-1

1530:52
CAM

comair thirty-two seventy-two affirmative ... it's ah smooth
here at two one oh .. we're getting ah occasional light chop
at one nine oh cause we were right at the tops.

right at the tops .. appreciate it, thanks.
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1529:09
CAM

CONTENT

[sound similar to that of slight decrease in propeller rpm
frequency]

[sound of several unknown clicks]

power and NP set, pressurization check, cruise check
complete.

[sound of unknown squeaks]
1531:22
ZID

1531:28
RDO-1

comair thirty-two seventy-two contact cleveland one two
three point niner.

one two three point niner comair thirty-two seventy-two,
good day.

DCA97MA017

Page 3 of 22
INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE
1531:31
ZID

so long.

1531:32
COM

[sound of tone similar to that of frequency change]

1531:34
RDO-1

1533:05
ZOB

comair thirty-two seventy-two how's your ride there?

1533:08
RDO-1

comair thirty-two seventy-two it's smooth.

down.

comair thirty-two seventy-two descend and maintain one
two thousand .. the ah detroit altimeter two nine two one.

two nine two one .. descend and maintain one two twelve
thousand comair thirty-two seventy-two.

DCA97MA017
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1535:57
INT-1

thirty-two

comair thirty-two seventy-two cleveland center, roger.

1535:44
RDO-1

yeah there's twelve .. gotta go [sound of human whistle]

good afternoon cleveland center, comair
seventy-two .. flight level two one zero.

1531:39
ZOB

1535:37
ZOB

1535:52
INT-2

CONTENT

Page 4 of 22
INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

1536:07
ZOB

1536:13
RDO-1

comair thirty-seven I'm sorry .. thirty-two seventy-two
contact cleveland one two zero point four five.

one two zero point four five comair thirty-two seventy-two,
good day.

1536:18
ZOB

*.

1536:18
COM

[sound of tone similar to frequency change]
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1536:43
INT-2

CONTENT

might get a speed warning here.
1536:46
RDO-1

1536:52
ZOB

1536:56
RDO-1
1537:04
INT-2

dive, dive.

1537:09
HOT-2

whoop whoop dive [sound of human whistle].

good afternoon cleveland center comair thirty-two seventytwo .. flight level one nine oh .. descend and maintain one
two twelve thousand.

thirty-two seventy-two cleveland center roger .. no delay
down to twelve for traffic.

comair thirty-two seventy-two wilco.

DCA97MA017

Page 5 of 22
INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

1538:03
INT

[sound of chime similar to that of flight attendant chime]

1538:07
INT-1

need anything?

1538:08
INT-?

sure don't.

1538:09
INT-2

no thanks.

1538:14
HOT-1

TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

[unintelligible female voice]

1538:18
HOT-2

no thanks .. doing great.

1538:20
HOT-3

are we already on the descent?
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would you be kind enough to get me an ice refresher .. just
add some to that.

1538:18
HOT-3

1538:21
HOT-1

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION

yes ma'am .. you told them an hour but it's only forty
minutes today.

1538:27
HOT-3

(forty minutes).

1538:27
HOT-1

didn't I .. I think I told you forty-five.

DCA97MA017

Page 6 of 22
INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE
1538:30
HOT-3
1538:32
HOT-1

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

(oh that's right you did it).

I go okay .. well she just knows we're gonna probably have
to hold now.

[sound of laughter]

1538:55
HOT-1

yeah we're only seventy-five miles out right now.

1538:57
HOT-3

okay great, thanks.

1538:58
HOT-1

so -

1538:58
HOT-3

here's your drink.

1539:00
HOT-1

fifteen ... fifteen minutes about.

1539:03
HOT-3

okay.

1539:04
HOT-1

thank you very much for the ice.
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1538:35
HOT-3

1539:07
ZOB

comair thirty-two seventy-two continue descent to one one
thousand then fly heading of ah zero three zero to rejoin
the mizar arrival off of detroit.
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Page 7 of 22
INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE
1539:14
RDO-1

1539:24
INT-2

CONTENT

descend and maintain one one eleven thousand and
heading zero three zero to join the arrival comair thirty-two
seventy-two.

okay, there's ah there's eleven and out of detroit we're
looking at ah .. two thirty-nine radial.
1540:09
COM

so what what do you got set up here?

1540:38
INT-2

I've got detroit.

1540:46
INT-2

let's see which one of those lines we hit first.
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1540:35
INT-1

detroit metropolitan airport information hotel .. two zero two
six zulu special .. wind zero seven zero at six .. visibility
one .. light snow .. six hundred scattered .. ceiling one
thousand four hundred broken .. two thousand one
hundred overcast .. temperature minus three .. dew point
minus four .. altimeter two niner two one .. remarks .. A02
.. tower visibility one and one half .. papa zero zero zero
zero .. ILS approach in use runway three right .. departing
runway three center .. notices to airmen .. runway two one
right, three left closed .. runway two seven left, nine right
closed .. runway two seven right, nine left closed .. taxiway
yankee eleven closed .. braking action advisories in effect
.. (local) de-ice procedure in effect .. gate hold procedure
in effect for newark, kennedy, chicago o'hare, philadelphia,
st. louis, GRR airports .. advise on initial contact you have
information hotel.

Page 8 of 22
INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

1540:48
CAM

[sound of three tones similar to that of the altitude alerter]

1540:49
INT-1

okay.

1541:16
CAM

[sound of audio interrupt similar to that of tape splice]

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

1542:32
COM
1542:43
HOT-2

CONTENT

[sound of tone similar to that of frequency change]

[sound of yawn]

1542:54
RDO-1

1542:58
COM
1543:03
RDO-1

1543:07
DTW
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1542:51
ZOB

comair thirty-two seventy-two detroit one two four point
niner seven.

one two four point niner seven comair thirty-two seventytwo, good day.

[sound of tone similar to that of frequency change]

good afternoon detroit approach .. comair thirty-two
seventy-two one one eleven thousand hotel.

comair thirty-two seventy-two detroit approach .. depart
mizar heading zero five zero vector to ILS runway three
right final approach course .. runway three right braking
action reported poor by a DC niner.
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INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE
1543:16
RDO-1

1544:11
DTW

1544:15
RDO-1

I think there's your -

1544:46
INT-2

ah thanks.

1544:48
INT-2

whoops.

1544:49
INT-1

stand by.

1544:50
INT-2

and five miles for ah ... for ah mizar.
1545:46
DTW

1545:49
RDO-1
1545:53
INT-1

roger depart mizar heading zero five zero comair thirty-two
seventy-two.

comair thirty-two seventy-two maintain one niner zero
knots .. if unable advise.

roger, one niner zero knots comair thirty-two seventy-two.
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1544:44
INT-1

CONTENT

comair thirty-two seventy-two descend and maintain seven
thousand.

seven thousand comair thirty-two seventy-two.

and seven's in the altitude alerter.
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TIME and
SOURCE
1545:56
INT-2

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

seven's verified .. there's mizar and we're turning zero five
zero.
1546:12
DTW

1546:14
RDO-1
1546:57
DTW

northwest two seventy-two information alpha is current ..
winds zero six zero at six .. visibility one and one half ..
light snow .. ceiling six hundred broken one thousand one
hundred broken .. two thousand one hundred overcast ..
altimeter's two niner one niner .. runway three right RVR
three thousand five hundred .. braking action reported
poor by DC niner.

comair thirty-two seventy-two turn right heading zero five
five.

[sound of two clicks]
1547:21
RDO-1

1547:32
INT-2

zero three zero comair thirty-two seventy-two.

[sound of three clicks]
1547:18
DTW

1547:20
CAM

comair thirty-two seventy-two turn left heading zero three
zero vector for sequencing.

zero five five comair thirty-two seventy-two.

[sound similar to that of a human sniffle]

DCA97MA017
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1547:17
CAM

CONTENT
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INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

let's run the descent check.

1547:49
INT-1

ice protection?

1547:51
INT-2

windshield, props, standard seven.

1547:53
INT-1

ignition?

1547:54
INT-2

auto.

1547:55
INT-1

pressurization?

1547:55
INT-2

TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT
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1547:47
INT-2

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION

it's ah reset for landing in detroit .. six thirty-nine .. looks
good.

1548:01
INT-1

altimeters?

1548:03
INT-2

ah twenty-one.

1548:04
INT-1

set left.

1548:05
INT-2

set right.
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TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

landing lights?

1548:06
INT-2

landing lights on.

1548:07
INT-1

seatbelt sign?

1548:08
INT-2

on.

1548:09
INT-1

PACKs and bleeds?

1548:10
INT-2

four lows.

1548:11
INT-1

crossfeed?

1548:12
INT-2

crossfeed's off.

1548:12
INT-1

that completes that.

1548:14
INT-2

TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT
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1548:06
INT-1

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION

okay .. a thousand to go .. uhm .. we're going to do an ILS
to runway three right .. it'll be a coupled approach .. flaps
twenty-five .. frequency is one one one point five .. that's
set .. might as well set that in there .. inbound course is zero
three five.
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INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE
1548:38
CAM
1548:43
INT-2

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

[sound of three tones similar to that of the altitude alerter]

we're gonna intercept the top somewhere ah whatever
altitude he gives us .. ah .. twenty-seven hundred's the
intercept to the glide slope.
1548:47
DTW

1548:50
RDO-1

1549:13
INT-2

1549:38
INT-1

1549:43
INT-2

comair thirty-two seventy-two turn right heading zero
seven zero.

zero seven zero comair thirty-two seventy-two.
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1548:55
CAM

CONTENT

[sound similar to increase in engine/prop noise]

it's ah two hundred foot approach with the decision altitude
of eight thirty-three .. you've already got that set in there ..
missed approach will be published climb to eleven hundred
.. and a climbing right turn to three thousand direct to the ah
DM locator outer marker "Spencer" * which is ah two
twenty-three that's set .. and hold .. that will be a teardrop
entry .. questions, comments.

no questions .. twenty-one, fourteen, and forty-three are
your bugs.

twenty-one, fourteen, forty-three .. set.
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INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

1549:48
INT-1

autofeather?

1549:50
INT-2

armed.

1549:51
INT-1

nav radios.

1549:53
INT-2

nav radios are ah set eleven point five.

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

1549:59
RDO-1

1550:11
INT-1

I'll be on two.

1550:11
INT-2

alright.
1550:15
RDO-1

1550:28
INT-1

comair thirty-two seventy-two turn right to a heading of one
four zero .. reduce speed to one seven zero.

heading one four zero speed one seven zero comair thirtytwo seventy-two.

good afternoon detroit .. comair thirty-two seventy-two.

nobody likes to answer me .. I'm back.
1550:28
DTW

comair thirty-two seventy-two contact approach one two
five point one five so long.
DCA97MA017
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1549:54
DTW

CONTENT
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TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE
1550:32
RDO-1

1550:36
COM

maybe you should try being abusive with them.

1550:40
INT-1

huh?

1550:41
INT-2

gotta try being abusive with them.

1550:43
INT-1

that's right.

1550:43
INT-2

answer the phone, dummy.

1550:44
INT-1

yeah.

one two five point one five comair thirty-two seventy-two,
good day.

[sound of tone similar to that of frequency change]
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1550:38
INT-2

CONTENT

1550:45
RDO-1

1550:49
DTW

good afternoon detroit approach comair thirty-two seventytwo seven thousand.

comair thirty-two seventy-two detroit approach .. reduce
speed to one seven zero and maintain six thousand.
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TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

1550:54
RDO-1

1550:57
CAM

[sound of three tones similar to that of the altitude alerter]

1551:00
INT-1

six.

1551:00
INT-2

six thousand.

wonder what plane he's looking at?

1551:25
INT-1

ah the one ah that's not going one four zero.

speed one seven zero .. descend and maintain six
thousand comair thirty-two seventy-two.

1551:14
DTW

comair thirty-two seventy-two fly heading one four zero.

1551:17
RDO-1

one four zero comair thirty-two seventy-two.

1551:27
OPS

thirty-two seventy two you calling detroit?

1551:30
RDO-1

1551:38
OPS

yes sir we're in range .. ah positive fuel .. we'll be at the
gate in approximately nine minutes and forty-eight
seconds.

approximately, huh?
DCA97MA017
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1551:20
INT-2

CONTENT
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INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE
1551:39
RDO-1
1551:41
OPS

1551:44
RDO-1

1551:51
OPS

approx-, of course.

do you guys know if you have any special assistance
coming in?

I can't recall anyone coming out so I thi- I think we're all
good there .. all all we'll need is just fuel.

roger that ah bravo * three.
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1551:53
CAM

CONTENT

[sound of three tones similar to that of the altitude alerter]
1551:54
RDO-1

1551:58
OPS
1552:01
RDO-1

1552:07
INT-1

took 'em a while but they came back to me.

1552:13
INT-2

that's good news .. no changes while you were away.

roger that .. and how many do we have going back so I
know how many seats to give you?

ah, you're booked to twenty-eight right now.

okay that'll be our load then .. we can take them all ..
thanks.
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INTRA-COCKPIT COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE
1552:13
DTW

1552:20
INT-1

four's in the altitude alert.

1552:23
INT-2

four thousand verified.

CONTENT

comair thirty-two seventy-two descend and maintain four
thousand.

four thousand comair thirty-two seventy-two.

1553:03
DTW

cactus fifty zero six zero to intercept three right.

1553:05
CACT50

1553:09
DTW

1553:15
CACT50
1553:18
DTW

1553:25
DTW

206

1552:16
RDO-1

zero six zero okay .. you got any windshear reports on the
final?

ah no .. I haven't had anything ah .. just ah slick runways
and ah low visibilities.

okay .. yeah it's two thirty-seven at thirty-two up here.

ah you'll pick up a head wind once you get down ah
probably oh two thousand feet or so.

comair thirty-two seventy-two turn right heading one eight
zero .. reduce speed to one five zero.
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TIME and
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CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE
1553:29
RDO-1

1553:42
CAM

CONTENT

heading one eight zero .. speed one five zero comair thirtytwo seventy-two.

[sound of three tones similar to that of the altitude alerter]
1553:42
DTW

1553:45
RDO-1

this guys got -

1553:53
INT-1

they gotta always tell us twice.

1553:55
INT-2

he's got short term memory disorder I think.

1553:57
INT-1

is that what that is?

1553:58
INT-2

yeah, he's got alzheimer's .. that's what it is.

speed one five zero comair thirty-two seventy-two.
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1553:52
INT-2

comair thirty-two seventy-two reduce speed to one five
zero.

1553:59
DTW

1554:04
RDO-1

comair thirty-two seventy-two now turn left heading zero
nine zero .. plan a vector across the localizer.

heading zero niner zero comair thirty-two seventy-two.
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CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

1554:10.9
CAM
[sound of click]
1554:13.2
CAM
[sound of faint click]
1554:14.4
CAM
[sound of several unidentified thumps fade in and out]
1554:15.9
CAM
[sound of several "whirring" noises, similar to that of the
elevator trim servo]
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1554:16.0
CAM
[sound of increase in discrete high frequency noise similar
to that of power increase]
1554:17.1
CAM
[significant reduction in background ambient noise]
1554:20.8
INT-1
looks like your low speed indicator.
1554:20.9
INT-2
* *.
1554:23.6
INT-1
power.
1554:23.9
CAM
[sound similar to that of stickstaker starts]
1554:24.1
INT-2
thanks.
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CONTENT

AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

1554:24.1
CAM
[sound of three chimes and "auto-pilot" aural warning]
1554:25.9
CAM
[sound similar to that of stickshaker stops]
1554:26.1
INT-2
oh.
1554:26.1
INT-1
oh #.
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1554:26.8
CAM
[sound of increase in background noise similar to that of
power increase]
1554:29.0
CAM
[sound of GPWS “bank angle” aural warning]
1554:29.1
CAM
[sound of three chimes and "auto-pilot" aural warning]
1554:31.0
CAM
[sound similar to that of stickshaker starts and continues to
the end of tape]
1554:33.3
INT-?
[sound of single human breath]
1554:34.3
CAM
[sound of three chimes and "auto-pilot" aural warning]
1554:35.3
CAM
[sound of GPWS “bank angle” aural warning]
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AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION
TIME and
SOURCE

CONTENT

1554:37.1
INT-1
[nonpertinent exclamation]
1554:38.2
CAM
[sound of three chimes and "auto-pilot" aural warning]
1554:39.1
INT-1
[nonpertinent exclamation]
1554:40.1
CAM
[end of tape]
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APPENDIX D-METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION/NCAR STUDY

Mesoscale analysis of the COMAIR-3272 crash of 9 January 1997
Ben C. Bernstein
Research Applications Program
National Center for Atmospheric Research
Boulder, CO 80307-3000
March 30, 1998

1.

Introduction
This discussion is to be considered in the context of the synoptic-scale weather data previously

presented to the NTSB by NCAR. Here, the focus is placed on the mesoscale weather elements which are
pertinent to the accretion of ice on Comair-3272 and on explaining the significant differences in icing
reported by the pilots of four other aircraft which flew in close proximity to Comair-3272 within a 10
minute time window.

2. Analysis of radar data - overview
Regional radar images indicate widespread areas of snow across Michigan at 2000 and 2100
UTC, essentially to the north of the Ohio/Michigan border (see Figs. 1a, b).. Along the edges of this area
of snow, there were patches of lower reflectivity, which show up as “holes” in the echo pattern. These
patches were evident near Detroit during the period in which the crash occurred. Close examination of
the 0.5 degree scan from the Detroit NEXRAD (DTX) at 2049 UTC (Fig. 2a) shows widespread
reflectivity of > 15 dBZ across much of the radar scope, with weaker echoes to the southeast and south of
DTX. Patches of lower reflectivity are evident in these areas, with values of about 0 to 10 dBZ. One of
these patches was in place from approximately 50 to 100 km to the south-southwest of DTX. A look at
the 1.5 and 2.4 degree scans (Figs. 2b,c) indicates that reflectivity values decreased with height in this
area. Comair-3272 was flying through this patch of lower reflectivity during the last 6 ½ minutes before
the upset occurred. At 2050 UK, Comair-3272 was at an altitude of ~7000 ft (~2133 m) MSL and
location of ~72 km from the DTX radar at ~200 degrees azimuth. Since the D T X radar is at an
elevation of 360 m MSL, Comair-3272 was ~1733 m above the radar at a distance of 72 km,
corresponding to an elevation angle of approximately 1.4 degrees. Reflectivity values at the location of
the Comair were between -5 and + 10 dBZ on the 1.5 degree elevation scan and are relatively low
compared to the 10-30 dBZ values within a swath of snow to the northwest and north.
Data from the DTX radar have been digitally interpolated to a 150 km by 150 km grid that

encompasses the Comair's path of flight during the last ~8 minutes before the crash. Horizontal slices
(CAPPIs) of radar data were created at 0.8 and 2.3 km MSL from DTX radar volumes which began at
2037, 2043 and 2049 UTC. These altitudes roughly approximate the height of the center of the 0.5 and
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1.5 degree elevation DTX radar beams at the horizontal location of Comair-3272 at 2050 UTC (~72 km
SSW of DTX). Superposition of the FAA radar-based tracks of Comair-3272 and several other aircraft on
approach to Detroit on the 0.8 km CAPPI from 2049 UTC (Fig. 3a) indicate that these planes were flying
on the southeastern edge of the large swath of precipitation where most of the reflectivity values were
approximately 10 dBZ at 0.8km (~1. 3 km below flight level). All of the aircraft passed through a patch of
lower reflectivity during or just before the first of two turns on approach to Detroit. This patch will be
discussed in further detail and related to the tracks of the aircraft in a later section of this report.

3. Comparison of surface observations with radar and sounding data
Data from several National Weather Service reporting stations in the vicinity of the crash have
also been plotted on the gridded radar reflectivity map for 0.8 km MSL (Fig. 3a). All of the stations
(DTW - Detroit MI, YIP - Ypsilanti/Detroit-Willow MI, ARB - Ann Arbor MI, JXN - Jackson MI, TOL Toledo OH) were reporting snow at ~2050 UTC, but details in the observations reveal more information.
DTW was reporting light snow and mist, visibility of 3/4 miles, broken clouds at 600 and 1200 feet and an
overcast deck at 1700 feet. Reflectivity values over DTW were approximately 20 dBZ at this time, but as
areas of lower reflectivity to the southwest moved over DTW, the visibility at the surface improved to 3
miles and the snow briefly stopped between 2149 and 2201 UTC (1649-1701 LST - see observer
comments in Table 1a). Ice pellets were repotted at DTW about 2 ½ hours after the crash, from 2332 to
2347 UTC (1832-1847 LST). ARB was located on the northern edge of the patch, where reflectivity
values were approximately 10 dBZ. As the northern edge of the patch of low reflectivity reached ARB,
the visibility temporarily rose from 1 mile (1953 UTC) to 4 miles (2053 UTC), then fell back to 2.5 miles
(2121 UTC), then to 1.5 miles (2150 UTC), following the passage of the patch (see Table lb). This brief
increase in visibility indicates that the intensity of the snow is likely to have decreased substantially within
the northern edge of the patch. JXN was located to the northwest of the aircraft tracks, within areas of 1520 dBZ reflectitity, reported continuous light snow, visibility values of 1 mile or less and overcast
ceilings varying 1from 800 to 1700 feet.
The decrease in or cessation of snowfall in the areas of low reflectivity indicates that the snowmaking process was less efficient there, thus allowing a greater opportunity for liquid cloud to exist.
Several observations of pellets were made by surface stations (Detroit MI, Findlay OH) and individuals (a
pilot at home i n Mason City,MI reported pellets and described them as “not opaque, but not clear, either”;
a fireman on his way to the crash scene reported pellets) around the Detroit area in the hours surrounding
the crash. These observations indicate that either large drops and/or significant water contents were likely
to exist within the cloud, possibly mixed with snow crystals in some locations. Any pellets which did
occur were formed in an environment free of the melting process, since only subfreezing tempetatures
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were found in sounding data from both Detroit and Wilmington, Ohio for 0000 UTC on 10 January (see
Tables 2a,b).

4. Comparison of aircraft tracks with radar data
FAA radar-based track data available for five different aircraft flying in the area near the time of
the crash are plotted on the 0.8 km radar cross-section (Fig. 3a). The planes were as follows: Comair
3272 (Embraer 120, red line), NW 272 (DC 9, purple line), America West 50 (Airbus 320, green line),
NW 483 (Boeing 757, blue line) and NW 208 (Airbus 320, brown line). Times for the locations of the
aircraft are indicated with symbols on the plot. At 2050 UTC (circles in Fig. 3a), Comair-3272 was
making a tum toward the southeast within the patch of low reflectivity, while America West 50 was just
ahead of it and NW 272 was just behind it, NW 483 and NW 208 had passed through this area about 5
.
conditions varying from no icing (NW 483) to “the worst icing that (the pilot) had encountered all season"
(NW 272). Although these planes flew through similar locations within about 10 minutes of each other,
close inspection of the tracks and altitudes of the aircraft relative to the patch of low reflectivity reveals
the source of this discrepancy.
A radar cross-section at 2.3 km MSL (Fig. 3b) reveals a slightly larger patch of < 10 dBZ
reflectivity (compared to the size of the patch at 0.8 km) at the location of the first turn in the approach
pattern. Comair-3272 had descended from 11,000 ft (3352 m - all heights MSL) at 2045 UTC and slowed
from ~350 knots to ~240 knots before entering the first turn at 2050 UTC (see Table 3a). According to
preliminary information from Embraer engineers, the airplane was “clean” until it descended to 7000 feet

(~2133 m) MSL, and started to pick up drag at ~204945 UTC, possibly indicating the onset of ice
accretion on the aircraft. Comair-3272 reached this altitude when it entered the patch of lower reflectivity
at ~204904 UTC, held at 7000 ft until 205113 UTC, then gradually descended as it flew toward the
southeast through the low reflectivity patch, reaching an altitude of 4000 ft (1219 m) by 205403 UTC. It
was during this period that drag counts were reported to have increased, with the most rapid increase in
drag counts indicated between 5500 and 4500 ft (1675 and 1370 m), according to Embraer engineers.
Reflectivity values in the path of flight during this period of time were between ~4 and 9 dBZ. Once
Comair-3272 descended to altitudes of 7000 ft or less, it flew through an area with reflectivity values of
less than 10 dBZ for ~6 ½ minutes (~5 minutes of which the aircraft was picking up drag, according to
the preliminary engineering data - possibly in icing conditions) before attempting to make a left turn on
approach to Detroit at 205426 UTC and 4000 ft (1219 m). During this portion of the flight, the plane was
traveling at between approximately 160 and 180 knots in an environment where temperatures were
between -6 and -11 C, according to the Detroit balloon borne sounding released at 2300 UTC. Total
temperatures calculated for this period were between -3 and -7C.
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NW 272 (a DC 9) also descended into the patch of low reflectivity at 7000 ft and made a right
turn within it, essentially following the path of Comair-3272, but was about two minutes behind it (see
2050 UTC locations on Fig. 3b; Table 3b). NW 272 flew at similar altitudes at speeds of 150 to 170
knots, and, thus, had similar total temperatures to Comair-3272. The pilot reported that this was “the
worst ice (the pilot) had seen all season” with some splashback and described the ice as “extremely heavy
to severe” based upon “18 years of operations in the Detroit and Lake Erie areas.” The pilot also reported
that ice was accreting at a rate of approximately ½ inch of ice per minute, that the plane was flying in
solid overcast conditions and that the radar showed little or no returns. When asked to hold altitude, the
pilot asked to climb out and did so by making a U-turn at the southeastern end of the low reflectivity
patch. Overall, NW 272 appeared to be within the patch of less than 10 dBZ reflectivity at altitudes at or
below 7000 ft for more than 8 minutes.
America West (AWE) flight 50 (an Airbus 320) passed over the top of Comair-3272 at ~2045
UTC and was a minute or so ahead of it at 2050 UTC (see Fig. 3b, Table 3c). This aircraft did not
descend to 7000 ft until after making the initial turn at 8000 ft, reaching an altitude of 7000 ft at the
eastern edge of the low reflectivity patch. This aircraft spent approximately two minutes in areas of less
than 10 dBZ at altitudes of 7000 ft or less. The pilot did report moderate rime icing with possible freezing
drizzle and light snow. The pilot reported an ice accumulation of approximately l/4 inch and an icing
exposure time of 5 to 8 minutes, much of which appears to have occurred at altitudes above 7000 ft and/or
in areas of higher reflectivity to the east of the patch. Visible moisture was mentioned, and the pilot also
indicated that light and occasionally moderate turbulence was present. Overall, Comair-3272, NW-272
and AWE-50 were all flying in a similar environment, but AWE-50 was exposed to the area of low . .
reflectivity at altitudes of 7000 ft or less for a shorter amount of time.
NW-483 (a Boeing 757) descended into the center of the patch at ~204630 UTC and crossed
through to the eastern edge rather quickly (Fig. 4, Table 3d). This aircraft was traveling speeds of roughly
210 to 280 knots through the patch and had total temperatures of between -3 and 0 C. The pilot only
reported light snow and no icing on approach to DTW. This aircraft only briefly passed through the patch
of reflectivity < 10 dBZ at altitudes of 7000 ft or less, causing a relatively short exposure (~2 minutes) to
the environment that existed there. NW-208 (an Airbus 320) essentially crossed over the patch at
altitudes of more than 7200 ft between 2038 and 2040 UTC, descending below 7000 ft into reflectivity of
~10 dBZ on the far east side of the patch, missing most of it (Fig. 5, Table 3e). The pilot of that aircraft
reported rime icing, with l/2 inch or less accumulation and light snow during descent.
Overall, the differences in exposure time and aircraft speed are likely to account for the wide
variety of icing reported by these pilots in interviews following the crash. This is especially true if,
indeed, the top of the icing layer was near 7000 ft MSL.
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5. Cloud top height and possible shear layers
Examination of data from the DTX radar show that when looking toward the south-southwest
(~200 degrees), patchy reflectivity is only evident out to ~55-60 km on the 2.4 degree elevation scan (Fig.
2c), indicating that the height of the highest radar-detectable particles was near 8900 ft MSL, and the
pocketed nature of the reflectivity in this region points towards some variability in the height of the tops.
Note that this height is not necessarily the same as cloud top, which may he higher. A close look at the
radial velocity field on the 2.4 degree scan (Fig. 6) reveals the existence of multiple weak shear layers
within the cloud depth, evidenced by slight changes in the azimuthal location of the 0 ms-1 radial velocity
line with increasing distance from the radar (and thus, height). DTX sounding data (see Table 2a) also
indicate the existence of some shear between 5900 and 8770 ft (1800-2675 m), in the upper portion of the
layer with relative humidity values in excess of 95%. The next relative humidity value available in the
sounding was 8 3 % with a temperature of -16C at 10,700 ft (3250 m). Relative humidity values dropped
sharply above this altitude, indicating a lack of cloud there. Infrared data from the GOES-9 satellite
indicate cloud top temperature values of approximately -17C over and to the south of Detroit, which
roughly matches the cloud top heights inferred from the sounding data at 10,700 ft and -16C. The
essentially liquid-saturated values of relative humidity that existed in the DTX sounding between 1700 ft
(also the height of cloud base reported by DTW at 2100 U T C to 8800 ft may serve as an indication that
this layer was made up of predominantly liquid cloud, while a layer mostly comprised of snow may have
existed above this. The 8800 ft height closely matches the approximate height of the radar reflectivity tops
to the south-southwest of the Detroit airport. Pilots in the area reported cloud top heights ranging from
5000 to 11,000 ft (except for higher tops of 16,000 ft to the north), and moderate or greater intensity
icing, both rime and mixed in type, between 4,000 and 11,000 feet MSL. Some pilots also reported the
existence of multiple cloud layers around Detroit.
Overall, the assessment of cloud top height is difficult for this case. It is quite clear, however,
that cloud tops were lower to the south of Detroit and that Comair-3272 was flying in a location of
transition between deeper, snow clouds to the north and shallower, lightly precipitating or nonprecipitating clouds to the south.

6. Radiometer data from Toronto, Ontario
Data from a microwave radiometer located downstream of the crash site at Toronto (43.964 N,
79.574 W) indicated integrated liquid water contents of 0.05 to 0.8 kg/m2 as the area of relatively warm
cloud tops and low radar reflectivity that was over the crash site reached the radiometer between the hours
of 2300, 9 January and 0200, 10 January (see Figs 1a-b, 7a-c, 8). Tracking of the radar features was not
easily done, but the b ack edge of the reflectivity region was used to roughly approximate the downstream
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location of the portion of the storm in which the aircraft crashed. Using this method, the back edge of the
radar reflectivity appeared to pass the radiometer near 0000 UTC, 10 January, when liquid water contents
were near a short-lived minimum. Water content values were as high as 0.8 near 2300 UTC, then
gradually dropped to near zero at ~0000 UTC, rose sharply to 0.5 at the 0030 UTC, dropped again to 0.1
by a 0100 UTC, then rose gradually to 0.8 at ~0200 UTC. It is difficult to say which, if any, of these
liquid water contents was representative of the water content present at the time and location of the crash,
but this range of values is certainly plausible for that environment. Using representative reflectivity
values from the Detroit radar and a range of liquid water content values from the Toronto radiometer, one
can roughly approximate the range of drop diameters, using a monodisperse distribution of liquid
droplets. Assuming an all-liquid cloud with depth of ~2000 m (~6500 ft), integrated liquid water contents
of 0.05 to 0.8 kg/m2 and that the liquid water content was distributed evenly through the depth of the
cloud, the average liquid water content would have been between 0.025 and 0.4 g per cubic meter. Using
this range of values and representative reflectivity values of 5 dBZ, the expected drop sizes are
approximately 200 to 400 microns (see Fig. 9). It is important to note that higher and lower values of
LWC and corresponding lower/higher droplet sizes are likely to have existed within portions of the cloud
depth, since the liquid water is unlikely to have been evenly distributed through the depth of the cloud.

7. Summary and conclusions
The evidence for the existence of icing conditions along the Comair-3272 flight track is strong
and there are several clues present which suggest that freezing drizzle may have also existed there. The
possibility that freezing drizzle existed within this cloud is supported by 1) reports of ice pellets and/or
graupel in surface observations, 2) a report of possible freezing drizzle by the pilot of America West 50,
3) the report of extremely heavy to severe icing with some splash back and fast accumulation rates (1/2
inch per minute) by the pilot of NW 272, and 4) the roughly calculated drop sizes based upon reflectivity
data from the DTX radar and the Toronto radiometer.
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APPENDIX E-EMBRAER/NTSB COMPUTER SIMULATION AND
ENGINEERING/FLIGHT SIMULATOR DATA
EMB-120 COMAlR FLIGHT 3272 ACCIDENT
EMBRAER PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF SOME
AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS MODIFICATION TO TRY TO REPRODUCE THE
DFDR READlNGS
1) Introduction:
In order to try to reproduce the DFDR readings, the aircraft flight conditions just prior to
the upset (DFDR time 05:54:22) was taken as a reference to calculate the changes to the
basic aerodynamic coefficients of the EMB- 120. The EMB-1 20 Aerodynamic Data Bank
Version 3C (Ref. 01) was used as the source of aero data. This Data Bank is the same that is

used on the EMBRAER EMB-I20 simulator and also on the off-line simulation program in
the IBM mainframe computer. The simulator is approved according to FAA AC-120/40
requirements for a Level B standard, but all Flight Dynamics tests were matched with flight
test results for a Level C standard.
It is important to take in consideration the following assumptions and limitations of this
analysis:
1. The flight conditions just prior to the upset was considered a “steady state condition”,
meaning that all angular rates were considered small and the dynamic aerodynamic
derivatives could be considered negligible.
2. The Power Effects (Specially the propeller slipstream effect) in the EMB-120 is very
strong and for this preliminary analysis was not fully considered when calculating some
aerodynamic coefficients.
3. The ice effects on the aerodynamic coefficients were taken from wind tunnel test results
and only some Reynolds Number corrections were applied.
4. The flight simulation (6 DOF) is valid only up to the pusher firing angle of attack
(approx. 12.5 deg). Above this angle the aerodynamic data and the effects of any
asymmetric flow separation are not valid or not considered.
5. For this first preliminary flight simulation, only some aerodynamic parameters were
modified and for this reason some special assumptions were made due to lack of time. All
assumptions, however, were considered not relevant to this preliminary analysis.
2) Steady State calculations:
The following values were taken from the DFDR reading at time 05:54:22 and from some
unofficial information.
Weight (W) = 10800 Kg

C.G. = 3 0 % (Assumed)

Airspeed (VC) = 146 Kcas

Altitude (HP) = 4000 ft

Roll angle (PHI) = -38 deg

Pitch angle (Theta) = + 4 deg

Wheel pos. (WP) = 19.5 deg

Pedal pos. = - 5.0 deg

Column pos. = + 5 deg

Vertical acceleration (NZ) = 1.3 g

The following values were derived from the DFDR reading (Some values are according to
the EMBRAER signal convention and range):
Mean aileron position (MALL) = - 18.0 deg
MAIL varies from -40 deg (right) to +40 deg (left)
Mean elevator position (MELEV) = - 11.0 deg
MELEV varies from -25 deg (nose up) to +15 deg (nose down)
Rudder position (RUD) = - 4.0 deg (after a value of +8.0 deg was added to the DFDR
reading of the pedal position to try to compensate for a possible sensor offset)
RUD varies from -2Tdeg (right) to + X deg (left)
Using the values above and the aerodynamic derivatives around this condition (Taken
from the Aero Data Bank), the following delta lateral coefficients were obtained to
compensate for a normal coordinated turn (Aileron, Rudder and sideslip angle close to zero):
Delta Rolling Moment Coefficient (DCR) = + 0.014
Delta Yawing Moment Coefficient (DCN) = + 0.026
Considering that:
1) The calculated body angle of attack (AOA) from the DFDR vane AOA at time 05:54:22
is in the order of 10.0 deg.
2) The shaker firing body AOA is approximately 10.0 deg
3) There is a good indication that the shaker was activated close to the upset
We assumed that, at that moment, the body AOA was approximately 10.0 deg.
For a weight of 10800 Kg. 146 Kcas, 4000 ft and a NZ of 1.3, the lift coefficient is:
CL = 1.053
According to the normal (Power for level flight) lift curve of the EMB-120, a body AOA
of approximately 8.8 deg would be required to produce a CL = 1.053. For a body AOA of
10.0 deg a CL = 1.17 would be expected. This give us a difference of approximately :
Delta Lift Coefficient (DCL) = - 0.117
This difference is the “Lift degradation” that the airplane could have at that moment.
In order to produce a “Lift Degradation” of DCL = - 0.117 and at the same time a Delta
Rolling Moment of DCR = + 0.0 14, the left and right wings should produce different values
of DCLs in the order of (Considering that this delta lift is applied in a spanwise location close
to the inner part of the aileron):
Delta lift coeff. left wing (DCLL) = -0.078
Delta lift coeff. right wing (DCLR) = -0.039
During the development phase of the EMB-120, a wind tunnel test was performed with
simulated ice shapes on the leading edges of all flying surface, with a shape and size
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calculated for a 45 min. holding condition. The results of this test indicate a linear increase in
rhe aerodynamic coefficients degradation from a body AOA of approximately 2 deg up to
10.0 deg with the maximum value in the order of:
Maximum delta Lift Coefficient due to Ice (DCLICE) = - 0.35
Maximum delta Drag Coefficient due to Ice (DCDXCE) = + 0.115
Maximum delta Pitching Moment Coeff. due to Ice (DCMICE) = - 0.285
From above, comparing the DCL value with the DCLICE we obtain:
Percentage of “Lift Degradation” due to Ice Effect (ICEPER) = 0.117/0.35 = 33.0 %
For each wing panel the percentages would be (Assuming the contribution is linear):
Percentage of Left wing “Lift Degradation” due to Ice Effect(lCEPERL) = 45%
Percentage of Right wing “Lift Degradation” due to Ice Effect ICEPERR) = 22%
Considering 33% of “Ice effect”, the corresponding drag and pitching moment deltas would
be:
Delta Drag dua to ice (DCD) = + 0.038
(33% of 0.115)
Delta Pitching moment due to ice (DCM) = - 0.094 (33% of- 0.285)
3) Flight simulation of the moments prior to the upset

The values from control surface deflections as a function of time from the DFDR and the
initial conditions at DFDR time of approximately 05:53:52 were introduced in a 6 DOF flight
simulation program that uses the EMB-120 aerodynamic data bank version 3C and calculates
the airplane responses to the control inputs. In this simulation, there is no engine dynamic
model and the engine/propeller thrust is assumed proportional to the engine torque (This
means a linear and direct variation of thrust with respect to the torque - 100% torque means
100% available thrust at that flight condition). The global and “steady state” effects of this
thrust over the aerodynamic coefficients are taken in consideration in the data bank. The
dynamic effects of thrust variation (The fact that during a sudden change in torque and thrust
the propeller slipstream causes first an effect over the wing and then over the downwash and
tail) is not considered in the data bank.
In the first simulation, no aerodynamic coefficients changes were introduced to the data
bank and the airplane was free to respond to the DFDR control inputs. Some small offsets at
the initial condition are due to the fact that the simulation program first trims the airplane for
no angular rates and no accelerations and for a given C.G. position. During the actual
airplane flight, however, the rates and accelerations could be not zero and the C.G. position
could not be exactly 30%. For this reason, for all simulations, only the deltas should be taken
in consideration.
Figure 1.a and 1 .b shows the results of this first case (No aerodynamic degradation) and
the following comments should be considered:
a) The simulation is valid only up to time = 32 sec. due to the fact that the angle of attack
after that time is above 12.5 deg that is the maximum valid AOA for simulation.
b) The parameter PLA1 (Solid line) is, as described above for the simulation, the
engine/propeller thrust and is considered proportional to the DFDR values of torque.
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The small difference was calculated to adjust the scaling of torque and thrust. The
dashed line representing the flight condition is the actual DFDR measured torque.
In the second simulation, the following values were first introduced to the aerodynamic.
coefficients (Values from the steady state analysis):
DCL=-0.12
DCR = + 0.014

DCD = + 0.038
DCN = + 0.026

DCM = - 0.094

These values were a function of the body AOA and a linear variation was assumed from
+l deg (Zero change in the coeffcients) to +10 deg (Maximum values - from above)
The same kind of simulation was performed using the DFDR control inputs and the results
of roll and pitch angle, airspeed, altitude, etc. were compared to the DFDR readings. After
some iteration process. the resuits presented in Figures 2.a, 2.b and 2.c were obtained.
The following comments should be considered for these results:
a) The simulation is valid only up to a few seconds after the upset point (up to time = 35
sec) due to the fact that the angular rates become very high and some asymmetric flow
separation could occur.
b) Due to lack of time to make further analysis, the DFDR elevator deflection was not used
because it generated a higher pitch angle and higher AOA than the DFDR readings. This
subject will be considered in a next analysis. The simulation elevator was adjusted to try
to follow the DFDR pitch angle and for this reason, a change in deflection is noticed
between times 27 and 32 seconds. This adjustment was very simple and a frozen position
of -7.5 deg was chosen for times above 32.5 sec.
c) We believe that the most important comparison should be done in respect to the
lateral/directional characteristics to show the amount of asymmetry that was required to
reproduce the rail and sideslip angles and the performance degradation.
d) A small value of 0.3 deg of right aileron deflection was introduced to the initial trim values
in the simulation to obtain the same initial roll tendency of the DFDR readings.
After several iterations. the final changes to the aerodynamic coefficients became:
DCL = - 0.10
DCR = + 0.010

DCD = + 0.040
DCN = + 0.004

DCM = - 0.094

4) Next EMBRAER analysis
EMBRAER intends to continue this analysis to try to obtain better results from the
comparison between the simulation and DFDR readings. The elevator deflection is an area
that will be analyzed and some maneuvers prior to the upset will be also reproduced by
simulation to try to find if some aerodynamic degradation is found long before the upset.
EMBRAER is open for any request of information or new simulations or assumptions that
the NTSB or FAA would need in the future.
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EMB-120 COMAIR FLIGHT 3272 ACCIDENT
EMBRAER PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO
THE SAME INPUTS OF THE DFDR BUT WITHOUT POWER INCREASE.
Date: Feb/12/97
1) INTRODUCTION:
In order to show the apparent lack of airplane airspeed response to the power
increase a few seconds prior to the upset, a simulation was performed in the same way
as previously (01/27/97), introducing the same aerodynamic degradation in order to
reproduce the DFDR readings, but at this time maintaining the torque for both engines
in the flight idle range for the entire simulation.
2) RESULTS
The attached figures (3 pages) shows the airplane response without power
increase from the simulation and the DFDR readings. In figure 2 we notice that the
airspeed that in the DFDR readings shows a flattening around 150 Kcas, but in the
simulation it has a constant decrease up to a minimum of around 135 Kcas. It is
important to notice that at this moment the angle of attack (AOA) of the DFDR is
increasing rapidly and the drag variation that was introduced in the simulation is also
increasing from a value of zero for one degree of AOA to a value of DCD = + 0.040
(400 drag counts) for 10 degrees of AOA. This value of 400 drag counts is almost
twice the drag of the airplane landing gears. For those reasons (the fact that without
increasing the torque the airspeed would constantly decrease and the drag was
increasing with the AOA) the airspeed did not show an increase in the DFDR.
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EMR-120 COMAIR FLIGHT 3272 ACCIDENT
EMBRAER PRELIMINARY COMPARISON OF THE SIMULATION AND THE
DFDR READINGS FOR A PREVIOUS DFDR TIME AIRPLANE MANEUVER.
Date: Feb/l3/97

1)

INTRODUCTION:

In order to compare the aerodynamic data bank of the EMB- 120 simulation
responses to the DFDR readings for a previous time during the 3272 flight, a right turn
at 7000 ft was chosen as a good reference point. The turn happened at DFDR time
from approximately 05:49:55 to 05:50:45. During this simulation, no aerodynamic
degradation was introduced in the aerodynamic data bank.
2) RESULTS
The attached figures (3 pages) shows the comparison of the DFDR readings
with the simulation for the same control inputs for the ailerons and rudder. For the
elevator, due to the fact that the simulation pitch response is sensitive to small elevators
inputs, a simulated autopilot was used to follow the pitch from the DFDR and the
obtained elevator deflection in presented in figure 1 with the elevator from the DFDR.
We notice that the two values are very similar and only a small trim difference (around
0.8 deg) was obtained.
The obtained simulation roll angles have some small differences at the
beginning and the end of the turn, but the average value is very close to the DFDR. It
is important to notice that the simulation does not take in consideration several effects
like atmosphere disturbances, control cable elasticity, airplane flexibility among others.
The accuracy of the DFDR readings and calibration must also be taken in
consideration.
We notice, however, that the general response of the simulation is very close
to the DFDR readings, suggesting that the aerodynamic data bank is representative of
the airplane and, at that moment, no aerodynamic degradation was evident.
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EMB-120 COMAIR FLIGHT 3272 ACClDENT
EMBRAER PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE AILERON HINGE MOMENT,
AILERON FLOATING ANGLE, AUTOPILOT SERVO TORQUE AND ROLL
RATE CAPABILITY.

Date: Feb/07/97
1) INTRODUCTION:

An analysis of the aileron behavior during the upset wassperformed in order to
calculate the following characteristics/parameters:
1. The maximum roll rate for full aileron deflection at the moment of the upset.
2. The roll rate breakdown just after the upset in terms of aileron, lift asymmetry and
power increase.
3. The aileron floating angle just after the autopilot disengagement.
4. The autopilot servo torque just prior to the upset.
The following limitations and assumptions shall be observed for the calculated
values:

1. The Aerodynamic Data Bank does not cover all non linearities in the aero and hinge
moments coefficients for extreme control surface deflections that would generate
strong flow separation.
2. The presented values for the aerodynamic coefficients were taken from a routine
that trims the airplane in a specific flight condition using the Aerodynamic Data
Bank and calculates the derivatives of the aero coeffs around this trimmed
condition.
3. All dynamic flow separation that could occur on the airplane is not considered in the
simulation.
4. The control cable stiffness is not considered in this analysis. but could reduce the
aileron deflection in as much as 17% at the conditions prior to the upset (We must
notice that the DFDR reads wheel position and not aileron deflection)
2) DFDR / AIRCRAFT DATA
The following values were taken from the DFDR reading at time 05:54:22 and
from some unofficial information:

Weight (W) =10800 Kg
Airspeed (CAS) = 146 Kcas

C.G. =3 0 % (Assumed)
Altitude (HP) = 4000 ft

Roll angle (PHI) = -38 deg

Pitch angle (Theta) = + 4 deg

Wheel pos. (WP) = 19.5 deg

Pedal pos. = - 5.0 deg

Column pos = + 5 deg

Vertical acceleration (NZ) = 1.3 g
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DFAIL = (DCHAOA / DCHAIL) * DLAOA

DFAIL = 9 5 deg
The total aileron floating angle (TDFAIL) is the sum of the left and right
floating angles:
TDFAIL = 19 deg (To the left)

This value is the same that was obtained from the DFDR after the upset and
could explain the reason why the aileron, after the autopilot disconnection, not only
returned to neutral but passed from neutral and floated to the left.
6) AUTOPILOT SERVO TORQUE

The value of the calculated aileron autopilot servo torque just prior to the upset
is presented below to make a comparison with the maximum torque the system could
generate before the servo clutch slips. The clutch slipping torque is 150 lbs*in.
The aileron servo torque (ASTQ) in lbs*in is given as a function of the pilot
wheel force (PWF) by
ASTQ = PWF / 0.288

With PWF in lb.

The pilot wheel force is given by:
PWF = (DCHAIL * MAIL * CAS * CAS * SAIL * CAIL * GAIL) / 60.37

With MAIL (just before the upset -18 deg) in radians and CAS (146 Kcas) in
kts PFW is in Kgf.
PWF = 19.7 Kgf = 43.4 lb.
The servo torque would be:
ASTQ = 151 lbs*in
The value above is the same as the maximum torque the servo clutch can hold
and this means that the aileron servo clutch could had slipped just before the upset and
could let the aileron move in the neutral position direction before the autopilot was
disengaged due to the fact that the static friction coefficient of the clutch is higher than
the dynamic and, if the same torque is still applied, a slip movement is expected.
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EMB-120 COMAIR FLIGHT 3272 ACCIDENT
EMBRAER PERFORMANCE GROUP AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS

EMBRAER ANALYSIS ABOUT THE DETERMINATION OF WHEN THE
AERODYNAMIC DEGRADATION (DRAG) STARTED ON COMAIR
FLIGHT 3272
(SIXTH ANALYSIS).

1) Introduction:
In a previous preliminary analysis performed by Embraer, a
calculation about when the aerodynamic degradation on Comair 3272
started showed that an increase in drag was noticed after the airplane left
7000 ft during its descent to 4000 ft. This degradation increased during the
descent to a maximum value at the upset at 4000 ft. The purpose of the
Sixth Analysis was to develop more precise conclusions as to when the
aerodynamic degradation started, and to what degree.
It was difficult to perform this analysis because, in the DFDR, the
airspeed, engine torque and rate of descent were constantly changing,
making it difficult to find a stable condition that could be compared to a
known performance condition. Only five points with stable conditions were
found: one at 8000 ft (where no degradation was found), one at 6300 ft, one
at 5500 ft., one at 4800 ft. and the last) one at 4500 ft.(see Table 1). The
basic overall question was whether the degradation started during the level
off at 7000 ft or after the airplane had initiated its descent to 4000 ft. In
order to answer this question, a dynamic analysis using the EMB-120
simulator was performed.
2) Simulator dynamic analysis to reproduce the DFDR at 7000 ft.
During the entire period of level flight at 7000 ft. the airplane was
changing airspeed, engine torque and heading. A point with the wings level
followed by a right turn with airspeed and power change was chosen to
verify the aerodynamic degradation just after the level off at 7000 ft.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 shows the DFDR readings for the airspeed, engine torque
and bank angle at that point.
The EMB-120 simulator was used to reproduce this flight condition,
first without any aerodynamic degradation and then with different values of
increased drag. The autopilot was set to altitude hold (7000 ft.) and heading
modes and the power was manually adjusted according to the DFDR values
and timing. The heading bug was also commanded in such a way that the
bank angle reproduced the DFDR.
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EMB-120 COMAIR FLIGHT 3272 ACCIDENT
EMBRAER PERFORMANCE GROUP AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS
The resulting airspeed variation without the aerodynamic degradation
was less than what is observed in the DFDR (see Figure 4 - No drag
increase). Drag simulating an aerodynamic degradation was then introduced
and when a value of 80 Drag Counts was added, the obtained airspeed
profile with time matched the DFDR very closely (see Figure 4 - 80 Drag
Counts)
3)Analysis of the stabilized points:
As described in the introduction, 5 points where the airplane was in a
stable condition were used to calculate the performance degradation in terms
of drag increase. Table 1 presents the results of this analysis and Figure 5
presents the combination of the dynamic analysis with the steady state
conditions. The value of the drag increase for the last point on Figure 5 (upset)
does not include the induced drag due to the increase in angle of attack, i.e.,
only the additional degradation drag is considered.
4) Conclusions:
The analysis shows that the aerodynamic degradation started near
DFDR time 48:00 and lasted for about 6 minutes. The increase in drag is
not linear with time or altitude and a small variation is noticed during the
period of time from 50:00 to 52:00. After that, the rate of increase in drag is
pronounced, particularly between 52:50 and 53:30.
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l-OBJECTIVE:

.

’ Thirnportpresentsthcleot~~~forthss~~~rflisbt1#tpoognmperfomrsdrt
the EMB-320 Full Flight Shbtor rt Emkm’s ficilities in S&oJod dos Campos,Bxazil
during the period of06 to 08 Jmuarylt998. ‘he objectiveof the Simulator Test Pmgmm
wrstoobbindatrto~istinthcmluuionofthe~~upsoCIoftbeCOMAIR
Flight 3272 a&dent of 09 Jam&y 1997 and to obtain additiocwl data fioathe NTSB
PeffofmanccGroup investigationof tbe 8ccidenL
2 - XNTRODUCMON:
At the request of the NTSB PerfomanceGm~-luspccviouslyco8ducted
sirnutationsin order to assistin the evaluation of th DPDR data hm Flight 3272. One of
thesesimulations involved the introduction of rcrodyrumic degmhtion to the EMB-120
Aerodynunic~~Bankiamefforttorcplicrtethe~~pertbnnrnccudcdnsd
by the DFDR. The simulations slmvkd that some wodymmic aMkkats had to be
modified in order to obtain a mat& behweaathe simhtiaa and DFDR data. There
aerod~c
coefficient rnodifiatians were hmhced in the EMB-120 Full Flight
SimulatorIS part of the NT’SBSimuhtor Test Progmmandpilots were able to fly the EMB120simuhtor with the asymmetricl em@umic dc@ation that is assumedto duplicatethe
DFDRreadings.
‘Ibe NTSB performancegroup membersplus the ?+lTSBIfC and an Embmer Test
Pilot (Seelist on Appendix 1) participatedduring the simuhtor runs that occmed d&g the
dtemoon of 06/J&98 and tbe moming of 07haI98. A brief premtation on the pmposed
simulatorruns was given by Dccio Pullii the Edx8cr Pcrfkmxm orwp-bw=q
tbc morning of 06&n in odcr to better define the ruler, dfid~
8nd test procedures
for the simulator mns (seeAppcndii 4).
EmbracrReport 120-AC-022- Tligbt test propod fix flight siamhtor uutyris of

3 - ADDITIONAL SIMULATOR

I

MODIFICATIONS:
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4 - TEST DEVELOPMENT:

.

T2Ye
EMB-120 Flight Simulator 8erodynamic&8 bank w8s modified to incoIpoz8te
the modymmic coefficient ckges 8nd the raked &won sewo auximum clutch torque.
Adeocriptionofthesemodi6~ti~ueiaAppeadix2.Tbcintrodudioaorelim;nrt;lmof
thosemodificationswere controlled by two logical variablesthat weretuned on and off in
red time during the test, one to con*1 the intrwkctiosl of the total aerodynamic-on
andthe otherto control only the asymmetry(rolling and yawing moma&). A ti of seven
parameterswereavailable for plotting during the tests.
ill ru uses, the airplane initial condition wms:
Weight= 10,800Kg (23,800 lb.)
C.G. - 30%
Altitude - 6,ooo ft
Aimpeed- 175 Ki8s
Power : 11%Toque, 8% NP
R&.eofdesMt-IJOOfpm
Autopilot: Engagedin pitch andheading modesand altitude selectedfw 4,000A
Atu~~sphcre:ISA - IO Celsius
Heading- 180deg
The urodyMmic degmdation and ailcmn sew0 CMximum htch torque were
introducedbpm the heginniig ofthe test.
The simulator was flown with the rutopilot engagedand the pitch was 8djustedto
obtain a constantdescent.with 11%Torque md 175 iGas. l’be autopilot modewan changed
&om pitch to altitude hold when the appropriatealtitude for capturewas rewhai. When
rirspeedwasreducedto163Ki~,thehu~gbug~movedto090herdingto~the
left turn u in the DFDR Dependingupon the test number,powerwas manuallyappliedwith
aprr-detinedp~filewhentherircipeed~r~~vrrlueoritwrokeptinF~.
Sevenpredekd panmeters startedrecordiig just prior to the initiation of the left turn in
~rto~rlltheewwtgltrdingtothe~orrffertheupretuptom~gFo~
impactor recovery,dependingon the simulator tight 8nd recoverytechniques‘btiik&
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S - LIST OF SIMULATOR RUNS:
Table5.1- List of sinwlator nms including sometestmm&s

14O%R- 107%L
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1

Testfur
2.04

2.05
2.06
2.07

Description

Autopilot

UpM08Sh

Recoveryattemptwith
~mn~-rsymmetryon
-powcrruiuuclaftcrupwt

90966- 8O%L
14O%R-107%L

SbkCZ

YesNo

Recoveryattemptwith
columnFwD-8symmetcy’
ruqwcd justafkrthcupset
I&over &tempt with column
AFr - uymmetry removed
just rfbr the upset
Remmy
attcmja with

9O%R- 8O%L
MO%R- 107%L

B8akIso

abMe=mit
1
YAzko

9O%R- 8O%L
14wiR-1079&L

Bank450

YdhJo

mk 4s”

YUNU
~~~~

COIpllUlAFT-UyUlKD~On

4W%R-809bL !
14O%R-107%L I

6 - TEST RESULTS:
The test results UC presentedin Tables6.1.6.2 and in Appmdix 3 aad& Table 6.1
~b~~~~~~~~~~~j~~~~~~f~~~~~~~~
Table 6.2 presentsthe NTSB PerformanceGroup commmts fbr each run, in&ding tome
parametersvalues that were visually obsemd during tk rum. Table 5.1 also summmks
sometest results regarding the 8utopilot diswnnw upt OcmlTmu power i#nfxuw 8Dd
olilers.
Appendix 3 presentsa ccmparkn betweenthe simuirb~rnm f 2.04 endthe DFDRAppendix gpresatts tbe graphicplots fbr the readed pmmetasduringtbenms.

TEST
I
r

Table 6.10 Parameterv&m just prior to the upset

\

1.05

1.or
1.W
1.08
1.11
1.12
1.14
1.17
1.21
201

1

20s
204
205
200
2.07

(+) - EBA = Excessive Bank Angle A/p dirconnectioJI; SH = Sh&cr W~lr

Table6.2 - PerformanceGroupComments
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2.05
2.06
2.07

cdumnf~rccoverywithLiA~e~rarrovedrftctupset;AP~tbue~
cx$tssive bulk angle; lost 900 feet in lecuvuy
rqjut of 2.05 with column aft recovay; AP dhonnca due to bank angle; got juber
tw$cedurinjqrecoveqq lost 500 feet in recovuy
qc8tof2.03;APdiscQnncc tductoti&e;gotW8fbd2or3&;~
up,to23OKIAS; 8iIpl8ncmshed(~recovay)
7 - CONCLUSIONS:

Thcsimulatornmswcrcpufibmcdaccmdhgtotberchadule&ndtbc8grucdte%t

c

L

L
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APPENDIX F-ICE SHAPE INFOllMATION

IRT Installation

buds Research
king Branch

Center
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NTS8dhbmer
Model:

Embmer

Wng Trs t
Hllng

Data:Icashapemch~s,photos,mkepmbe

So,weangdinbrunspwnight

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
a
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
16
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
28
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
34
37
36
38
40
41
42
43

172

172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

5
5
S
5

08
0.1

7
7
7
7

o.s2
0.51
0.8
0.6
0.52
0.58

20
40
40
70
20
40
40
70

37
19
10
8.2
37
10
10
I-2,

88
03
33
a2
w
83
33
32

5
S
5
5
s
s
5
5

31
31
31
31

3
3
3
3
5
5
5
5

0.1
0.8
0.52
OS8
0.8
0.8
0.52
0.56

20
40
40
70
20
40
40
70

37
19
10
8.2
* 37
10
10
8.2

$8
83
33
32
I
83
33
32

S
S
s
6
5
5
5
5

28
28
28
26
26
26
26
26

5
S
S
5
5
5
5
5

0.8
04
0.52
0.58
0.8
0.0
0.52
0.56

20
40
40
' 70
20
40
40
70

37
19
10
8.2
37
10
10
0.2

w
83
33
32
98
13
33
32

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

30
30
30
30

5
5
S
5

0.0
0.6
0.52
0.56

20
40
40
70

37
19
10
8.2

w
83
33
32

10
10
10
10

30
30
30
30
2a
30
30

5
5
S
5
8
3
7

0.6
0.6
0.85
0.05
0.6
0.6
0.6

100
120
175
270
100
loo
100

6
5
5
2
6
6
6

30
28
so
22
30
30
30

s
5
5
s
S
6
S

172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172

172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172
172

30
30
30
30
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Resultant Ice Shapes
0.0
6.4
4.0
a.2
2.8
v= l@th@,
ACM = SO,

1.4

71 = 2O”F,

0.6

Mm=2opn.
Lw=o.s@hI~#
spmy=bmin.
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Matrix # 2

LewisResoarchCmtw
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Resultant Ice Shapes

u2.01.4 OS4.0-1.0 .24-ut

Matrix # 3

LewisReaoarchCantw
king Bmnch
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Resultant Ice Shapes

V= 188m,
AOA = so,
7t = 28“F.
kM)=*pm
LW=O.8pcm4
spmy=5nm.

Matrix # 27, Mold Case
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Resultant Ice Shapes

u4.I

-

u2.01.8 0.4a.0

-

-1.1 -2.4JJt

1:
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-1
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1
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Matrix # 26

8

e
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11
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Comparison of Lift for Matrix #26 ice with aileron up / down, B-B Turb. Model
MVO =I20, LWC = 0.8, Tt = 26F, 5 min. spray (aileron up = 2.74 deg. / down = 2.56 deg.)
2.0 C

1.5

E
..z8 1.0
0
c
3

0.5

10.0

A. 0. A. (deg)
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tradition when bcatd at 5 per cent of the chord with its urk narmrl
to the mwfd ia &own in Figi 74. These data were obtained at rather bw

MbcitY at the top Of the pr0tUberOnce. Thb Reynolde number ia plot
the GllsneU
f%ltiO Of the protubce
in Fig. 75 for prOtU&ra
bW.ed at vtiow chordwk pcmitiona on two wing section.
e

‘*L

Flu.
in

73.

Comparicon

rtrs Luglay

of lb*

rrdmarrl

urodyarmic
low-turbuh

NACA

urloilr

horn

tuw

Fm. 72.
vducv

of the

Reynolch

number

an

wilh
incrfsae
of Reynolde 1
Analyri)r d tbaa data &owc
that caueed cratuition depended o
theReyndd8numherbMulon~
height

showa large decreaseof the allowable

her.
that the height of the protuberance
;bt ahape of the protuberance and 01)
wt d the protuberance and the local

The effect of Reynolds number on permissible surface roughness’ is aIs0
indicati in Fig. 76, in which a &up irrcnue of drag bt a Reynotde number
d approximately 20 million occun for the model painted with camouf&ge
lacquer. Experiment8 with mad& M&d
with camot&ge paint” in-
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FAA/Univ of Ilinois Wind Tunnel Data
NACA 23012 Airfoil with Aileron Deflection
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Aileron deflection of 10 Deg
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5-10% Roughness
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Aileron deflection of -10 Deg
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-0.2
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FAA/Univ of Illinois Wind Tunnel Data
NACA 23012 Airfoil with Aileron Deflection
Aileron Hinge Moment Coefficient

Aileron Deflection of -10 Deg

0.05

5-10% Roughness

0
No Aileron Deflection
Clean

-0.05
5-10% Roughness

-0.1
Clean

Aileron Deflection of 10 Deg

-0.15
5-10% Roughness

-0.2
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-0.25
0
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Angle Of Attack (Deg)
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APPENPIX H-COMAIR ICING GUIDANCE/PROCEDURES

INTER-OFFICE MEMO
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Autoprtot

Ainpmd

WI.

286

r/

Autopfpotu4e.
a

~uw only us vmicd Modedwlfqdtrnbl
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0

Vd rt runway thmhold (or VW + 10 KIM lf msidud aidhme i&s
pre+Ju or nrrputd):

is
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.
DATE:

l

l

.
FILE NO.:

2Nt%

busu!ly
extensive ice acerUed oii th&iS
obsened to coUcct kc.

Accumulation of ice on the pmpdk

%42

in area

spimer hnher

not norm&y

rA than nomaily

obsuwd.

P iciqg dctcecioa lights rm~# be opative
lNoTmldiELwiukrevisedtorr&cttbisdun$e.J

prior to fright into icins conditiom

at ni&t.
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EMB-120 FLIGHT STANDARDS BULLETIN

vie

rain

8t

tsmpcnblrsskiowode#ru8cel8iu8Mbicnt

-

--

Avoid abrupt and excmivt
disalltiu.

l

Do

0

sot

en-

tlie

ammvering

that may ~JUC&W-CMUQL

autopilot.

tf~unusualmUrtspinrseorunconmwdcdrdlcontroimovanentis
obscmd, reduce the angleof-attack.

kry questions or commcmt, plasc
(606) 767-2458.

all

the EMB-120 kogun

M8mger
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DATE:

SlJ@JECT:

18ocT%

FlI.E NO.:

9644

WiptcrFlyingTips

Avoid8brupt8nd-mrnsuvainganfm8y

-oamoldifhttks.
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EMB-120 FLWIT

8TANDARDS

MANUAL

Cold WoatJm Opmtlon
Ceaeral Policy Regarding Use of Anti-Ice Ecpipeta~
I

NOTE

I

Ignition
Continuous ignition must be used for takeoff and landings on amtaminated
#amwaysfi.e., surfacecoveredwith standin8water, siush or snow).
Continuous ignition must be used for night through moderate or severeicing.
Wing/Engine Met De-kc.

i

AIIow ice accumulationto build approximately II2 inch prior to inflating the wing
and engine inlet de-ice boots. When it is dithcult to see the wing lcadiig edge, or
opcmtinlg at night, an airspeedloss of 10 to 15 knots is I good indicator of ice
accumulktion.

I

CAUTION

I

Windshield Hart
Select windshield heat ON prior to operating in icing conditions.

120 FSM

3A-37

01 SEP OS(REV. 6)
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EMB-120 FLIGHT STANDARDS

MANUAL

Cold Weather Operation

Paceat and Lmdiag
h-heat #ae windshield prior to mtering icing conditions. Tuming tk windshield
ice protee#ionon immediately Wore descmdiig into an undercut may mt give
the windshieldenoughtime to tirlly heat.

Anytimeice is suspectedof adheringto any &craft sukes, beware of clear ice
Land with flaps 25 if ice is suspectedon any airmft surf&e. Use flaps 25 Vref’
+5.

Minimum holding speedin icing conditions: 160Kts.

Maximumspeedfor windshieldwiperopemtion: MOUs.
Landing
Landing on runways havinga Nilbaking

Action reportarenot authorized.

A positivetouchdownshouldbe madeto loosenpossiblefkozenbrakes.

Following- initial touchdown on a slippery runway, aileron and rudder,
supplementedby asymmetricaSpower, are the primary controls for steering the
aircraft. As soonaspossibleafter maingear touchdown, lower the msewhee! and
utilize smooth, even rev&se.
Use of moderatereversewitl aid in deceleratingthe aircrafk. After wheel spinup,
the anti-skid systemwill becomeeffkctive. Brakesshouldbe usedwith caution.
Apply brakessmoothly,do not pump the brakes, as tii causes the anti-id
qstem to readjust brake pressure to rtcstrblish optimum b&ing, thereby
lengtheningtlat stoppingdistance.

12u FSM

w-42

01 SW as (REV.6)
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1 FLIGHTIN ICIIUGCONDITION

/ m:

.

SEVEREICtNG MAY RESULT FROM ENVtRONMENTAL CONDtTtONS OUTSIDE
OF THOSEFORWHICH THE AIRPlANE Is CERTIflCATED. FLtGtiT IN FREEZtNG
tUtiN,FREEZING DRKZLE, OR MIXED ICING “~NDITIONS WPERCOOlED
UOUID WATER AND ICE CRYSTALS) MAY ?fiSlJlT IN ICE BUILD4JP ON
PROTECTEDSURFACES EXCEEDINGTHE CAt’ABtLtIY OFTHE tCE PRO?ECTlON
SYSTEM, OR MAY RESULT IN ICE FORMING m OF nsE MOTECTED
SURFACES. THIS ICE MAY NOT 8E SHED UStNG THE ICE PROTECTION
SYSTEMS, AND MAY SERIOUSLY DEGRADE THE PERFORMANCE AND
CONTROLlABlLI’lY OF THE AIRPLANE.
DURllNGFLIGHT,SEVEREIClNGCONDlTlONSTHATEXCEEDTHOSEFORWHICH
THE AIRPLANE IS CERTlFlCATEDSHALL BE DETERMINEDBY THE FOLLOWING
VlSUALCUES. IF ONE OR MORE OFTHESEVtSUALCUESEXISTS.IMMEDIATELY
REQUESTPRIORITY HANDLING FROMAIR TRAFFICCONTROLTO FACiLnATE A
ROUTEOR AN ALTITUDE CHANGETO EXlT THE ICING CONDITlONS.
- UNUSUALLY EXTENSIVE ICEACCRETEDON THE AtRFRAME IN AREAS NOT
NORMALLY OBSERVED TO COLLEcf ICE.
- ACCuMULATlON OF ICEON THE UPPERSURFACEOF THEWING An OFTHE
PROTECTEDAREA.
- ACCUMULATION OF ICE ON THE PROPELLERSPl,NNERFARTHERAFT THAN
NORMALLY OBSERVED.

- Since the autopilot may mask tactile cues that indicate bdvene changes in hrrndling
tharactenstics, use of the autopilot is prohibItedw)rcn8nyOfthe visual cuesspecified above
exist. orwhen unusual
lateral trim requirements
Or autopilot trim warnings are encountered
while
the arrpontISIn lclng conditions.

- In ~ng conditions. useof flaos is restructed
to takeoff.awroach.end bnding onQ. When the f@ps
havebeenextendedfor approachor IandIng.t&y mdy nOtbe retiactti unku the upper swf8ce
of the wing aft of the protected area IS clear of ice. of unless fbp

retraction

is

essentiil tor

paround.
- All ting detection lights must be

operativeowr tOfl$ht mt0 rclw conditions8t night.

NOTE: This supersedes any relief prowded

by the MaSWMinimum EquipmentList (MMEU.

CTAAWmvED
AUGUST
I.14

20, lam
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OPEFWION IN KING CONDfllONS
WING INTO ICING CONDITION
when flyinQ into known or foreust icing conditions. proceed:
IGNTTIONSwitches ........................................... .... .....*..................~. ON
ke Protection System....U.............................................................
4. TURN ON AS REQUIRED
The ice protection system’should be turned on 8s fdbws: 1
- AOcl TAT and SLIP: before ftying into known icing con&ions.
- Propeller: before flying into known icing cond&ns or at the first wn of ti f-w.
- Wang and tail leading edges. engine aiir inlet 8nd windshield: at the first sign of b
formation.
Holding configuration:
UP
Landing Gear Lever ..,..............................................................

FiapSelectorLever.................................................................. UP
Airspeed................................................................................... 180 KIAS MINIMUM
NP .............................................................. .......... .. .................. 85% MINIMUM
To eliminate propellervibrations. increase Np as required.
procedures in known or forecast icing conditions. increase the airspeed &S up
NOTE: For approach
to 10 KIAS until the shon final.
-HE FOLLOWING WEATHER CONDITIONS MAY

BECONDUCWE
TO SEVEREIN-FUGHT ICING

1. Visiblersin at temperaturesbelow 0 degrees Celsius ambient air temmmture.
2. Droplets that splash or splatteron impact at temperatures b&w 0 degrees Celsius ambient kr
temperature.
PROCEDURESFOR EXITING THE SEVERE ICING ENVlRONMENi

to all flight phases from takeoff to landing. Monitor the ambient rir
These procedures are applicable
temperature. Wmile severe icing may form at temperatures 8s cold as - 18 degrees Ce!sius.
increased vigilance is warranted at temperatures around freezing with visible moisture present.
If the visual cues specified in the timitatlons Section of this manual for dentifving Mre iaing
condis
are observed, rccomplish the folbvi~:
I. Immediatetyrqucst priority handling from Air Traffic Control to facilitate a we or m md
drsnga to exit the severeicingconditions in order to 8void 8xtmded exposure to flight dm
more severe than those for w&h

the airplane has been certificated.

2. Avoid abruptand excessive maneuvering that may exacerbate
3. Do not engage
the autopilot.
4. If the autopilot is engaged. hold the control

CTAAPPROVED
AuGUsl01,1891

REV.4S - OCTOBER
14.1996

control diffic&ies.

wheel 6rmly and disengage the autopilot.
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AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUAL
OPERATIONIN JCINGCONDITIONS(Continued)
5. lfan unusuadtoI1fesponsc or uncommrnded follcont~i movemeW ib OhWed, reduce the wle
of attack.
6. Do not extend f&s during extended Operation in icing His.
Ogcmtion with fuos extended
mnsullinarcrdutedwingurgkof~nrclGwim~8Oortibilityof~fOrmingorrthe~r
sutice fwther aft on tiw wing than nOrmal, p0MW 8ft of the pfOt8cW wea.
7. Ifths~rne~e~.donotrrbtnn~muntiltnrrirfnmeb~roSics.
8. Report these weather conditions to Air Trafk Contd.
- OPERATION IN 1ClNG CONDITIONS CHECKLIST COMPLETED -
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APPENDIX I-PART 25 APPENDIX C ENVELOPE AND FAA
STATEMENT$/INFORlMATION

14 CFR Part 25 Appendix C Icing Envelope
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Memorandum
VTIOJ:
NTSB Accidtnt/Sncident
Investigation
Support Request
97-105; MI-200
route slip dated
7131197

0111: OJx

mm

Acting Director,
Flight
Standa-ds
Service,
AFS-1
Director,
Aircraft
Certification
Service,
AIR-l
Director
of Accident
Investigation,
ATTN: Manager, Recommendation and
Analysis
Division,
AAI-200

MI-1

The following
information
is in response to the Board’s
request for information
in support of the investigation
into Comair Flight
3272 which crashed in Monroe, Michigan,
on August 20, 1997.
Questions 1 and 2: When was the Operation
Bulletin
120-002/96 from Embraer received by the FM?
and on what
Which offices
of the FAA received the bulletin
dates?

FAA Response:
Embraer maintains
a list
of FRA offices
that
it distributes
all operations
bulletins
to.
Embraer
Operations Bulletin
120/002/96 was sent to the following
FAA offices
on May 17, 1996: Seattle Aircraft
Certification
Office
(ACO), Atlanta AC0 (received.
S/31/96),
Southern Region Flight
Standards Office
(received.
S/28/96),
Salt Lake City Flight
Standards
District
Office
(PSDO), Program Management Branch of the
Plight
Standard@ Service,
and the Seattle Aircraft
Evaluation
Group (AEG) (received.
S/29/96).
pestion
required
bulletin?

3: Which offices
to act, approve,

that received the bulletin
forward, or comment on the

were

FAA Response : No FAA offices
are required
to act, approve,
forward, or comment on a manufacturer’s
bulletin
when
received.
Question 4:
from whom?

When did the PO1 receive

the bulletin,

and

.
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FM, Response : The POI received
March 14, 1997, from Comair.
puestion
5:
in reviewing
manufacturer?

the bulletin

sometime

after

What role does the POI, AEG, or the AC0 play
or acting
upon operational
bulletins
from the

EAA Response:
Neither
to act upon operational

the POX, AEG, nor AC0 are required
bulletins
from the manufacturer.

Question 6: If CCMAIR (or any other EM8420
chose not to implement the recommendation6 of
(autopilot
HDG and l/2 bank mode6 in icing),
communication
was necessary by the companies
FAA?

operators)
tha bulletin
what
to inform

the

FM Response:
Comair is not required
to implement the
recommendations of the bulletin.
Therefore,
no
communication
is necessary by the companies to inform the
FAA.

puestion
7: Which carriers
have incorporated
recommendations of the ops bulletin
in their
manuals (CFM)?

the
company flight

FAA Response:
There are a total
of 7 operators
that
operate Ernbraer 120 aircraft.
-All 7 have incorporated
the
recomnendations
of the operations
bulletin
in their
CFM’s.
The carriers
are:
Atlantic
Southeast Airlines,
Comair, Inc.
Continental
Express, Inc.
Great Lakes Aviation,
Ltd.
Mesa Airlines,
Inc.
Skywest Airlines,
Inc.
Westair Commuter Airlines,
l

putstion
procecrs

airplane

Inc.

Inc.

8: Please inform me a6 to the review and approval
following
a modification
to the manufacturer8s
flight
manual.

FAA Response:
The FM Aircraft
Certification
Office
responsible
for approving revisions
to an IXA approved
Airplane
Flight Manual (AF?J!) will
coordinate
the subject
revisions
with the cognizant AC0 technical
branches or
specialists,
the AEG, and the appropriate
FAA Flight
Standards office.
Once approved, the manufacturers
distribute
the AR4 revisions
to operator6
and other
interested
parties.
General guidance for the development,
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review, and approval of an operator's
CPM, from information
provided in the manufacturer's
AEM, is provided in FAA
Order 8400.10, "Air Transportation
Operations
Inspector's
Handbook."
Once Embraer’s

the PO13

Revision

of communication

43 was approved,
what
from the approving
agency to

FAA Rssponse:
There are no established
procedures mandated
to communicate to an operator's
POX thaf - revision
to an
AFM has been approved.
A aanufacturer
w!lk distribute
AEM
revisions
to the affected
airplane
mode79 owners who in
turn typically
supply that revision
tb tne POI.
Quest$on 10: What is the purpose of the Flight Manual
Review Board (FMRB) and its relationship
to the ACO? How
would it have played a role in Embraer’s AEM Revision
43 or
various airlines
that operate the EMB-120 with their
own
CF?4s?
FAA Rqsponse:
The term "Flight
Hanual Review Board WMRB)”
is no longer used in aircraft
certification
terminology.
A
EMRBwas a team composed of an AC0 engineer representing
each discipline
(i.e.,
flight
test, propulsion,
mechanical
systems, etc.) and chaired by the F’AA project
test pilot.
A FMRB would be formed at the beginning
of a type
certification
project
to provide guidance for the
development of the AM and to later review that AFM. The
same principle
is applied today by coordinating
AFX's, and
revisions
thereto,
among the AC0 engineering
specialties
branches prior to approval signature.
Revision 43 to the
EMB-120 AFM would have been subjected
to this current
practice,
which mimics the role of the FMRB. Any changes
made to an operator's
CFM would not be subjected
to a EMRB
process or the system that has replaced the MRB in the
ACO’ s .

puest$on 11: Oqce Embraer’s Revision 43 uai approved for a
change in the’kay deicing boots were used in the
manufacturer’s
AIM, what conununication,
directive
and
guidance is provided to the respe&ive
PO18 or companies to
incorporate
such changes CpMs?
There was no direct
FAA transmission
of
Revas on 43 to the EMB-120's AEM to the PO19 of the
operators
following
approval of that AEM revision
by the
responsible
ACO. An AC0 will
coordinate
the initial
release of an AD3 for a transport
category airplane
with an
AK.
Any coordination
of approved “AEM revisions”
by the

=F=:
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responsible
AC0 with FAA operations
personnel will be done
on a discretionary
basis.
In the specific
case of
Revision 43 to the EMB-120 AFM, the PO1 received the AFM
revision
and associated
operations
bulletin
from the
operators.
puestion
12: Three sections
of a manufacturers
AEM are
and procedures.
approved; limitations,
performance,
Similarly
for a company flight
manuals as spelled out in
FM'S 8400.10.
Revision 43 modified the procedure for boot
operation
in the AFM. Is this not also required
to be
modified in CFMs? .Uhy or why not?
PAA Response : In accordance with paragraph 21658(l)
of FAA
Order 8400.10, which prescribes
the information
to be
contained in the CFM, “The procedures section
of a CPM must
contain all procedures
required by the AERf or RFM rnd for
each operation
the operator conducts.a
Since in some cases
a POX may not be aware of an APB! revision
(see response to
Question 91, unless it is supplied by the operator,
that
PO1 will obviously
not have control
over maintaining
the
equality
of the AFM and CPM procedures.
In order to assure that AR3 or CF'Mprocedures
are changed,
an Airworthiness
Directive
(AD) mandating that specific
text be a part of the AFMKFM or that a specific,
dated
revision
be incorporated,
must be issued.
AD's are only
to
issued in instances
where the AFM changes are considered
be significant
enough to warrant retroactive
application
to
all aircraft.
Quegtion:
Explain how the three approved sections
of
both the AEM and CEM must agree.
It is my understanding
that limitations
and performance must be the ssme. Am I
correct?
Why or why not? What about the procedures
sections?
Must the information
contained in the AR3 be
incorporated
in the CE?J? Can accepted procedures
in the
CF’Mmodify the approved procedures in the CPM? Can
accepted or approved procedures in the CPM modify the
approved procedures
in the AEM?
EAA Response:
The basic requirement for the AEWCEM
relationship
is contained
in 14 07% section
121.141 which
permits CFkoperating
procedures and presentation
of
performance data to be revised relative
to the AFX if math
presentations
are approved by the Administrator
and clearly
identified
as AFM requirements.
Additional
guidance is
provided in Section 4 of FM Order 8400.10, Air
Transportation
Operations
Inspector’s
Handbook.
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The FAA Aircraft
Certification
Service and Flight Standards
Service are in the midst of a crpccial project
to review AFN
and Flight
Crew Operating Manual revision
procemes,
including
the level of review and approval of thore
revisions
and the lines of communication batwean
The final report
certification
and operations specialists.
and recommendations resulting
from this project are being
developed.
If we can be of further

assistance,

please let UI kn
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a0 )rdrgndm#
wdlb#on,o.c.zom

Hr. Richard Rodriguez
'
Major Investigations
Division,
National
Transportation
Safety
490 L%nfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594-2000

AS-10

Board

Dear Mr. Rodriguez:
The National
Transportation
Safety Board (NTSB) forwarded three
letters
dated June 16, 1997, from the Comair Party
Coordinator
which raised questions
and suggested issues which Comair believed
should be addressed in the NTSB investigation
of the Comair
Flight
3272 accident.
In your letter
addressed to the Party
Coordinators
dated June 23, 1997, you asked for formal responses
and indicated
to the appropriate
portions
from each Coordinator
that following
input from the Federal Aviation Administration
(FM) and Embraer, you would evaluate the need for additional
investigative
activity.
of the three letters
included a detailed
list
of
The first
questions regarding
the initial
certification
process
and the
certification
and operation
of the EMB-120 in icing
conditions.
The FM response to each of those questions
is enclosed.

The second letter
involved
questions regarding the validity
of
the digital
flight
data recorder (DPDR) information
from the
accident aircraft.
The E'AA believes
that this aspect of the
Comair questions was adequately
addressed
by !4r. Dennis Grosd,
NTSB Chairman of the DFDR Tesm, during the August 20 meeting in
Washington, D.C. In addition
to Mr. GrossiVs statements
regarding the accident aircraft,
the FR% requested that mraer
conduct an investigation
of the MB-120 DFDR in response to
NTSB Safety Recommendations A-96-033 and -034.
As a result of
this investigation,
Embraer issued Service Bulletin
Number 120-31-0038, dated February 22, 1997, to correct the
potentiometer
calibration
error.
Embraer will also iraglement a
revised potentiometer
test procedure through a change to their
maintenance manual to address DFDRcalibration
and signal wise

irsues.

Ata.. S.W.
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The third letter included a number of issues regarding
the
American Eagle Flight 4184 accident at Roselawn and rtated
that
“because of the similarities
between this accident and that of
Comair Flight 3272, there is a concern that there may be a

continuing trend relating
to the certification
of foreign
manufactured aircraft."
The letter went on to st8te th8t "it is
not unreasonable to expect that every effort should be made in
determining if there was use of an inadequate protocol by 8
foreign manufacturer
and the CTA in the certification
(of) the
EMB-120 for flight in icing conditions.a
The letter slso
suggested that an independent analysis by the NTSB Performance
Group of the tanker testing done at Edward's Air P@rce Bsse'
(presumable ori the BKB-120) "should be done to ensure the
adequacy of the conclusions
and recommendations made for flight
in SLD conditions
by turboprop aircrafLa

The FAA believes that the majority of this third letter
is
directed more to the NTSB, rather than to the EAA or Embraer for
response, particularly
in regard to comparison between the Comafr
accident and the American Eagle accident.
The PM has 8ddressed
Comair9 more specific
concerns regarding the initial
certification and oversight of the EMB-120, including the results of the
tanker testing,
in the enclosed responses to the first
letter.
In addition,
Ms. Mary Cheston, PM Manager of International
Airworthiness
Program Staff for Aircraft
Certification,
offered
during the August 20 meeting to make a formal presentation
to the
NTSB at a later date regarding
the PAA certification
of foreign
manufactured aircraft
under a bilateral
airworthiness
agreeament.
The PAA believes that the responses to the specific
questions
listed in the first letter,
in addition to Ms. Cheston's proposed
presentation,
adequately addresses the third letter of June 16.
The subjects of each of these letters were discussed during the
August 20 meeting held at NTSB headquarters with Comair, Embraer,
the Nr Line Pilots Association,
and the E?W At the conclusion
of that meeting, the NTSB announced its inturtion
to have the
Aircraft
Performance Group conduct 8 detailed
8rmlysis of 811
EMB-120 icing certification
data, Including the rerrultr of the
icing tanker tests conducted in late 1995 st the Smbraer
facilities
in Brazil.
The FAA plan8 to p8tticip8te
in this
review, and Ms. Carla Worthey, PAA Embraer Program Manager and
member of the NTSB Performance Tesm, will support this effort.
The IrAA also requests th8t Mr. Gene Hill, FAA National Resource
in this review
Specialist
for Icing, be rllowed to participate
even though he is not a formal member of the NTSB tesm.
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The last issue discussed briefly
during the August 20
was the FAA oversight
of changes to Oper8tor'I mnurh

meeting

ver8us ERA
flight unuals.
oversight and approval of aiblane
This topic
was the subject of a memo (NTSB Log Number 97-101) frm
Mr. David J. Ivey, NTSB, addressed to the FAA's Recommendation
and Analysis

Di'vision,
AAI-200, which included
8 number of
questions.
The FAA Aircaft
Certification
members
at the meeting noted th8t 8 written response to each of
with the
the questions in the memo was being prepared jointly
Flight Standards Service of the FAL
The EM agreed that if,
after 'reviewing the written
responsesr NTSB had 8dditiorml
questions on this subject,
the FAA would support another meeting
with the NTSB when all appropriate
IXA specialists
could be
specific
present

available.
Sincerely,

--

David F. Thomas
Director
of Accident

Enclosure

Investigation
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FM RESPONSES TO COMAIR QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE NTSB via .&NE 16,1997 LETTER
.

FM RESPONSE:TheCam Tanim hoeqm&l (CM), the BraAlh e
Authority, providedconstantoversightof the EM&120 eutifmion poonng aad puricipad ia
all urtifiution f@ht tests. TheFM hr hadno ‘inbicrtiorrot my &me bmdihg ebua&&s
dbittd by thy EM&t20 duringthis ctrtifjcrtion te+g. If-w
rray
churcteristics which did not meetFAR 25 or RBHA 25 tqubmts
dw@ mopany
developmenttesting,they would hrvc hrd to takewhateverrccprwme mcemay to b&q,@
aireM into complianceprior to certificationtesting. Tbit pro&are would be tht samt fbr my
8ircrrA manuficturer.
2. During testing of rctual rerodynunic st8ll, did the 8ircr8ftexhibit 8 rolLosp&iem
rites in excess of FM certificationcriteria?

with totl

FM RESPONSE:FAR 25.203presentsthe st8ll M&tics
requiranents fw the
EMB-120. FAR 25.203(b)statesthat “For winBslevel rtrlls, the roll oau&g bctwscrrtbc gUl
urd the completionof the recoverymry not exceed8pproxim8tely20 de@ecs.”Tbur, tbe?eis u)
raptable roll urrgle limit of 20 degreesin wings le+ st8llh but not 8 roll rrrlr aite&
FAR 25.203(c)requires“For turning flight rtr)lr, the 8ctionof the ai@anetier the st8.U
mqy nor be so viofent or errreme as to makeit diicult, with normJ pilot& n&II, to &&ct 8 .
promptrecoverymd to regaincontrol of the 8iir~rUre.~This is the oaly “roll rate” rtrfl
chrrrcteristicscriteria. The cer&d type designof the EM&120 includes8 rrrtl burier gystan,
which providesstall wuning vi8 8 stick sh8ker8ndst8ll pm&&on via 8 stick pusher. All rsrll
demonstrrtionsfor certifiution were conductedwith the aira& in the w”
con&untion,withtherrJlbarrier~emintulkd.
Sutt~w~~bytberridr
puhaMdrcccprrblertrllchvrctcritticrwcrc~uith~rricLpul#riartrfkd.
?‘heFMhasrevitwedthcr#uhrofsome~nJI~oooducrdby
EMBRAER during companydevelopmenttehg. Reviewof t&s o~mpuy data pm&d 00
indicationth8t the 8ction of the8irpturetier an 8e@nunic ti is 80violaM or B
u to
llYkCitdifficuhtocfllect8promptr~mdtotcgdn~of~rirplw~norrPrl
puotiq skill.

FM RESPONSE:Seeresponseto Question2.
4. Wu the instillation andcatificrtion of the stick pushernecait8ted bu 8 mu-off problem
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of romt r#odyauajt rrJl N
FM RESPONSE:The FM hastcvicwsd the m
conductedby EMBRAER during compurydevdopmatt test&. Revkw of ?biswmpanypltr
providkdno indicationthat the actionof the &plane rita 8n 8e@cu& rufl is ~0vi&at or
aaremcrstomrkeitdifficulttocfftctrpromptrcrcowrymdtorrpincantrdotthe~

usingbofmalpiloting skill.
Certificationtestingconductedby the CT& & v8lid8t& by the FM, in&W U
demonstrationsto showcompliancewith FAR 25.203with the sUI barrier systaa it@M. This
ceMuation evaluationincludedwinp level andturaing tiight st&, both 1 Wsecud 3 Wsec
entv rate tests,in all appropriateconfigurations,both in I “dew” condition md with ice sbp
installed. Thesedemonstrationsshowedthat the &plane is &lly tdtoycnble from 8 WI within
the certificationcriteria with stall recoverypromptedby the stick pusher.
6. How is the “firing angle-of-attack”for the stick puh# detamined durhg

ctrtllication?

FM RESPONSE:Developmentof the EM&120 into a cert&ble confimon was
rt the firing angleof atWc
rccomplishedby EMBMER. The aircrafthandlingcharactezistics
s&ctad by EMBUER for stick shakerand stick pusheractivationwu fbund to meetall
certificationcriteria.
7. At what marginabovethe staIldoesthe stick p~tha &vate?
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9. The termsohhe Bilateral AinvorthinessAgr#mtnt andAnnex 8 of the btw&o~I
Cii
Aviation Organization,notwithstandii was therecomprebsive @ht testing eoaductsdby the
FM?
FM RESPONSE:The termsof the Bilrtmi Akvorthinus w
(BM) ti
the US andBrazil are never“notwithsbding~. The BM is I ibtmal qreana# betweenthe two
countrieswhich indicatesthat the US recognizesthe CTA 8s8 clwnpctcnt&w&kss
authority
with the expertiseand organizationto applyUS rturdudt. Under the termsoftbe BAA with
Brazil, aswith other countries,the FM conductedvalidation tight tests ofthe EW-120 after
the CTA indicati they hadfaund compliers with FAR 25 rtqu*bnents 8pplic8bletotbe
EMB-120. TheseFM validationtestscovereda numberof ueas, in&d@ stab, but wereno
mott, ?r less,c4bmprehensive
tbn other bilateral vaIid&n test m.
In addition to the validationflight teatin wnducted fw the irk&l cwt&atioa, the FM
has also conducted Bight tests maodated witb ovedght of cxmthiq 8hmduma
l

FM RESPONSE:COMAIR is correct that IssueP~pcn ut used by the FM to desuibe
the FM position on variousccrtihtion issuesandthe methodsn#euu~ to U&W m
cunpliance. Theseissuesincludedefinition of the type wt8cation basis,appkatioa oflrrrv
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aitcril andprocedures,dndingsof e@wJent level of s&y to misting critcrk, and oh simply
IssuePapus oa!y awmimes f&t6 to
duidutioa of actzptablemethodsof m.
‘bo~~rncc”..Arwithrlltypeccnifiationpoognnu,botht;onbnmd~r~of
Issue.Prpcrt were ppared for the EMB-120 cdfidoa
Pdovto the i8ance oftbeustype

certihte, rlf rppticableIssuePapm on the EhdB~l20wwe m

&s&

12. In the reviewof actualflight test databy the FAA, wasit detamhd if&me wu 8 &
duplicateanytestsor portions of testsby the FM?

to

FM RESPONSE:As previoudy statedin wponse to Questbs 8 and 9, the FM
conductedvalidationflight testson the EMB-120 afterthe CTA #htd
that they bd f&&
compliancewith FAR 23 requirements.Thi, valid&on teat@ is caduaed primdlytoprovide
the FM pilots with funiliarity with the airplane,8nd&eam!ly indudes 8 v&ty of@sta.
Becausethis is a “validation” of testingthat hasalreadybeencon&et@ it will r)wryr duplicate
the originalcertificationtesting. In addition to the %taadard”actofW&tion tcly the FM will
typkliy rtviw potions of the flight test &ta resultsto cktadnc ifw areasof pwticdu
interestshouldbe included. In review of the CTA wtifktkn tcpt datafkwthe EMB-120, the
FM foundno needto go beyondthe no& v&da& exe&se.

Section2 - Icing
1. hiring the initial certificationof the EMB-120,did the FM conductmy fight te#s in w
SOditiOlW?
FM RESPONSE:No.
2. Ifthc FM did not conductf@ht te#ing in i&g OonditioIy to u&t m
ddcgrte compliance oversightto the CT’A ia Br&I?

did &e FM

FMREsPONSE:The~Aputj~~d~idllQ~~~t&~I#).
The CTA alsoprrticiprted in dl testswith &nuked e m.
fa -abil8tml
procedures,the FM relied on the CTA to applythe FAR 23 rsquinn#nu dhg th&
evdtwtions. The FM reviewedthe resultsofboththeaa!urdi&q ud ddatd i&g mts
priortoUSrpprovrloftheEMB-l20forfliOhtintokno#micingrrduhiawdymrdcOKIl*ulinn
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of eu@ianue to FAR 25 requirements.

FMRESPONSE: No. Durbqmtunlieiqo~nuo#our~acaratar~
morded,rmnlofwhichexceededFAR2S,AppgldbcC~o#~~
8ndintumittentmucimum8tmosphefickiagc&itkia~ofliquid~~

uu to detmnim
FM RESPONSE:The purposeof the FM’s Pbwe II Icing w
th8t therewere no untie conditionsrel8tedto roll upM azsc@EQ when m
in cwbin
Tbe Pbue II pogrun
Beezingdriwle conditionsoutsidethe FAR 25 Appawk C Wn$~.
wuuredtorcranrircnftwithunpowmdtolt~rad~~~boou~ia
regularlyscheduledpassengerse&e. The high rl#Qd t8xi ‘zR’,wwone oft& FM rpproMd
methodsfor screeningthe airplane. The FAA ~&VU! 68 arnhrrHIIs 1” high quu\cr round
shaperttachedt0 the UpperWingWrf8cc,8k8d Oftb rilaoar, W888 COlWVbe Sh8Pethat
would likely producea more severeaerodynamicd&t C)IIthe 8ikon tb8n ke wcreted during 1
&zing drizzle encounter.
‘fheEMBRAERterttcchniquewuto~~thc~ffrawdrhpctoboth~urd
jettison onewing shapein flight. High speedtaxi teststlv~c pmfbmd Andyto VQifL the
operationof releasingdevicesnecessq to jettison the rhpp ia~~U~thehe#q&
taxi test,EMBMER electedto perform8 morerqmmtUw
tests,the measuredroll control forcesaweded the FAA’8 mlubn aik.
Sincethe airplaneacceded the roll control &weewit& -RAER
cmducted the
t8nkertestingto determinethe shape,l&q
dimrrnrioaud M
of the ice wed
on t&
drplrneduringa~~ngdrirJe~~.TbcK~~to~dcbnetbcrcaul
churcterirticsoftheicc~~nthtrlhrn~ubitny~~~~bythc

FM RESPONSE:The EMB-120 tmker test wesconductedw

tht period Deem&m
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7. Whatmethodswereusedto determinethe MVD (mcur v&metric diameter)andLWC @quid
water content)of the waterdropletsbehindthe tanker? In the paat,dtamte methodabrve
produceddifferent results.
FM RESPONSE:Duringthe tankertea@, three di@m iarcnrarerruwere wed to
mtlsure the full rangeof tankercloud dropkt sizes&om 8 mitn~~ to 800ukons in wcrlrppine
sizeranges: the Fonvard ScatteringSpectrometerProbe(FSSP)f&n 8 to 74clla, lD(: pIobc
from 83.Sto 30O~m,and2D-Cprobefrom IO4 to 8OOpm.This iammamdon was inarlled on
a Iajct which was usedasa chaseplaneduring the tests.
Therewere no anomdiesreportedduring the !&ht tests. Data pmtsshgt~qutsue
desaibcdin “ProcessingDatafrom ParticleMeaauritt6Probesfor I&q ccrtifiut~n” by hy
Hobbs,Brian Morrison, andDarrelBaumgudn#, presentedat the Wra&maJ Icing
Symposium,September,MS, Montred. Additional mo&k8tions to the m
t&m@
for the DC, urd 2D-C probesare dcscrii in “Modi@iq the NCAR w
T~chnQ&’ by
RayHobbs,October, 1995.

9. What airspeedswereusedduring testing?
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FM RESPONSE: Speedsrepresentativeof the Eh4B420 ia bow conditionsof 17s
KIASand16SKUSwerewedduriqtkrultrat&ag.
T’hemiaimumMcept8bletut8petdof
thetankerwas 16SKIAS.

11. During flight testingbehindthetanker,was there any&dase of the de&h&n
control 8s demonstratedduring the taxi tut?

oholl

FM RESPONSE:No evidenctof deteriorationof roll tontral was eqedend during
the tankertesting,nor in high speedtaxi teats.High apeedtaxi teatswere performedby
EMBUER only to veri@the operationof releasingdevicesnamswy tojettboa the shape in
flight.

12. Did the test aircrlft experienceanyundue bufking fkornthe effectsof i&g?
FM RESPONSE:No buffetingwas reportedduring the icing tanker tests.
t 3. If buffetingoccurred,at what airspeeddid it occuf?
FM RESPONSE:No bufkting was reported.
14. How wasthe minimumspeedin icing conditions(160 knots) decivul?
FM RESPONSE:The 160knot minimumSpdwUdciinsdbyEUBMERUtht
~holdings~foricing~tionr~tbt~~oatificrtioa~(hc
EMB-120. The dmu~atedice sfupeson qrotected ad&es wed fbr the +dIiq
m

8&

~~tertingpriortoicing8pprovrlwercdcfinsdurhrpthrr~~~~aiurir

tb8ttberharitaab8~~~
maocbdwiththisrpad.Thcsctestsdrpccd(160KIAS)upto3~ofburlsmgk,tbc~brmL~etyp#ayuwd~
hddin~withmrd~u8tettrll~totbc~bamduy,rriclr~odrtiek~
withtheseicethrpctonthe8kcrdt.
InuMitioa,thtnrrunlidagtestswcoa&ualtoVaay
Out this minimum operrting speedw8s Wisfbcto~. These tata demor&ated tb8t the E?4B-120

meets111FAR 2Srquitements during fright in m
systemsare properlyactivated.

c~ndii~

providal the ice protection
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1s. Werethe handlift qualitiesof the
with the de-icewan not active?

FM RESPONSE:Seeresponseto quersianIS.
If. Wastestbe conducted,speciticrlly, to detamine the tokmtce ofthe -120
conditionsoutsidethe Appendix C envelope?

to sL3)

FM RESPONSE:Yes. As previouslymted, EMBRARR m&cm! tosting of the
EM&130 in cooperationwith the FM PhaseII icinSprograntto lcrab rirptu#r &r
susceptibilityto fop upsetduring or tier flight in certein&e&n8 &z& m&ions (which ut, of
course,outsideAppendix C).
18. Whatcriteria were usedto assessthe ability of the airmfb to opmte in SLD i&g long
enoughfor the crew to recognizethe SLD environmentand acit it?
FM RESPONSE:As previouslystated,the FM detemiti fkomthe results of the icing
tmker teststhat the visual cuesassociatedwith the SLD i& co&ions on t& -120
are
adequateto allow the flightcrew to identify severeicing cmditions. Additioarlty, tbt r&-o1
characteristicstesting of the EMB- 120in SLD conditionscunductediu mrly 19% by the FM
andCTA showedthat oncethe flightcrewsactivatethe de-icem
the ban&ii &mct&tics
of theEMB-120 are adequateto allow the crewsto ufcly abt the severeicirrg cmditkm. 7’he
criteriausedto assessthe EMB- 120roll control c@ii
fobwing ilight in SlD IWICthe same
8s thoseusedfor similar ev8hmi0N of othe?mboprop rirarit with e
fmnmot!&.
19. Wastankertesting conductedrt
SLD underthosecondiiobs?

ni#tto

thmbnii oftbe

‘to

FM RESPONSE:No tankertestin@mmscq@bcUdat ui@- Fiowwer, w
emifbtiont~demcnrtntedrhuthc~~~~~~~
bo9owthtdli~tcrewtovirurliy~ths~~~popakr~md~
air ink lips. 151presentedin the EM&l20 AkM 8ud in -120
Opmtbm! Bull& a.
120-002!96, one of the best visual cues for n
idag on the -120
bw
afb
by &c
on the propellerspinnerfuther Jt than nomally obsemd. Sii tbis UCI b ibbted
wing inspectionlights, audthe rightsmustbe opmtive prior to ditplsch 8t uight iuto ;cimn
-ions,
the FM believesthis concernb beenadequatelyaddrcusd.
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21. Whatwere the worst SLD conditioaraperked

in flight testing?

FAARESPONSE: Theunkertcrtcwrditianvrriad&wn104tolJS(rmMVDu;d.S9to
36 g/m3LWC. SinceSLD conditionsarecrutsidethe Ap@ix C av&pe, the namal ice
testingwould not haveincludedresultsofan SIB ammtar.
22 Did the FM do any icing testingwith any foreign ainvorthimssauthorities other than the
CTA in Brazil?
FM RESPONSE:No. The FM did not participatein icing testing of the EMB-120
with anyforeign airworthinessauthorityother than the CI’A.
23. If testing with other airworthinessauthoritieswasaccomplished,are there publishedresults
of suchtesting?
FM RESPONSE:Seeresponseto question22.
24. During the original icing certification,it waswed
that pilots would wait fbr IN to Ia of
inch of ice to build up prior to activationof the book Undo theseconditions,was the fiAl
murcwcrrineenvelopeoftherittnftavrilrbkwftbOutrrr#urrt~~oatheritcxrit’l

25. Specifically,were the handlingqu&ies at stick shaker0nsetand st.aI!m
conditions?

during e
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FM RESPONSE:It is not dear what is nwautby&t W
iMfgintorrJPrtbs
mud b@j rt l m
onsetof at+haker. FAR 25.207(c)rquima that the SrrJl m
Btcsedin$the~~n~Ipt+d...byrmn~arUmybua~~~rrrll~~
anoughchrity, duration,anddisbtimess, or similar ppmias? Tha -130
m
testin with ice shapesinstalleddemonstratadcomp!ianceto this e
tat atall m
margin,both for Cl’& FM andDOT Canada.
27. Sfit wasperfomwl, aretherepublishedrapor~ of suchteatin@
FM RESPONSE:Yes. Embraerpreparadtlight test repo~~to ahowcomp!ianceto
certificationrquiremcnts.
28. What criteria did the FM use,initially, in datamining tbat the pilots sb&d m! WIjt t;w my
ice to build up, but they shouldturn on the de-icesyatamat &at rtcogniton oficonditions7
FM RESPONSE:While at EdwardsAir Farte Basefor the icing tanker taatsof tha
EMB-120,FAA, CT& md EMBIUER reprasantativesreviawadtha reportedEMS120 roll
upsetevents. It becameapparentduring this review that &are waano indicIsioll of d&e boot
.
activationprior to my of the upseteventsandthat airspeedwas &owed to deWorate. It
appearedthat in all of the events,the flightcrew had &her not facc@cd that thy were in icing
conditionsor hadwaitedtoo long to activatethe boots, anddid not mco@aa tba loasin rirpLnt
perf&manccresultingfrom the accumulatedice. Subsquent to the mmting EMBlUER
proposoda~8ttotheAFMtorsquirerctivrtionoftbeddor:boorrrttbtiltrff~~
itt. TheFMdiscussedtheproposalwiththede-ktboot -andukhawu8l
opaators to detamine whether“bridging” of the deice bmts wu l dlylonn

1/4tol/2iacbia~
ocntrriagh~tttithltrtthrntbtculia~
kidoingWrr~d~duringrhc~-~2~~idqo~Cnnnrvbearl#~~
aystanwrctivrredrtthcfintdetcctionofidngPbotopqbindbtedady~~~~f

b

ice particlesremainingon tha boot surface.Additiunally, de-i&g ryrtcrn twbno& baa
improvedover the yaarsto include higher pressures, m&r chambm, mom rapid m
&
dhtion, andgreater cowage of the leadingedBe,which incrwad tba yrtan’r &i&y to &ad
make accretions.The FM was ableto find no doemated evitknu0f7xid~“~
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ontheEMB-l2OmdthercforeapprovadthtAFMmirion~thtthe~~d~~
quid
to uses5 the thickness of the ice am&n prior to Wivatixq the boota.

FM RESPONSE:Seenrponrc to qucrticw28.

.

30. Rso&zb@atintheIthlrr,~mry~doesthaFM~tb8tlsly

bther king t&t5 of the Em-120 will be carricd out.?
FM RESPONSE:lly FM ammtly pbns 110btber kiq testsoftha HMISI120. ‘Ibe
FM hasrequestedthat Embraerconductftrthet reaaar&intoUe d&t ofmklual atul
inter-cycleice on the protectedsurfaces.
31. Is it the opinion of the FAAL,that the ~ropoaedAD adquately addraasea
tba @lcmf that
led, either directly or indirectly,to the icing upsetsof the EMB-1201
FM RESPONSE:The AD proposalwu promptedby reportsindicating tiut &ghtcmws
experienceddifficulties controllingthe airplaneduring (or followi& fb&t in normal5&g
conditions,whenthe ice protectionsystemeither wasnot utbad wbm ice beganto acamkte
on the airplane,or the ice protectionsystemwas neverrctivrtsd, and&speed w88rllowsd to
deteriorate Thesedifficultiesmayhavem
bccuue the &#cmua did not reoo@e that a
aignificurt enoughamountof icehad formedon the&plana to requireactivbn ofthe d&ing
quipment, andthe lossin airplanepcrfomancc resubingfrom the aqumukd ia. ‘fbs Hioas
specifiedby the proposedAD areintended to amre that the @htcrew ia able to mcogab the
formationof significantice accretion,take appropriateactiob andma&in a Proparapaad. It is
the FM opinion thrt installationof an ice detectorand&sing W -urea
to rquire
activationof the ice protectionsystemsat the dint signof ice amm&ion and to main&t a ’
satisfactoryminimumspeedwill assistthe flightcrews in recognizing king conditions and taking
l ppropriate action.
32. What factualdatasupportsthe &on
that during the potensirlenmsn&r oficing
conditions,operationof the autoflight system should be restWed to the II2 bademode?
FMRESPONSE: ThiswasantommsadrtionmadebyEaak#r~0ightin~
icing conditionsin their OperationalBulletin 120-W2BGu8ruultoftheFbauIISU)~
Howtvcr,inthcPhueIIAD’r,thcFM~~~tht~ofthtrutopibtip~~
conditionsfbr all airmft for mbrdbtb
lntheaameOpmtionalBullctin,Embraaralao -nrctrictagtlleuaeoftbt
unopilottorhe)nbrnk~eduringtliQhtin~idqO~.

FMmtifb&e

testingdemonstratedthat the EMB-120 bad adwe bmdling W&&S
with rbnrlrssd jce
ahapeson the unprotectedsurfrces thrOUghOUtthe 8pprovd 0pd0d
CIIvdopc. sirr# &e
cumtrol characteristicsof the *lane were acceptable,the FM foundno muon to limit the w
.
of the l utopiIot for certification. It is not dear why Embnu madethis m
~tocp~
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pdaps to providea consistentflightcrew pioc4dun for ali opmtioas in icing cmditioas.

FMRESPONSE:

No. ‘Ibemoftbtrirplrncranrinrtherrmc.
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FLIGHT STANDARDS REGULATIONS
AND GUIDANCE MATERIAL
IhsH.
Improve training and operation regulations and guidance
material related to icing.

I
I

The FAA will require Principal Operations Inspectors to easure that tmining
P~~
for Per$on$OpemtiIIgaircraft under pati 121 and 135 of the Federal
Aviation Regulations (14 CFR parts 121 and 13S) include information ●bout flight
into freeziag raisdfreezing dtie conditions as well as coaventia- -‘ king
conditions.
A.

Responsible Party: Flight Standards Service.
seheduk
.

Merch 1997: Completed Flight Standards Handbook (Information) Bulletin requiring
POI’s to ensure thst tmining programs include information about all icing caditions
including fllght into freezing drizzle and fieczing rsin.

A working grOUp will review, revisq and develop re@d8tionsand ●dvisory umterid
B.
u necessmy to ●ccomplish tbe folkwin~
●

●

●
●

Eastwe that icing terminology (e+, lmowm foreese4 observ~ traes+Iigl@
moderatq seve~ and “Appendix G iekg) is ued ewdeteatlyaadckarlyby
tbe Fllgbt Standards Sepilom dispatch’s, tbe National Weather Senice
(NWS) Aviation Weather Center, the Aircrdt Certilkstim Servk and Air
Trafk
Update goidanee releted to icing reporting and pik%Air TrafKc Contrdj”aad
dispatcher actiow
Provide ●dvisory information concerning ice bti~
Consider tbe need for an icing reguktion that is applicable to all geaeral
sviatkn dremft operated tinder part 91 of the Federal AviBtioBRegdations
(14 CFR part 91), since section 91.527 does not apply to most general aviation
●ircraft.
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●

.

Direct Principal Operations Inspeetom to ensme that all air carriers that
operate aircraft under part 121 of the Federal Aviation Regulations (14 C!FR
part 121) require their dispatchers to prxwidepertinent weatier imformstion to
flight crews.
,
Require that Hazardous Might Weather AdvisorySenke broadcasts include
pertinent weather information.

The review includes, but is not limited to, the following documents:
&
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.

Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM)
Advisory Circular 91-51
ATC Handbooks 7110.65 and 7110.10
Advisory Circular 135-9
Winter Operations Guide
Sections 91.527, 135.227, and 121.341 of parts 91, 135, and 121,
mspectiveIy, of the Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR 91.527,
135.227, and 121.341)
FAA Order 8400.10
Weather Service Operations Manual (WSOM), Chapter D-22.

The working group will also review the following documents and will attempt to
coordinate with the international organizations that publish these documents. (The working
group has no authority to revise the doeurnents.)
a

b.

International Civil Aviation Organktion’s Manual of Aeronautical
and Meteorological Practice (Document 8896AN/893/4)
World Meteorological orgaon’s
Armex 3.

Re+onsibk Parties: Flight Standards servicq Aimrafl Certification Serviw, FAA Technical
CenteG Aviation Weather centq and Air Trafllc.
!!khedule:
●

●
●

March 1997: Compkted Flight Standmds Handbook (information) Bulletins on
Freezing Drizzle and Freezing Rain tmining and pilots’ and dispatchers’
responsibilities regarding pilot reports (PREPS).
Febxuary 1999: Complete revisions to the FAA mated listed above.
April 1999: Determine whether or not a rule change is required.

4
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c.
The FAA will explore the feasibility of incorporating icing performance and
handiing abaracteriatica in airplane training simulatom.

To enhancepiiot awarenessof the effects of infiighticing, how inflight icing aff&ts
airplaoeperformance,andto providercaiismto pilot trainingin ao inflight icing environment
the FAA will explorethe feasibility of incorporatingicing #oxmancc andhandling
characteristicsin *lame trainingsimulators.
Responsible Partiea: Flight Standards%vice; SimuiatorT-,
Schadule:

Arcraft CertificationService.

December 1997: Complete feasibilitystudy.

D.
The FAA will participate with appropriate organisationa to encourage
coordination among manufacture,
operatom, aaaociatiou and organisations,
research communities, and piiota in the international community for development of
inflight iciog training aids (written, pictona~ video, etc.) ●nd adviaay materiai.

~
Reaponaibie Pam:
Schedule:

FAA Icing SteeringCommittee.

Ongoing.

5
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ICING FORECASTING

reprove the qualiw and dissemination of icing weather
on to dispatchers and flight crews.
I
A.

Thk FAA will continue sponsoring icing foreeastiq memeh that is intended to
refine the ata and information being provided to foreeasterast the AviationWeather
Center (A k C) in Kansas City to improve the ●bility to foreeaat inflight icing, including

icing due ~ SLD.

Th FAA sponsors icing forecasting research though the AWR program under FAA
Aviation eather Research ProgranL AUA-460. Might icing is currently AWR’Shighest
priority. i sent work continues a seven-year history of FAA reseach in icing. Activities
described der paragraphs A. and B. of this task are described in greater detail in “FAA lnFlight Ic” Product Development Plan: FY97 & FY98: dated Ootober 15,1996. ‘he program
also has {pr tided leveraging of funds through coopation with the National science Foundation,
National C ter for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), National MC
and Atmqheric
Admini
‘on (NOM), National Air and Space ~
“on(lWISA), Department of
Defense (D D), NWS, various universities, and the private sector. The FAA has provided
fhnding for thrte major field valklation experiments: the Wmtcr Icing and Storms Projects
(WISP) in e winters of 1989-90,1992-93, and 1994-95. Planning is undenvay fix a joint
freezing “ e program with NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC) during the winter of 1996ther WISP field effort in the winter of 1997-98.
97 and for
1

*~t
A~~~=onkb~
h~dtiotion~~tiM
at the AWC in Kansas City to improve tbe ability to forecast inflight icing,
tof
especially” thecasesoffkzing
*fkeeziqdrizzle,
and SLDaloft. Theeft%rtis fbcusedon
leamingho toincorporate a variety ofdatasoutcea intothef~~
including satellite
obauvatio , wind profilers, Next Oenemtion Weather Radar (N’EXMD), ~ T’*
Doppler
The goal is to produce houriy tbree+m“ casional icing fbmcaat fields
weather (TDWR).
fkommodel based algorithms for aviation users with at least a one-hour lead time (up to as much
as a 12-ho lead time) with high accuracy. The AWR program not only suppmts model and
icing algon
development but also funds the Expdmentsl Forecast Facility (EFF) within the
AWC by
“chemerging icing forecast@ technologies are tested in an operational setting.
Icing fo
from the EFF are distributed cumentlyin text or 2D graphic format. A threegridded system for use by flight sewice speciali~ piles and other users is
dimensio

1

6
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planned. As a result of work completed thus far, in January 1996, the AWC issued the first-ever
forecast of freezing precipitation aloft.
As the FAA continues to sponsor research, it will encourage other governmental,
academic,private, and international org@zations to pursue their own research. AU such
research should be conducted in mutual collaboration for maximum effbctiveneas.
(See also Tasks 13.E. and 13.H. of this pIan)
Responsible party: FAA Aviation Weather Research ProgranL AUA+60.
Sebedule:
.
●

●

November 1996- March 1997: NASA LcRC/NCAR -g
&zrle program to
include forecasting of SLD conditions.
Iuly - September 1998: Statistical verification of icing algorithms completed.
IIWrmine upgrades to single input and combined model-sensor input algorithms.
Report on NCAR-produced icing forecast guidance and value added by AWC and
Alaska AWC forecasters.
FY99 and beyond:
. Complete combined sensor-model icing algorithm and implement at AWC
and Alaska AWC.
. Develop higher resolution icing guidance product (down to 10 km horizmtal
scale) commensurate with the National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) capability improvement.

B.
The FM will continue to support the uae of operationally ●vailable seataor
teehaology $p-ound-basad or airborne sensors that send data to ground-bawd eqoipment)
for king de4eetionand dmgnosia. The FAA ●laowill eonaider finding the development of
new sensor ~echnologieafor icing detection or diagnosis.

As a@dt of FAA efforta, in the surnmerof 1996, the firatcanmemi aIaircmfthavinga
withio
humidity senpor was flown. Humidity sensors will be installed on five additional*
the year. T+e aensorawill allow automated rcportaofakey ieingalgorithm input parameterSndwinddataalm!ady qorted. This
atmospheric Umidity-to Suppkment the teqemtm
effort is hiJ y leveraged with NOAA and the National science Foundation (NSF) in
coliabomtioq with United Parcel Serviee. Furthermore, AWR is working with the governments
of France and the UNted Kingdom to obtain sensor ecrtifieation on Airbus aircraft and Boeing
747 aircr& respectively. After several months of flight tests and experience in using the
humidity dat+ to improve forecasts, as many as 160 sensors will be deployed on air cmier

7
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aircraft. us will greatly enhance the information available to meteorologists and numerical
modelers

v ile this airborne humidity sensor is an essential first step in icing detection and
fomcaat ‘ ificatiom it does not directly ident@ the icing phenomenon itself. The FAA will
consider ridingresearch into icing detection technologies and fkilitating transfer of these
tecbnoloj :Sto industry.
T
to detem
liquid k
radiomet
quantitic
atmosphf
transfer t

AWR program-sponsored radar detection work has resulted in several methodologies
e icing altitudes, to determine the amount and S* of SLD, to discrhinate between
lets and ice crystals by combinations of ground- and satellite-baaed radars and
;, and to use low-cost balloon-borne packages for aupeIwoled liquid detection and
on. Frekninary results have been publiahedj yet thorough testing under a variety of
c conditions is needed to ensure the methods are suf6ciently robust for technology
Iperationrd systems such as NExRADand TDwR

T FAA will encourage other governmental, academic, private, and international
organizx ns to pursue their own research and technology transfer. All such research should be
umducte mmutual collaboration for maximum effectiveness.
($ : dSO Task 3 of this Phil.)
IeParty: FAA Aviation Weather Research pm-

AUA-460.

schedule
●

●

●

●

●

September - December 1996: Experimental, off-line (in the NCAR
environment) implementation of combined modeknaor input icing diagnosis
algorithm. NCAR installs satellite-baaed icing display at AWC and Alaska
AWC.
September 1997: Report on the f~bti~
of using mrnote sensor data to
determine icing severity. Report on theoretical studies of possible
NEXMD/TDWR upgrades for impmving icing detection.
October - December 1997: Implemmt upgrade to satellite algorithm at AWC
and Alaska AWC.
November 1997- March 1998: (Tentative) Field experiment in weatem C3reat
Lakes to teat NEXRAD co-.
September 1998: Report on evaluation of NEXRAD --.
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INFLIGHT ICE DETECTION
1

Iliisld.

#ccelerate

development

of airborne technologies that remotety

[

assess ici g conditions by working with groups that already are

Is.,mtit.=eamhi.thisam.

I

:

The development of equipment carried on an airemft that could detect icing conditions io
an area that is remote from the &craft would assist aircmft that arc not certified for flight in
icing eondi “ons in avoiding thox conditions. The ability to m + ~ detect icing is envisioned
assnimpo
t capability of aircrah developed in accodancc w. k the “avoid and exit” concept
advanced @of the Advanced General Aviation Transportation Experiment (AGATE). Such
aircmft are ot planned to be certified for flight in icing conditions.

I

R ote sensing could be useful to aid in avoidance of severe icing conditions by all
ainxaftincl ‘ -rt
airplanes. ‘k Department of lkf~
(DOD) and FAA are funding
investigative research in thiS ~
Cold R@ons Research Enginetaing Laborstory (CRREL) V#
provide the rimary technical management. NASA LeRC is organizing a workshop on the
airbcme re
? ote seining concept.

Responaibl+Party: FAA Technical Center, DOD, CRREL, NASA LeRC.
Schcduk I

L

July 1998: Reports on airborne remote sensiug technology proof of concept
investigation .
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CERTIFICATIONREGULATIONS
AND GUIDANCE MATERIAL
XasJd. Ensure that aircraft having unpowered ailerons and pneumatic
deicing Mm
ots do not have roll control anomalies if exposed to certain SLD
conditiq ns.

!

A.
T e FM will dwelop and publisb intedm procedures for aircraft receiving new,
●mended or supplemental type certificates.

In 994, an accident occurred in which severe icing conditions outside of the icing
certificate n enveIope contributed to uncommandcd roll. The accident profile was nearly
replicated uring flight tests when the aircraft was flown with ice shapes dweloped km testing
in an artifi ial icing cloud having droplets in the size range of fkezing drizzle at a &mpemhm
near
“ g. This condition created a ridge of ice aft of the deicing boots and fof the
ailerons.
air testing with this ice shape resulted in urummmandedmotion of the aikrons and
rapid roll. Subsequent mandatory modifications to enlarge the deicing boot to remove the ice
formation netted these unsafe characdstics. In additio~ flight manual procedures were
adopted t allowed flight crews to identi@ inadvertent flight into severe icing conditiou and
provided
“ctions and procedures to allow a safe exit fkomthose severe conditions. The
deicing sy m modification provides an increased margin of safkty in the event of an encounter
Withfkx
“ conditions exceeding the icing certification envelope.
i
FAA initiated a review of aircmft similar to the swidcnt airplane to determine if
other type signs might experience control Mkulties should a ridge of ice fimn aft of the
deicing
addmaed
part 23 and part 25
ts and forward of the ailerons. The ilW9ti@tiCMl
airplanes t are equipped with pneumtic deicing boots and non-powered flight control
Systmna,
states.
that are used in regularly scheduled revenue passenger service in the united

3

The FAA has determined that similarly equipped aircmft receiving new, amcnrkL or
suppkmen type certificates should be evaluated for roll control problems if exposed to large
wpercool droplets. Theprocedurea thatwillbe bascduponthose usedduringthcprcvious
FAA eval “onprogram and will continue until specific regulations are adopted to address
conditions utside of the current regulatory icing envelopes in Appendix C of part 25 of the
Federal Avi tion Regulations (14 CFR part 25).
{

Reeponsibll parties: Small and Transport Airplane Directorates.

10
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Scheduli :
July 1997: Develop and publish guidance applicable to ahplsnes receiving new,
amended, or supplemental type certificates.

●

B.
T e FAA will issue Notices of Proposed Rulenteking (JUPRM)to require that certain
aircraft “ icing conditions when specific visual icing cues are obsenwd. The NPRMs will
be ●ppli ble to those aircraft (1) that have pneumatic deicing boots ●nd unpowered
ailerons k d (2) that were not addressed by the icing AD’s issued on April 24,1996.

In April 1996, the FAA issued 18 Airworthiness Directives (AD) to require revising the
ved Airplane Flight Manualto provide the flight crew with recognition cues for, and
for exiting from severe icing conditions. The AD’s were written because flight
s
crews we not provided with the information necessary to determine:

4
.
when

●

what

$

e *lane
is operating in icing conditions that have been shown to be Unsafq or
tion to take when such conditions arc encountered.

AD’s applied primarily to parts 23 and 2S airplanea that have unpowered primary roll
controls, cumatic deicing boots, and are used in regularly scheduled revenue passenger service
in the Uni
Ststes,
t
FAA will propose similar msndatory action tbmugh the NPRM process for all part
“ part 23 airplanes that have unpowered roll controls and pneumatic deicing boots
ot addressed by the earlier AD’s. The part 23 NPRM’swill address aixpkmes
in normal and utility categories (not used in sgricuhural operations) having
roll controls and pneumatic deicing boots tit are used in part 135 ondemsnd aad sir
“OILand other airplanes regularly exposed to icing conditions.

T

25 and cc
that were
certifica
Unpow
taxi opem

Tbesc part 23 NPRM’s will include:

SE

singleand multkngine turbopropellcr powered ai@nes.
1multi-engine piston powered airpkes.
:.
c. ingle-engine piston powered airpkmes generally having mractable landing gear,
propellers, and powered by c@rtes rated at 200 horsepower or greater.
CQnatant
Responsi~le parties: Small and Tmnsport Airplane Dim@a@s.
schedule:

.--— ----
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Task. 5. Task ARAC with a short term project to consider a regulation that
requil ‘esinstallation of ice detectors9 aerodynamic performance monitors, or
anoth w acceptable means to warn fUght crews of ice accumulation on critical
,surfa es rquiring crew action (regardless of whether the icing conditions are
~jnsjdeor outside of Appendix C). ARAC wiU also be tasked with a long term
‘harmcmization project to develop certification criteria and advisory material
- poss “blyincluding envelopes supplementing those currently in Appendix C
- for the safe operation of airplanes in SLD alo~ in SLD (freezing rain or
freezirg drizzle) at or near the surface, and in V+WI phase conditions.
...4

e cuxrent icing certification regulations ensure that airplanes are safe for operation in
ditions defined by the envelopes in Appendix C of part 25 of the Fe&ml Aviation
ns (14 CFR part 25). However, service experience baa shown that airplanes may
icing conditions exceeding Appendix C, which may have @astropbic consequences.
ative will provide certification requirements to increase the level of safbty when icing
exceeding Appendix C are encountered.

I

icing co
Regulati
encount
This ini
conditio

other key issue that requires analysis is tbe recognition of aircmft icing. ARAC will
be given e task to consider the need for a regulation that requires installation of iee detectors or
other au
ble means to warn flight crews of icc accumulation on critical surf’
requiring
crew acti n.

F

Respons~ble pa~:

FAA.

Scbedul+

September 1999: Reach technical agreement.
October 2001: Fublii Final Rule.

●
●

I
12
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ml
Improve theregulations.nd
guidancerelatdtocefificationof
airplad es for operation in icing conditions defined by Appendix C.

A.

4he FAA will revkw,
1

●nd develop

the following guidance material:

Review and revise Advisory Circukr (AC) 20-73,AircraftIce Protection.
Revkw and revise AC 23.1419&Certification of Part 23 Airplanes for Flight
in king Conditions.
Develop AC 25.1419, Certilkation of Pm%25 Airplanes for Plight in Icing
Conditions.

1

2
3

revise,

A review of existing advisory material indicates that improvements can be made
and addi nal new information incorporated to benefit all users. The AC’s will address
icing co ‘tions that are defined by the current Appendix C. tildcration
will be given
to comb” “ g the information into one AC. It is anticipated that additional advisory
material “11be required for icing conditions outside of Appendix C (see Tsak 5 of this
plan).

$

Responsible Party: Aircraft Certification Service.
Scheduk{

Sc@xnber 1998: Issue proposedAC’s.
4)

Review and update FAA Icing Handbook.

:

Th FAA Icing Handbook is a compendium of technical infomnation p@ainhg to
yak, tesg and certification of aircmft with ice protccdon. llw Handbook ia
desigrk
“y for w by airframe, powmplao$ and flight test e@neers. l%e update
intealdedp”
will inci* , but will not be limited to, new information on the following:
and stability and control with
a “ oil and aircmfl aerodynamics, perfo~
ice accrcti ns.
“ tion of supercooled large droplet icing conditions.
b.
c.
ytical icing accretion and @ormancc codes.
d. w protection systems.

k

13

I
I

Respo sible Party: FM TechnicalCenter.

I

Sched Ie:
IDecember 1997: Complete update of the FAA Icing Handbook.

lq

Develop m engine and propulsion idngAC!.

:

e engine and propulsion icing AC will provide certification guidance that is more
definiti e than AC 20-73, AircmftIce Protection. It VW also present tionnation that will cover
engine
“fkation and part 25 engineinduction system certification as a codbted
process.

P

Pajor areas to be covered include:
kc shed damage conditions
Power Ioss instability conditions (e.g., rollx
fhmeo@ surgehtall, etc.)
Acceptance criteria (acceptable damage, acaptable power loss, etc.)
Natural icing flight tests ~art 25 of the Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR
part 25)]

1

Respo~ible Parties: Engine and Propeller Directorate, Trsnspmt Airplane Directorate.

F

Sehedul :

~tember

1998: Issue 15naIAC.

6; Developan advisory circular to provide guidance on how to evaluate the
mlseeptil ity of ● horizontal tail to stalL

WUUMUA@
DdyMmicstalhgof thehorizontaltailpIane, whcnthe Mingedgewas
xi with ice, has been responsible for a numberof catas@Mc accidents. It has been
found thl wen the small amounts of ice that may Uxumulatc before wAhatkm of an ice
protectio Iyatemcan cause reductions in the tailplane stall margin,
A

A planes with powered pitch control systems may be susceptible to this phcnomen in
terms Of( kration of the aerodynamic chmcten “stiesof the tailplane. However, there has only
been adv se service history with leading edge contaminab“onon airplanes with unpowered pitch

I

14
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s. Airplanes with a history of accidentsand incidentsattributed to tailplane stall
y the FAA to limit the useof flaps, modify the ice protectionsystem,or modify the
iher airfoil design. The changesimprove the performanceof the ice protection
tailplane stall margins. The FAA also evahratedthe tailplane stall marginsof
135 airplaneswith unpoweredpitch control systemsand found the marginsto
that prescribeda zro-g pushovermaneuver
tailplane stall. The FAA now plans to develop
erial that will presentdesigncriteria andassetsmewmethodsthat will aid
designof tailplanesthat are not susceptib,tI~ staliing when the leading
e Pm-ties: Small Airplane Directorate,TransportAirplane Directorate.

tember 1999: Issuefinal AC.
FM will coordinate an evaluation of a reformatted Appendix C, which
de a presentation more easily used in certification and for other purport
could be incorporated in an AC.

hard Jeck’sAIAA-94-0482 paper,“Qther Waysto C!hamc&ze the Icing
suggestsformatsof the Appendix C datathat could be usedmore easily by
FAAwiUconsiderwritinganACthatcontains
mlats, and au expImation of the processof
x c envelopesandtbe proposedformats. Dr.
ads do not necessarilyrequire any changein the Appendix C envelopes.
ea: FAA Technical Center,Small and TransportAirpiane Dimeu@q FM
sehedPIc:
l

l

August 1997: Solicit commentsfrom the FAA, industry, and the research
community. If the proposalsare found to be desirable,therx
June 1998: IssueproposedAC.

15
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c.

Task an Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee (ARAC) working group to
onize the requirements of Section 23.1419 (“Ice protection”) of part23 of the Federal
tion Regulations (14 CFR 23.1419), and SeetiOas25.1419 (“Ice protection”), 25.929
peller deicing”), and 25.1093 (%duetion system ice protection”) of part 25 of the
ral Aviation Regulations (14 CFR part 2S.1419, 25.929, ●nd 25.1093) and of part 25 of
oint Aimotihiaess Regulations, ●nd to produce ●ppropriate advieory materiaL

! :

ha

A “

(“P
Fed
the

n

Responsible Parties: Small and Transport Ahplanc Directorates.

Scb

ule:

I

October 2001: Publish Final Rule.

16
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I

WAG The ARAC Flight Test Harmonization Working Group will complete
the harmdzation project to standardize performance and handling
requirem ents and guidance material for certification of FARIJAR 25
airplanes to safely operate in tbe,icing conditions of Appendix C.

Group was
for demon
MA publi

conditions.
qualities i

25 of the Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR put 25) and
ss Regulations require that the sirpkne must k able to
tions. The Flight Test Hmmonization Working
cd withs project to standardize airplane performance and banding requirements
ting sde operation in icing conditions. The harmonization project started when tbe
“ “Csin Icing
Notice of Proposed Amendment (WA) 25F-219, “Flight Chsm@emb
dernonstmting acceptable airplaue performance
characteristics for flight in icing conditions.

T

Group began work on this project in October
including coordination with other
during flight in icing
owever, agreement has been reached on the majority of performance and handling
.

ResponsibklParty:
%bedule:

AMc.

~

Marc~ 1999: Publish Final Rule and AC.
I

,
I

.
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The FAA, in concert with airworthiness authorities throughout
the orld, will consider a comprehensive redefinition of certification
enve opes (such as those that appear currently in Appendix C) for the
glob 1atmospheric icing environment when sufficient information is
avai able worldwide on SLD9 mixed phase conditions, and other icing
con itions, and when adequate simulation tools are available to
sim late and/or model these conditions.
●

1

:

The lack of information to support a compmhenaive redefinition of edification
envel pa for the global atmospheric icing environment was cqhaahd
by numerous
parti “pantsat the May 1996 FAA-sponaorcd International Ca&ence on Aimraft
Infli t Icing. Additionally, as the number of aircraft increme, the probability of
enco @ringintense icing conditions that were pmvioualy considered rare increases. As
avail ble icing cloud information and technologies improve, the FAA wili consider a
mn
hensive change to the icing certification envelopes. This task is extremely
com ex-it requires information fim around the globe and coopcmdon of aviation
auth ‘ties around the world. In the inteim, the FM VW work with AIUC to improve
the ety of airplanes exposed to icing conditions that cxcecd the current Appndix C
icing envelopes (see task 5 of this plan).

1

Res~nsible Party: FAA Icing Steering Committee.
Schebule:
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.
I%r
auto

The FM Human Factors Team will review the design philosophy of
atic auto~ilot disconnection due to an external disturbance.
I

Operational experience has Shownthat in some autopilot modes, the autopilot has
disco ected after trimming the aircraft tos@ cntxyduring flight in icing. LAMS
of control tim
the
uing roll and pitch excursions has resulted during some inmmces ‘Ile human factors
aspect
of autopilot use and disconnect during flight in icing will be addr&ed.
+

Res~nsible

Party: FAA Human Factors Team.

*hedu]e:

I September 1997: Publish aplanandschedule.

20
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ICING SIMULATION METHODS

Ihskll.

Debelop validation criteria and data for simulation methods used to
determine ice shapea on aircraft, including icing tunnel, ice accretion
computer c+es, and icing tankers.

A
VMD
TIONREQUIRJWENZS. A working grOUp will be formed to identify
validation req iremente for icing faeilitk (tunnels and tankerak aad droplet tipingement
and ke aced n computer codes. The validation requiremer+’ ‘ I be appropriate for use
in certMcation The working grmp will develop information d ~ribing validation criteria
(including sp ifieation of limitations) for icing simulation fmih~ including
inetrmnentatio and data processing methodologies as thq relate to facility calibrations,
and for impin meat and ice ●ccretion codes. This will be ● coordinated effort ●mong
research orga “ tions, industq, and regulato~ authoritka. This material will be
evaluated by it e FAA for ●doption as guidance material.

:
The Wo “ g group will establish a plan for development of validation criteria for
experimental ic” simulation facilities (tankers and tunnels) and icing simulation &.
The
working group “Udevelop level-of-acceptance criteria for validation comparkns. ‘k group
will examine co lation of ice shapes (including impingement)*
icing f&cilitieswith those
hm flight in
icing conditions. In additiom the group will examine correlation of iw
shapes (incl “ impingement) tiom iee accretion codes with those*
both simulation
conditions. The fidelity of artificial ice shapes needed to rcpread a natural
hcilities and
“wed. Methods will be examind to provide quantiMde information on cloud
event will be
“ “es,i accretion ahajKs, and aero—performancemeammmm@ innatuml icingto
pmbn criteria for simulation. Methodsfor proceaaiag time-avemged flight
Menninethe
to support replicating natural icing events m ground-based faditiee.
datawillbeev
-i

clod
Tbewo “ group also will address methods for dehing Wnnehnk
. .
Cs
their calibration and accumcy. This will include inatmnentation employed in
t of those calibrations and methods to &ermine the fkcility’s envelope. A set of
Ltab”
equivalent icing conditions along with a atmdard model(s) will be identitkd for use in
comparing icing simulation facilities. Means of comparison to cross reference individual hcility
results will bed veloped.

‘TI

Issuesre atcd to the simulation of freezing drizzle, freezing rairLand mixed phase
conditions eithe by a facility or a computer code also will be exanhed.

I
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ResponbibleParties: NASA LeRC,FAA TechnicalCenter,andAirc& &&i&on

&vice.

Scheduje:
August1997: Developinterim recommendations
on validation criteria
June2001: Developfinal recommendationson validation criteria.

:

DATA. The FM shall support ruear 91aimed at developing ice
II data and associatedaerodynamic effectsthat WI hr asedfor the vaIidation of ice
II codesand analysis of aerodynamic perfonaane~ ~.ti&rrdationdue to icing. This
also can be usedto form tbt basis of an evaluatior~of ice rbape featurea resulting
1performance loss.

PLAN
e NASA LeRC Modem Airfoils Ice AccretionsProgramreceivesfunding supporthm
the developmentof ice accretionsin icing tunnelson
theF . This programencompasses
modem ‘rfoils (2D) andwings (3D) of interestto industry andthe FAA. It includesthe
aquisi on of aerody-namic
datausing icing tunnel accretionmodelsin high quality aerodynamic
i
tunnels.
Reapon ible Parties: NASA LeRC, FAA TechnicalCenter.
t

scheduk:
1998: Reporton ice accretionsfor modun airfoils (ZD), including C& Cm,
and
The FM will support nrch
on the
TIoNI.ROlfEMENT.
eat and improvement of ice simulation methods such as ke l uratiom codea,i&g
iciag bakers. This research will be dhacted at ~derstanding the pbyakal
derlying the ice accretion process,khliag
phcn~nena amo&tad with SLD

working groupwill be formed to publish a rescar& plan that addrcs~ how the FAA
caumo cost effectively improvethe simulation capabilitiesof industry andrtstarch facilities.
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Res~nsible Parties: FAA Technical Center, Aircraft Certification Service.
Sch

ule:

1

February 1998: Publish a Simulation Improvement Research Pkm.
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ICE ACCRETION AND ITS EFFECTS
ON PERFORMANCE/STABILITY
AND CONTROL
Tnsk,,

A.

Develop guidance material on ice rccretion rbapes nnd roughness
nt effect6 on performance/6tability and control. This material will
to the identification and evaluation of critical ice shape feature6

Th FM, along with industry and reearcb oqanimtions, sbaUform a working

group to l plorr categoriesof ice accretions that repruent potenti Suretyproblems on
ail-croft. ;

processrequiresidentification andevaluationof critical ice accretions.
f possibleice accretionsis not well ~&BUKH& aDdguidanceinfolmationisncc&d
with establishedrequirements.The working groupwill evahmtenumerousice
of concernaboutthe effectsof ice accretionon airfoil performance
andhandling chamctuScs.
retion categorieswould include (but would not be limited to):
’ ice (a thin layer of ice composedof roughnesselements);
(ice remainingafkr a deicercycle);
ice (spanwisestepaccretionsbeyondthe “normal” impingementzone);
icc(singlehomiceshapeontheuppcrsurf&);and
de ice (ice accumulatedbehveendeicercycles).
of ice would be consideredduring variousphasesof flight such astiff,
ice protection systems;
systems;and

24
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Parties: Aircti

v

Certification Service,FAA TechnicalCenter,NASA LeRC,

bcr 1997: Publish a plan.

will establish a working group to visit various mannfWure~~ to learn how
op critical ice shapesand their rationale for the ice shapeaused for cetication.
g group will develop information to be consideredfor pubBcation.

Re8poasi Ie Party: Aim& Certification Service.
Schedule:b
l

.

October 1997: Completevisits to man-.
December1997: Reportfindings.
FM will continue to support research on the e&&a of ice wcretion on &foil
and aircraft stability, control, and handling charwteristiu. As the FM
research, it will encourageother governmat& mademk, p&ate, and
al organizations to pursue tbeir own resew&. All sacb ruearcb rhoaId be
for masim~m effectiveness.Tke following reaeucb
carrent FM-supported programs directed at addressing the isma wsociated
(1) the NASA LeRUFM Tailplane Icing Progmm ud (2) the Umiverslty of
Study of Effect of Loge Droplet Ice Ace&ions on AMoil aad Wing

Tke N.4$4 Lewis Research Center @eRC)/FM Tailplane Icing progrOm:

1

s programencompassesd study of tailplane icing using icing tunnel, wind tuuncl,
computati nal methods,and flight test. It includesthe investigationof flight test and analytkal
methods de&mine aircraft sensitivity to ice contamkted tailplane stall.

25
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Respo bible Parties: NASA LeRC, FAA Twhnical Ceutel.
6
Sehed le:
a
April 1998: Final Report.

of IllinoMFM Stu@ of Enect of Large-Droplet Ice Accretions on
Wing Aerodynamics and Co~trob:

researchis to studythe &xts of spanwisestepice eons
on
raft aerodynamicsand control. This type of ice accretioncan occur in supcrwolcd
icing conditions (f&zing rain anddrizzle) as well as in smallerdroplet clouds at
nearfkezing. Experimentalandcomputationaltaskswill be conductedusing
accretionsto determinethe sensitivity of ice shapeand location on airfoil
ce andcontrol surfacehinge momentasa fimction of angle-of-attackand flap
deflecti n. Critical conditions will be identified wherethe hinge momentor aerodynamic
changesrapidly.
PafO+
Respodible Parties: University of Illinois, FAA Tcchnkal Center.

.I 1997: Interim report.
.I 1999: Final report.
e FM will request that industy form a committee to review dab tirn
D.
II testing to determine if there are sigMaat convhtio~~ that aa be
tbeP
shared r f&ture pie and to Meatify rtalbtic ice rhapm due to SLD. The comm&ee
will co Mer the effect of &foils, pressure distribWon, 8ikoa da&n, etc. on M
aircrdt
rusceptibiity to roll control probkm8.
i

T$ring the May 1996International Co&rence on Airaaft Might Icing, mrrmfactraas
Mica&j a willingness to contribute datato accomplishthis task.
ResponsjbleParty: Aircraft Certification Service.
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Sch+hde:
I

~ J~Y 1997: ~w

lads)

to industry.
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SLD CHARACTERIZATION
AND $!IIXEDPHASE CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT

XaM3t 1Characterize SLD aloft and assess mixed phase conditions (ice
crystals ~nd supercooled liquid water droplets) in the atmospheric flight
environ~ent.

A’
‘h FAAwill circulate“trial”SLD dropsize dists’ib~ti~-* to participating
research o animationsto ●ssessd~erences in LWC and UIOwze processing
methods. ~

!%

l%i~subtask responds to the long recognized problem of trying to coneq or
adjm recofded dropsize distributions for systematic measurement emorathat occur with
modem eleplro-optical, droplet sizing probes. In the abacncc of a ataodard procedure,
diffkrent
employ different correction schemes thst can give dif&ent results for the
same initial
SLD
size distribution. Unacceptably large disagmments in computed
T
median vol~ diameters (MVD) and water concentrations can arise this way. In this
situation n$mdy knows how much artificirdy introduced emor is contained in published
SLD resuiq Therefore, this plan attempts to gauge the seriousness of the problem by
allowing alllinterested researchersto use their prcfd
correction scheme - whatever it
may be -0$ the ssme initial size distribution and to compare the results.
Responsible Party: FAA Technical Center.
schedule:

Apx$ 1998: Final report swmmizin g results.

B.
‘IMFM will COUM%
consolidst%and analyze affordable and accessibk cdsting
SLD data. kbe FAA will raeommend that individual Civil Aviation Aothoritka (CM’S)
qmaor an @dyses of ●rchived weather data in their own comtrks to provide statiaties on
tie local oc@wrencesof freezing rain and fredng driszk.
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I

cd Centerfor icing
ed the presenceof significant
must be maderegardingadditional cqakations posses&g in-situ
may include theseconditions.
compilation similar to that for the cloud icing databax will be conducted.
ues,whetherdoneon site at the participating institutions or at the FAA
1be determinedaspart of this project.

possibleflight testsor additionalmeasurements in SLD
onties worldwide will be encouragedto undertakeor sponsorthe
archived weatherdata.
Redponsibk

arty: FAA TechnicalCenter.

P
schedule: ~
l
l

J+e 1997: pteparr a letter to worldwide CAA’s.
M/uch 1998: Final report on results from FM effort.

C.

The $AA will conduct a study to determine the magnitude of the safety threat that in
pored by mqed phase conditions.

PLAN
Rapoariblc

48rty:

FAA Technical Center.

SChSdUk:
Febru@ 1998: Reporton the 6ndings and recommen&ions for possible f&her
8CtiOll.

D.

(Tbk ?ubta& is left blank intentionally.)
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I
E.

T e FAA will support basic research on the formation mechanism of freezing

drizzle a Ioft and at ground level.

:

ugh the FAA Aviation Weather Research prothe FAA has supported ongoing
work in “sarea since fiscal year(H) 1990. The “FAA Might Icing Product Development
Plan: FY 7 & FY98° includes a section on basic icing science, which fbcuses on the robs of
turbubn and low cloud condensation nucleus concentrations in contributing to the formation of
SLD.

T

Responsible Party: FAA Aviation Weather Reseamh Program, AUA460.
Schedule{

“sis ongoing work. Results from these analyses have already been
in xpmated into guidance prmhctstra
nafenedtoAWC
aspartofthe FAAAWR
gram. The two-year (FY 1997 and FY 1998) Inflight Icing Product
elopment Team Plan under review by the AWR Program includes further
stl+iy and transfcrof research rcauhs to OpCMtiODS.

2

F.
T FM will solicit knowledgeable iadividmls to provide guidance to researchers
for dev
ing SLD and mixed phese icing cbud chancterimtbns for poesible certification
purpoaee
+ quantity, geographic location, and cherecterhtion format).

dance will be sought from researchers who collect and analyze the*
modelii and
who would w SDynew
1rqXSelltStiVCS, and industry and FAA ~tiVe9
“on(SLD, mixed phase CQnditiona)for cerdfication proposes. The need is not solely
meteorolo “cd (processes, characteristics, extents), but also depends on such fhctors as location
7relative to “gbair traffic use areas, wind tunnel and numerical aimubtion mquimrmtsj and

wind

4

Opemtionq requirements.

Reqmu@e pmlies: FAA Technical Center, Canada [Atmosphdc Environmental Semite
(AES), Na+iomdResearch Council of Canada (NRC), and Tmnsport Canada (TC)], NCAR,
NASA Lc$C, Aircmft Certification Se#vice.
Schedule:’
Apjil 1998: Report on findings.
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G.

The AA supported tunnel tcating by NASA LeRC and the Canadian AES

&

with the obj

“ e of testing LWC meters for droplet sizes greeter than 50 microns.

Reepoaaible parties: NASA LeRC,AES, FAA TechnicalCenter.

ber 1996: CompletedNASA LcRC end Canada(AES/NR~C)
s
July
* 1 97: Rcpat on the tunneltesting.

tunneltesting.

H.
The @4 will support fiwther icing rmeerch to characterize SLD for operation,
simulation,
d cedficetion purposca. This research will include the collection of date in
where SLD aloft date hea not been coll~
such 88 the Great Lakea
geogmphic
Region. SucF field programs will be planned to provide information useful for verification
of fomcaetin methodologies, training end guidance material pertdkg
to operation in
SLD aloft (e, , horizontal end vertical extent), SLD charactarizatio% and simulation of
SLD dug i
g tunnelahankem and computer codm. The FAA will raquest thet the
internation
community lCanadian AES, NRC, and TC, -d Ewqean Reaeamh on
Aircraft Ice ertificetion (EURICE)] continue their support of similar reeaamh efforts (or
initiate s
studies) and enter into SLD date exchange agreamanta promoting
compatible
rational ●nd data collection procedom
measurement tcchniquq and data
proceaeing
$ p endures.

w
“ “

SLD datafor NorthAmericais almost entirelyderivedfrommountainous
SACS
andtbe
rmritimc
provincec
of eaatcrnCulada I%c
WesteInunited
“y responsibleforicing in those areas(aogmpbic, northAtlantic) ac
of NorthAmarka. ‘hI& 8tW9pkiC
88Mpliltg iO
those in Ok &OgMphiC difkrent
would
beveryvalualiein
“ve
of
otherSLD
fomation
meckkns
‘r~
E-c
the f-ulati+n of an SLD &mc@nab
“ “oncnvelope. Thmeamswould indudcthc Gmt Lakes
mgionandot$cramas detmmid throughoonmltationwith meteorologistsad clod physicists.

regionsof

Moat$arnplingof SLD aloftm@ by dcfinitionjbc done in flight. However, innovative
~k
* bc used in some geographic areas, as excmplifiodby tbc pilot projecton Mount
Washhgton * winter, 1996-97.
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A
in Clevel
proposed
essential
severe ici
This proj
tier
S

operative NASA LeRC/NCAWF&4 projec~ based attheNASA LeRc flight
fmility
d, Ohio, is planned for the 1996-97 icing season. Canada (m/NR~C)
has
field project for the Canadian Great Lakes in 1997-98. These projects will provide
LD data in the @eat Lakes regio~ which is believed to be a geographic mea where
conditions occur with greater frequency than in most other areas of North America.
t is crucial both to possible short-term regtdatory action and to effkctive planning of
D flight research.

/

A ientific field project (WISP98) is planned tentatively for the weatem Cheat Lakes
area durin the following winter (1997-98). That project will include SLD flight maearch if
funding is available. A cmservative esthate is thut$600,000would be required hm FAA and
other so
in order to include SLb flight rescm;h in this project. WISP98 involves NCFM NA A LeRC an& possibly, several univeraiti~ local NWS offices, NOM’s
Environm ntal Technology Laboratory, and industry. Fditiea available for this project are
&!Xdy d
dent on funding amounts and sources, both of which are unknown at this time.
Canada iii
( S/NRC/TC) also is pkumittg a field project for the Cana&an &eat Lakes in 1997-98.
The suppo of further SLD flight research in 1998-99 will be aaamaed in light of the outcome of
the efforts in 1996-97 and 1997-98. The factors considered will include the auceeSSOfthe
xesearch
y conducted, the need for further data for regulatory and other purposeaj md
available ding. If it is determined that three complementary fight programs are needed in
diffkrent g graphic areas of North Anwr@ and each costs at least $600,000 (a cunaemative
estimate), en the total cost would be at least $1,800,000.

kI

Da from aU efforts will be provided to the FAA Technical Center. The Technical
Center wil enter the data into the FAA SLD database, and willprovide the data to the ARAC
committee described in Task 5 of this report in a form appropriate for their deliberations.
Reapoaai e parties: FM Technical Center, FM Aviation Weather Research Fmgram
(JAA), NASA LcRC,
(AUA460 , Canada (AES/NRC/TC), Joint Airworthiness Authorities
?
NCAR.
!ikhahde:
●

●

●

●

I

Uuoe1997: Letter from FAAto GnadianAES and EURICEpmpoaiq conaidexation
fan agreement on exchange of SLD fight reamrch data.
une
1998: New SLD data from Great Lakea Projcctand Mt Waahin@m project
~
tcredinF&% SLDdatabawandinCluded in@ra8C_tOWCiII
qprc@a&form. FAA SLDdatabmeanddatapacka@ forARACatSOwiU include
#ata from Task 13b of this report.
~ber
1998: New SLD data from WISP98”andotk ●vailable field projects
@ered in FAA SLD database and provided to ARAC in qpqmate
11998-99:Additional SLD atmospheric flight research based M a=ie
resources
@d an evaluation of the research completed to date.
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L
A fe~sibility study will be carried out by a working group to determine if tbe FAA
should sotit)itcooperation of operational aircraft to carry icing, LWC, and droplet probes.

A v$rietyof simple to complex meaaurement devices exist. These devices are available
for installa~on on aircraft to provide real-time or recorded measurements relevant to the icing
problem. ‘@e appropriate instruments, aircra& data eolkcti~ fonna~ aad applications must be
asseased. !$~meinstruments, such as ice detection equipment used fm pilot waming$deicing
equipment @tivatiow already exist and are instakd. Data reccmk+ including written or voice
pilot notes, ~gital recording, or ground telemetry, are needed to document the information.
Reaponsib~ Parties: FAA Technical Center, Flight Wanda& Canada (AES/NRC/TC),
NCW NAISALeRC.
Sebedule:
●
●

June 1997: Working group formed.
December 1997: Report and recommendations.
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COORDINATION
OF ICINGACTMTIES
XaW4.
The FM Icing Steering Committee will coordinate inflight
,icing activities, including recommendations from the FAA International
Conference on Aircraft Infli~ht Iciniz.

The EM Icing Steering Committee members are drawn bm scross the FA& including
representatives from the Flight Standsrds Service, Air Tmf5c, Aircmft Cutificstion Service, and
the FAA T@micaI Center. The Committee was instrumental in the review of the
reaxnmenddtions from the FM International Conference on Aircmft Might Icing and the
subsequent clevelopmentof this FAA Might Aircrr& Icing Plan. The Committee wilI monitor if
the king Plon tasks are pmceediq on schedule snd are achieving the desid results.

Responsible Party: FAA Icing Steering Committee
Seheduk
Biannual review of the FAA Inflight Aircraft Icing Plsn to detamine progress on
accomplisl@g the plan and to identifi areas where the plan should be revised.
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